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Die wissenschafllichen Mitarbeiter des Siidasien-Instituts hatten die Absicht, Herrn
Prof. Dr. Hermann GOETZanlaf3lich seines 70. Geburtstages durch eine Festschrift zu
ehren und diese Festschrift als Band in die Schriftenreihe des Sudasien-Instituts aufzunehmen.
Bei den Vorarbeiten wurde deutlich, wie viele von den bahnbrechenden Arbeiten
Hermann GOETZ'heute dem wissenschaftlichen Publikum nicht mehr zuganglich sind.
Die Bande der - meist indismen - Zeitschriften, in denen sie erschienen, sind langst
vergriffen; Nachdrucke kaum zu erwarten. Das Direktorium kam deshalb zu der Auffassung, es sei die schonere Wiirdigung, eine Auswahl wichtigster Arbeiten Hermann
GOETZ' zu einem geschlossenen Themenkreis als Band der Schriftenreihe erneut abzudrucken. Das Besorgen einer Auswahl erwies sich angesichts des Umfangs seines Lebenswerkes bereits als Problem. Herr Prof. GOETZwurde deshalb gebeten, die Aufsatze
selbst zu bestimmen und sie, wo notig, zu uberarbeiten - eine Aufgabe, der er sich mit
einem betrachtlichen Einsatz an Muhe unterzog. Auch das Vorwort lief3 sich nur aufgrund der ihm bekannten Daten abfassen.
Alle Mitarbeiter und Kollegen begruflen das Erscheinen dieses Bandes als Gelegenheit,
Herrn Prof. Dr. Hermann GOETZfur sein Wirken in Forschung und Lehre an ihrem
Institut zu danken und ihm eine weitere erfolgreiche Tatigkeit zu wunschen. Mogen
ihm und seiner treuen, unermudlichen Mitarbeiterin, seiner Frau, Gesundheit und
Spannkraft noch lange erhalten bleiben!

Prof. Hermann GOETZ'colleagues in the South Asia Institute had originally intended
to honour his 70th birthday with a Festschrift, to appear in the Institutes Publication
Series. However, preparations for the Festschrift clearly showed how many of Hermann
GOETZ'pioneer writings are now no longer available to scholars and the interested
public. The mostly Indian journals in which these important articles appeared have
largely passed out of print, with little prospect of their re-publication. I t consequently
appeared to the Directors of the Institute that a higher tribute could be accorded
Iiermann GOETZby making some of his most significant articles more readily accessible
by reprinting them as a volume in our Publication Series. The articles included were
to be thematically consistent, but the prodigious fecundity which represents Hcrmann
G o s ~ z life
' work rendered the problem of choice difficult. Even the Forcword could
be written only with his help. H e was therefore himself asked to make the selections
and, where necessary, also revisions. The latter was a task which required considerable
effort, but one which he undertook with accustomed energy.
The entire staff of the South Asia Institute greets the appearance of this Volume as
an opportunity to thank Prof. GOETZfor his inspiring and stimulating presence in
their midst. Me heartily wish him well for the future, a future filled with continued
scholarly activity. May he and his constant, tireless companion, his wife, long enjoy
health and good fortune!
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
This volume is a collection of part of the research work of Professor HERMANN
GOETZ,
published, with three exceptions, in Indian scientific periodicals and, thus,
hardly accessible to occidental scholars.
These studies deal with the Indian history and art of Kashmir and of the adjoining
valleys of Afghanistan and of the Himalaya. Through Eastern Afghanistan and the
Panjab there passed the ancient highway over which, in the course of the millennia,
conquerors and immigrants as well as foreign civilizations have entered India: Aryans,
Iranians, Scythians, Kushanas, Huns and Turks, but also Achaemenian, Greek, Roman,
Parthian and Sasanian, and at last also Islamic civilization and art. In the opposite
direction Buddhism and its art and literature have migrated to Tibet, Turkistan and
the Far East. But for the same reason this area has also been devastated beyond recognition time and again.
However, in the sheltered valleys of Kashmir and of the Himalaya, to some degree
also in those of Afghanistan, invasions were not so common, their destructions less
ruinous, peaceful, cultural exchange, though less intensive, in the course of time nevertheless quite effective. For this same reason those valleys have offered a refuge likewise
to the remnants of defeated former conquerors and of their cultural traditions. Kashmir
once had been a province of the Buddhist empire of the Mauryas, then had been subject
to the successive waves of foreign conquerors coming from the Near East and Central
Asia, and continued to be their outpost up to the 5th, even 7th century. Thereafter it
became a mighty empire slowly crumbling off, a more and more isolated outpost of
Hindu culture engulfed by the advance of Islam until it, too, was converted into a
sultanate. Even then it acted mainly as a cultural link, not so much with Iran, but with
Central Asia. Eastern Afghanistan, for so many centuries the summer sojourn of the
foreign conquerors of Northwestern India, turned under the Shahi dynasties (6thloth centuries) into the glacis, sometimes even into a protectorate of Kashmir. The
Himalayan valleys east of Icashmir, on the other hand, fell under the loose control
first of Kashmir, then of the sultanates of the North Indian plains, of the Moghul
Empire, and at last of the Sikh kingdom of Ranjit Singh. During the intervals, when
during the often protracted wars in the Punjab that control became nominal, these small
states experienced happy times when international trade between India and her foreign
neighbours was forced to seek a safe route through the valleys of the exterior Himalaya
and brought wealth and intimate cultural contacts. In many ways Nepal shared this
same role of a buffer state and cultural link, however that between India, especially
Bihar and Bengal, and Tibet, even China. However small most of these states, however
provincial much of their civilization may have been, their historical and cultural
tradition is fairly complete and clear, whereas in the plains we are confronted with
fragments, indubitably more impressive, but also more sporadic and exasperatingly
confusing.
Thus the studies here published form an integral whole in which every paper presupposes and continues the others, supplementing, clarifying, expanding the subject. under
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these circumstances it has been unavoidable that there are repetitions, but they have
been removed or reduced, except in case they introduced an interpretation from another
angle. Many details, likewise, have become obsolete by the researches of the last
decades, however without affecting the actual subject and method of the investigation.
Where it has been possible, the respective passages of the respective paper have been
recast; where this proved impossible, a corrective postscriptum has been added. However, other studies of the author dealing with the same or related subjects, but published
in the occident, have been quoted merely in bibliographical notes, except those which
seemed to fit better into the present volume.
All the researches are mainly based on observatioils on the spot made during many
travels by motorcar, bus and jeep, on horseback or foot in the course of many summers
(1937-1960). For in the summer the oppressive heat of the Indian plains forces nonIndians to retreat into the cooler climate of the mountains. The research work on the
Raja state of Chamba, once situated between Jammu-Kashmir and Kulu, but now merged
in the federal state of Himachal Pradesh, had been intended as the continuation of Professor J. PH. VOGEL'S"Antiquities of Chamba State", vol. I (1912) and had been envisaged to be published as the third volume of the said work t o be brought out by the
Arcl~aeologicalSurvey of India. But the Second World War and its aftermath, when in
India there had been a painful shortage of technical equipment, blocked its publication
for many years. The second volume in which the later inscriptions of Chamba State
were edited by Dr. B. CH. CHHABRA,
then Joint-Director General of Archaeology, was
published in 1959, twenty two years after the preparatory field work. The envisaged
third volume had in the meantime been dissociated from the Archaeological Department
still badly in arrears with its publication program. The most important portion of the
manuscript appeared, thoroughly recast, as the first monograph of the Kern Institute
of Leyden University under the title "The Early Wooden Temples of Chamba," Leyden
(Brill) 1955. The portions dealing with the history and art of Chamba from the 10th
century t o the present day, had to be broken up into a number of very condensed
contributions to various periodicals, for which purpose, however, most of the
con~plicateddeductions and chronological as well as genealogical calculations, on which
their conclusions were based, had to be sacrificed. Nevertheless, all this repeated
recasting seemed worth the trouble because Chamba has proved the almost sole area
of Northern India, the history and art of which can be traced from the 7th to the 20th
century, in almost uninterrupted continuity. It, therefore, represents, as it were, a key
to the main trend of developments in Northern India, thus permitting us, at least
tentatively, to fill the innumerable gaps of our knowledge. Further field work,
unfortunately not yet published, has expanded this reconstruction on the whole
Himalaya u p to Nepal. The study on Kumaon resulted from the need to reconsider the
local political and archaeological chronology which, so far as it had been ~ublished,
seemed to contradict the trend observable in all the other areas of the Indian Himalaya.
The further extension of that systematic research to Nepal started in 1954 when access
to Nepal, hitherto granted only t o a few persons, became ~ossible,though the country
had not yet been opened to tourists. However, Professor GOETZhad to abandon this
research field after the first pioneer study republished here, and after the first sifting of
the historical sources published in his contributions to Civiltli dell 'Oriente and to the
Enciclopedia Univeysale dell 'Arte. His health forced him to leave further research to
other scholars, especially to professor GNOLI(Rome), professor STELLA~!CRAMRISCH
(Philadelphia) and professor E. WALDSCHMIDT
(Gottingen). Instead, ~(ashmir with
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which he had already been familar since 1937, aroused his special interest since 1950.
For soon after the discovery of some early Chalukya and Rashtrakuta sculptures in
Gujarat he revisited Kashmir, and in going through Kalhana's Rajatarangini he found
there the very same king and queen in whose reigns those sculptures must have originated, mentioned in the narrative of the conquests of Lalitaditya, which hitherto had
been regarded as pure fancy and flattery. These rather obscire personalities of the
8th century whom scholars have rediscovered on copperplate grants only during the
last decades, could not have been invented by Kalhana (12th century) whose knowledge of India outside Kashmir proper proves to have been rather poor. This could
have been possible only in case he had culled them from genuine old records. With this
new perspective on the history and art of Kashmir and Northerrn India, more and
more hitherto inexplicable facts fell in line, among them also the genesis of the Kashmir
style as a synthesis of a last, post-Gandharan echo of late Roman-Hellenistic (5th-6th
century), Chinese and late Gupta art. The progress of recent research has since then
permitted to us a better understanding of the background of late "Gandharan and
Shahi art in a new light confirming the thesis proclaimed by Professor GOETZ.
However, there are many more aspects of his researches which could not be considered for the present volume: The study of the temples of Malot and Martand
revealed links to the Teli-ka-Mandir in Gwalior and to the late Gupta art of Kanauj
and Aphsad (Bihar); late Gupta art in its turn induced him to study the origins
the Rajputs. In order to emphasize the continuity of the Chamba tradition from the
7th century to our time, a deviation from the general program of this volume has been
made, and the political and art history continued up to the 19th century. Nor could
the many studies in Indo-Islamic history and art be included, nor those on modern
Indian problems.
The Editors.

CULTURAL MYSTERIES OF T H E WESTERN HIMALAYAS
(Plates I - 111, XXV, 9)
All the world over, high mountain ranges have served as refuges to remnants of
ancient peoples and civilisations, in which, comparatively unmolested, they could
preserve their identity and traditions, some till the present day. In Europe, the Alps
and the Pyrenees; in Africa, the Atlas Range, Tibesti and Abyssinia; in Western Asia,
the Hauran, theTaurus Range, the Caucasus, the Kurdistan Mountains, the Hindukush;
in India, the Naga and Khasi Hills, Gondwana and the Nilgiris, for instance, are wellknown for the primitive tribes and cultures they shelter.
Much less attention has been paid to the Western Himalayas, although, lying as they
have done, on the flank of innumerable barbarian incursions into the Punjab, and also
on important ancient trade routes to Central Asia, they are likely to prove a similar
treasurehouse of most interesting remnants of the past. Already, early in this century,
prominent scholars like H. A. ROSE,SIR EDWARD
MACLAGAN,
Prof. J. PH. VOCEL,SIR
AURELSTEIN,SIR JOHN MARSHALL
and others had pointed out that nowhere else has
the historical, ethnological and archaeological evidence been so little disturbed as here.
But their appeal was hardly heeded. The valleys of the Himalayas, even Kashmir, have
still to yield us most of their scientific secrets.
The chief reason for this neglect is perhaps the fact that, a t least in the more
accessible valleys, the local civilisation does not seem to differ much, at a first impression, from what one generally finds in Northern India. There are the castles of the
Rajput aristocracy and the usual temples. The castles are often very picturesque. Here
the famous Pahari miniatures in the Basohli, Kangra and other local styles were painted,
and on the walls of the palaces as well as of a number of temples, fountain houses
and other buildings, one still finds murals in these styles, though often only in their
last, decadent form. But the Rajputs form no more than a diminutive percentage of
the population; most of their temples are only a few centuries old; and their general
culture has been borrowed from the plains, mainly, since Mogul times.
The temples dedicated to Rama and Krishna are hardly frequented by the people
a t large. Their gods one finds in wooden shrines, on lonely mountain spurs, in clearings
in the forests, by the sides of fountains and lakes. Many of them are dedicated to the
Great Goddess, in her terrible form as Chamunda, and memories of human sacrifices
still are alive in them. But in other cases the goddess turns out to be an ogress, a rakshasi,
or yakshi, still with a horse head just as we find such goddesses represented on ancient
Buddhist monuments, and she lords over the weather, over thunderstorms, rains and
floods.
But in many shrines a Naga-a snake and water deity - is venerated, or some elusive
spirit. Curiously enough, many of these godlings have been identified with various
Vedic rishis. At their festivals, gold, silver or brass masks are carried in procession.
By the side of other fountains, we find the image of Varuna, the Vedic god of the
waters, or the godesses of the holy rivers. Indeed, this is Hindu religion, but in the
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form that it wore in other parts of the country solne two thousand years ago.
And a similar story is told by archaeological monuments and folk art. In the inner
valleys, the peasants decorate their houses with those lotus medallions which are so
colnmon on the early Buddhist stupa railings; and similarly decorated funeral stelae
of the local lower aristocracy are found in the Kulu, upper Chainba and Chandrabhaga
valleys. Vestiges of early stupas have been excavated a t Chaitru, just outside Kangra
Fort. The floor tiles of the Harvan monastery (not far beyond the fainous Shalimar
Garden) in Kashmir, though of the Gupta period, depict Iranian horsen~enand their
women, as we see thein in Parthian art, but by the side of brahinanic ascetics.
At Ushkur - the Kushana town Huvishkapura - near Baramula, there are the
ruins of a stupa of the Graeco-Buddhist type; here and also a t Akhnur, most
beautiful sculptures in the late Gandharan taste have been found. O n the other hand,
a classic form of Gupta art also spread through the Himalayan valleys. At Jagesvar,
in Kumaon, there are old temples resembling those of Aihole in the Deccan. Excellent
Gupta sculptures have been discovered, for instance, a t Lalrha-Mandal, in the neighbourhood of Mussoorie. A half-Gandharan, half-Gupta Buddha image, of brass inlaid
with silver, has turned up a t Fathpur in the Kangra valley. The finest Gupta monuments, however, are the temples of Brahinor and Chatrarhi in upper Chainba, carved,
in deodar wood, in the late seventh century and harbouring marvellous brass images of
Devi, Nandi and Ganesa, cast by an artist named Gugga for a local ruler, Meruvarman.
These are the finest exainples of late classic Hindu art of the age of the great Harshavardhana of Thanesar.
And the interior of these wooden temples is still intact after thirteen hundred years.
The reliefs of flying deities, of planetary gods, are as fresh as in the cave temples of
Badaini or Ellora. The exterior shell, of course, must have been renewed many times.
And the sculptures of the facade, exposed to the weather, are so worn that from nearby they look lilte curious fungi; only a t some distance can one recognise the gods,
flower scrolls and lions. T o the end of the Gupta period - the time of Yasovarman of
Kanauj - belong the very interesting rock-cut temple of Masrur in the Kangra valley
and the still wellpreserved Siva teinple a t Bajaura in I(11lu.
A most curious problein is offered by the well-known sun temple of Martand in
Kashmir and by the contemporaneous temple of Malot in the Punjab. For here we are
confronted by examples of late Roman architecture adapted to Hindu use; the court
of the Martand temple could easily be mistaken for that of any Syrian shrine of the
Roinan period, and the genuine vault of its entrance could hardly be more cl~aracteristically Roman. But with this "Roman" order, purely Bengali forins and pure late
Gupta sculptures are combined, and the statues of the sun god are in the costume and
crown of the Sasanian kings of Persia. A similar statue of the sun god in Persian
costulne was discovered also a t Gum, in Chainba. And Sasanian decorative motives
recur in the Avantisvainin temple a t Vantipor in Kashmir.
But there are more foreign elements! At about the time of the Martand temple
(eighth century) Buddhist stupas, too, were erected at Pandrenthan and Paraspor in
I<ashmir, decorated with half-Chinese Bodhisattva statues! Later, however, we find
contrary currents, for instance in the Buddha Avatara image frame of Ilivsar (Srinagar
Museum), an echo of the mighty Rashtrakuta sculptures of the Ellora caves. Or, in
Chalnba town, the biggest and best brass idol of the Pratihara period (10th century,
represclltillg Gauri-Sankara). Still later, Kashmir art, lost in its home country, survived
in the wood carvings of the Markula Devi (originally the Sun) temple of ~ a r u l - U d a i p u r
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in Upper Lahul, and finally in the Buddhist monasteries of Tibet. The best examples of
mediaeval Indian pictorial art are found in the "Red Templewof Tsaparang.
There are other curious observations to be made: O n fountain stones in West Chamba
recur ornaments like those on the primitive monuments of the European migration
period; and on the socles of the Brahmor images, decorations otherwise found only in
Chinese Turkistan. These primitive motives came once more to the surface after the
Muslim invasions. Reliefs at the Triloknath temple at Mandi make us immediately
think of Mediaeval European reliefs and paintings. But in other such late monuments
this mysterious "indigenouswelement is combined with early Islainic motives, otherwise
unlcnown in India. For instance, most of the ornaments of the Hirma temple at Manali
(early 16th century) are full-fledged copies of those in the palaces of the 'Abbasid
caliphs at Samarra (eighth century). At Jageswar in Kumaon is a relief of mounted
knights in steel armour (circa ninth century). And so one might continue, with mystery
upon mystery, some of which we can solve, but most of which still await an answer.
However, this amazing cultural hotchpotch is merely the counterpart of the not less
confusing mixture of peoples in the Punjab, Western Uttar Pradesh and the adjoining
Himalayas. We find here practically every possible type of the past represented: fairskinned ladies, as purely Greek in type as if they had been conjured from the famous
Parthenon frieze of Phidias; huge, swarthy Sikhs and Pathans, living doubles of the
royal portraits on the Kushana and Hun coins; giant Jats who might have come from
anywhere in Northern or Central Europe; dark Gujars, descendants of those Gurjaras
who overran north-western India in the sixth and seventh centuries; slim nomads,
exactly like the gypsies who had emigrated first to Sasanian Persia and finally to
Europe.
Many Dogras look exactly like Castilian Spaniards; in other parts of the Himalaya
you find Central European (Alpine) types. Even more coinmon are the Ranas and
Rathis, the local hill aristocracy, older than the Rajputs but later than the indigenous
nlongoloid Kanets, and, like the Gaddis and other shepherds, related to the tribes of
the Hindukush and even of Iran. O n the other hand one finds Mongols of all shades,
light Malay types (e. g. in Nepal) like the Javanese and Balinese, and extreme types
resembling the Manchus of Northern China. All these peoples have become more or
less mixed, all have become Indian and have lost the memory of their original descent.
Here is a fascinating research field for the scholar, which may still yield clues to
some of the darkest, but also the most important periods, when Indian civilisation was
in the melting pot. Here is also the treasure-house where more masterpieces of India's
past may await discovcry, sheltered in the lonely valleys at times when, in the plains,
town upon town had fallen in blood and flames.

T H E CONQUEST OF N O R T H E R N A N D WESTERN I N D I A
BY LALITADITYA-MUI<TAPIDA 01; KASHMIR

Tlie middle of the 8th century forms one of the decisive turning points in the history
of India. I t nlarlts the definitive end of the "classic" civilizatio~lconnected with the
name of the Guptas, Viikiitakas, Yabodharman and Harsl~a,the Chiilukyas of B5d5111i
(Viitiipi) and Pallavas of I<iinchi. I t marlts the irlceptio~lof the Mediaeval civilization
represented by the Pratil15ras, Piilas, Kiishtralriitas and Cholas. By the rlliddle of the
8th century the last reprcseiltatives of the Gupta tradition, Jivitagupta of Magadha
and YaSovarman of lianauj, disapycarcd from the scene of history; by that s;une tinle
the Chiilukyas of Badiinli were extinguished with I<irtivartl~an11, and liltewise the
Chilukyas of Lica (Soutllern Gujariit), the Giirjaras of Broach atid the Mnuryns of
Chitorgarli, the Turlti Sihis of Afghiinist511, wliereas the Pallnvas of I ( i n d ~ i and the
Maitrakas of Vallabhi still liilgcrcd on, brolren, for sonle more decades. After the
middle of thc 8th century the Pratihiiras of l i l h ~ ~ ~ nand
l n l Ujjain began their ascent to
the impcrial throne of ICanauj, the Riishyrak~tasbuilt up their gigantic en~pireover
the Dcccan, Gujariit, Riijputit~iiand Central India, the I'iilns thcirs ovcr D e ~ i ~ anti
al
Bihiir, and new dynasties turncd up in the North, wcll-known in the history of the
Middle Agcs, the Guhilots, Chayotlratas, Pnramiiras, I-Iindu Siillis, Cliandcllas, ctc.
v .
lliosc very ycars of transitio~iarc, howevcr, shroudcd in uttcr dnrkncss. And yet it is
evide~ltthat something decisive I I I U S ~ have occurred. This is evcil more obvious when
we check up the available dates which delimit that unltnown event rather exactly. 111
the Dcccan this crisis must have sct in about A. D. 735, in Gujarit about A. D. 740, and
it ended roughly about A. D. 755 - 760. There can be no doubt that the Arab ii~vasions,
especially the attacks on Miirwiir and Mcwiir between A.D. 725 and 740, rnay llave
played sonle role in this crisis. But this role must have been ratllcr preparatory and
cannot explain the course of events in Gujariit and the Dcccan. Thus we ~llustlook
elsewllere for a solutioil.
E-Iowcvcr, this great event is already lrnown since half a century; but for a coincideilcc of circumstances, its extent and iniportance had not becn realized: I t is thc
conqucst of Northern and Western India and of most of tlleDcccan by Iring LalitiidityaMuktiipida of I<aslimir (A.D. ca. 725-756) described in the Rij;ltarangi~ji of
l<alhar~nI . In editing aud y u b l i s l ~ i nI~alliai~a's
~
famous chronicle, S I R AUREI,S'~I:IN
had accepted Lalitiidityals victory over Yaiovarma~iand his conquests of Iiannuj and
Gauda as historical facts, and as such thcy have been taltcn ovor into all our tcxt
books" n u t his calnpaigns illto the Dcccan, thc I<onkiin, Cujariit, l\;ithiiiwii~i
I<nlhnnn, R5jatnrnilgini, trnnsl. by M. A. STEIN,2 vols., \\[lcstlliinistcr 1900, Bk. IV, v.
126. ff.; Introduction I, p. R X f.
R. rl'. T I ~ I I > A .History
~ I I I , of I<nnnuj, l3cliarcs 1937, p. 201 ff., bclievcs only i l l n temporary
suhjcction of Yn4ovarnln11,but quotcs his bloclc,~Jc
of SoutllcrnrTibctfor 1,nlitXclityn n s :In cviJc~lcc
of the rcillity of his submissio~l.I-lowevcr, whcrcns hc places I.nlit~~lityn's
victory in A. 1). 733,
that blockndc was, ;~ccordingto Cllincsc sources, organizcii in A. D. 747, whidl would alrcndy
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RIjputZnC he dismissed as too improbable and, therefore, mere poetical fancy. And
the same has been the fate of Yabovarman's Deccan campaign described in VikpatirijiPr
Gaudavahos. As STEINlater on concentrated all his attention on the exploration of
Central Asia, he never came back on the problem of the early political relations
between Kashmir and India', but his authority, as one of the greatest exploren urd
scholars of our time, has been so unquestioned that nobody ventured to revise his
conclusions. Half a century has since passed, and in this time our knowledge of Indian
history has grown incessantly. And much material has been discovered which sheds
new light also on this problem, and not only forces us to accept the Southern campaigns
both of Lalitiiditya and of Yalovarman as events which really had occurred, but which
also permits us to find in them the key to the mystery enshrouding the great historical
crisis of the middle of the 8th century A. D.
Before entering into an analysis of the documentation and of the events, it will be
desirable first to scrutinize the possible reasons for which SIRAURELSTEINhas rejected
the account of the Riijatarangini. For nowhere he has tried to disprove the correctness
of Kalhana's otherwise so reliable statements. But generally his objections may be
summarized as follows: Such immense campaigns from Kashmir to Bengal and Orissa,
to the Deccan, lionkiin, GujarZt and KZthiZwZr are rather the exception in the history
of India and have been beyond the possibilities offered by the manpower and resources
of Kashmir; and we know of no other ruler of Kashmir whose expeditions ever went
beyond the frontiers of the Panjab. That Lalitgditya defeated YaSovarman and took
ICanauj, already exceeds this rule, but is plausible and is to some degree corroborated by
what we know of the history of Yaiovarman. However the rest cannot be more than
the boasts and flatteries so common in royal inscriptions and in the works of court poets.
This is a very sound argumentation, but it cannot claim infallibility. For on the same
reasoning we would have to question the exploits of Alexander the Great, of Charlemagne, of Charles XI1 of Sweden, of Napoleon, Mahmid of Ghazna, Chenghiz
I<hin, A'la-ud-din Khalji or Akbar. O n the other hand it forces us to adduce indisputable evidence for suchlike exceptional careers and to prove the existence of special
circumstances which had made them possible.
However, there is ample evidence that the political situation in India and Central
Asia during the first part of the 8th century favoured the sudden rise of such a vast
empire as that of Lalitgdit~a-Muktiipidamust have been. Throughout the 6th, 7th and
early 8th centuries we can witness a long series of wars all over Northern India, in
which the successor dynasties of the Imperial Guptas overran vast areas, encountering,
as it seems, less and less resistance, but also less and less support. For all these provinces
were lost as easily as conquered. Later, in the 8th century, we see Vatsariij~Pratihiira,
Dharn1ap5la of Gauda, and Dhriva and Govinda I11 Rishpakiiya successively overniean 14 years of Kaslimir rule. Adris Banerji, Yalovarman of Kanauj, (Ind. Culture XV, p. 203 ff.,
194Y), treats Yalovarman nierely as LalitPditya's ally. H. C. RAY,Dynastic History of
Northern India, 1, 1931, p : . l l 2 c o ~ ~ t e n himself
ts
with declaring that 'though many of the
details of LalitEdityals digvijaya are shrouded in myth and mystery, his conquest of Kanauj nypcnrs to be based on historical data.'
Most historians ignorc it; TRIPATHI
rejects it as fancy; A. BANERJIaccepts it, but as a raid
before the encounter with Lalitlditya.
4 There are more syndlronisms with Indian history in the Rijatarangini whi& have not yet
been properly studied, e. g. Sainkaravarman's campaign against Bhoja 11 Pratihsra, in alliance
wit11 Krisl~naI1 Rishtrakiita (see RPjatarangini V, 135).
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running most of Northern India and losing it again, and not before the 9th or even
10th century a temporary consolidation a t least seems t o have set in. Our present
insufficient knowledge of Indian history does not permit us to give a satisfactory
explanation for this phenomenon; but several causes may be tentatively enumerated:
(I) A serious depopulation of the agricultural districts as a result of the drainage of
manpower for the incessant late Gupta interdynastic and frontier wars, and the
devastations caused by the Hiina and GGrjara invasions; at least the post-Gupta strata
of various excavated sites, e. g. Ahichhattra, speak for such a decline5. (2) The deterioration of the social structure, the concentration of all power and wealth in the hands
of an aristocratic oligarchy, with the concurrent political indifference of the lower
classes and the demoralisation of the surviving urban middle classes. This appears
probable in view of the growing sophistication of costume fashions, luxury of buildings,
mannered mass production of sculpture and painting, all-decisive power of the army
and of the high clergy, evident in all the monuments and documents of the time, and
in the full-fledged development of the Rajput feudal system6 soon thereafter. With
other words, conditions such as had existed in the late Roman and Byzantine Empire,
in the Muslim countries in the days of their prostration, and in India previous to the
British conquest.
In the Deccan conditions seem to have been rather similar. I t is in the 8th century
that building and sculptural activities reached their apogee in the Chalukyan Empire,
a perfect, but mannered and fashionable, and highly sophisticated mass production,
whereas on the other hand manpower must already have been drained to the utmost
in innumerable campaigns against the Pallavas, into Mysore, Andhradeia, Central
India, Gujarat and even Kathiawad. With political attention focussed on the Pallavas,
control over the Northern provinces had become lax, and the local vassals there,
especially the Rashtrakii~as,had already begun to assert their independence8. Gujariit
was divided between a series of small dynasties. In Kathiawad the last Maitrakas, in
Mewar the Mauryas, in Marwar the early Giirjara-Pratiharas stood at bay, shaken,
against the Arab invasions under first Junaid, then Tamin, and their terrible destructionO. There existed not a single power really capable of resisting a strong invader.
But was Kashmir then so powerful as to envisage such ambitious conquests? And
how could it develop such a military superiority? From the Rajatarangini we know
that Lalitaditya had already conquered the Western Central-Asian highlands, the
Panjab and Afghanistan before he started on his Indian campaigns. Nowhere he could
have found much resistance as a t that time Tibet, almost barbarian, was kept in check
by the Chinese, the Panjab occupied by minor Giirjara and other semi-nomadic tribes,
6 Also Hiuen-Tsang mentions wide districts and many towns as already depopulated and
waste.
6 This development had been almost imperceptible. Already before, and especially since the
later Gupta period, the high government offices had become more or less hereditary, and the
division line between ruling houses reduced to the status of officials, and of high officers of
almost princely position had been most fluid. But below them there had existed a wealthy
middle class forming a link to the masses of the people. This latter was now reduced to
insignificance.
Especially the later buildings at Pattadakal, but also a t BZdZmi and even Aihole.
About A. D. 730 the Northern style completely disappeared in Chalukya art.
In GujarZt proper no temple earlier than the Arab invasion has survived, but many earlier
than the Turkish invasion, end of the 13th century A. D.
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the most important of which formed the small Takka kingdom round Lahore, GujarPt
and Gujranwila, whereas Afghanistan had after the fall of the SajPnian Empire
reverted to its former "Turki-Shin princelings (under Chinese control, then probably
merely nominal). The sole, and really serious threat, there, was the advance of the
Muslims. This threat must have made it easy for Lalitiditya to absorb those neighbouring countries. That he actually succeeded so, is corroborated in Afghanistan by the
supersession of the Turki Sahis by the Hindu Sahi dynasty of Lalliya after the disintegration of the Kashmir empire, and by Lalitaditya's chaitya at Parihasapura (13 m.
from Srinagar), the gigantic Buddha statue of which-of gilt copper- had been inspired
by the colossi of Bimiyan and thus presupposes the king's control over Afghanistan 10.
In the Panjab the Muslim advance came to a standstill beyond Multan. Even conceded
that this was to some degree due to the crisis in the Arab Empire ending in the fall of
the 'Omayyad caliphs and the rise of the 'Abiissids,' it proves that resistance here must
have been considerable. For the Arabs did not halt their advance, but directed their
expeditions through the Thar desert into Kathiiwad, Marwar and Meway. For the Central Asian regions we have Chinese records; and later on Lalitiditya was to resume his
conquests there, leading his armies through the Taqlamaqan into the Kucha-Turfin
districts and possibly, beyond, into the Western Gobi where he perished a t last. But
this belongs to a later chapter of our history.
That Lalitaditya amassed uncountable treasures, such as no king of Kashmir after
him could collect, is mentioned by the R5jataranginifl; as a matter of fact practically
all the great temples of Kashmir, a t Parihasapura, Martand, Biniyar, Narastan,
Vangath, Loduv, Takht-i-Sulaiman (Jyeshthamdra), etc., were erected by him and
his queens, princes, vassals or ministers, so that the rest of old Kashmiri monuments
look very poor by their side; and how little even of those temples proves to have been
preserved to us when we compare it with the many names preserved in Kalhana's so
meagre and summary lists! The treasures bestowed on all these sanctuaries were such
that several of the later rulers of Kashmir filled their treasuries with the loot obtained
from them under various pretexts 12.
I t is evident that with the sturdy soldiers of the Panjab, Afghanistan and Central
Asia at its disposal, the Kashmir kingdom could launch mighty armies against the, then
much more civilized, kingdoms of Northern, Central and Western India and of the
Deccan. But the question must be asked: What permitted Kashmir previously to obtain
control over those first-mentioned countries? From the Rajatarangini and Chinese
sources we know likewise that under Lalitaditya's elder brother and predecessor
Chandrapida Kashmir had been so badly in difficulties that it had to appeal twice for
help to the Chinese emperor Hsuan-tsung (= Ming-Huan, A. D. 713-755) 13. W h i h
form this help then assumed, is not mentioned. But we know that Lalitaditya's prime
minister and leading expert had been a Buddhist Tokharian who had before been in the
Chinese service. Foreigners had been common in the Tcang army and administration
of the outlying provinces until the rebellion of the Turkish general An-Lu-shan
A. D. 755; and this Tokharian, whom the Kashmiris called Chankuna14 in misinterpretation of his Chinese official title Tsiang-kiun, must have been one of them. The
lo

l2
l3
l4

I am discussing this monument in another paper.
Riijatarangini, IV. 189, 195- 206, 217, 207 ff .; 326 ff.
Especially Samkaravarman (A. D. 883 - 902) and Harsha (A. D. 1089 - 1101).
STEIN,
Riijatarangini, vol. I, p. 124.
Riijatarai~gini,IV, 211, 215 f., 246, 361 and STEIN'SIntroduction I, p. 143 f.
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Tokharians had been excellent soldiers, using mainly cavalry of the heavily armed
Sasanian type; the T a n g Chinese army, on their side, used an even more perfected
armour, of mixed scale and plate type, and had a highly perfected organisationls.
Chankuna seems not to have brought any troops to Kashmir, but merely to have
reorganized the Kashmir army and administration, and to have introduced those
foreign types of arms. At least the erection of the two great Buddha idols at Parihisapura
and Srinagar (Pravarapura), in embossed and gilt copper, during his administrationle
points towards a highly developed plating and armour industry. And it must have been
the shock of this heavily armed cavalry of Siisano-Chinese type which rendered possible
not only the conquest of Central Asia, Afghanistan and the Panjab, but also of most
of the rest of India. Of course, it had not been the purpose of the Chinese to equip an
Indian conqueror. The emperor Hsuan-tsung needed an ally against two dangers, the
advance of the Muslims against the Western Frontier of the T a n g Empire, and the
ambitions of the kings of Tibet who after the conversion of Sron Tsan Gam-po to the
Buddhist religion had started on the conquest of Central Asia and Northern India, and
who some decades later were to sack Changan, and to overrun Yunnan, Szechuan and
Sinkiang. But like Atla-ud-din's war machine, organized in order to stem the advance
of the Mongol hordes, was finally turned against Gujarat and the Deccan, so the
modernized army of Kashmir conquered India, until the Tibetans forced Lalitaditya to
return to the Himalayan highlands.
So much for the background! However, which evidence proves that the story of
LalitadityaDsexpeditions beyond Kanauj goes back not to poetic fancy, but to real
historical events? We can apply the following tests: (1) References to persons and
circumstances which a later writer with the best will could not have invented: These
are the mention of the Riishrrakiira king Kayya (= Kakka, Karka) I1 of Lata as
builder of a temple in Kashmir under Lalitaditya, that of the Silihira king of the
Konkan, Mummuni, and the reference to a " R a i ~ a " queen connected with the
Karnatakas who opened the passes to the Deccan to Lalitiiditya's army. That Kalhana,
writing in distantXashmir in the 12th century, should have invented such historical
details which, moreover, prove correct, is out of question. They must, therefore have
been taken from earlier traditions and documents recording genuine events.
Karka I1 is a rather obscure ruler generally known only to specialists in Rishirakiira
or early Gujariti history", Kalhana does not mention him at all in his account of
Lalitaditya's campaigns, and only passim in connection with the religious endowments
of the timelB. Kashrnir then was merely a border country of India, still half-Buddhist
and liberated from centuries of barbarian rule since not even half a century. It is most
improbable that Karka I1 should voluntarily have gone thither on a pilgrimage and
spent his revenues on a temple of Lalitaditya's capital. What, then, had he to do in
Kashmir? The only possible explanation is that he had been there as a hostage and
' 5 A. V O N LE COQ,Bilderatlas zur Kultur- und Kunstgeschichte Mittelasiens, Berlin 1925.
A stela showing a heavily armoured knight of ca. the 8th or 9th century is in the Jagelvar

Temple, ICurnZon. Fragments of chain armour were found in Devapala's Monastery a t Nalanda
(information kindly supplied by Dr. H. D. SANKALIA).
l0 Rajatarangini IV, 203, VII, 1098; Sahni, Pre-Muhammedan Monuments of Kashmir,
A. R., A. S. I. 1915- 1916, p. 58.
l7 BHACVANLAL
INDRAJI,
New Copper-plate Grants of the Rashtrakita Dynasty, (J.B.B.
R.A.S. 16, p. 88, 105ff., 1883-1885).
le Rajatarangini IV, 209.
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vassal, like Jivitagupta of Gauda, as expressly stated in the RIjataranginil@,and
Yaiovarman, as can be implied from other references there and in the Gaudavaho'o.
But then he or at least other members of his family must have been defeated by
Lalitiiditya, and the latter must have visited Gujariit.
Mummuni STEINhad not been able to identify. The name is generally unknown in
Northern India, but it was borne by two kings at least of the SiliihEra dynasty of the
Konkin21. I t is true that of Lalitiiditya's time we know no Silahara ruler of that name,
but as our informations are most fragmentary, this is not a serious objection. Moreover,
it is possible that the name of this unsuccessful Siliihara had been obliterated from the
official family records after he had been abducted to Kashmir. For the Riijatarahgini
claims that Mummuni" had been defeated several times and at last hunted down. In
Kalhana's time, however, a Mummuni family was still living in Kashmir; had they
been descendants of that Silihiira king?
The name of the 'Rayyam queen is not mentioned. But she can have been nobody
else than Bhavagana, the Chslukya princess whom Indra I Riishyrakiifa had abducted
from Kaira and married by force ('Riikshasa rite"), and who became the mother of
the great Dantidurga2s. I t is, of course, impossible for us to guess the exact motives
of her appeal to Lalitiiditya. Probably she was a t the time queen-regent for Dantidurga,
and in danger of being dethroned by her brother- in-law Kyishnariija. It seems probable
that her main loyalty had been on the side of her own family, and that she regarded it
as her task to reconcile the unruly Rishtraktiya clan with the legitimate, but badly
weakened imperial house. For as Lalitiditya's and Yaiovarman's campaigns in the
Deccan are understandable only on the assumption of an alliance with Vikramaditya 11
and Kirtivarman I1 Chilukya, it seems that the queen's action had the approval of
her Chiilukya relatives.

(2). The second test would be references from other sources: We have to consider
two: the account of Yaiovarman's Deccan and RajputanP campaign in Vakpatiriiji's
Gaudavaho, and a reference in Dantidurga's Samangad inscription to the defeat of an
invasion by the combined rulers of Sindh, Miilwa and Kosalag4. Both have hitherto
not made sense, mainly because they are vague and have to hush up certain unpleasant
facts. However, it is most remarkable that ka40varman9smar& route to the Deccan is
practically identical with that of Lalitiiditya; that his campaign against the Pirasikas like that of Lalitiditya against the Konkiin'5 is understandable only on the assumption
that the Chilukya kingdom had been an ally and a military basis; and that his return
route goes parallel to that of the king of Kashmir. As Yaiovarman's preceding victory
lo Riijatarangini IV, 322 ff.
TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199.
The Origin of Bornbay, (J. Univ.
Epigraphia India 25, p. 53ff., 1940; B. A. SALETORE,
Bombay 18, pt. 1, p. Iff., 1944).
RRijatararigini, IV, 155 f., 159, 167.
23 S. K. DIKSHIT,
Ellora Plates of Dantidurga, (Epigraphia Indica, 25, p. 25ff., 1940);
Sanjan Plates of Amoghavarsha I, (ibid., I, p. 235ff., 1925-1926);
D. R. BHANDARKAR,
A. S. ALTEKAR,
The RRishtrakiitas and Their Times, Poona 1934, p. 9.
24 J. F. FLEET,
Sanskrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, no. 121, (Indian Antiquary 11,
p. 108 ff., 1882); Ellora: DaSivatira Cave Inscription, (Epigraphia Indica VII, App. p. 13),
see also Begurnra Plates of Indra 111 (ibid., IX, p. 24 ff.); Altekar, op. cit., p. 9,33 ff.
25 TRIPAPTHI,
op. cit., p. 199; the Piirasikas had been subjected hardly half a century before
by Vinayiiditya Chalukya (A. D. 680- 696).
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over the Lord of Gauda then must likewise be identical with that of Lalitiiditya, after
he had defeated Yaiovarman, only one conclusion is possible, i. e., that Yaiovarman
had followed Lalitiiditya to the East and South as a vassal 20. It is true that the Gaudavaho does not mention such a rather awkward position. But whitewashing and hushing
up of unpleasant facts are a common practice of political publicity, and have been not
less common in ancient India than in our own times. Viikpatiriija as a court poet
naturally had to present Yaiovarman's career in the best possible light, and where he
could not suppress facts altogether, he hid them tactfully and cleverly behind mythological allusions. H e merely remarks that "the corner of Yaiovarman's eye became
twisted in consequence of a momentary shaking of his (kingly) positionn 27; he ignores
the Kashmiris in the Deccan campaign completely; and veils Yaiovarman's visit to
Lalitiidaya's court into the imagery of a half-mythic visit to the Mandiira mountain28.
Was not the residence of the Chakravartin the Meru mountain beyond the Himalayas20?
Was not Lalitaditya's capital Parihiisapura situated on a plateau amidst a fairyland
beyond the outer Himalayan ranges? H e describes his honourable reception there, and
this, too, is true. For Lalitiiditya had treated Yaiovarman personally with great honour
and later on had apparently made him viceroy of most of his Indian dominions. Thus
Yaiovarman, though defeated and reduced to vassal status, practically occupied a
more honoured and influential position30 than as independent king of Kanauj, and
Vakpatiriija could, therefore, celebrate him like a sovereign, gliding over his misfortunes
with some elegant hints.
However, if Yaiovarman accompanied Lalitiiditya to the Deccan, also the king of
Gauda must have gone with them. For on Lalitaditya's return to Kashmir we find him
there3l. But then the reference in Dantidurga's inscription is quite clear: Sindh cannot
be understood as the then Arab province. For it is out of question that in those years
any Hindu ruler of Miilwa or Kosala might have allied himself with the Muslim
invaders. But Lalitaditya's empire controlled the whole area of the upper Indus, the
Panjab, the Kabul Valley, Kashmir, the Western HimZlaya32. Whether Milwa should
be interpreted as the frontier province of Yaiovarman or part of the paternal heritage
of Jivitagupta's family, whether Kosala may stand for Mahakosala, the frontier area
of Gauda towards the Deccan, or the old Kosala in the U. P., is difficult to decide; but
in the practical effect it does not matter. The only invasion to which Dantidurga can
have referred, is that by Lalitiiditya and his vassal-confederates. That he, too, tried to
attenuate the extent and success of this invasion, is natural. For as we shall see, he did
28 If we might assume that Yaiovarman undertook his Deccan campaign before his defeat by
Lalitiiditya, we are forced to place it before A.D. 730. But a t that time Vijayaditya (A.D.
696-733) ruled over the Chiilukya Empire, a most successful ruler who extended his expeditions as far as the Ran of Cutch and would hardly have tolerated such an invasion.
27 TRIPATHI,
p. 204.
2e TRIPATHI,
p. 199.
Sigiri the Abode of a God-King, (J. Ceylon Br. R.A.S., Centenary
S. PARANAVITANA,
Weltbild und Baukunst in Siidost-Asien,
Volume, n. s. I, p. 129ff., 1950); R. HEINE-GELDERN,
(WZKKA IV, p. 28 ff., 1939).
30 Ou-kong in fact mentions him (as "Icing of Central India") in alliance with Mung-ti
(Lalitiiditya-Muktiipida), cp. TRIPATHI,
p. 203.
31 Rajatarangini IV, 322 ff.
32 Also in the Pratihiira inscriptions Kashmir is referred to as Sindh.
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not successfully defeat the allies, but merely succeeded in a t last freeing himself from
Kashmiri vassalage, after Lalitaditya had been forced to return to Central Asia in his
struggle with the Tibetans.
(3). O n these foundations we can try to build up the third test: A reconstruction of
events in harmony with all known data, historically plausible and possibly shedding
new light on other, hitherto obscure affairs. The general course of events is known:
~ a l i t i i d i t ~first
a subjected Yaiovarman of ~anauj,-thenthrew himself on Jivitagupta
of Gauda and advanced through Orissa to the Gulf of Bengal. Then he received the
appeal for help from the "Raytan queen, fought by the side of the Karnatakas in the
Deccan and in the Konkin, whereas Yaiovarman warred against the Parasikas in the
South. Thereafter he was forced to return home, and marched through Gujarat and
Kathiawid, Ujjain, Mewar and Miirwar to Thanesar. Now it is obvious that with the
resources of that time this could not have been a mere raid, but a series of campaigns
extending over years, during which Lalitiditya may have returned to Kashmir more
than once. Despite the extreme summarizing in the extant narratives of the Rajatarangini and Gaudavaho, a number of hints can be traced pointing to a long stay in
India: First there are two peace treaties with Yaiovarman, one very moderate, another
bringing him under complete control; then the Riijataraigini says that Lalitiditya's
generals had been dissatisfied with the length of the war against Kanauj33. During
Lalitiiditya's stay in the Deccan not only quite a sequence of battles against the
Silahiira Mummuni is narrated, but also other excursions to the Ghats and Southern
mountains which presuppose a long stay there. Granted a similar margin for Gujarat,
Kathiiwad and Rajputana, we must allot a t least fifteen years to these campaigns.
Moreover, seen all circumstances, it seems probable that actual developments had been
much more complicated. As in those years the Chalukyas and Rishtrakitas already
controlled Gujariit and parts of Kathiawad, even Lalitaditya's prolonged stay in the
Deccan needed a t least a temporary previous settlement of affairs on the Gujarat side,
though this may have been effected through some of his generals.
Lalitiiditya's invasion of Kanauj has by most historians been placed in A. D. 745,
but Tripathi has since pointed out that an allusion in the Gaudavaho to a solar eclipse
obliges us to antedate YaSovarman's defeat to A. D. 733S4. O n the other hand the date
of Lalitiiditya's return to Kashmir can be fixed by means of the Tibetan invasion which
called for his presence in Kashmir and Central Asia, i. e., A. D. 74735. As Lalitaditya
must have perished in Sinkiang about A. D. 756 or 757, the collapse of his empire must
be sought in those years36.
The first embassy of king Chandrapida of Kashmir had visited Changan in A. D. 713,
the second in A. D. 72037. Lalitaditya came to the throne, according to SIR AUREL
STEIN'Scalculations, ca. A. D. 725, and already then the Sino-Tokharian Chankuna
was his prime-minister and chief adviser. The advance of the Arabs in the Panjib came
Riijatarangini IV, 135- 140.
TRIPATHI,
p. 204 f.; JACOBI,
in Gijttinger Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1888, 11, p. 67f., N. N.
Dasgupta on the Date of Lalitiiditya Muktiipida, (Indian Culture, 14, p. 14 ff.; 1947).
3 T h e Kashmiris then appealed to the Chinese army operating against Yasin and Gilgit
under Kao-Hsien-chih in A . D . 747, cp. A. STEIN,Serindia, 1921, vol. I, p. 52.
38 This invasion of Sinkiang must be connected with the collapse of T a n g power subsequent
to the rebellion of the Turkish general An-Lu-shan A . D . 755; for until then the Kashmiri
and Chinese armies seem to have acted as allies.
37 See footnote 13.
33
34
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to a standstill after A. D. 713. In Afghanistan the tribute hitherto paid by "Ratbil"
(Chandrapida) was withheld after A.D. 715, and first the caliph Al-Mansiir (A. D.
751-775) resumed a stronger policy against the Hindus there, but not before the
beginning of the 9th century could the Muslims achieve any success worth mentioning38.
According to the Rajataranginis0 the Turki Sahis then had been reduced to officials of
Lalitaditya.
Instead, we find between A. D. 725 and 740 repeated Arao attacks on Marwar
and Meway, and against Kzthiawad in A. D. 760. Though these invasions had no
lasting effect, they succeeded in utterly devastating the country and in destroying the
Giirjaras of Broach and, later, the capital of the Maitrakas, Valabhi, and demanded
the utmost efforts from the side of Bappa Raval in Mewar, of Nagabhata I in Marway,
and of the united Chalukya and Rashyrakiita forces in Gujarat40. This seems to indicate
that during that same period the defences of the Kashmir-"Sindh" kingdom had been
organized so well that for the time being the Muslims had to abandon all hopes of
success in that direction and turned their attention to the more promising countries
beyond the Thar Desert. For the same considerations it is likewise clear that also
Lalitaditya could think of a campaign in the East only after his frontiers against the
Muslims had been safe.
This is likewise corroborated by an analysis of the ruins of Parihasapura. Lalitaditya's
chaitya there presupposes an acquaintance with Bamiyan, but does not yet reveal
any influence from contemporary Gupta art, such as is evident in later buildings, e. g.,
Malot or MZrtand4I. With other words, Afghanistan already formed an integral part
of Lalitaditya's empire before the Kanauj campaign. Thus the reorganization of the
Kashmir army and the consolidation of Lalitaditya's Western empire must have been
effected in the years between A. D. 7131720 and ca. A. D. 730.
I t seems possible that the war with Kanauj started in consequence of an expansionist
move towards the Panjab from YaSovarman's side. For the first peace treaty had been
one on an equal footing. But both Lalitaditya and YaSovarman dreamt of conquest and
expansion, and so the peace could not last l0ng4: In the second clash YaSovarman
became a vassal of Kashmir, personally highly honoured, but without any opportunity
for independent action4S. Thereafter the war with Gauda and the march towards the
Gulf of Bengal followed44. We do not know the exact dates of these events. But as
Vakpatiraja acknowledged only the worst reverses of YaSovarman, A.D. 733 must be
regarded as the year of the definitive conquest of Kanauj. Thus the war must have
started several years earlier, at least in A. D. 730, and the conquest of Bihar, Beng~l
and Orissa must have cost some years more, until ca. A. D. 735 or 736.
At that time Lalitaditya received the appeal for help from the "Ratya queen"45.
H. C. RAY,Dynastic History, I, p. 69 f.
Rajatarangin! IV, 142 f.
40 S. K. DIKSHIT,
Ellora Plates of Dantidurga, (Epigraphia Indica, 25, p. 25 ff., 1940).
This subject will be discussed in another paper.
42 RPjatarangini, IV, 126, 187, etc.
4 3 RPjatarangini IV, 144 ffl.; Tripathi, op cit., p. 199 f., 211 ff.
44 Riijatarangini, IV, 148ff. Lalitidit~aadvanced through Mah5kosala. He cannot have
encountered serious resistance as the Bhauma Kingdom then was already breaking up and
losing ground to the KelarTs.
45 Riijatarangini, IV, 150 ff.
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As already mentioned, the only person with whom she can be identified, is Bhavagan5
or Bhavanagii, the Chalukya queen of Indra I Rash~rakiitaand mother of Dantidurga.
For from the details of the subsequent campaign it appears that Lalitiditya posed as
the saviour of the Chalukyas. The R i i s h t r a k i i ~ a shad
~ ~ been an old family of chieftains
in Berar who had been subjected in the early 7th century by Pulakeiin I1 Chiilukya.
When the Chalukyas were locked up in their bitter contest with the Pallavas of KZnchi,
they gained increasing influence, holding various important fiefs in the Northern
provinces from Berar to Gujariit, and playing a leading roll in the wars against Valabhi
and the Muslims. Indra I (11) was one of this "illustrous lotus-group-like family," as
the Antroli-Chharoli copperplate grant of Karka I1 calls them47. During the years
A. D. 725 -735, possibly A. D. 729 48 he abducted Bhavaganii from the Chalukya court
at Kaira ( K h e ~ a k a - m a n d a ~ a but
) ~ ~ ,probably was pardoned as his services were
indispensable to the ruling house. Between A. D. 730 and 735 he must have died, under
otherwise unknown circumstances. His son Dantidurga, therefore, must have been a
boy for whom his mother assumed the regency. A.D. 733 Vijayaditya Chiilukya
deceased, and his successor Vikramiiditya I1 was preoccupied with the war against
the Pallavas, routing Nandipotavarman and occupying KZnchi. But after so many
wars the Chiilukya power, thereafter to collapse so suddenly, may already have been
so exhausted that this victory was won at the price of losing control over many of the
unruly feudatoriesS0, the Siliiharas, Piirasikas, Chiihamiinas, Chapotka!asS1, and also
the Riish~rakiiyas,though we can not say whether they started an open rebellion, or
just ignored the central authority. The Kaira affair had already shown their independent spirit. Thus the Chiiluk~aqueen-regent could not expect support from Vikramiiditya 11. Indra's brother Krishna I may already then have had an eye on Indra's fiefs,
and possibly also D h r ~ v aor his son Govinda, the father of Karka 115" Thus probably
somewhere about A. D. 735 -736 Bhavaganii may have appealed to Lalitidit~a.She
opened to him the passes over the Vindhyis, and the allies seem to have been heartily
received in the Chiiluk~akingdom. But as in the case of YaSovarman and Jivitagupta,
Lalitiiditya, while conceding the semblance of power and honour to his hosts, intended
to retain its substance in his own hands. The usual tactics of conquerors in such a
A. S. ALTEKAR,
The Rashtrakiitas, Poona 1934.
BHAGVANLAL
INDRAJI,
New Copperplate Grants of the Rashtrakiita Dynasty, (J. B. B.
R. A. S. 16, p. 105 ff., 1883- 1885).
4e The possible date has been discussed by ALTEKAR
and DIKSHIT,
but is still uncertain.
40 It was then only used as military headquarters, as the permanent residence was at Nausiri.
50 G. C. RAYCHAUDHURI,
The Collapse of Early Chalukya Rule in the Western Deccan,
(Indian Culture 15, 1949, p. 184ff.)observes that under Vikramiiditya I1 and Kirtuvarman 11,
48

47

Chalukya rule, once controlling even Kiithiiwad, did extend not beyond Sholapur district in
the North. This is corroborated by the disappearance of the Northern Style in Chilukya art
after ca. A. D. 730.
51 Vanariija Chapotkata is believed to have started on his raids as early as A.D. 734,
immediately after the death of Vijayaditya.
52 We lack so far all evidences on the relations between the various Rishtrakuta branmes in
those years, but may draw certain inferences from later developments. After Dantidurga's death
Krishnariiji I ousted his brother's and predecessor's sons from the throne, and defeated Karka I1
in open battle. Karka 11 had been Lalitadit~a'spartisan, whereas Dantidurga later turned
against the latter; as Dantidurga, on the other hand, must likewise have been a protegee of the
king of Kashmir, the jealousy between these two may have been one of the cause of sum a
volte-face.
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situation has always been to instal a series of vassals divided by jealousy, and keeping
in check each other, with the overlord as ultimate arbiter. In restoring the southern
half of the Chiilukya Empire after the defeat of the Piirasikas53 and Siliihiiras",
Lalitiiditya could well claim that he had been summoned in support of the young
Dantidurga55 but in Liita he set up, by his side, Karka I1 56, Dantidurga's nephew, by
the side of various minor local dynasties. As it always happens in suchlike situations,
reshufflements in the position of those local vassals seem to have recurred for quite a
number of years, dynasties deposed and others installed. Of the Liita-Chiilukyas we
hear nothing after A. D. 741 57. The Chiihamiinas of Broach fell only after Lalitiiditya's
death. On the other hand the Chapotka~asof Piitan-Anhilwiida, the Chiilukyas and
Chiipas of Sauriishtra must then have come to power. Vanaraja Chapotka~awhose
father had been expelled by Vijayiiditya I1 Chiilukya from Panchasarat58, probably
rose as a freebooter and then mercenary general to the position of Lalitiiditya's
governor in North Gujariit in which capacity he founded Patan-Anhilwiida A. D. 746 50,
became independent after the collapse of the Kashmir Empire, but later succumbed to
Vatsariijii Pratihiiraeo. AS small Pratihiira feudatories, of course, the dynasty could not
issue grants of their own, and therefore their memory survives merely in the Jain
recordset. The most important of these Gujariit princelings was Karka 1 1 0 2 who
53
54
55

TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199.
Riijatarangini, IV, 155 - 159, 167.
In the Ellora Plates A. D. 742 the young Dantidurga, who then had apparently outgrown

the regency of his mother, is merely styled Mahiisamantiidhipati. Raychaudhuri believes that he
still was a feudatory of Vikramiiditya, but it seems more probable that he was, like Karka 11, a
Kashmir vassal.
58 He, too, must then have been a minor. "Young though he was, he adorned his family by
his good qualities. His valour while it brightens the quarters. . white as the foam of the
milky occean churned by the moving Mandiira". May this latter image refer to his military
achievements in Lalitiiditya's army?
57 The Liita-Girjaras had succumbed already to a devastating "Tiijik" invasion between
A.D. 735 and 739 which was a t last broken by Pulakeii-Avanijaniiraya Chalukya and
Dantidurga, see S. K. DIKSHITin Epigraphia Indica 25, p. 25 ff., 1940.
5e A. K. FORBES,
Ras Malii, ed. by H. G. RAWLINSON,
London 1924; for the Chapolkatas cp.
also Bombay Gazetteer I, pt. 1, p. 150 ff.; Indian Antiquary 17, p. 192.
5p It is remarkable that a t Patan sculptures in the Kanauj and Gauda varieties of the late
Gupta style have been found (now in the Baroda Museum), posterior to the local Chiilukya
style, contemporary with Vanarajii's reign, and anterior to the early Pratihiira style. See Bull.
Baroda Museum, VII, p. 25 ff.
e0 There is some confusion in the Jain tradition which, however, seems to be due to a later
fusion of separate events. The date of the "foundation" of Patan is now accepted to be A.D.
746. From the context of events the alternative date A. D. 756 must refer to Vanariijii's claim
to sovereignty. Again the dates of his later reign are in confusion, i. e. ca. A.D. 780, resp.
A.D. 806. As in A.D. 780 Vatsariija Pratihara started on his conquests, the first may be
interpreted as the date of Vanariijii's submission to the Girjaras, the latter as the year of his
actual death.
From the vague allusions in the Jain tradition it appears that Vanariijii's successor Yogariija
regained independence after the defeat of Vatsariijii by Dhruva and Govinda I11 Riishtrakiiya.
In the reign of Adivaraha Mihira Bhoja (A.D. ca. 840-890), at the latest, the Chapotkatas
must have been reduced to mere local feudatories.
e2 See the Antroli-Chhiiroli Grant Saka 679, cp. footnote 47; Riijatarangini IV, 209; and
ALTEKAR,
op. cit. 11 - 14, 40, 43. The identification with Riihappa is doubtful.
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already as a boy distinguished himself, probably as an officer in Lalitiditya's army.
That he built a temple in Kashmir has already been mentioned. After Lalitaditya's
death he returned, as is evident from his grant A. D. 757, but apparently the invasion
of Vatsariijii Pratihara must have swept him away, until Dantidurga re-established him
after his defeat of the Girjaras. After the death of Dantidurga and the removal of the
latter's sons, he clashed with K~ishnarijiiI and was defeated in open battle. His family
seems to have been continued by the Rishtrakiifas of Patharia83.
The date of Lalitaditya's expedition into KiithiawadM is not known. From
the whole context of events we may infer that it took place somewhere between A. D.
740 and 746. The history of the Maitrakas of Valabhi for this period is a complete
blanka5. But a t that time they had already become vassals of the Chilukyas, so that
Lalitiiditya there simply stepped into the heritage of Vijayaditya. When the Chalukyas
and Chapas of Sauriishtra were installed we do not know for certain, as we have
inscriptional dates for them only from the later Pratihara period. But counting back
the successive generations and taking the average of what we know of neighbouring
dynasties, it seems that they were set up on this occasionea.
The reason for Lalitaditya's return was the invasion of Kashmir by the ambitious
king of Tibet Khri-lde-btsug-brtan-mes-'agtshoms (A. D. 705 - 755) 67. After a
temporary setback he revived the policy of conquest of his ancestor Sron-Tsan Gampo;
his successor Khri-Sron-lde-btsan (A. D. 755-797) conquered the Chinese provinces
of Yunnan, Szechuan, Kansu and Sinkiang, and even looted the Chinese capital
Chang-an during the civil war inaugurated by the rebellion of An-Lu-shan A. D. 755.
This invasion of Kashmir must have taken place in A. D. 74788, and because of the
absence of the Kashmiri army under Lalitaditya became so serious that the Kashmir
home government had to appeal for Chinese assistancea0. Thus Lalitaditya had to
march back on the shortest possible route, apparently in two parallel columns, one
via Ujjain70 and Chitoygayh, the other via Miirwar71; then via Thinesar 71 to Kashmir.
Of this return march no details are known. But it is tempting to connect with it two
events in Rajput history. The first is the rise of the Gubilot dynasty of Mewad. Bappii
Riiwa172 had got a foothold and influential position at Chitorgarh already before
H. C. RAY,Dynastic History of Northern India, I, p. 557ff.
Riijatarangini IV, 160.
85 NO Maitraka inscription is known between A. D. 723 and 761. However, it looks as if the
later Maitraka grants represent no more than successive abortive attempts a t regaining a long
lost independence. For chronologically they always coincide with crises in the adjoining states.
60 The chronological material is easily accessible in H. D. SANKALIA,
Archaeology of Gujarat,
Bombay 1942.
e7 L. A. WADDELL,
The Buddhism of Tibet, London 1895, p. 24; Levi, Le NCpal, vol. I1
p. 146ff. V. A. H. FRANCKE,
Antiquities of Indian Tibet, I1 Chronicles of Ladekh, 1926,
p. 86ff.
Already in A. D. 741 Gilgit had become dependent on Tibet. A.D. 747 a Chinese army,
operated under Kao-Hsien-Chih against Yasin and Gilgit, (STEIN,Serindia, I, p. 52ff.).
Lalitiiditya must have known of the growing danger already in A. D. 746 at least.
Riijatarangini I, 126; STEIN'SIntroduction I, p. 88, 91; a ~arallelembassy was sent by
Yaiovarman, see Tripathi, p. 203.
70 Riijatarangini IV, 161.
TRIPATHI,
p. 199.
72 C. A. VAIDYA,
Early History of Rajputs, 1924, p. 73 ff.; TOD,Annals and Antiquities of
Rajasthiin, ed. W. CROOKE,
1920, I, XXXVI, 259.
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Lalitaditya's campaign. But the tradition that in his old age he left Mewar and died
fighting in Persia and Turkistin, makes sense only when we assume that he, too, had
become a vassal of Lalitaditya and had followed the latter in his Central Asian
campaigns. Probably this was the price he had to pay for the acknowledgment of his
usurpation of the Maurya throne of Chitorgarh73.
The other is the much discussed purification ceremony of "Vasishthan at Mt. Abii.
The story cannot be brushed aside, but must be interpreted, like so many others of this
type, as a mythologized account of an event which, then a necessity, could later on not
be denied, but seemed not too reputable to the prestige of the next generations.
However, the ceremony "creatingn the Agni-VamSa did not imply more than that
clans, who had been not up to the standards of orthodox Hindu society, were socially
accepted. I t does not imply that they were foreigners, nor that their claims to be
Kshatriyas, with a traditional pedigree back to epic times, had not been honest. The
cultural standard amongst the nomads and semi-nomads in the Thar, Sind and
Afghanistan had been much lower than in the agricultural provinces of India. Their
civilisation was mixed with Iranian elementsT4. Even today there are lot of tribes in
the same area, come from the West, and professing to be Kshatriyas and Hindus, but
not accepted as equals by the orthodox Hindus, as any ethnographic survey proves.
When this ceremony took place, we have not the slightest indications. But if anybody
had an interest in such a transaction, and if anybody had the power and prestige to
enforce it, it was Lalitaditya. H e could not leave India behind without a satisfactory
settlement. For he needed new levies for the Tibetan war. H e needed a reliable frontier
defence against possible future Muslim invasions. The various Giirjara tribes had
proved to be brave fighters against the Muslims, and it seemed desirable to integrate
them into his political system. Himself a frontierman fighting with regiments from
Afghanistzn and Central-Asia, he could have no prejudice. Himself an orthodox Hindu
and great temple builder, overlord over India, master over the last heirs of Gupta
culture, the Gaudas, Chalukyas and Rashyrakiiyas, he could enforce the acceptance of
those intrepid semi-nomads. And in doing so he could hope to win loyal champions for
his empire.
But nothing came of all this. Lalitaditya successfully fought down the Tibetans75,
invaded the Tarim Basin76, crossed the Taqlamaqan77, seems to have conquered the
kingdoms beyond, possibly Kucha and Turfan, and to have further advanced into
the deserts. There his army was annihilated, and the great conqueror burned himself
73 JAS. TOD,
Annals and Antiquities of Rijasthln, ed. W. CROOKE,
London 1920, I, p. 267ff.
CROOKE
discards it as a mere legend. But such stories generally are historical facts, though the
version preserved may be not intelligible. The date given is V. S. 820 = A. D. 764 which might
correspond to the civil war between Lalitiditya's successors. But as TOD'Sdates for this period
are not exact, it seems more likely to read, instead, V. S. 802, i. e. A. D. 746, the time when

Lalitiditya must have passed through Chitorgarh.
7 4 Cp. the "SZsPniann Stirya and Siva images, the Gadhaiyi coins of North-Western India,
the remnants of Iranian dress style, embroidery, etc. amongst Jits, Gtijars, etc., Sisinian motifs
in Rajput folk art, and number of minor ethnological peculiarities, e. g. the horse-heads in wood
or stone as door decorations in M i r w i r , Mewira and Kithiawid, and similar features.
75 Rijatarangini IV, 163 - 171.
Rijatarangini IV, 277 ff., 377 ff., I, p. 93 ff.
77 Rijatarangini IV, 172 - 176, 277 ff. Tt is remarkable how exactly Kalhana describes actual
conditions in the Taqlamaqan.
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on a pyre with his ministers and generals, ca. A. D. 756175778, This Central-Asian war
kept him away from his Indian dominions for years, but his prestige seems to have been
strong enough to maintain the peace of his empire. The Kashmiris apparently tried to
keep his death secret for some time, but when the news spread, everything broke up; and
as Lalitiiditya's sons quarrelled one with the other re, the empire disintegrated within
a few years.
Dantidurga Riishtrakiiya seems to have been the first to declare his independence
A. D. 953e0, if not earlier. Since a t least A. D. 742 he had taken into his own hands
the reins of governmente1, though only as a feudatory (Mahiisamantadhipati), and
apparently had merely waited for the first opportunity to break away. A. D. 756 the
frontier became restless; the Gcrjaras advanced into Mglwa, but had here to
acknowledge Dantidurga as overlorde*; and Vanarzji Chapotkata tried to set himself
up as independent lord in Northern GujarPtes. A. D. 757 Karka I1 Riishfrakiiyae4,
Bhartrivaddha I1 ChiihamZna of Broach85, and Kirtivarman I1 Chalukya-who in
A. D. 746 had succeded Vikramiiditya I1 on the throne of Badami, in A. D. 761
Siliiditya VII Maitraka of Valabhi issued copperplate grants as independent rulers.
Yaiovarman seems to have died some years before Lalitiidityaee. But about his
successors and the weak Ayudha kings who came to the throne of Kanauj, we know
very littlee7. The Gupta dynasty of Magadha was already extinct, as Jivitagupta had
been killed in an unsuccessful coup d'ktat at Parihasapuraee, and, instead, Gopiila had
risen, the founder of the Piila dynasty. And in the West the Giirjaraseg and Arabs again
attacked the Panjab00 which Jayiipida vainly tried to regainel.
But this was no more than a temporary interregnum. The Kashmir Empire had
disintegrated, but the idea of a great, all-comprising empire had been left behind. The
struggle for another empire began. Dharmapila tried to annex the upper Ganges Valley
78 RPjatarangini IV, 337ff. V, where his death is explained away; the sober account of the
ultimate tragedy ibid. VII, 1428. Its date is not known; but about A.D. 7561757 most vassals
began to break away. A.D. 759 Tun-Huang fell into Tibetan hands, 766 the whole of Kansu,
790 KuchZ.
70 RPjatarangini IV, 374 ff., 400 f
f., 410 ff.
Siimangad Grant Saka 675.
S. K. DIKSHIT,
Ellora Plates of Dantidurga, Saka 663.
ee Sanjan Plates of Amoghavarsha I, verse 9. At least this seems the most plausible
explanation of their presence as "PratihPrasn at Dantidurga's Hiranyagarbha ceremony.
See footnote (60).
84 Antroli-Chbiroli Grant, Saka 679.
e5 Epigraphia Indica XII, p. 197 ff.
ee TRIPATHI,
p. 197.
O7 TRIPATHI,
p. 211 ff.
RPjatarangini IV, 322 ff.
80 Epigraphia Indica 18, p. 99 ff ., 1925- 1926. The king of Sindhu defeated by Nigabhafta
I1 can have been only Jayapida of Kashmir.
H . C. RAY,OP. cit., p. 112 ff.
RPjatarangini IV, 402ff.I t seems that he dreamed of recovering the whole empire of
Lalitzditya, but ended as a romantic adventurer.
Eine indische Konigstragodie; (ZDMG,
For a Later chapter of Kashmir history cp. H. GOETZ,
n.s. VII, pp. 207-216, 1929), a psychological study of Harsha (1089-1101) of the Lohara
dynasty -
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and to subject Kanauj. Vatsariija Pratihara took Ujjain and made himself ruler of
Avanti. Defeated by Dantidurga and Krishna I, he had to abandon Malwa, turned
towards the North and overran the whole of Northern India, but was thrown back by
Dharmapala and Dhruva. And only his successors N a g a b h a ~ aI1 and Adivariiha Bhoja
strongly established the Pratihiira Empire after defeating the Kashmiris, Dharmapiila
and Devapiila and beating off the Rashyrakiitas. Dantidurga defeated Kirtivarman's I1
army in a surprise attack which ended in a massacre, made an end to the Chiilukya
Empire, and subjected the Girjaras. But his sons were set aside by his uncle Krishna I,
under whom the Rashrtrakiita Empire was firmly set up. Karka I1 Rashtrakiita became
Dantidurga's governor, but was defeated by Krishna I, and another branch of the
Riish~rakitaswas placed on the thone of Lata with Karka I11 (IV), great-grandson of
Kyishna. Vallabhi was destroyed in A. D. 760 by a Muslim invasion, and Northern
Gujariit and Kathiiiwad came under the sway of the Pratiharas.
Like most that we know of ancient Indian history, also this reconstruction cannot
claim to be more than a working theory trying plausibly to interconnect the sparse and
uncertain data from which we have t o build up our picture of political events in the
past. I t is, therefore, open to criticism and revision. However, so much it has demonstrated: The account of Lalitaditya's Southern campaigns in Kalhana's Riijatarangini
is not only probable, it is substantiated by a number of undeniable facts. And it not
only fits in well with whatever else we know of that obscure period of Indian history,
but also sheds revealing light on quite a number of problems. Thus this period of the
shortlived Kashmir Empire is of key importance for the history of India. I t closed the
Classic Age and inaugurated the Middle Ages.
Postscripturn
It is worth mentioning that Lalitaditya's youth resembled that of quite a number of great
conquerors: the Moghul emperors Biibur and Akbar, the Maratha leader Sivaji, in Europe
Frederick I1 of Hohenstaufen, Louis XIV, Napoleon I, etc. H e must have been somewhere in
his twenties when he ascended the throne, and very precocious due to the hard years he had
expcrienced as a teenager. H e had been the youngest of three brothers born from a later
marriage of his father Durlabhaka Pratapaditya. Taking into account that the latter died
ca. 708, and that he himself committed suicide during a very strenuous campaign ca. 756, it
seems probable that he was born somewhere about the beginning of the century. As his next
elder brother Tarapida ascended the throne by murdering the eldest, Chandrapida, and was a
bloodthirsty tyrant during the four years of his reign, it seems very likely that Lalitaditya,
too, was in danger of being killed, until another conspiracy raised him to the throne. The
wording of the respective passage of the Rajatarangini gives the impression that he had been
somewhere in hiding during that dangerous time. The fact that notwithstanding those dismal
experiences he called his new capital "City of Laughter" likewise lets us think of a young man
buoyant with energy. (Cp. Rajatara~igini111, 489 ff.; IV. 1- 126.)

THE SUN TEMPLE O F MARTAND A N D T H E ART
O F LALITADITYA-MUKTAPIDA
(Plates IV-IX)
The sun temple of Martand is one of the most famous and interesting monuments of
medieval Indian art. At Bavan (Matan) in Kashmir, six miles from Anantnag-Islamabad,
a spring wells out of the foot of a vast plateau, feeding a tank where, according to
local priestly tradition, the sun god had been born. O n the plateau, a t a distance of
more than a mile, the temple rises, a t one time overlooking a strong town in the midst
of irrigated gardens, and even today a vast vista over the whole Kashmir valley in the
direction of the sun setting behind the ridges of the Pir Panjal. Illustrations of this
ruin are found in most books on Kashmir, India or Indian art. SIR ALEXANDER
CUNNING HAM^ and JAMES FERGUSSON~
have paid their tribute to it. The Kashmir
Archzological Department has excavated its court and saved the shrine from further
collapse. R. CH. KAKhas carefully described it in his Ancient Monuments of Kashmirs
Nevertheless the temple has never been critically studied, and only P. BROWNQ
has
realized the exceptional position which the Martand temple occupies in the history of
Indian art. H e has correctly pointed out its connection with Roman architecture, but
was a t a loss to trace the actual links with that latter. This exceptional character
makes the Martand temple worthy of a more detailed discussion. For it is not an
isolated monument, but almost the first, still intact gem of the medieval Kashmiri school
of architecture which, though progressively degenerating, lasted for more than six
centuries5. And its peculiar character had likewise been the product of the special
political and cultural situation prevailing in North-western India during the early
Middle Ages. We must first study this situation before we can understand the character
of the Martand temple.
North-western India has always formed part of the frontier zone between Hindu
civilization and the various peoples of Persia, Afghanistan and Central Asia, alternately owing allegiance to one or other of these. Kashmir has successively formed either
an integral province of this area or a bulwark of established Hindu, Iranian or Muslim
civilization against the new powers rising in the plains. However, at the time when
the Martand temple was constructed, North-western India had for several centuries
been overrun by successive waves of nomadic invaders. First the White Huns had made
an end of the mighty Gupta empire and its refined civilization; the Panjab was lost to
J.A.S.B., 17, Part 11, p. 267ff., 1848.
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, ed. JAS.BURGESS,
London, 1910, Vol. I, p.
259 ff.
London, 1933, p. 131 ff. See also DAYARAM SAMNI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments of
Kashmir (A.R.A.S.I., 1915-1916, p. 62, Plate 35c).
I. Indian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu Period), Bombay s. a., p. 190 f.
The temples and stupas of Parihasa~ura(Paraspor near Shadipur), though erected in the
same reign, represent an even earlier, still tentative phase of the same style, whereas the shrine
of Loduv must be regarded as its embryonic stage.
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The Sun Temple of Martand
them already towards the end of the fifth century, though in the sixth century Kashmir
seems to have reverted for some time under the suzerainty of a state of the later Gupta
civilization, perhaps that of the Maukharisa. Then the Gurjaras founded barbarian
kingdoms in the "Takka" country round Lahore, in Malwa, Gujarat and in southwestern Rajputana (seventh-eighth centuries), until the Pratiharas united most of
North-western and Central India in a gigantic empire the capital of which was Kanauj.
The upper classes of these conquerors soon accepted Hindu civilization and merged in
the Rajput aristocracy, while the lower class either became argriculturists like the Jats
or sunk down to half-starved gipsies like the Rabaris, Gujars, etc.7. For several
centuries even the refined civilization a t the courts of early medieval Northern India
preserved certain alien features, the most important of which had been the cult of the
sun 8.
Most sun temples in India and most of the images of Surya go back to the period of
the Gurjara-Pratihara empire (circa A. D. 800-1000), though only four of these
temples have become so famous as to continue as prominent centres of pilgrimage:
Multan, Modhera, Konarka and Martand. The temple a t Multan was destroyed by
Mahmud of Ghazna; those of Modhera and Konarka need not concern us here. For,
though the cultural centres of foreign brahmins, they have become part of their new
surroundings, and their present ruins belong to later reconstructionsQ. Only Martand
Kalhana's account in the Rajatarangini is too confused to permit of an exact identification
of king Harsha-Vikramaditya, the suzerain of Matrigupta and Pravarasena 11. Apparently he
was not Harshagupta of Malwa. As later investigation has proved, the ruler actually referred
to is Chandragupta I1 Vikramaditya, the regency of Matrigupta in Kashmir lasting from A. D.
4091410-A. D. 414.
7 There has been much heated controversy on the subject. Indian nationalist historians have
denied the foreign origin of the invaders because they later claimed orthodox Hindu descent.
However, this claim is worth no more than the Roman pedigrees of certain early Teutonic
conquerors or the Chinese clan names of certain Tatar dynasties. The early Gurjaras had names
of Scythian character as proved by Sankalia, and the present Gujars, Jats, etc., have many
Iranian or Central Asian customs. Likewise the folk art of medieval and modern North-western
India reveals quite a number of non-Indian features. O n the other hand, most of the Rajputs
have been either indigenous in the area between the Indus and the Aravallis, o r are Indian
immigrants from Eastern Afghanistan and originally strongly infected by heterodox local or
Sasanian culture.
The idols of Surya wear Scythian boots, and in a number of cases also Sasanian costumes.
The Bhavishya Purana mentions as their priests the Maga brahmins, thus establishing the
identity of Surya with the Mithra of the Iranian Magi. After the Rigvedic god Mitra had sunk
into oblivion, Surya was absorbed into the other brahmanical sun god, Vishnu. The Bhavishya
Purana ascribes the acceptance of Surya-Mithra to Samba, the son of Krishna-Vasudeva. After
having been infected by leprosy, he proceeded to the grove of the sun god between the Ravi
and Chenab, in the old Gurjara country near Gujranvala and Gujrat in the Panjab. Probably
this grove can be recognized in the wooded ridge protruding a t Samba, east of Jammu, far
into the pasture grounds of the Himalayan foothills.
The temple of Modhera, connected with the Modh (Maga) and Bhojak brahmins and
vaishyas, was apparently constructed in the eleventh to twelfth centuries, as a substitute for
the Multan temple destroyed by the Muslims; but its oldest part is of the tenth, and the Ram
Icund in front of the eighth century. The Konarka temple likewise forms a substitute for the
Modhera (Muncipura) temple destroyed by sultan Aibak in 1197. All these sun temples seem
to have been centres of religious prostitution which, though known also in India, may in this
case have been influenced by the Anaitis or the Syrian sun cult.
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is a contemporary monument-and the most impressive of its type-of the North
Indian sun cult a t its zenith. This monumental temple was erected by king LalitadityaMuktapida of the Karkota dynastylO.H e had been one of those conquerors who rise,
meteor-like, in the chaos between successive civilizations, to vanish again into darkness,
leaving behind a memory of bloody victories and impressive monuments, but no new
social order bringing peace and prosperity to mankind. In the South Asia of the early
eighth century the times were out of joint. In Northern India Gupta civilization, which
three centuries earlier had been at its zenith, was in its decline. As in the late Roman
Empire, one ambitious general after another tried to unite its disintegrating members,
overrunning province after province, without being able to establish any real authority:
Yasodharman, Harshavardhana, the Guptas of Magadha, Yasovarman of Kanauj, and
others. In the Deccan the Pallava empire was fading out, and that of the Chalukyas
of Badami dying of military exhaustion. But the later powers, the Gurjara-Pratiharas,
the Rashtrakutas, the Palas of Bengal, had not yet emerged; they were still rebel local
princelings whose great future nobody could then foresee. In the west the Sasanian
empire had collapsed in A. D. 637-642, but its Muslim conquerors had just reached
Sind (A. D. 712) and not yet penetrated the Afghan mountains and the Panjab. In the
north the T'ang empire of China extended over the Tarim basin, but the emperors had
lost control over the provinces, and the moment of its break-up was near ".
In this vacuum Lalitaditya built up his ephemeral vast empire. H e was the scion of
an energetic, warlike dynasty; but without Chinese political and military advice and
military technique, then far superior to those of their neighbours, his extraordinary
career might perhaps not have been possible. For Kashmir had then been on the defence
against the advance both of the Arabs and Tibetans. In A. D. 713 and 720 Lalitaditya's
brother and predecessor Chandrapida had sent embassies to the Chinese emperor at
Changan, appealing for help against the Muslim armies penetrating from Sind into
the Panjabl2. Already at the beginning of Lalitaditya's reign we find a Chinese
official (Tsiang-kiun) of Tokharian nationality as his prime minister. This native of
Central Asia, whom the Kashmiris called Chankuna, was a fervent Buddhist and the
king's indispensable financial and administrative expert 13. The Arab invasion into the
Panjab was stemmed, though Multan had been lost already in A. D. 713. But Muslim
pressure on Afghanistan continued. The Bhatti Rajputs were forced out of her southern
provincesl4. The Turkish Sahi princes, who after the collapse of the Sasanian empire
had regained their independence, proved too weak to resist. Lalitaditya annexed Kabul
and reduced the Sahis to the position of Kashmiri officials15, thus preparing the way
for the later rise of the Hindu dynasty of Lalliya. Thereafter he invaded the Ganges
plains and made king Yasovarman of Kanauj his vassal in A. D. 733 16. Then both
lo Kalhana, Rajatarangini, transl. by M. A. STEIN,
Westminster, 1900, chapter IV, v. 126ff.,
and STEIN'S
commentary, vol. I, p. 88 ff.
l1 R. GROUSSET,
China, New York, 1935; R. WILHELM,
Geschichte der Chinesischen Kultur,
Miinchen, 1928.
l2 STEIN,
Rajatarangini, Vol. I, p. 124. He is the "Ratbiln of the Muslim historians.
l3 STEIN,
op. cit., Vo1. I, p. 143 f.; Rajatarangini, IV, 211, 215, 216, 246, 361. The Kashmiris
regarded him as a magician.
l4 Jaisalmer Gazetteer.
l5 Rajatarangini, IV, 142- 143.
l B Rajatarangini, IV, 144ff.;R. S. TRIPATHI,
History of Kanauj, Benares, 1937, pp. 199f.,
201 ff. This campaign is generally placed between A.D. 737 and 745. TRIPATHI
has adduced
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attacked king Jivitagupta of Bihar and West Bengal (Gauda), reducing him likewise to
vassallage, and advanced up to the sea coast of Orissa. At this moment (circa A. D.
735-736) a call for help reached Lalitaditya from the Deccan. Indra I Rashtrakuta
had abducted the Chalukya princess Bhavagana from Khaira (Gujarat) and forced her
to marry him. After his death A. D. 735 the "Ratta queen" l7 soon was in difficulties.
With her secret connivance the three kings crossed the passes into the Deccan without
any resistance, found the Chalukyas friendly allies and overran the Rashtrakuta
territories. Karka I1 (Kakka, Kayya) Rashtrakuta of Lata (Southern Gujarat) was
brought to Kashmirle. But here bad news neached Lalitaditya and forced him
immediately to return home in A. D. 747. On the way Lalitaditya passed through
Gujarat, Kathiawad, Malva, Mewar and MarwarlB, shaking the tottering power of
the Maitrakas of Valabhi and of the Mauryas of Chitorgarh20, thus making the way
free for Bappa Guhilot, the founder of the Udaipur house, and for the Gurjaras, who
so far had merely been robber-chieftains along the edge of the Thar desert 21. Yasovarman22 and the king of Gauda had to follow Lalitaditya to Kashmir. The first, however,

strong evidence that it must have occurred in A.D. 733, but has not realized the incisive
consequences of this chronological revision for the evaluation of the subsequent digvijaya. This
latter has generally been treated as a poetic fancy, but the accounts in the Rajatarangini and
of the Gaudavaho confirm one the other, and are further corroborated by the early Rashtrakuta
inscriptions. See A. S. ALTEKAR,The Rashtrakutas and Their Times, Poona, 1934, pp. 9f.,
33 ff., 39 f.
'7 Rajatarangini, IV, 152 - 154. Bhavagana (Bhavanaga) had then become queen-regent for
Dantidurga, at that time a minor. Probably she was hard pressed by Karka I1 and Krishna I,
who after the death of Dantidurga again were rivals for the Rashtrakuta throne. For a more
detailed analysis of these historical events see H. GOETZ,"The Conquest of Western India by
Lalitaditya-Muktapida of Kashmir," in the Journal of the Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic
Society, vol. 27, p. 43 ff., 1952.
l8 Rajatarangini, IV, 151, 155 f., 159f., 167. Lalitaditya's and Yasovarman's expeditions
against the Mumuni of the Konlcan and the Parasikas (Tripathi, op. cit., p. 199) had the purpose
of subjecting rebellious vassals of the Chalukyas. Mumuni was the name of the Silahara kings
of Elephanta-Gharapuri. The Parasikas (of Palsi) had been subjected by Vinayaditza Chalukya.
The Gaudavaho mentions Marudesa and Thanesar; the Rajatarangini, Dvarka and Ujjain
(Mahakala temple of Avanti). However, all these places, as well as Chitorgarh, are situated
along the same road.
20 Generally some unidentified Arab raid is assumed to have been the cause of the fall of
the Mauryas of Chitorgarh. However, in view of the revised date of the Kanauj campaign,
Lalitaditya must have passed through Mewar just in the critical years. This does not exclude
also the possibility of Arab raids at about the same time. Cp. also C. V. VAIDYA,History of
Medieval Hindu India, Poona, 1924, 11, p. 73 f. A tradition recorded by JAS. TOD, Annals and
I, p. 267ff., says that Bappa Raval a t last left
Antiquities of Rajasthail (ed. W. CROOICE),
Mewar and died fighting in Persia and Turkistan. This makes no sense except in the case that
also Bappa Raval had become a vassal of Lalitaditya and was killed in the latter's war in
Central Asia and Turkistan.
The much discussed episode of the creation of the Agnikula a t Gaumukh, Mt. Abu, fits
in exactly into the political and cultural constellation under the Kashmir empire in Northern
India. Lalitaditya himself was a half-barbarian Westerner like the Gurjaras (from the orthodox
Hindu point of view), but as emperor of India and protector of Hindu religion and culture
had the necessary authority to enforce a suchlike social recognition.
22 The visit to the people of the Mandara mountains, with their Deodar cedars, mentioned
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seems to have returned hastily in order to organize the southern blodrade of Tibet, and
could afterwards claim Lalitaditya's digvijaya ("world conquest") as his own. The less
fortunate king of Gauda was assassinated in Kashmir, apparently after a desperate
attempt to use Lalitaditya's difficulties there for a coup dJCtat of his own28. Indra's
successor Dantidurga, however, could claim a "victory" over the allied kings of "Sind,
Malva and Kosala" 24 and took his revenge on Kirtivarman I1 Chalukya.
As a matter of fact, Lalitaditya found a most critical situation in Kashmir. During
his absence another conqueror had attacked his homeland. Khri-lde-btsuz-mes-'agtshoms (A. D. 905-955) of Tibet, a descendant of the first Buddhist king of that
country, Sron Tsan Gam-po; and his successor Khri-sron-lde-btsan (A. D. 955-997),
expanded their empire over Yunnan and Sechuan and took even Changan25. Against
him Lalitaditya's ministers had t o appeal for help to a Chinese expedition then operating in Baltistan in A. D. 7472'3. Lalitaditya, who probably had lost many troops in his
southern campaigns, was forced to request the emperor Hiuen-tsung (A. D. 713-755)
for 200000 men, simultaneously informing him that he and Yasovarman had already
organized an economic blockade along the southern border of Tibet27. At last he
succeeded in defeating the Tibetans28, conquered the high plateaus north of Kashmir
and subjected their nomadic inhabitants. But in the meantime conditions in China had
further deteriorated. The bloody revolt of the mighty Turkish general An Lu-shan,
which broke out in A. D. 755, made an end of the T'ang empire and to its refined
civilization. N o w Lalitaditya invaded the Tarim basin, crossed with difficulty the
Taqlamaqan desert along one of the rivers coming down from the Kwen-Lun and
disappearing in the sands, made subject one of the Iranian princelings a t or near Kucha,
marched further on and was never heard of again20. His army was annihilated
by snow and the Tibetans, now expanding their conquests over Sinkiang, and
Lalitaditya ended by committing suicide in A. D. 756- 757 So. The Kashmiris believed
that he had gone t o the "Land of the Godsn and become an immortal.
Under his descendants the vast empire crumbled away within a few years. Short
reigns and disputed successions, civil war and fantastic, aimless expeditions sum as

,

in the Gaudavaho. Again a vague, mythologized description has to disguise an important but
not too glorious episode. The Mandara mountains were believed to be Mt. Meru, the seat of
the cakravartin (sailendra) in the political ideology of that time. Lalitaditya was then the
cakravartin.
Rajatarangini, IV, 322 ff.
24 Dantidurga's references to this triple victory are vague, and he had reasons to be vague;
explanation is not very satisfactory, but
for his victory was anything but glorious. ALTEKAR'S
he has overlooked the references in the Gaudavaho and Rajatarangini.
25 A. H. FRANCKE,
Antiquities of Indian Tibet, 11, p. 85 ff., Calcutta, 1926.
20 STEIN,
Rajatarangini, Vol. I, p. 88.
27 Rajatarangini, IV, 126, footnote; Vol. I, p. 91. For instance at Manali Garh at the
Rohtang Pass there are ruins of a fortress with sculptures of Yasovarman's and Lalitaditya's
time; other remnants are at Triloknath, Mirkula-Udaipur and Mailang in Lahul.
2e Rajatarangini, IV, 168.
Rajatarangini, IV, 227ff., 337ff. Notwithstanding its half-legendary elaboration, the
story of the expedition across the *sand-ocean" is completely corroborated by the experiences
of SVENHEDINand other modern explorers. However, we can not yet account for the difficulty
that the Tibetan records are silent on this subject.
30 STEIN,
Rajatarangini, Vol. I, p. 93; IV, 337ff., VII, 1428.
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those of king Jayapida (end of the eighth century), debauchery and extravagance,
soon reduced the dynasty to a mere shadow, until it was superseded by the family of
the mighty majordomo Utpala.
Naturally Lalitaditya and his Court spent the loot and tribute collected during his
long expeditions on the construction of a splendid capital, Parihasapura31, about
thirteen miles north-west of Srinagar, and of innumerable other monuments all over the
valley, from Baramula up to Martand32. Most of these monuments and all their costly
images have disappeared, as already his successors started to resume their endowments,
and as later kings, especially Samkaravarman (A. D. 883-902) and Harsha (A. D.
1089- 1l o l ) , plundered them ruthlessly under various pretextsS3. At Parihasapura at
least some ruins can still be seen, and they are indeed very impressive. Lalitaditya's
Chaitya, which once harboured a gigantic costly Buddha images4, the Raj-Vihara35,
and finally the stupa erected by his Tokharian minister Chankuna36. Only the sun
temple of Martand still stands, though likewise badly damaged during the civil wars
of the twelfth century and a t last by the idol-breaking sultan Silcandar37.
Martand forms a landmark in the history of North-west Indian art. I t represents the
completion and apogee of a new art style evolved almost from primitive beginnings
during this one eventful reign, from the clumsy style of Chankuna's stupa through the
already fully developed though still simple layout of the Parihasakesava and Muktakesava temples 38 to all the glorious profusion of the great sun temple. This new style was
more than a mere revival of some local, or a mere imitation of some foreign, art. The
art of such a vast empire extending from Central India to the borders of Persia and
into Chinese Turkistan could be nothing but composite, even cosmopolitan. But the
art inspired by such a unique empire builder could not be a mere jumble of accidental
borrowings; it bore the stamp of the one strong personality which had created all this
from almost nothing.
Very little has survived of the Kashmiri art of the preceding centuries. At Harwanso
Buddhist ruins have been excavated, covering the whole Gupta period. But whereas the
early Gupta ruins, in a half-Parthian style, reveal a very clear picture, the later
remnants are so fragmentary as to forbid any inference. Gupta sculptures have been
31 Rajatarangini, IV, 194ff.; STEIN,op. cit., Vol. 11, p. 300ff.; R. CH. KAK,Ancient
Monuments of Kashmir, p. 146 ff.
32 Rajatarangini, IV, 186 ff.; "the wonderful shrine of Martand," IV, 192.
33 Kalhana's description of the amazing treasures lavished on these temples alone is sufficient
to explain their utter ruin.
34 Rajatarangini, IV, 203. This copper idol was spared even by Harsha (Rajatarangini, VII,
1098), and a t last destroyed by Sikander Butshikan (A. D. 1390- 1414); SAHNI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments, p. 58, Plate 37.
35 Destroyed in the civil war between Harsha and Uccala (Rajatarangini, VII, 1335 f.).
30 Rajatarangini, IV, 211; R. C. KAK,Ancient Monuments, Plate LV; Handbook Srinagar
Museum, p. 41 ff.; SAHNI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments, p. 59, Plates 35a- b, 47.
37 Rajatarangini, VIII, 3281, 3295, under Jayasimha (A. D. 1128 - 1149).
38 SAHNI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments, p. 63; Rajatarangini, IV, 201 f. Only part of the
foundations and some detached architectural pieces are still left. However, they are sufficient
to fix the approximate art-historical position of both temples.
30 R. C. KAK,
Ancient Monuments, p. 105 ff., plates 15 ff. and 77; the stupa plaques (Kak,
plate 18) are of the tenth century; cp. the Navapura (Gilgit) models and the Buddha Avatara
frame in the Srinagar Museum.
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discovered also at Pandrethanq0and Bijbehara (Vijayesvara)", but nothing is known
about their original setting. Later "GandharaWterracottas have been found at Ushkur"
and Akhnur48, probably of the 7th or early 8th century, and in Ladakh some fine
ivory panels (house shrines).
More important though less spectacular are the ruins of old Srinagar (Pravarapura)
which, however, are also difficult to date. For in most cases hardly more than foundations are left, which at a later date were used as substructures for Muslim buildings.
If Sir Aurel Stein's identification of the Pravaresvara temple with the enclosure of
the cemetery of Baha-ud-din and of the Ranasvamin temple with the Ziyarat of Pir
Haji Muhammad be correct44,the medieval Kashmiri temple type with its vast court
must have developed already in the sixth and seventh centuries, though still in a very
crude form45. Unfortunately the present ruins of the latter belong to a renewal in the
8th century. The ruins of the temples erected by Lalitaditya's elder brother and
predecessor Tarapida were reused by Sultan Sikander Butshikan for the Jami Masjid of
Srinagar. The first monument of Lalitaditya's reign, the stupa of Chankuna at
Parihasapura, forms the final consummation of this mighty semi-barbarian style but
also the start towards a new, rich and refined art.
Such a transformation could be achieved only by the absorption of many new inspirations, ideas and techniques from the more developed civilizations in Kashmir's neighbour countries. But in an empire stretching from the frontiers of the Arab Caliphate to
Central India and Chinese Turkistan these inspirations could not be of a uniform
character. Like so many other empire builders, Lalitaditya took artists from wherever
he could obtain them and tried to mould different styles and techniques into a new
imperial art bearing the impress of his own personality. Naturally its earliest monuments still stand near to the tradition already developed in Kashmir during the two
4 0 R. C. KAK,Handbook of the Sri Pratap Museum, Srinagar, Calcutta, 1923, p. 2 7 8 .
Possibly of time of Pravarasena.
41 Ibid., p. 58 ff. Possibly of time of Ranaditya.
4* Ibid., p. 11 ff.
43 C. L. FABRI,
"Buddhist Baroque in Kashmirn (Asia, Vol. 39, p. 592ff., 1939). The stucco
heads may be of the seventh century, but also earlier. Their highly refined style is that of the
late Indo-Afghan school destroyed by the Huns. Already the Bamiyan style of the sixth century
can no more compare with them, and even less still later works from Chinese Turkistan or
from Sahr-i Bahlol (M. A. STEIN,Excavations at Sahri-Bahlol, A.R.A.S.I., 1911 - 1912, p. 95 ff .).
The seventh to early eighth century tradition of Kashmir as represented in the ruins of the
Ranasvamin temple and Cankuna stupa, is quite barbarian. The cultural standard in the Panjab
at that time, with the Gurjara nomads wandering about in the "Takkan country, would never
have permitted of sum an over-refined and sophisticated sculpture.
44 Rajatarangini, 111, 350, 378, 453; STEIN,Vol. 11, p. 447.
45 The whole area is full of ruins which, however, can no more be identified; but it is evident
that most of them belong to the period preceding the reign of Lalitaditya. Other ruins to be
mentioned in this connection are the Loduv Temple (KAK, Ancient Monuments, p. 116ff.,
Plate 4 3 , the Samkaracharya (Jyeshtarudra) temple on the Takht-i Sulaiman (Gopadri hill)
(SAHNI,Pre-Muhammedan Monuments, p. 72, Plates 44,45a; KAK,pp. 56 ff., 73 ff., Plate 5), and
the substructure of the mausoleum of sultan Zain-ul-'Abidin's mother (KAK, pp. 70, 81 ff.,
Plate 8). All of them show the early Kashmiri style in a still experimental and simple early
stage. The Samkaracharya temple has still a one-storeyed gable pediment-as evident despite
the later reconstructions; the Zain-ul'Abidin cemetery buildings have unusual plinths. All of
them belong to the years between the construction of the Parihasapura and that of Martand.
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preceding centuries which we have just discussed, and which had taken over quite a
number of features of late Gandhara architecture. Thus the great stupa of Chankuna
a t Parihasapura simply represents a further development of similar Gandhara monuments48, though already in a stage suggesting the ideals which have found their most
perfect expressiorl in the Borobudur of Java47. I n the same way the temples follow
the ground plan of the Gandharan monasteries with their shrines and stupas in the
centre of court enclosed by the cells of the monks48. I n a Hindu temple, of course,
there was no place for a stupa. Instead, a central sanctuary was surrounded by smaller
shrines, altars, ablution tanks, flagstaffs (dhvaja-stambhas), etc. The cells of the monks
were transformed into subsidiary chapels, a process which in fact had already started
all over India40. Thus the Pravaresvara Temple a t Srinagar (sixth century) had been
laid out in the centre of a vast enclosure of chapels; perhaps it had been the first of
this type, still near to the last Golden Age of later Gandhasa art 50. Thus also the ruins
of the Parihasakesava and Muktakesava a t Parihasapura show vast enclosed courts.
Thus, finally, the sun temple of Martand still stands in the middle of a similar court
(220 feet by 142 feet), surrounded by a peristyle of seventy-nine chapels, each crowned
by a gable on the top of a trefoil arch, and separated from its neighbours by an engaged
column (eighty-four in all). The central shrine is raised on a high plinth. Its layout
follows a scheme already common a t that time - i. e., first an open porch (ardhamandapa) reached by a broad flight of steps; next, the vimana, the hall for the daily service;
then, a small intermediate chamber (antarala); and finally the holiest of holies, the
shrine of the image (garbhagriha). The whole tower-like building (63 feet long, 27 feet
resp. 36 feet broad, and probably 75 feet high) was covered by a pyramidal roof
possibly of wood decked with gilt copper sheets, with a high gable in front51. I n this
respect it just followed the tradition prevalent in Northern India in the late Gupta
period, where we have the evidence of similar shrines, alone or surrounded by a covered
circumambulation passage not only for Hindu but also for Buddhist images of often
46 E. g., V. NATESA
AIYAR,Shpola Stupa, Khyber (A.R.A.S.I., 1915-1916, p. 115f.).
Cp. also the stupa models of the tenth century A. D. excavated at Navapura, near Gil,'01t, now
in the Srinagar Museum.
4 7 Similarities are the polygonal ground plan, the successive circumambulation terraces, the
four flights of steps, the Nagas flanking them (the arched gateways appear in the staircase of
the Samkaracharya temple), the niches with Buddhas in yoga pose round the drum of the stupa
proper. Prototype already at Shahji-ki-Dheri.
48 D. B. SPOONER,
Excavations at Takht-i Bahi (A.R.A.S.I., 1907-1908, p. 132ff.);
J. MARSHALL,
Excavations at Taxila: The Stupas and Monasteries at Jaulian, Calcutta, 1921.
40 For U. P. see SAHETH-MAHETH;
for Bengal cp. K. N. DIKSHIT,
Excavations a t Paharpur,
Delhi, 1938; for Conjeeveram (Pallava) A. REA,Pallava Architecture, Madras, 1919. Later the
court enclosed by small shrines became very comman in the Western Indian Jaina temples.
50 The Pravaresvara peristyle had cellas without arches, the doors simply covered with
plain lintels. On the other hand, the corner chapels of the front fasade which are so characteristic of Martand, Buniar and Avantipur can be traced likewise here. But they appear also in
the Pallava parallels at Conjeeveram.
51 The gable is lost, and likewise those of the other temples of the same period and style.
But we may draw some conclusions from the pediment of the Lakshalla Devi temple at
Brahmor, Chamba, which under Lalitaditya was repaired in the Kashmir style. Cp. J. PH.VOGEL,
Inscriptions of Chamba State (A.R.A.S.I., 1902- 1903, p. 239 fT.,Fig. 1); the same, Antiquities
of Chamba State, Calcutta, 1911, Fig. 2. The most archaic prototype seems to have been preserved in the Kali tradition.
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gigantic sizes'. And also Lalitaditya's gigantic Chaitya a t Parihasapura had been of
a related type68.
Like the general building types, also some of the architectural details were takm
over from Gandhara art. The principal one of these motifs is the trefoil a r k , set inside
a two-storeyed gable divided by a horizontal band. In the older monuments - e. g., the
stupa of Chankuna -this subdivision of the gable was not yet used, but its development
was quite natural. As the simple gable was the counterpart of the Indian gavaksha
(dormer) window, its two-storeyed form corresponded to the more developed Gandharan (Takht-i Bahi, 'Ali Masjid, etc.) and late Gupta type of the latter, representing,
in miniature, the fagade of the Buddhist chaitya hall, in which the projection of the
entrance and of the lateral naves anticipated the lower, and the big window of the
central hall the upper, storey of the motif.
The Gandhara and Gupta traditions, however, are not sufficient for solving the
problems of the architecture of Martand. The equilateral triangles of these gables
cannot be explained merely from the natural trend of wood architecture, as from that
latter only their rounded prototypes had been developed. Other influences must have
been a t work, and one cannot help thinking of the equilateral gables of certain early
Byzantine buildings and ivoriesJ4, and especially of the famous fasade of Mshatta &5.
Likewise the trifoliated arches in early medieval Arab and European art come to
mind58. However, this idea might be disposed of as a mere coincidence if many other
observations did not point in the same direction. For in the ar&es of the temple
entrance and between its various halls these trifoliated ar&es have grown to dimensions
far beyond those which the Gandhara or Gupta artists had been accustomed to
construct by means of corbelling. But here we find not only the use of the true arch, but
also of cement and of steel dovels67, methods alien to Indian art, but customary in
Roman and Byzantine art. The vimana seems to have been covered with a barrel vault be
of dimensions likewise unknown in India, but again very common in later Roman
(especially of the time about A. D. 500) and Byzantine art. The general arrangement
of the fagade is the same as that of the great archway in Palmyra, but for the trefoil
See Paharpur, Mandor, Nachna-Kuthara, Gop, Gwalior, Aihole, Kanchi, etc.
Its image seems to have been placed on a central platform beneath a ceiling supported
by four mighty pillars. Around it there went a covered circumambulation passage inside the
building and another, open one, outside it.
J. PIJOAN,
History of Art, 11, London, 1933, Figs. 105, 106 (Coptic reliefs, New York);
Catalogue of Ivory Carvings
CH. DIEHL,Manuel d'Art Byzantin, I, Figs. 15,27; 0. M. DALTON,
of the Christian Era, British Museum, London, 1909. Unfortunately the reference material at
my disposal in India is very unsatisfactory, but I believe sufficient for the general trend of my
conclusions.
65 Probably under Yazid I1 (A. D. 720-724). Other scholars have ascribed it to the fourth
or sixth century A. D. See CH. DIEHL,p. 50f. and footnotes, Fig. 17; E. DIEZ,Kunst der
Islamisden Volker, Berlin, 1917, Plate I, Figs. 86, 88.
Samarra; North Africa and Arabic Spain (quite common); Cordoba, see DIEZ,Kunst der
Islamischen Volker, Fig. 69; Barcelona (Cloister of San Pablo, etc., see M. DIEULAFOY,
Art in
Spain and Portugal, London, 1913, Fig. 146, etc.; G. G. KING,Pre-Romanesque Churches of
Spain, Bryn Mawr, 1924.
First observed by P. BROWN.
58 The impression of a dome had been attempted already at Loduv; but at Wangath and
Buniar, which must likewise belong to the ~eriodof Lalitadit~a,true domes are found (see
R. C. KAK,Ancient Monuments, pp. 157, 166).
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instead of a round arch between the Roman-Corinthian pilasters 59. The big rectangular
windows of the cella entrance within the blind arches of the f a ~ a d eexactly resemble,
with their heavy lintels, those found in Roman temples and Byzantine churches in
Syria - e. g., a t Baalbek, Palmyra o r Ruaiha, Mshabbaq, Qalb Luzeh, Qalat Seman,
etc.60. Also the custom of arranging these rectangular windows and doors within a
projecting set of columns, round arches or gables, is a common feature of late Roman
art. Even the temple court need not be derived alone from the Gandhara monastery;
it was likewise common in the Hellenistic world. The same is true of the minor wall,
arch and ceiling decorations: the sets of chapel-shaped niches enclosed by miniature
columns and gables which can to some degree be compared with similar arrangements
a t Baalbek (Bacchus Temple), Palmyra (Mortuary Temple, Temple of Bel), o r with
the niches of the Sidamara sarcophagusgl; the birds in the corners of the gablee2, the
triangular gables filled with flower rosettes or anthropomorphic heads (see above) 0.9the friezes (under the vimana cornice)M; the soffites of the arches in "semi-classica~
style" (and'pobably also of the vault) filled with flower rosettes; finally, the plain
pilasters with degenerated Corinthian capitals65; and the columns, vertically
fluted or helical with "Doric" capitals and late Roinan or Byzantine impostsee; the
50

Also the court fasade of Mshatta, DIEZ,Fig. 31.

DIEHL;op. cit., Figs. 4 and 5; PIJOAN,History of Art, 11, Figs. 90, 95.
DIEHL,op. cit., Fig. 43.
6s"i
motif does not work out completely. Though peacodts and other birds had become
common in early Christian (Catacombs), Byzantine and Sasanian art, they d o not turn up in
this position which - with divine figures or dragons - is characteristic of Gandhara art. However,
in late Antique architecture a smaller depressed arch was often arranged below a gable in
a manner resembling closely the Kashmiri trefoil in its gable. Now, when this arch appears
alone, birds were often placed just where they are in the Kashmir gables. For a contemporary
example see DIEZ,op. cit., Fig. 28 (Quseir Amra); PIJOAN,History of Art, 11, plate V. However,
also other compositions worked in the same direction, see FALKE,Decorative Silks, 1936, Figs.
138, 142, 168, 169; etc.
O3 Round, quadratic or rhombic medallions had become a common feature in later Roman,
Coptic, Byzantine and Palmyrene art, triangular ones turn up in Coptic art. Round medallions
filled with figures can be traced-e. g., in the Avantisvamin Temple (second quarter of ninth
century).
84 Similar ones, of simpler execution, appear on architectural fragments from Martand,
without figures on such from the Parihasapura chaitya. Finally, with mithunas (loving couples)
on the pediment of the Lakshana Devi temple at Brahmor, see footnote 51. An older type,
probably of the seventh century, has mere horseshoe arches-e. g. in the entrance of the tomb
of sultan Zain ul-Abidin's mother (op.cit., p. 73, plate 45b), or, now changed by later repairs,
in the enclosure of the Samkaracarya Temple on the Takht-i Sulaiman (see SAHNI,p. 72 f.).
For Western parallels see DALTON,Catalogue of Ivory Carviilgs, plates 3, 5. The same
horseshoe arches, in full size, are found in the same Muslim tomb and cemetery. In the
contemporaneous West it was common in Ummayyad architecture (Mosque of Walid, Damascus;
Ukhaidir; North Africa and Muslim Spain), Sasanian Firozabad and the Taq-i-Kesra,
Mshabbaq in Syrira, Lombard Italy (Aurona), Visigoth Spain (Banos, San Miguel de Escalada,
etc.), see DIEULAFOY
and G . G. KING,op. cit.
85 See above, note 59.
" The genuine Byzantine capital type does not appear at Martand. But it turns up, slightly
earlier, in the cemetery near the mausoleum of Zain-ul-'Abidin's mother, and then in most later
Kashmir temples. For a good example see KAK,Ancient Monuments, Plate 67a; for Byzantine
parallels, Diehl, Figs. 16, 43, 60. Helically fluted columns are very common on late Antique,
Carolingian and Byzantine miniatures and ivory diptychs.
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engaged projections of the entablature on top of the columnse7; the denticular abacus
cornices on top of the column capitals which are a maracteristic feature of the RomanDoric order, but which appear here in their latest already very mannered and reduced
Roman-Syrian form the plain and decorated rectangular wall panels the RomanDoric bases; and finally the "egg and dartn (ecfiinus) motif so alien to Indian, so very
common in Grzco-Roman architecture.
All these details are of a so completely Roman-Byzantine character, especially of
the Syrian type of the fourth-sixth centuries, that already P. BROWN
has rightly observed that they cannot be explained merely by a reference to the Gandhara tradition, as
it had been the custom since FERGUSSON'S
interpretation but only by the assumption
of a renewed Roman influence".
As we know more about the art of the North-west Indian frontier areas, the concept
of a simple "Grzco-Buddhistn sculpture has been abandoned. Genuine Greek art can
at the best be regarded merely as its predecessor and first inspiration in Parthian times.
Instead, we have realized that through all the length of its development "Gandharan
art had been susceptible to influences from all its neighbour countries, and had equally
absorbed genuine Indian, Iranian and Roman inspirations. And this was likewise the
reaction of early medieval Kashmiri art. It carried on certain traditions from the
dying late Gandharan style of the fourth and fifth centuries still lingering on until the
early eighth. I t absorbed new Indian and even some Chinese inspirations in its sculpture. And it took over a considerable Roman-Byzantine tradition into its architecture.
The reason is quite obvious. The Romans and Byzantines had developed a vaulting
system of dimensions and of scientific perfection unique in its time. Lalitaditya, who
in all his plans and activities was inspired by the immense, likewise planned temples
of an exceptional size and therefore had recourse to the sole architects who could
execute similar edifices - i. e., the Byzantines. For he had the good luck that such foreign
experts had become available. Under Justinian (A. D. 527-565) the building activities
in the Byzantine empire had been enormous, and innumerable architects, masons and
sculptors must have been trained. But soon after his death the empire, attacked by the
Avars, Bulgars, Slavs, Persians and Arabs, and weakened by internal revolutions and
financial chaos, passed through one of its worst crises and sometimes was reduced to
the very walls of Constantinople. During this crisis art life came to a complete standstill. Though Byzantium recovered a t last in the eighth century under the Isaurian
dynasty, Syria, Palestine and Egypt were in A. D. 634-638 lost to the Arabs. This
Baalbek, Palmyra, Damascus, etc.
Baalbek: Temples of Venus and of Bacchus; Bab-al-Barid at Damascus (RIVOIRA,
Moslem Architecture, Fig. 87); etc. See also P. BROWN,Indian Architecture, Plate 97, Fig. 2.
The motif is known also in Gupta art, but only in a rather rudimentary form.
On They are of no importance a t Martand; but P. BROWN,Indian Architecture, Plate 97,
Fig. 2, and again in the Avantisvara and Avantisvamin temples. For a Byzantine example see
e. g. the doors of Sta. Sabina, Rome.
70 History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, 1910, I, p. 255 ff.
p. 255 ff.
71 I t should be pointed out that a number of those early Byzantine motifs themselves go bads
to Indian roots (see G. T. RIVOIRA,
Muslim Architecture, Its Origins and Development, London,
1918; STRZYGOWSKI;
DIMAND;HINKS; BERSTL;etc.). This does not, however, affect our
argument. For those inspirations came oversea to Egypt and Syria, and in Kashmir they
reappear already in their Byzantine garb.
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meant the end of Byzantine art in those countries, and unemployment for the artists,
at least until the later Umayyad period.
In our own time we have seen how political or religious persecution and unemployment can drive Cmigrks t o distant countries and to unusual employment. In those
decades Syrian artists of every type migrated to many countries. We find them again
in Italy, in Spain, in the service of Charlemagne, and so it would not be surprising to
discover their traces in the East. For Central Asia was closely connected with Syria
by the Nestorian Church; and Central Asia again with Kashmir by the embassies of
king Chandrapida, and Lalitaditya's minister Chankuna, whereas at that time the
links between Kashmir and Central India had been most weak. Now, we have already
observed that those Byzantine influences turn up in Kashmir already in the ruins of the
monuments slightly earlier than the Martand temple - i. e., only some decades after
the Arab victory over the Byzantines and Sasanian Persians. That this art was very
modest had been unavoidable in face of the difficult situation during Chandrapida's
and Lalitaditya's early reign. First Lalitaditya's Indian expedition provided for the
immense resources needed for his building programme. For this reason Kashmiri architecture could absorb so many Roman-Byzantine elementsT2. For though those foreign
artists had to adapt themselves to Hindu requirements, it was natural that they could
not help introducing a number of the architectural forms t o which they had been
accustomed, or reinterpreting those which they found locally.
But figure sculpture remained unaffected. For sculpture was the weak side of Byzantine but the strong side of Indian art. As the stupa of Chankuna proves, it too had been
in a rather primitive state at the beginning of Lalitaditya's reign. Chankuna seems to
have brought some sculptors from Turkistan; for the Bodhisattva statues from the
stupa reveal T a n g ~ h i n i s emodels73. But then the king's Indian expeditions resulted
in a considerable influx of sculptors traincd in the late Gupta tradition. For as in the
west there was a surplus of architects and masons, there must a t that time have existed
a similar surplus of sculptors in Central India and Bihar, because in those years also
Indian
was dwindling Whether these sculptors came voluntarily or were
abducted by Lalitaditya we cannot ascertain. But as Kanauj had been allotted to the
"Aditya" temple (which must have been the great Martand shrine) 74, it is possible that
part of these sculptors had been provided by the conquered city, whereas another
had come from Bihar whose ruler Jivitagupta I1 then lived, as a prisoner, in Kashmir.
Thus we find at Martand reliefs in the best late Gupta style around the plinth of the
great central shrine75, and likewise on those of the subsidiary temples flanking it on
7* R. HINKS,Carolingian Art, London, 1935, pp. 45 f., 57, has pointed out that the famous
ivory throne of bishop Maximinian at Ravenna reveals the hand of Syrian artists in styles
related to both Mshatta and "Gandharan-i. e., Kashmir. This is a most unexpected but
conclusive corroboration of our interpretation.
73 R. C. KAK,Handbook Srinagar Museum, p. 43 f.
74 Rajatarangini, IV, 187. The Thakurdwara of Masrur (A.R.A.S.I., 1915- 1916, p. 39ff.),
the Mahadeva Temple of Bajaura (ibid., 1909- 1910, p. 18ff.) and fragments a t KangraBhavan, Naggar and Manali may form possible links or parallel creations.
75 R. C. KAK,Ancient Monuments of Kashmir, p. 135, ascribes these reliefs to the reign of
Ranaditya. Kalhana (Rajatarangini, 111, 462) in fact mentions that this king built a temple of
Martanda, but distinguishes it from the famous temple. O n the other hand, the style of the
reliefs in question is not that of Ranaditya's time in India or in Kashmir, whereas the chapels
hiding those reliefs are in a style which in the rest of India we know to have been later than
Lalitaditya's time.
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both sides. They are very elegant, mannered, somewhat sensuous, fashionable, often
even sophisticated. Their costume, on the other hand, generally goes badc to Gandhara
and Sasanian fashions, which then must still have prevailed in Kashmir78.
But most of the sculptures are grouped, in chapel-like frames, all over the walls on
both sides of the entrance, along the inner walls of the mandapa, on both sides of the
entrance t o the garbhagriha, under the cornice of the vimana, etc. Similar panels
cover the entrance to the central court, though they are very badly damaged a t
present 77. O n both sides of the steps leading up to this entrance and again down to the
central court and likewise on the steps leading up to the temple proper, other reliefs
are placed without a gable frame, but sometimes beneath a many-scalloped arch, which
represent either the sun god with his accompanying goddesses, or king Lalitaditya with
his queens and priests. These are of a quite different type. They must represent the
work of the local school trained by those late Gupta masters. Their modelling is less
sensitive, the poses are either more static or more exaggerated; but, instead, they have
a vitality and strength which for the next two hundred years has been the hall-mark of
Kashmiri sculpture78. Also iconographically they are interesting; for they have preserved quite a number of types which otherwise are rare in India but which are wellknown t o us from Burma, Indonesia, Cambodia and Champa as imports from India e. g., many "Tantric" types, or Vishnu riding on Garuda, etc.
Under Lalitaditya's successors apparently a series of small chapels were constructed
around the foot of the temple, supporting a circumambulatory passage, but also covering the beautiful late Gupta reliefs on the original plinth of the temple. In these
chapels other reliefs were placed depicting the whole Hindu Pantheon, in a style far
inferior to that of Lalitaditya's reign. These later reliefs seem to be dependent on the
rather clumsy sculpture of the early Pratihara dynasty of Kanauj and must thus
already belong to the early ninth century A.D. Likewise on this occasion the two
supplementary shrines were constructed on both sides of the temple entrance, partly
using the old reliefs of the original temple plinth underneath. They stand on the same
platform as the great sanctuary and each contains two chapels, one in front, one on the
back, thus transforming the whole temple into a Panchayatana shrine.
What is most impressive in Martand is the apparently overwhelming size - to some
degree an optic illusion - and the complete harmony of the buildings and of all their
decorations and figure sculptures. As we have already seen, they represent already
the conclusion of a long development from the simple start under Pravarasena I1 and
Ranaditya, through the Cankuna stupa and the Parihasapura caitya, the Parihasakesava
and Muktakesava temples, to the very zenith of Martand.
O n the other hand, Martand stands not quite isolated. I t has a smaller counterpart
in the plains, the temple of Malot in the Salt Range79. Malot raises the problems of the
7e This Kushano-Sasanian costume continued to be characteristic also for later Kashmiri
sculpture.
77 The stone used is of a very friable nature; but it had moreover been exposed to fire during
the destruction by Sikandar Butshikan.
78 Such sculptures are found to the East as far as the Ravi.
Archaological Survey of India, Annual Report for 1920-1921, Plate 111; 1922- 1923,
p. 12 (there dated ninth century, but the strong Roman and Bengali elements do not fit into the
already fixed style of Avantivarman); P. BROWN,Indian Architecture, Plate 114, C, 1. On the
in J.R.A.S. 1903, p. 325 ff.),
other hand, the temples of Amb (great temple), Kalar (W. S. TALBOT
ICafirkot (A.R.A.S.I., 1921- 1922) and Bilot (A.R.A.S.I., 1914- 1915, Plate 3) are of the
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Martand Temple even more acutely. For it has a faqade of purely Roman-Corinthian half-pillars enclosing trifoliated archways crowned by a set of high sikharas, an
arrangement which we find commonly in Buddhist manuscripts of the Pala period.
If the first has already been proved characteristic for Lalitaditya's reign, the second was
possible only in a time of closest contact with Bihar and Bengal - i. e., when the king of
Gauda had become Lalitaditya's vassal and prisoner 80.
Martand has also quite a following of other temples of the same layout and construction, though of simpler execution, such as those of Wangath, Buniyar, Narastanel,
which must, all, belong to the same period.
I t has, finally, some imitations in the ninth century A. D., especially the temples of
Avantivarman a t Avantipur, and those of Samkaravarman a t Patan82. I n those later
temples the Roman element has been completely absorbed and is no more discernible
as a distinct feature. Instead, the style of Martand has become further evolved and
involved, minimizing and reduplicating the individual architectural forms and covering
everything with a filigree work of figure and ornamental sculptures. Thereafter the
style disintegrated and became more and more impoverished and ossified.
But these other temples prove that the temple of Martand had set the model for
Kashmiri Hindu art in all the following centuries. Thus Lalitaditya must be regarded
as the founder not only of a short-lived empire, but also of six centuries of Kashmiri
Hindu a n . And the temple of Martand is not only his greatest but also his best creation.
It is indeed the finest monument of Kashmir, and one of the best of Indian art.

Pratihara style, at Bilot with a multi-scalloped arch which we find, as a mere relief motif, also
at Martand. This multi-scalloped arch can be traced likewise in medieval Bengal.
80 A pure Gauda shrine is the small temple a t AmL (Progress Report, A. S. Northern Circle
for 1920- 1921, pl. 2).
See R. C. KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 165 ff., Plate 62; 156ff., Plates 60, 75 f.; 128 f.,
Plate 52; D. R. SAHNI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments of Kashmir, p. 64, Plates 35d, 39c; p. 67,
Plates 39b, c, 40'42b.
e2 KAK,op. cit., p. 118 ff., Plates 48-50,
67-72; p. 149 ff ., Plate 56; SAHNI,p. 71, Plate
43b-d; Excavations a t Avantipur (A.R.A.S.I., 1913- 1914, p. 40ff.).
A popular summary of this study was published in the Illustrated Weekly of India v01. 71,
no. 37 of the 10th September 1950, pp. 27-29: The Great Sun Temple of Martand: Monument
of a Forgotten Emperor. - The nearest occidental types of architecture belong to the time about
500 A. D.

THE B E G I N N I N G S OF THE M E D I A E V A L A R T IN K A S H M I R
(Plates X -XX)

Though well-known to tourists, t h e a r t of M e d i z v a l Kashmir is still insufficiently
CUNNINGHAMI,
C O W I E ~COLE^,
,
studied. I n t h e 1 9 t h century SIR ALEXANDER
FERGUSSON
4 a n d BUHLER h a d d o n e t h e pioneer w o r k of surveying the chief monuments
a n d of clarifying t h e general t y p e of their style. T h e n M. A. STEINsupplied the
historical background w i t h his careful edition a n d translation of Kalhana's Rajataranginit', everywhere t r y i n g t o correlate its innumerable priceless references t o places a n d
monuments w i t h t h e actual remnants still traceable. I n t h e first three decades of this
century, finally, there followed a last period of systematic research undertaken by
J. PH. V O G E Lthen
~ , b y J. H. NICHOLLS~,
DAYARAMSAHNIO,G. E. L. CARTER^^ a n d
R. C. K A Ku~n d~e r t h e general guidance of SIR JOHN MARSHALL,
to w h o m w e a r e
indebted f o r t h e excavations at Hiirwan, Avantipur, M a r t a n d , Piitan, Ushkur, a n d
the exploration of t h e forelands of Kashmir, Bhimbar a n d Rajauri, R a m n a g a r a n d
Baiohli. T h e general results of all these investigations a r e summarized i n R. CH. KAK'S
t w o books, t h e " H a n d b o o k t o t h e Archzological a n d Numismatic Section of the Sri
P r a t a p Singh Museum Srinagar" (Calcutta 1923), a n d t h e 'Ancient Monuments of
Essay on the Aryan Order of Architecture, (J.A.S.B. 17, pt. 2, p. 241 ff.,
A. CUNNINGHAM,
1848).
V o t e on some of the Temples of Kashmir, especially those not described by Gcn. A. CUNNINGHAM, (J.A.S.B. 35, p. 91ff., 1866).
Lieut. COLE,Illustrations of Ancient Buildings in Kashmir, London 1869.
JAS. FERGUSSON,
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, London, 1891, p. 279ff., ed. JAS.BURGESS,
1910, I, p. 251 ff.
B ~ ~ H L EDetailed
R,
Report of a Tour in Search of Sanskrit MSS. made in Kashmir,
(J.B.B.R.A.S. 1877, Extra number).
M. A. STEIN,Kalhana's Rijatarangini.: A Chronicle of the Kings of Kashrnir, transl.,
2 vols., Westminster, 1900, from a historical point of view later translations present hardly
any progress.
Report on the Preservation of Ancient Monuments in Kashmir, and List of Ancient
Monuments in Kashmir (Progress Report of the Superintendent, Northern Circlc, Archzological
Survey of India, for 1903 - 1904, p. 24 ff .).
J, H. NICHOLLS,Muhammedan Architecture of Kashmir, (A.R., A.S.I. 1915-1916, p.
161 ff.).
D. R. SAHNI,Pre-Muhammedan Monuments of Kashmir, (A. R., A.S.I. 1915 - 1916, p.
49 ff.); Excavations at Avantipur, (A. R., A.S.I. 1913 - 1914, p. 40ff.).
lo G. E. L. CARTER,
The Stone Age in Kashmir (Memoirs of the Arch. Survey of Kashmir,
No. 2), Srinagar 1924.
l1 R. CH. KAK,Ancient and Mediaval Architecture of Kashmir, (Rupam. NO. 24, 1925);
Antiquities of Bhimbar and Rajauri (Arch. Survey Memoirs, No. 14), Calcutta 1923; Antiquities
of Marev-Wadw5n, (Mem. Arch. Survey Kashmir, I), Srinagar 1924; Antiquities of Basohli
and R h n a g a r (Ind. Art and Letters, VII, p. 65 ff., 1933); and below.
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Kashmir", London (India Society) 1933. Further we have to add D r . J. PH. VOGEL'S
studies on Chambiil?, the Rajput state beyond Dalhousie, since olden times connected
with Kashmir by many political and cultural bonds, and those of FRANCKE
and T u c c ~
on Spitils, the stucco heads discovered a t Akhniir and published by C. L. F A B R I ~ ~ ,
the exploration of the temples in the Salt Range by M. S. VATS,W. S. TALBOT
and
others 15, and finally occasional finds as far as the Eastern Panjab and Kabul '0.
With his, for his time simply stupendous, knowledge and penetration, Cunningham
already had realized that the Medizval art of Kashmir represented a tradition of its
own, Hindu, and in many ways connected with the main centres of Hindu civilization,
but not a mere subschool of Medizval Hindu art. H e derived it from the GraecoBuddhist art of Gandhiira which had been known also in Kashmir. JAS. FERGUSSON~
and V. A. SMITH" had followed this his interpretation, and it was likewise taken
over by later scholars. But the more material became known, the more difficulties
became evident. All these scholars already had instinctively felt that similarities
existed with Indian or Roman art, and the Gandhiira style was adduced not as the
actually nearest, but - according t o the knowledge of that time - the most likely
source. From the very start also some shrines did not fit into the scheme and were,
therefore, moved over the historic scene in successive efforts to integrate them into one
or the other phase of Kashmiri art, e. g. the "Samkaricarya" Temple on the Takht-i
Sulaimin and the ruins reused for the cemetery of sultan Zain-ul-'Abidin. DAYA
RAMSAHNI
found himself compelled t o express certain qualifications. SIR JOHN MARSHALL first traced direct Gupta influenceo. R. C . KAKtried to discover the actual links
between the Gandhiira and Kashmiri styles; but though he assigned some monuments,
the Loduv Temple, the Ziyirat of P i r Haji Muhammad and the cemetery of Bahi-uddin to the 6th and 7th centuries, he too felt that there continued to exist a vast gap;
nor could he allot a place to the not inconsiderable number of sculptures in the Gupta
BROWN
l8
and other, <<heterodox,,styles which by then had come to the light. Dr. PERCY
first realized that the current explanations were not sufficient and that there had been
more influences at work than merely the Gandhiira and Gupta traditions. In his analysis
of the Martind Temple he pointed out pure Roman style features which could not be
explained by means of a reference to Gandhara, but whose source seemed to be a
mystery. So much, thus, seems certain that there had been no simple transition, but that
the Gandhara and Kashmir styles had been separated by an intermediate period during
which many new influences had been active.
J. PH. VOGEL,
Antiquities of Chiimbii State, I, Calcutta 1911.
A. H. FRANCKE,
Antiquities of Indian Tibet, I, Calcutta 1914; G. Tuccr, Indo-Tibetica
111, Roma 1935.
l4 C. L. FABRI,
Buddhist Baroque in Kashmir, (Asia, vol. 39, p. 592 ff., 1939).
l5 M. S.VATS,
The Salt Range, (A. R., A.S.I. 1927-1928, p. 89ff.); A.R., A.S.I., 1914- 1915;
1920- 1921, I; 1921- 1922; W. S. TALBOT.
An Ancient Hindu Temple in the Panjab,
(J.R.A.S. 1903, p. 335ff.); Annual Progress Reports, Superintendent, Hindu and Buddhist
Monuments, Northern Circle for 1916, 1918, 1919.
l6 A.R., A.S.I. 1922- 1923, p. 89 and pl. 5d; JAS.BURGESS,
Gandhara Sculpture, (J. Ind.
Art and Industry VIII, p. 23 ff., 73 ff ., 1900, pl. 22, fig. 5).
l7 V. A. SMITH,
History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, Oxford 1911, p. 45 ff., ed. K. de
B. Codrington, Oxford 1930, p. 118 ff.
l8 PERCY
BROWN,
Indian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu), Bombay s. a., p. 184ff., esp.
p. 190.
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such an assumption wins further probability in the light of what we since have
learnt of the history both of G a n d h i r a a r t lnand of events in Kashmir. First, Hiuen
Tsang states that the Huns persecuted the Buddhists and systematically destroyed their
shrines and monasteries, and this statement is corroborated by the excavations a t
Jauliiin, Mohri-Moradu, Takht-i Bahi, HaddaZ0,and other observations, e.g. in the
Ghiggar ValleyZ1, - etc. Likewise have the excavations a t Hadda, etc. proved that
certain beautiful stucco heads and figures discovered a t HirwanZZ, UshkurZL, and
Akhnijr 14 and attributed t o so late a time as the 7th century cannot be accepted as direct
descendants and genuine continuation of the Gandhiira style proper. Like the monuments of BZmiyin29 they belong to the utmost Northwestern border area of ancient
Gandhara art, and thus cannot be interpreted as an evidence for art conditions in its
original homeland. Their next relatives are t o be found not in the latter, but in the Tarim
Basin. They represent not a simple further evolution or, may be, degeneration of the
Gandhara style, but a hybrid product resulting from the fusion of Gandhara, Sisinian
and East-Iranian style elements. The a r t of BiimiyZn must, therefore, be interpreted
partly as Siisino-Kushin24 partly as a secondary import from the North of the postGandhira style of Eastern Turkistan which in that area had survived the H u n invasions.
And this intimate connection likewise explains why the BimiyZn colossi have in the
first place influenced the sculpture of Eastern Turkistan and China: they formed part
of the same cultural tradition. The same is the case with certain monuments near
Kabu125. But there is so far no evidence that also the old Gandhara area was still
included in this tradition. And whatever we know of conditions in the Panjib and in
the adjoining mountain tracts during the 7th century likewise conflicts with the
existence of any over-refined a r t a t that time. O n the other hand we know that, under
the Hindu Siihis, a t least part of the Gandhara monasteries had again been in use,
though apparently under rather modest circumstances26. But as the Mediaval art of
Kashmir started t o flourish in the course of the 8th century, this later occupation of
those Buddhist monasteries can only be interpreted as the result of a revival, with the
restoration of a strong and orderly government27. The remnants of that last period
lo L. BACHHOFER,
On Greeks and Sakas in India, (J.A.O.S. 61, p. 223 ff., 1941); J. MARSHALL,
Greeks and Sakas in India, (J.R.A.S. 1947, p. 3 ff .). - See also the Postscriptum.
20 Especially M. A. STEIN,
Excavations at Sahri-Bahlol, (A. R., A.S.I. 1911- 1912, p. 95 ff.);
J. MARSHALL,
Excavations at Taxila: The Stiipas and Monasteries at Jaulian, Calcutta 1921,
R. Ghirshman, Begrarn, Le Caire 1946; etc.
21 H. GOETZ,
Art and Architecture of Bikaner, Oxford 1950.
22 Srinagar Museum. See R. CH. KAK,Handbook, and A.R., A.S.I. 1916-1917, I, p. 6a-C.
e. g., the Sira, p. 55 the Padrnapiini, p. 70, are of exactly the same style as the sculpture of
Stiipa 57 at Hadda. See BACHHOFER,
Early Indian Sculpture, 11, pl. 160b.
23 See the various publications by J. HACKIN,
A. GODARD,
B. ROWLAND,
J. BUHOL,
etc.
24 J. HACKIN,
The Eastward Extension of Sasanian Motifs, (Bull. American Institute of
Persian Art, IV, p. 5 ff., 1935).
'5 J. HACKIN,
The Buddhist Monastery of ~ondukistan,(J. Greater India Society VII,
p. 1 ff., 85 ff. 1940), etc.
26 M. A. STEIN,
Excavations at Sahri Bahlol (A.R., A.S.I. 1911-1912, p. 95ff.). See also
the two wooden reliefs, JAS.BURGESS,
Ancient Monuments, Temples and Sculptures of India,
London 1897, I, pls. 152, 153.
27 This strong administration was first set up by the Hindu Sahis towards the end of the
8th century, and as we shall see later on, it seems that these latter merely took over the system
already set up by Lalitiiditya Muktiipida of Kashrnir.
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reveal nothing of a strong living tradition, but rather of a devout conservation of
cherished relics which already belonged to a past age. With the Huns invasions. Eastern
Afghanistiin had ceased to be a leading art centre. In the 6th to early 8th centuries its
art merely reflected that of its neighbour countries.
However, the situation in Kashmir had been not so different. Kashmir was likewise
overrun by the Huns, and for a long time continued to be their bulwark in India,
whenever they were thrown back by some strong Hindu ruler28. The tradition
preserved by Kalhana20 shows them in a fiendish mood; and even if we do not accept
this tradition as strictly historical, in any case it reveals a memory of atrocities and
destructions not less wholesome than those perpetrated in Afghanistan and the Indian
plains. Under these circumstances it does seem very probable that no strong art
tradition there survived Hiina rule. O n the other hand the Rajataranginis0 mentions
that at least temporarily Kashmir returned under the direct control of HarshaVikramaditya of Malva (probably Yaiodharman, the victor over the Huns). But his
viceroy, the poet Miitrigupta, is said to have abdicated already after five years which
may mean that, after recovering from their crushing defeat, the Huns regained their
control over Kashmir. Thereafter Pravarasena 1131is reported to have established a
good and orderly administration, and likewise to have received his training during a
long stay in late Gupta India. These cultural links can account for the finds of
Gupta s c ~ l p t u r e s 3in~ Kashmir; but they can neither be interpreted as an earlier stage
of the tradition of the 8th century. KAKregards the Loduv (Ladu) shrine, with its
strong affinities with the Guniyiir monastery in the Swat valley33, as a link, but nothing
is known about its exact date, and only so much can be stated with certainty that it
looks more archaic than the monuments of the first golden age of Kashmiri art under
King Lalitaditya-Muktapida (ca. A. D. 725-7551760). How much older it may be,
depends entirely on the interpretation we can give to the art history of this reign.
For nothing is so bewildering as the art of Kashmir during the 8th century. The
monuments which we must ascribe to it, reveal an amazing variety of styles, in contrast
to the rigor, at least of its principal forms, in the 9th century, and the monotonous
repetition of less and less understood concepts during the rest of the Hindu period
in Kashmir.
However, any suchlike attempt at the historical interpretation of an art is impossible
without a knowledge of its political and culturehistorical background. Fortunately the
2e
20

R. N. DANDEKAR,
History of the Guptas, Poona 1941, etc.
Rajatarangin?, I, 287 ff ., 111, 102 ff. Kalhana's chronology here is hopelessly confused, and

he seems to have mixed up the Scythian and Hiina invasions. Both Mihirakula and ToramZna
are represented as sons of Hiranyaksha, resp. Hiranya. As in Mediaval Kashmir VarahaAvatZra and Nyisimha-Avatars were held in special favour as the destroyers of Hiranyaksha
and HiranyakaBipu, it looks as if those Hiina chieftains had actually been identified with
those asura enemies of the gods.
111, 125 ff. and footnote.
31 Rajatarangini, 111, 106ff., 265ff. H e must be historical, for Pravarapura, the town
founded by him, is referred to by Hiuen Tsang as the "new capital."
32 KAK,Handbook, p. 28, 29, 33; Ancient Monuments, p. 115 f.; CUNNINGHAM,
J. A. S.B.
17, 2, 1848: Pravareivara Mukhalinga at Pandrethiin.
KAKA,Ancient Monuments, p. 55f.; A. FOUCHER,
L'Art Gr&co-Bouddhique du
Gandhara, I.
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Riijatarangini34 has preserved an account of the Kirkota dynasty and especially of
its greatest king Lalitaditya-Muktapida" which, when co-ordinated with the facts
and events known from other sources, offers a fairly lucid picture of an ectraordinary
period of Indian history 88.
The Karkota dynasty had come to power in the course of the 7th century, and
already then had produced a number of remarkable rulers. King DurlabhakaPratipaditya I1 was the first king of Kashmir of whom we know coins. His son
Candriipida-Vajraditya was in repeated contact with the Chinese emperors of the
T'ang dynasty whose sway then extended over the whole Tarim Basin, and who
controlled also Tibet through matrimonial alliances with the successors of king Srontsan Gam-po, the first convert to Buddhism. For towards the end of the 7th century
the Muslims began to engulf Kashmir after the overthrow of the Szsinian Empire
in A. D. 637-642. In the West they had bypassed it, taking Bukhiira in A. D. 674 and
Samarcand in A. D. 676. In the South they had conquered Sind in A. D. 712, and
started to invade the Afghan mountains and the Panjab. Neither the Bhatti Riijputs of
Ghazni and the weak Turki %his of Kabul, nor the Karkota kings of Kashmirs, nor
the Giirjara princes of the Takka country (Lahore), nor the Mauryas of Chitorgarh, the
Giirjaras of Bhinmal- Jalor, nor the last Maitrakas of Vallabhi were able to stop them.
When in A. D. 713 they took Miiltan, king Candriipida sent an embassy with a call for
help to the Chinese court at Changan, and seven years later another one. What
assistance the Chinese could offer, we do not know. But as their administration had
attained a very high level of efficiency, and as their army equipment was the best then
known all the world over, they must probably have sent experts and technicians to
reorganize the Kashmir administration and army. At least, when seven years later
Candrapida's youngest brother Lalitzditya-Muktapida ascended the throne, his trusted
prime minister was a Buddhist Tokharian from Chinese Turkistan who bore the
Chinese title Tsiang-kiun37, and whom the Kashmiris called Cankuna. His handling
of the State finances brought him into the reputation of being a magicianM, and the
superiority of the Kashmir army30 reached such a degree that Lalitaditya could build
up one of the greatest empires India had ever seen.
RZjatarangini, IV, 1 ff., and the Introduction by M. A. STEIN,I, p. 87 ff.
Riijatarangini, IV, 126 ff.; and Introduction, p. 88 ff.
36 H. GOETZ,
The Conquest of Western India by LalitZditya-Muktipida of Kashmir,
(J.B.B.R.A.S. 27, p. 43ff., 1952).
37 RZjatarangini, IV, 211, and STEIN'S
footnote.
R?ijatarangini, IV, 246 ff.
There exists no direct reference to the organisation and equipment of Lalitaditya's army.
But we know that Cankuna was a financial expert, that he was acquainted with river regulation
and bridge building, that he had the colossal copper idol of Buddha at ParihZsapura erected
and that he employed also Chinese artisans. As he had apparently been sent to Kashmir in
response to Candrapida's appeal to the Chinese emperor for help, we may from these facts
infer that his principal task had been the introduction of contemporary efficient armaments
and army organisation. In Chinese TurkistZn the heavy Sasinian armour had been common, the
T'ang used an even more perfected type of combined scale and plate armour. The later victories of the Muslim Turlts had partly been the result of their better horses, armours and farreaching bows. Such armours and Turkish bows, then hardly used in India, must probably have
been one reason of the victories of Lalitzditya, and later of the Gurjaras-PratihZras. The
Riijatarangini (IV, 197) mentions that the idol of Mahiivaraha set up by Lalitiiditya wore a
34

35
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The Muslim advance fizzled out beyond MultZn. Afghanistan was annexed40,
and the Turki Sahis reduced to the position of Kashmiri officials. Then about A. D. 730
Lalitaditya attacked King Yaiovarman of Kanauj, one of those last military adventurers trying to gather together the disintegrating fragments of the dying Gupta world,
and defeated him ultimately in A. D. 73341. Kanauj fell and was made the apanage of
golden armour, one of the 8th century Hindu images from Pandrethiin has a scale armour.
An unfortunately badly mutilated stela at Jagelvar, Kumiion, which must go back to Pratihira
times, shows sum a heavily armed horseman, fragments of chain armour have been excavated
in Devapiila's monastery a t Niilandi.
40 Already Candriipida must have subjected Afghanistan, though he seems not yet to have
deposed its local rulers. H e is the "Ratbil" who stopped paying tribute to the Arabs.
4 1 Rajatgrangini, IV, 144 ff.Lalitaditya's conquest is corroborated by finds of his coins in
Uttara Pradesh. The campaign is generally placed between A. D. 737 and 745. R. S. TRIPATHI,
History of Kanauj, Benares 1937, p. 199f., 201 ff., has, however, demonstrated that it took
place in A. D. 733. This correction implies considerable consequences with regard to our
interpretation of all following events. First, it shows that Yaiovarman's defeat preceded his
so-called d i p i j a y a . Now, a defeated ruler could not undertake such a digvijaya, except after
a considerable lapse of time and a change in the political situation which permitted him to
recover from such a reverse. And this was not the case. O n the other hand, the march route of
Yalovarman and of Lalitiiditya through Gauda, Orissii, the Deccan, Rijputanii and the
Himalaya was practically identical, though there were minor differences as to their successive
stops, unavoidable with vast armes t o be provisioned. Thus the logical interpretation is that
Yalovarman in reality accompanied Lalitiiditya as a vassal.
Next, the earlier date places the Deccan campaign into the minority of Dantidurga
Riishtrakiita under whom in fact a political situation existed exactly like that alluded to in the
Riijatarangini. The Ciilukya widow of Indra I, Bhavaganii (Bhavanaga) was indeed in desperate
need of a gallant champion. The then progressing disintegration of the Ciilukya empire and
the competition between the rebellious Riishtrakuta princes provided the fitting background
for Lalitaditya's victories over the Siliihiiras and those of Yaiovarman over the Piirasikas, all
vassals in rebellion against the CZlukyas, like the Riishtrakiitas. I t must also be pointed out
that Mummuni, the name of several prominent Siliihiira kings of the Konkin, could not have
been known to Kalhana (IV, 167), if there had not been real facts behind the account of the
Deccan campaign. I t is true that this princely name recurs also in the accounts of two other
rulers of Kashmir, Pravarasena (111, 332) and Jayiipida (IV, 506), but both stories are so
romanticized, that there the name looks like a mere repetition. I t is also possible that later
on some family, possibly related with the Siliihiiras, bore that name in Kashmir. At least a
Mummuni figured amongst the Kashmir nobility of the 12th century. Also the presence of
Kayya (Kakka) I1 Riishtrakiita of Liita (Southern Gujarat) in Kashmir makes sense only, when
we assume that he had been brought there as a prisoner or hostage.
Further, Dantidurga's boast of a victory over the kings of Sind, Malva and Kosala which
hitherto had appeared enigmatic, is most understandable when associated with Lalitiiditya's
campaign. A t that time the Muslims ruled over Sind, and it is improbable that they would have
allied themselves with the princes of Miilva and Kosala. But as the empire of Lalitiiditya then
included the whole upper course of the Indus, as Kanauj controlled Malva, and Gauda MahiiKosala, it is plausible that Dantidurga namend the invaders after the frontier provinces of their
respective empires. In the light of our revised chronology the Lalitiiditya-Yaiovarman campaign
fits also exactly into the little we know of then events in Kiithiawad, Mewiir and Mirwiir.
Finally, the subsequent presence of the king of Gauda in Kashmir must appear extraordinary
except in case that he had followed Lalitaditya to the Deccan as the "king of (Mahii-) Kosala"
of Dantidurga's inscription and later on to Kashmir, like Yaiovarman and Karka.
I t is obvious that Vakpatiriijii, as a true court eulogist, had in the Gaudavaho done his
level best to hush up the inglorious events in the career of his patron. H e makes a most cautious
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the famous sun temple of Miirtiindd*, whereas Y a l o v a r m a n became Lalitiiditya's vassal.
Then both kings defeated t h e king of G a u d a , probably Jivitagupta43 of the G u p t a
dynasty of Magadha, a n d advanced through Orissii to t h e shores of t h e Indian Ocean
(ca. A. D. 734-735). N e x t there followed a n amazing expedition into the Deccan
(ca. A. D. 735 -746) which long had been rejected as poetic fancy, b u t which must be
accepted as a f a c t i n t h e light of t h e historical informations which since have become
available. I n these years t h e p o w e r of t h e Calukyas of Badiimi h a d already begun to
fade. I n d r a Riishtrakiita had abducted t h e Ciilukya princess Bhavagana (Bhavanagii)
f r o m K h a i r a a n d forced her to m a r r y him44. N o w this "far-famed, quick-eyed K a r n a t a
princess called R a t l a (= Riishtrakiita) . . . m a d e t h e roads over the Vindhya
mountains adequate a n d free of obstacles" a n d "felt satisfied when she bowed d o w n
a n d s a w her o w n person reflected i n t h e r o u n d mirror of the nails of Lalitiiditya's lotus
feet"45; w i t h o t h e r words, she summoned Lalitaditya as her champion a n d liberator
a n d secretly opened t h e frontier passes t o him, probably h a r d pressed, as queen-regent
f o r the still minor Dantidurga, by K a r k a I1 a n d Krishna I Rashtrakiita, a n d w i t h the
secret s u p p o r t of t h e Ciilukya party.

. ..

T h e friendship of t h e Calukyas permitted Lalitaditya a n d his allies t o move freely in
the Deccan. Lalitaditya moved d o w n t o the Kaveri a n d Malabar, a n d defeated the
Silaharas of Thiina-Gharapur46. Y a i o v a r m a n w h o later on, i n the Gaudavaho, claimed
the campaign as his o w n success, marched d o w n as f a r as t h e country of the Pirasikas47.
hint to Yabovarman's defeat by Lalitiditya, presents Yaiovarman's later successes in Lalitiiditya's service as personal triumphs, and disguises the visit to the latter's capital as a visit to
the mythic regions of Mount Meru. Probably this is likewise more than poetic fancy. In the
political theory of the 8th century the cakravartin was the bailendra, the 'Lord of the World
Mountain." Thus, a visit to the court of a cakravartin sum as Lalitiiditya surely had been,
could well be represented as a visit to Mt. Meru. Notwithstanding the depreciative remarks of
Kalhana (IVY 140-146) it is obvious from the whole story that Yaiovarman was most
honourably treated by Lalitiiditya, and thus Viikpatiriijii could honestly represent even s u d ~
a visit as a triumphant progress. And as archzological evidence lets it appear that YaSovarman
was restored in his Western provinces-up to the Riivi-during Lalitiiditya's Central Asian
campaigns, Viikpatiriijii was in some way justified in suppressing the fact that this eventual
success had been achieved under not so glorious circumstances. - See also TRIPATHI,
p. 201 - 205.
42 Rijataranginli IV, 186-187,
192. Possibly also Ladpor-Loduv. However, the obscure
shrine there can hardly be the Aditya temple for which the revenues of an imperial capital had
been reserved, and it seems more probable that this was the only conspicuous Aditya Temple
on which Lalitiiditya spent enormous sums, i. e. Miirtiind.
43 Rijatarangidi IV, 148.
44 A. S. ALTEKAR,
The Riishtraktitas and their Times, Poona 1934, p. 9f., 33ff., 39f.;
Epigraphia Indica, 25, p. 25 ff., 1940; G. C. RAYCHAUDHURI,
The Collapse of Early Chiilukya
Rule in the Western Deccan (Indian Culture 15, p. 184ff., 1949) states that the Ciilukyas had
already lost the North, but believes that in A. D. 742 Dantidurga, merely a mahiisamantzdhipati, still was a vassal of Vikramiidit~aII. I t looks now more probable that he had become
subject to Lalitiditya.
4"Rajatarangini,
IV, 151 - 154. TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 198 f.
48 Riijatarangini, IVY155- 156, 159, 167, TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199. The vagueness of the
account TRIPATHIinterprets as a poet's dream; in fact it is the result of a hushing-up of
unpleasant details.
47 TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199. The Piirasikas, i. e. the ~ e o p l eof Piilsi on the border of Mysore,
had been subjected by Vina~iidityaCalukya.
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But then bad news from home made Lalitaditya's return necessary48. Dantidurga,
Indra's successor, ruling himself since A. D. 742, thereon could claim a victory over
the "kings of Sind, Malva and Kosala."
Lalitaditya marched via Ujjain40, Citrakiita (Chitorgarh)50, Marwar61 and
Thanesars', with an excursion to Dvaraka 53. And it seems probably that this expedition contributed as much to the rise of the Guhilot dynasty of Chitorgarh and to the
decline of the Maitrakas of Vallabhi as the raids which Ibn Junaid and Tumain led
from the side of Sind. Yalovarman, the Gauda king, and Karka (Kayya) (11)
Riishtrakiita s4 had to follow Lalitaditya to Kashmir, and possibly even to the countries
north of it55. Yalovarman could return to Kanauj with orders of Lalitiiditya to
organize an economic blockade of Tibet5e. But Jivitagupta was slain in Kashmir
subsequent to an attempted coup d'ttat in which the Parihiisakelava temple was
damaged 57.
For Lalitaditya's position had become most desperate. As already mentioned, Tibet
was in those times one of the borderlands of the T a n g Empire, closely controlled by
Chinese political advice and cultural influence. But as the superiority achieved with
Chinese help set Lalitiiditya on his Indian conquests, it likewise filled the kings KhriIde-btsug-brtan-mes-'ag-tshoms (A. D. 705 - 755) and Khri-sron-lde-btsan (Tsi-sron
Letsan, A. D. 755-971)58 with ambition when the control of Changan over the
outlying provinces of China began to relax. The Tibetans overran Yunnan and Sechuan,
and took even Changan. Since A. D. 741 they began to encircle Kashmir, and finally
40 Where Kalhana has t o rely on earlier sources, his account suffers from the usual weakness,
the lack of chronological sequence and inter-connection of events. But careful observation,
corroborated-as we shall see-by the archzological evidence, shows that the crisis of the
Tibetan invasion must have taken place during Lalitaditya's Indian campaigns. And it is
likewise evident that the Central Asian war lasted a long time which fact again is more in
harmony with A. D. 733 as date of the conquest of Kanauj.
40 Rajatarangini, IV, 162.
50 TOD,Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan (ed. W. CROOKE,
I, p. 267) mentions a strange
tradition that BappZ Rawal who, as Hindu champion against the Muslims, had some time
before supplanted the local Maurya dynasty a t Citorgarh, left in his old days MewZr and
died fighting in Persia and T u r k i s t ~ n This
.
makes sense only in case he had followed Lalitgditya
to Kashmir and Central Asia, like Ya4ovarman, Jivitagupta and Karka.
51 TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199.
52 TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199.
53 Rajatarangini, IV, 160. The chronology of LalitZditya's campaigns in GujarZt and
KZthiiwZd is not clear, but probably they were more than a mere raid. Though Vallabhi was
destroyed in A. D. 760, and the Maitrakas disappeared after A. D. 766, the history of the State
is a complete blank for the years in question, i. e. A. D. 740-746, resp. 756. In Gujarat
considerable dynastic changes occured, pointing to some incisive crisis.
54 Rajatarangini, IV, 209.
55 TRIPATHI,
op. cit., p. 199; V. A. SMITH,in J.R.A.S.1908, p. 779; HOERNLE
in J.R.A.S.
Sigiri, the Abode of a
1909, p. 106. For the cakravartin-s'ailendra theory cp. S. PARANAVITANA,
Godking (J. Ceylon Br. R.A.S., Centenary Volume, N. S. I, p. 1949); etc.
5e Rajatarangini, IV, 126 footnote. A frontier fort of that time a t ManZli (Kulii), other
remnants in Cahul.
67 Rajatarangini, IV, 323 ff.
58 WADDELL,
Buddhism of Tibet, London 1895, p. 24ff.; A. H. FRANCKE,
Chronicles of
Ladakh (Antiquities of Indian Tibet, 11), 1926, p. 86ff.
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attacked the country so that in A. D. 747 the Kashmir government was forced to
request the help of a Chinese expedition operating in Baltistin'g. Apparently
Lalitaditya was at that moment not in a position to muster sufficient troops; for he
offered to accommodate 200 000 Chinese troops on the shores of the Wular Lake.
Anyhow, he recovered, defeated the Tibetans and conquered the Central Asian highlands north of Kashmir 60. But in the meantime the already latent disintegration of the
T'ang Empire had developed into the bloody revolt of the Turkish general An Lu-shan
A. D. 785. China was in a chaos, and her outlying provinces had become an easy quarry
for any ambitious conqueror. Lalitaditya conquered the Southern Tarim Basin, later
on crossed the TaqlamaqanB1along the course of one of those rivers coming down from
the slopes of the Kuenlun and disappearing in the sands, subjected one of the small
Iranian principalities among the Northern silk-routes', advanced into the Mongolian
deserts beyond and was never heard of againe8. Already in the Taqlamaqan
Lalitaditya's self-confidence had been foolhardy. Now, in the icy Central Asian winter,
without sufficient provisions, harassed by the Tibetans, he and his army were
annihilated.
And with his end and that of his "grande armCe" the Kashmir Empire began to
disintegrate. His sons quarrellede4, his successors proved debaucheess6 or romantic
adventurers like Jay~pidaeoand were at last superseded by the dynasty of Utpala, the
almighty majordomo67. The Central Indian provinces broke away between A. D. 753
and 757, and AfghZnist~nand the Panjab some decades laterw.
Rajatarangini, IV, 126 footnote; STEIN, Introduction to the Rajatarangini, I, p. 88;
A. STEIN,Berindia, 1921, vol. I, p. 52ff., vol. 11, variis locis.
e0 Rajatarangini, IV, 133 - 136, 168 - 171.
el Rajatarangini, IV, 172- 176; 277 ff. The parallel with SVENHEDIN'S
expedition (Through
Asia, London 1898) through the same desert, and his similar experiences, is most striking.
For Kashmiri costume in Khotin see M. A. STEIN,Ancient Khotan, Oxford 1907, 11, pl. 44.
e2 These principalities, esp. Kuca, are well known to us from the Chinese chronicles and the
explorations of G R ~ ~ N W E and
D E Lvon LE COQ.
Rajatarangini, IV, 1347ff.; STEIN, Introduction, I, p. 93; according to a tradition still
alive in the 12th century (VII, 1428) Lalitaditya, cut off in the desert, after the loss of his
army, committed suicide together with his ministers.
e4 Rajatarangini, IV, 347- 356 (Revolt of Vajraditya against Kuvalayipida), 400 ff.
(Prthvyipida overthrown by Samgriimipida I), 410 ff. (Usurpation of Jajja).
e5 Rajatarangini, IV, 393 ff. (Vajriiditya), 660 ff. (Lalitapida).
Rajatarangini, IV, 402ff. In a way, Jayapida's situation seems to have had some
similarity with that of the Moghul emperor Shah 'Alam 11, thousand years later.
O7 Rajatarangini, IV, 679 ff.
Lalitidit~a'sprolonged campaigns in the North must have left Yaiovarman practically
independent, so that with Lalitaditya's death even the nominal suzerainty of Kashmir must
have ceased (though he seems to have died earlier). Karka's first grant is dated S. 679 = A. D.
757, possibly the first year of his independent status. The Brahman dynasty of Lalliya at Kabul
is assumed to have become independent about A. D. 780. The Panjib must have been lost either
then or in the time of Jayapida; for the latter must be the 'king of Sindhu" defeated by
Nigabhatta I1 Pratihiira (See Epigraphia Inidica 18, p. 99 ff .; 1925 - 1926). The difficulty for
us lies in our uncertainty with regard to the absolute chronology of Kashmir. M. A. Stein has
corrected the subsequent dates of Kalhana by a quarter century. There are, however, many
reasons for placing them even other 10 years later. A hitherto neglected later synchronism is
offered by the campaign of Samkaravarman (according to M. A. STEINA. D. 883-902) against
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T h a t such an extraordinary reign had t o be revolutionary also in the field of art,
speaks for itself. First, Lalitaditya had been a man of unlimited ambition and vision^^.
As a n art patron he was not less extravagant than as a conqueror. Both the account
of the Riijatarangini70 and the monuments still surviving prove that the artistic output
of his reign surpassed that of all later kings of Kashmir in quantity, grandeur, richness
and originality. I t seems that some of his successors, especially Jayiipida Vinayiiditya71,
seem to have been responsible for foundations which still could stand a comparison
with the creations of his reign. Of later rulers only Avantivarmanr2, the great "prince
of peace" in Kashmir's agitated history, has a t A v a n t i p u r 7 ~ o n s t r u c t e dt w o temples
which in size a n d beauty of decoration, but not in originality, can compete with the
a r t of Lalitaditya.
This enormous artistic activity was made possible by the immense booty which
Lalitiiditya brought home from his distant campaigns. Golden a n d silver idols74,
gigantic copper statues, jewelry, treasures of every type were simply showered over the
many religious foundations; a n d they can have been merely the outstanding gems in an
unheard-of display of luxury. T h a t these accounts have not been fancy is proved by
later history. Subsequent kings have repeatedly looted those treasures under various
pretexts, either under the pretence of forced religious conversions, o r after well-staged
desecrations, o r quite bluntly and cynically 76. Finally, such a sudden a n d unprecedented
artistic activity could not be satisfied with the avaliable staff of local artists. Like
Akbar, also Lalitaditya had t o make use of artists from wherever he could find them,
and in an empire extending from Bengal to the borders of the Arab Caliphate and
from Central India t o the borders of China proper these artists had, needs, t o be of
many nations and traditions. Thus it is not surprising that we find the most heterogenous
style elements side by side, Gandhiiran, Gupta, Chinese and even Syrian-Byzantine.
But likewise it must be observed that none of these styles could predominate. Lalitiiditya
had riscrl in a tottering world. The power and culture of the Guptas, Cilukyas and
Pallavas were in the last convulsions of their agony, T'ang China cracked, the Sasiinian
Empire had fallen, Byzantium struggled for survival, the Muslim Arabs had not yet
Bhoja TI Pratihara (ca. A.D. 908-909, or 907-908) in alliance with Krislina I1 Riishtrakiita
(A.L). 875-712). As to LalitPditya, it is improbable that his invasion of Chincsc Turkistiin
began already before the revolt of An Lu-shan A. I>. 755. And lie scclns to havc returned from
therc home at least once staying quitc a time in Kashmir. But it is difficult to place his death
latcr than A. D. 756, in vicw of events in Central Asia as well as India.
OD Riijatarangini, IV, 126, 187, etc.
70 Riijatarangini, IV, 186 if.
71 Riijatarangini, IV, 503 ff.; G . BUIII.ER,
Dctailcd Rcport of a Tour in Search of Sanskrit
MS. made in Kashmir, p. 13ff.; L). R. SA~-INI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments of Kashmir,
, p. 50,60 f., pl. 43a (Jayapura = Dvaravati = Andarkoth); R. C. KAK,Ancient Monumcnts of
,Kashmir, p. 161 f.
72 Riijatarangini, V, 2 ff.
7VR.Cr-r. KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 118 ff.; D. R. SAHNI,Excavations at Avantipur,
(A.R., A.S.I. 1913- 1914, p. 40ff.).
74 Rajatarangini, IV, 189, 195 - 206, 21 7; court: 207 ff., 326 ff.
7 T h c principal sinners in this respect wcrc king Jayapida, Vajriiditya, both of whom
mainly plundered the brahmins conncctcd with the sanctuaries, Sarjlkaravarman who looted
the shrines and idols under various "pious" or adrninistrativc pretexts, and IIarsha who had
the idols simply desecrated and mcltcd for his mint.
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developed an art of their own. Lot of skilled hands were available whom the general
cataclysm had deprived of employment, but no tradition with the authority to impose
itself as a prototype. The new art of Kashmir could bear one stamp alone, that of
Lalitiiditya's ambitions and dreams.
But if Medizval Kashmiri art was born in the reign and in the empire of LalitidiyaMuktipida, it could not be an offshoot of Gandhira art, but must derive from many
roots. Likewise, it must have passed through a considerable evolution in the reign of
Lalitiiditya. Finally, there could neither have been any important art tradition in
Kashmir supposed to have been lost by now in the preceding two centuries, linking up
with Gandhiira. But that such an earlier art existed there can be no doubt, though it
seems to have been of a modest character and played merely a subordinate r81e in the
later rise of Medizval Kashmiri art. Nevertheless it is important for the art historian,
as it reveals t o us a t least the soil on which the new plant of a Medizval style was to
grow.
For the time being these conclusions can for us be no more than probabilities in the
light of the historical situation which, however, need corroboration from the evidence
of the monuments. These monuments7@are the "wonderful temple of Mirtind," the
stiipa of Cankuna, the REj Vihira, the caitya of Lalitzditya and the few remnants of
two Hindu temples (probably the Parihiisakeiava and MuktakeBava77 at Parihisapura,
further Viingath, Biinyir, Uri and Narastiin, the Buddhist stiipas and sculptures at
Pandrethiin and, in the Salt Range, the temples of Malot and Amb. The ruins of
Andarkothrl go back t o the time of Lalitiditya's grandson Jayiipida; also those of
Narastiin and of the cemetery of Sultin Zain-ul-'Abidin at Srinagar, and finally the
"Samkarzciirya Temple" on the Takht-i-Sulaimzn must belong to the 8th century.
For the time being let us restrict our analysis only to Parihiisapura and Miirtind, as
they alone can be dated on the evidence of the Riijatarangini, whereas the others have
been, or will be here attributed merely on the basis of style-critical and similar considerations. However, even a superficial examination reveals the amazing artistic
evolution differentiating these monuments. Mirtiind stands apparently at the end of
the series, not only because of its highly developed building technique, including the
use of cement and dovels, true arches, and barrel vaults, and its accomplished outlay,
but also because of the great variety of style traditions there still discernible, though
already in a process of quick fusion: Gandhsra, Gupta, Syrian-Roman. A #careful
examination of the exasperatingly sparse ruins of the Hindu temples at Parihiisapura
reveals the same ground-plan, an even more grandiose conception, but the individual
architectural forms - again showing affinities with Syrian-Byzantine art - are much
simpler, and there is no evidence at all of figural sculpture, though this absence may
be accidental. At least it lets it appear probable that figural sculptures had been not
much in evidence in these temples. The caitya of Lalitiiditya and the Rijvihira - both
Bibliographical references will be quoted in discussing the individual monuments.
The identification of the Hindu ruins at Parihlsapura is most difficult. STEIN(R5jatarangini, vol. 11; p. 300ff.)has believed to be able to identify the location of the Vainyasvlmin,
VishnusvHmin, Parihisakeiava and Govardhanadhara temples. But R. CH. KAK,Ancient
Monuments, p. 149, holds somewhat different views. And on personal inspection I had again
had a somcwhat different impression. Here I follow KAK'sidentification of the Parihzsakeiava
and MuktakeSava, o f which at least some fragments arc of art-historical interest. The rest is SO
destroyed that it does not mattcr how we label thc ruins. SAIINI,
p. 63 ff.
7e
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structures of late Gupta type - lead us another step badcward, and in the great sttipa
of Cankunale we find the simplest a n d most massive forms, a n d the most archaic
sculptures in the whole set of monuments just surveyed by us. W e are thus forced to
the conclusion that it must have been one of the earliest, if not the first monument of
Lalitiiditya's reign and, therefore, must be regarded as the key monuments for our
efforts t o disentangle the beginnings of Medizval Kashmiri art.
Even in its present badly ruined condition the stiipa is most impressive. It
consists of a substructure, t w o storeys high, and 127' 6" long79 on each main side,
however with offsets, 12' deep, and monumental flights of steps in the four directions.
The s t i p a proper has completely disappeared, thoug a number of fragments of the
niches and Buddha figures decorating its drum, a n d some Bodhisattva statues have been
recovered. Fortunately the excavations a t Navapura in Gilgit have brought us a clue.
In the rather primitive stfipas excavated there small clay models of stipaseOhave been
discovered by the side of various manuscripts. These models show a substructure exactly
like that of the Parihiisapura stiipa, though the flights of steps are somewhat shorter
and steeper, and in part of the models the walls of the circumambulation terraces
slightly slopingel. Now, i t seems highly probable that these models had been brought
back by pilgrims from the nearest famous Buddhist shrine which, in the 9th century
A.D. must surely have been the Parihiisapura stfipa; for from the Riijatarangini we
know that the gigantic copper idol (Byhad-Buddha) in Lalitiiditya's caitya had been
most famous throughout the whole pre-Muhammedan periode*, a n d this caitya, the
Rajvihiira a n d the s t i p a , situated side by side, surely formed one centre of pilgrimage
for Buddhists in olden times. N o w , these models have a dome of slightly depressed
hemisherical type. This is already a most important fact; for this is not the lateea,
but the earlier Gandhiiran type not later than the 2nd century A.D.e4. With
other words, the general type of the Cankuna stiipa represents not a last link in
78 RZjatarangini, IV, 21 1; FERGUSSON-BURGESS,
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture,
1910, I, p. 264; D. R. SAHNI,Pre-Mubammedan Monuments, p. 53, 59 mentions also an
inscription "Camku(na)"; KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 147; KAK,Ancient and Medileval
Arditecture of Kashmir, p. 87; KAK,Handbook Srinagar Museum, p. 47 ff. - A similar stlipa,
vihZra, caitya and gigantic Buddha image were erected also at Pravarapura-Srinagar (See
RPjataranginT, IV, 215; VII, 1907, VIII, 1184).
According to D. R. SAHNI;128' 2" according to R. CH.KAK.
Report on the Gilgit Excavations in 1938, (Qu. J. Mythic Society,
M. S. KAULSHASTRI,
vol. 30, p. 1 ff., 1939, pl. 1440). A later derivative is depicted on the HPrwan terracottas, see
KAK,Ancient Monuments, pl. 18; an even later one at Dras, Ladakh, see W. SIMPSON,
A Sculptured Tope on an Old Stone at Dras, J.R.A.S., 1822, p. 28 ff.
Thcse slight differences may have merely technical reasons. The models had to be handy,
had to be taken easily out of the mould and had neither to be too breakable, i. e. could not have
any parts projecting too much. However, they may as well be explained as an adaptation to
the taste of a later period. See also the HZrvan tcrracottas, KAK,Ancient Monuments, pl. 18.
Re RZjatarangini, IV, 203; VII, 1097.
A.R., A.S.I. 1015- 1016, I, pl. 2; A. STEIN,Archleological Tour in Upper Swat, Calcutta
1930; Bachhofer, Early Indian Sculpture, 11, pl. 159a.; ManikyZla Stupa.
Shpola Stiipa, (Natesa Aiyar, in A.R., A.S.I. 1915-1916, p. 115F); however, the stlipa
must be considerably carlier than the Bhallar; it still is of the hcmispherical type, whereas the
Bhallar is a rounded cone. The transition from one to the other type is hardly perceptible;
already towards the end of the KushZn period we find many stipas with very high drums, but
still hemispherical or depressed domes. However, even the drum of the ParihPsapura stiipa
seems to have been not very high.
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the actual evolution of the Gandhira or Indian stiipa, but a repetition or imitation
of a much earlier model. This prototype is not difficult to trace. For only 17 miles away,
there had been a famous Buddhist centre at Ushkur (Huvishkapurae6 with a great
stfipa ascribed to king Kanishka, i. e. belonging to the 2nd century A. D. Finds of stucco
heads there reveal that this centre flourished up to the Hun invasions, and the
Rijatarangini mentions that Lalitaditya built (or rebuilt) the great sttipa thereea. Was
the Cankuna sttipa a repetition, in Lalitiditya's new capital, of the famous sanctuary
at Ushkur?
But there the parallel ends. For otherwise there are only a few other links with
GandhZran art. Already the ground plan is not the exact Gandhara type where
the recessions and flights of steps are little developed, if we except the Bhamila Stiipa
at Taxila87 and another one Sahri-Bahlolee, both of which are very late, and are
imitations of the contemporaneous North-Indian type. This latter it is which we find
at Sirniith, or even more pronounced (though as a temple) at Pahzrpuree, Tjandi Sewoe
and Tjandi Lara Djonggrang in Java, etc., with rather pronounced flights of steps.
Also the mouldings of the terrace sides (fig. 3, 4) are quite different from those found
in GandhZra; they are likewise of a comparatively simple and early Gupta type, such
as it is found, even more developed, e.g. at Sarnathgo, or with slight variations, at
BodhgayPBl or Tjandi Bima in Javaez. The side pieces of the flights of steps (fig. 9) are
decorated with Nagas with long, spirally wound fishtailsea. This is again a GandhZra
motifeq, but never found there in sum an application. The front of these side pieces
bears the figure of a sitting yaksha (Atlas)@u;but neither his general appearance
nor his posture has any resemblance with the well-known similar figures from
GandhPraB" but is an early form of the K i h a k a whom we find as pillar bradtet in all
Mediaeval temples of Northern India. However, the standing yakshas of the
second storey97 remind of a Gandhira model, though the prototype of these male
figures proves to be the yakshi Hiritige. On top of the second terrace there must have
been a railing with coping stones decorated with a helical band motif.
85 KAK,
Ancient Monuments, p. 152ff.,KAK,Handbook, p. 11 ff.; Stein, Rijatarangini, voll.
11, 356, 483 f.
Rajatarangini, IV, 188.
e7 A.R., A.S.I. 1930- 1934, pl. 90.
A.R., A.S.I. 1911-1912. 11, pl. 35 (Mound G).
K. N. DIKSHIT,
Excavations at Paharpur, Dehli 1938.
A.R., A.S.I. 1906-1907, pl. 21, 22.
O1 A.R., A.S.I. 1908-1909, pl. 50.
O2 N. J. KROM,
Inleiding tot de Hindoe-Javaansche Kunst, The Hague 1923.
O3 SAHNI,
p. 59 mentions also "elephants with long foliated tails holding flower garlands in
the trunkn and spirals on the torus of the upper ~linth(?) which I could no more detect but
some sculptures have evidently disappeared in the meantime. From these Nsgas the great
balustrades of Cambodia developed.
O4 HARGREAVES,
Handbook Peshawar Museum, 1930, pls. 5a, 8a; BURGESS,
Gandhara SculpBuddhist Art in India,
tures, (J. Ind. Art and Ind. VII, 1900, fig. 3b); GRWNVEDEL-BURGESS,
1901, figs. 44, 58, 83; A.R., A.S.I. 1902-1903, pl. 27b.
O5 SAHNI,
pl. 35b.
E . g. V. A. SMITH,
History of Pine Art in India and Ceylon, pl. 24.
97 KAK,
Handbook, p. 46; Sahni, pl. 47a.
BURGESS,
Gandhara Sculptures, pl. 3, fig. 2; BACHHOPER,
Early Indian sculpture, 11,
pl. 151a.
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The drum of the stiipa was covered with two storeys of niches enclosing sitting
Buddha figures, on of larger niches with separate Buddha statues, another with
smaller niches with sitting Buddhas treated merely in reliefog. Such friezes of
Buddha niches have been common in Gandhara art lo0. But again, there is very little
resemblance between the niches and their figures, and their Gandhiiran counterparts.
First of all, the niches are enclosed by a trefoil arch beneath a simple step (equilateral)
gable. In Gandhiira the trefoil arch recurs, but never combined with a gable. At
Miirtiind and in other classic or later Kashmiri buildings this gable is generally cut
into a lower and upper section by means of a horizontal bar, and thus has been derived
from the other type of Gandhiira archlO1, with a horizontal lintel and two sloping
jambs. But it is obvious that in Kashmir this must have been an afterthoughtlo*; for
at the Cankuna stiipa and Lalitiiditya's caitya this form is never found, but solely the
simple steep and straight gable. The Buddha statues, sitting on a very formalized
lotus, are degenerated descendants of a Gupta type, well-known especially at Sarniith 1°3. Finally, the Bodhisattva statues104 whose former position in the whole
structure is unknown, confront us with an even more interesting problem. SAHNI
as well as KAKfound them rather "heterodox"; and they are in fact not really Indian.
They are obviously copied from T'ang Chinese statues '05.
Let us summarize ! This earliest known monument of Lalitiiditya's reign proves to
be anything but a derivative from Gandhiira art. Gandhiira features are there. But
they must have been copied without understanding their original function, and are
used in a quite different correlation and interpretation. Instead, we find a degenerated
and provincial, but apparently then still living Gupta tradition applied to the imitation
of a then still standing monument of the already dead Gandhiira style and enriched
by statues in the T'ang-Chinese style. These latter are not surprising when we consider
that Cankuna had been a Tokharian from the, then Chinese, Tarim basin, and a
Chinese official, before he became prime minister of Kashmir. Faced with the almost
helpless clumsiness of the local sculptors he was forced to bring and to summon
artists from his own country who, though likewise provincial artisans, nevertheless
were better trained than their Kashmiri colleagues.
This observation is important also from another point of view. For it proves that
KAK,Handbook. p. 42.
e. g. Griinwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, 1901, figs. 106, 108; N. G. Majmudar,
A Guide to the Sculptures in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, 1937,II, pl. 14.
lo' Especially instructive examples, e. g. J. MARSHALL,
Excavations a t Taxila: The Stupas
and Monasteries at JauliPn, Calcutta 1921, pls. 6, 7.
lo2 The chronological sequence of the type in Kashmir is: (a) simple steep gable, (b)
equilateral triangle (i. e. with a basis treated as a continuation of the gable sides), (c) two or
more vertically intersecting triangles, (d) gable bisected by a vertical bar, (e) the Gandhiiran
capped gable.
loS A.R., A.S.I. 1906-1907,
pls. 19, fig. 7: 20, fig. 6; 23, fig. 9 ; 1907-1908, pl. 17b, C.
The trend towards an anzmic, over-slim type can be tracted both in the last phases of
GandhPran and of Gupta sculpture. See BACHHOFER,
op. cit. 11, pl. 160a (Tepe KalZn), or R. P.
CHANDA,
Explorations in Orissa, Calcutta 1930, pl. V, 3. Fundamentally the type is related
also with the DhyPni Buddhas of the Borobudur.
lo4 KAK,Handbook, p. 43, 44.
lo5 LEIGHASHTONand BASILGRAY,Chinese Art, 1935, p. 119, 121; GROUSSET,
China, 1935,
fig. 107, 153.
@O
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at that time Lalitaditya had not yet started on his Indian campaigns, that Kashrnir
was still separated from late Gupta civilisation by the vast belt of Gijrjara, Khafa and
other barbarian tribes then inhabiting the country west of Thanesar, Delhi and
Mathurii. O n general considerations we had already assigned to the Cankuna stiipa
an early date in Lalitiiditya's reign. And also the Rijatarangini, though not mentioning
the time of its construction, corroborates this. For we are told that when Lalitaditya
and Yafovarman defeated the king of Gauda, Cankuna asked for a famous Buddha
image from Magadha for the Parihasapura sanctuaries loo, and though it is not clear
whether this was enshrined in the stiipa or the vihiira chapel, it is evident that a t that
time the principal buildings must already have been in use.
This confronts us with the problem of the date and style of the other Buddhist
buildings there. The Riij Vihiira lo7presents no difficulties a t all. I t is the usual monastery of the Gupta type, such as we know it from Sarnith, Saheth-Maheth, Kasii,
Nalandi, etc., of quadratic ground plan, and a great chapel opposite the impressive
entrance. However, it is worth observation that again we are confronted with the
Gupta, not the Gandhiira tradition, apparently the same old-fashioned provincial
school we had met with in the mouldings and Buddha figures of Cankuna's stiipa. More
difficult are the problems raised by Lalitiditya's caityalos. As hardly more than
the foundations, some pillar bases and a few architektural fragments survive,
we cannot quite avoid conjectures and must be content with tentative conclusions. What we find, is a central block of extraordinary size in the centre of a floor
14' X 12' 6" X 5' 2", surrounded by a circumambulation passage. O n the inner side of
the pradakshina there stand four, very massive pillar bases. Outside, it is enclosed by
a wall of exceptional thickness, in which only the entrance forms a deep porch. This
whole structure again stands on a platform, reached by a broad flight of steps from a
simple court.
What really puzzles the visitor, is the extraordinary size of the central block and the
thickness of the walls. Now, such thick walls can make sense only if they had to support
a very high, tower-like superstructure. The question is only of what type this superstructure had been. We might think of something like the Bodhgayii templel00. But
then it would be difficult to explain why such a conspicuous and famous building
should have had no effect a t all on the later development of Kashmiri architecturellO.
And what would then have been the use of the four columns? For a structure with
receding storeys would have been too heavy to be supported, even subsidiarily, by
these pillars, - strong, but too distant from each other; on the other hand it would
have not left sufficient room for an interior gallery, the only possible alternative. From
the Riijatarangini we know that the caitya enshrined a colossal Buddha image of
Rajatarangini, IV, 259,262, 361.
Rajatarangini, IV, 200; STEIN,v01. 11, p. 303; KAK, Ancient Monuments, p. 147b;
SAHNI,
Pre-Muhammedan Monuments, p. 60, pl. 36.
lo8 Rajatarangini, IV, 204; KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 148 f.; SAHNI,
p. 60f., pl. 37;
P. BROWN,
Indian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu), p. 188.
loO P. BROWN,
op. cit., pl. 31, has reconstructed the great shrine a t SPrnEth on the same
lines, but there is no evidence that his interpretation is the only possible one.
110 It should neither be forgotten that the temple types of the Indian plains are not suitable
for the HimElayan climate, and that most suchlike temples earlier or later have been provided
with a wheel-shaped roof.
log
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copper, whether standing or sitting is not mentioned. However, there are reasons to
believe that this image must have represented a standing Buddha. The Rajatarangini
speaks of the "Great Buddha (Byhad Buddha) which reached up to the sky" 111. Likewise
can only the weight of a standing Buddha statue have needed such a colossal foundation
block. Finally, this block would have been oblong, if it had carried a sitting figure;
whereas it is almost quadratic as in connection with standing figures. Suchlike gigantic
images, even in stone or other cheap material, have not been discovered in India proper,
though the colossus of Sravana Belgola might be quoted as a later Jain case in point.
But we know suchlike statues and their temples form ancient Siam and Ceylon, Tibet,
China and Japan, and some of the temples a t Pagan and in Siam likewise presuppose
the acquaintance with such a type112. Finally, there are the colossi of Bamiyan in
Afghanistan 113. And as Afghanistan had become a province of Lalitaditya's empire, it
seems probable that the Buddha in Lalitaditya's caitya had been inspired by the
BZmiyZn statues. As we have already seen, Lalitaditya had always been inspired by the
gigantic, immense, extraordinary.
Such a gigantic standing statue needed a tower-like building114 with an immense
front opening so that the figure could be seen from outside. This made the deep porch
necessary; for as such a gigantic opening could not be closed, the porch had to be deep
enough to protect the image from excessive exposure to the weather. And this explains
also the stambha basis, placed in the pradakshina between the porch and the image;
except under such an immense porch it would have been completely senseless. On the
other hand such a gigantic image needed galleries in order that also its higher parts
might be seen from nearby. And such galleries are found also in Bamiyan, Tibet and
the Far East. Probably they were led round only on both sides and the back.
This offers us also a clue where we have to search for the prototype of the tower.
We find it in the temples of Gop, Kadvar, Viszvada and Than115 in Kathiawar (6th
or 7th century A.D.) which in all probability are merely copied or developed from
some lost North Indian temple type to which also the other, Greater Indian examples
must go back. For the interior structure of the caitya, I believe, we may have recourse
to another tradition. Nobody has hitherto been able to explain satisfactorily the
peculiar Kashmiri type of mosques and ziyarats (Shah Hamadan, Shah Makhdiim,
Naqshbanda Sahib and Khanazad Sahib) and the aiwans of the Jami Masjid at

Rijatarangini, IV, 203.
Possibly Nagari, RijputinZ. Cp. BHANDARKAR,
Archa~lo~ical
Remains and Excavations
at Nagari, 1920, pl. 20. - Ceylon: Jetavanirima (Lankitilaka) temple at Polonniruwa, cp.
Lost Cities of Ceylon, London 1928, pl. opp. p. 209; J. PH. VOGEL,
Buddhist
S. E. MITTON,
Art in India, Ceylon and Java, Oxford 1936, p. 86f. - Burma: Thatbinnyu and Ananda,
Pagin. - Siam: R. LE MAY,Buddhist Art in Siam, Cambridge 1938, figs. 137 (Sri Chum,
Sukhotai), 152 (Phra Yun, Lamphun), 109 (Kukut), the latter only distantly related; PH. N.
BOSE, Indian Colony of Siam, Lahore 1927, pl. 5 (Ayuthii). - Tibet: Kumbum. - Japan:
Kamakura Buddha and the Kondos of the various old temples.
lla A. GODARD
et J. HACKIN,
Les Antiquitks Bouddhiques de Bimiyin, Paris 1927; J. BUHOT,
in R.A.A. IV, pt. 3, 1927.
114 P. BROWN,
op. cit., p. 188 estimates it as over 100 feet high.
115 HENRY
COUSENS,
Somanitha and other Medizval Temples in Kithiiwid, Calcutta 1931,
pls. 27-28, 30, 43, 48. However, this type must again be considered in connection with the
old steproof temples also at Aihole, Lakrodi, Jagefvar, Dvirahit, Katirmal, etc.
111
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Srinagar and finally the mosque of PZmpur1l8. A gigantic central hall, often divided
into two storeys, surrounded by extraordinarily massive walls of piled-up wooden logs,
the openings in which form porches, loggias and balconies, a pyramidal roof, a high spire,
and bell decorations at the corners. Their relationship with certain Buddhist shrines of
Central Asia and their derivatives, the early Japanese pagodas, is obvious: the bells,
the spiresll7, their resemblance with certain buildings on miniatures of the Mongol
period. I t is tempting to imagine the superstructure of Lalitiiditya's caitya on rather
similar lines.
However, the tower of the Gop temple has an almost pyramidal roof, though
pierced by big Gaviiksha windows; yet it differs from the ParihGapura caitya in that
its pradakshinii patha lies outsidelle. Indeed, this is the more common Gupta arrangement. And it must once have been well-known especially in the rather backward
provinces west of the JumnZ. Everywhere in the Western Himalaya where the winter
snow makes a steeply sloping roof desirable, we find "hill templesD with gable or
pyramidal roof, either a mere cella, or surrounded by an open or enclosed pradakshinii
pathall@.In Jammi this persists even under the later Mughal and Sikh innovations
of iikharas, cusped niches, etc. It is the old Gupta type! And as we have found a
provincial Gupta tradition still alive in Kashmir early in Lalitiiditya's reign, it seems
plausible to believe that a t that time also the pyramidal temple roof had already been
common, and that in this clumsy provincial style the gaviiksha windows had already
been replaced often enough by simple gabled dormer windows. It seems thus natural
that also Lalitiiditya's caitya had such a pyramidal roof, and that the later temples of
Lalitiiditya and of all the following rulers and dynasties merely continued this same
provincial Gupta tradition. And likewise is it more plausible to derive the gables
enclosing the trefoil arch niches from these simlified dorm windows, even if the trefoil
arch proper might have been a loan from Gandhiira art
However, if the statue in Lalitiidirya's caitya might have been inspired by the
Bimiyiin colossi, we must place it later than Cankuna's stiipa, but earlier than the
king's great Indian expeditions. Is such an assumption borne out by other evidence?
Is it possible that such a gigantic copper image could be executed before the contact
with Gupta India? To cast such a gigantic statue must in any case have been out of
question. Probably it was mounted in many parts on a nucleus of deodar wood, most
pieces being merely chased and embossed plates lgO,and only some more delicate parts
cast. Now, exactly this type of work was that of the armourer fabricating plate amour.
As we have already seen30, the use of Chinese and Siisiinian arms and armours must
have been one of the reasons of Lalitiiditya's irresistible victories; and so numerous
118 J. H. NICHOLS,
Muhammedan Architecture of Kashmir, (A.R., A.S.I. 1906-1907,
p. 161 ff .); KAK,Ancient Monuments, pp. 69 ff ., 77 ff., 84 ff.
"'For a possible prototype of the spires see the Hirwan terracottas, KAK,Ancient Monuments, pl. 18.
lie For an interior pradakshinz gallery, however, in a comparatively low shrine cp. the
Lad Khin Temple at Aihole, (A.R., A.S.I. 1907- 1908, pl. 70.
lie J. PH. VOGEL,
Hill Temples of the Western Himilayas, (Ind. Art an Letters, XX, NO. 1,
p. 26ff., 1964).
120 Many big images from Nepil are executed in such a technique, also lifesize brass statues
of the 16th to 18th century in RZjputani and the Himalaya, for an early example see H. L. H.
SHUTTLEWORTH,
Inscribed Mask discovered at Nirrnand, (Acta Orientalia, I, p. 224 ff., 1929):
9th to 10th century A.D.
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armourers must then have been available in Kashmir who had no difficulty to execute
such a statue. Whether this latter had been an artistic masterpiece, is not mentioned,
but it seems not very probable. Looking over the Jhelam Valley towards the rising sun
and originally giltl21, it must have been visible from afar, and most impressive.
Of the decoration of the caitya only a few fragments are left: some pillar bases,
cornice fragments, side pieces of the steps and an arcade of alternating trefoil niches,
brackets and a few gable pieces. Fundamentally they still represent the same style
as the Cankuna stiipa. But the various forms are more refined and differentiated, and
a few new motifs are introduced. First a frieze of brackets such as had been common
in the Sima of Greek and Roman temples, but also in Gandhara buildings; and likewise
an ornament faintly reminding of the Antique denticular cornice, but completely misunderstood. O n the other hand Kirtimukha masks and simple lotus rosettes composed into
rectangular or semi-hexagonal panels, the two ornaments always first introduced,
wherever barbarians adopted the late Gupta or Mediaeval Indian style. These motifs
point to an intensified contact with Afghanistan and with at least the Eastern Punjiib,
such as we had to surmise already in connection with the Biimiyiin colossi as prototypes
of the great copper Buddha. It must, however, be observed that the capped Gandhiira
gable is still unknown, that the trefoil arches are arranged within simple gables, that
the trefoils resemble more Indian than Gandhiiran forms, and suggest rather the Gupta
gaviiksha window as prototype, and that the brackets do not show the Graeco-Roman
and Gandhiran-S-curve.
Before concluding our analysis of the ruins of Parihisapura it is advisable to inspect
some other ruins which must be attributed to this early period: the Buddhist stiipas of
Pandrethan and their statues excavated by Daya Ram Sahnil22. For also these brick
stiipas with their double offsets belong not to the Gandhiira, but to the Gupta school.
And the sculptures found there are of two types. One is obviously classic Guptal*;
in one case, however, the treatment is rather hesitant and very near to certain
Gandhira-Chinese statues the exact origin of which is not knownl24. Others
remind of the terracotta plaques discovered at Mirpur-Khass in Sindt25,or even more
of others discovered by SIR AURELSTEINnear KhotZnl*e. The date of these figures
is not known, but obviously the first are older than the reign of Lalitaditya and may
go back to the time when the local Gupta school, already referred to time and again,
had been introduced, whereas the date of those resembling the Mirpur-Khiss and
Khotiin prototypes is more difficult to definel27. Very different from these, however,
Riijatarangini, IV, 21 1. - A second statue stood a t Srinagar.
SAHNI,Pre-Muhammedan Monuments, p. 52, pls. 38, 47; KAK, Ancient Monuments,
p. 114ff.; Handbook, p. 27ff.; A.R., A.S.I. 1915-1916, pt. I.
lZ3 KAK,Handbook, p. 28.
lZ4 KAK,Handbook, p. 29, cp. LEIGHASHTONand BASILGRAY,Chinese Art, 1935, p. 107,
(6th to 7th century A. D.).
125 KAK,Handbook, p. 33, also from Ushkur, ibid., p. 12, cp. A.R., A.S.I. 1907-1908,
pl. 36, 38; H. COUSENS,
Antiquities of Sind, Calcutta 1929.
lza M. A. STEIN,Ancient Khotan, Oxford 1907, 11, pls. 83, 87.
lZ7 The type of these terracottas is outspoken late Gupta. Also the plinth mouldings of the
Mirpur-KhZss stiipa reveal a rather late type, related to those of the BodhgayZ, temple. The
stiipa must thus be later than the HEna-Giirjara invasion; but how it fits into the rather obscure
political set-up, is not clear. The KhotZn terracottas are evidently later. As other pieces found
there (Stein, Ancient Khotiin, 11, p. 44) show a costume very similar to that found on Icashmir
sculptures, may we connect them with Lalitaditya's occupation?
lZ1
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is the second type, represented by a most interesting statue of Padmapini128
from Stiipa A. I t is closely related to the T'ang Bodhisattvas of Cankuna's stGpa1M.
Its prototypes belong to the Wei and Sui art of Chinalee; and though the Padmapini
reveals characteristic Kashmiri workmanship, he must have been copied from a Chinese
statuette probably brought by Cankuna to Kashmir. Sahni has dated the stipas into
the 8th century; it seems admissible to attribute their construction likewise to Cankuna.
The next stage in the development of Medizval art in Kashmir we find in the ruins
of the Hindu templeslS0 on the southern part of the Parihiisapura plateau which
may with some probability be identified with the ParihisakeSava and Muktakeiava77. They must have been the biggest ever erected in Kashmir; at least their foundations reveal peristyles surpassing in size even that of the so impressive Mirtind
Temple IS1. But there already our diff iculties begin. Their progressive destruction by king
Samkaravarman, Harsha, Sikandar Bitshikin and at last by road contractors laP has been
so wholesome that beyond their mere outlines only a few architectural pieces are left.
Now these pieces reveal, on the one side, a further development and adaptation of the
Gupta mouldings of the Cankuna stiipa, which in the caitya had already been adapted
for pillar bases, and now reappear as the bases of door pilasters. But on the other, new
mouldings turn up for the door frame such as were known neither in Gupta nor in
GandhZra art, but were common in late Roman, especially Syrian-Roman arhitecture133. How the rest of the buildings looked, we have not the least idea, though we
may be permitted to surmise a simpler prototype of the MZrtind temple. For the general
impression of these moulding fragments is one of rather virginal simplicity and reserve.
But this new Western element confronts us with complicated problems which we
can no more solve by means of a simple chronological analysis. For with Lalitiditya's
expanding empire and resources, building activities multiplied to such a degree that
many monuments must have been under construction side by side. Not only the king,
but also his queens, princes and princesses, ministers and grandees founded Hindu and
Buddhist sanctuaries. And artists were now available from many provinces of the
empire or from the neighbouring states. I t is difficult for us to classify this welter of
forms and experiments, growing beyond the modest traditions hitherto predominant,
but not yet precipitated in to a definite new style. And as the exact position of several
important monuments still is under discussion, we cannot coordinate the whole web
before we have got all the threads securely into our hand.
First, however, it is desirable to utter some caution. Because Kashmir was and
partly still is a Hindu country, we are a priori entitled to treat it in one line with the
rest of the Hindu world no more than Abyssinia or Paraguay with Europe, because
these latter are Christian. After the disintegration of the Maurya Empire Kashmir
had been part of the Indo-Greek, Parthian, Sc~thian,Kushina, Hun empires, in all
KAK,Handbook, p. 32; Sahni, pl. 47b.
ASHTON-GRAY,
Chinese Art, p. 101, pl. 33 (Wei). For the crown see also GROUSSET,
China, 1935, fig. 155, 156 (Sui).
130 SAHNI,
p. 63; KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 149.
131 Courts 258' X 209' and 295' X 247', MCrtiind 220' X 142'.
lS2 FERGUSSON,
op. cit., 1910, I, p. 264 (after 1896).
Superficially there exists some similarity in so far as a number of parallel friezes are
carried around the door. The Indian friezes, however, in most cases are convex, and on the
same plane, separated by deeply incised grooves, the Western friezes are flat, often slightly
oblique, arranged stepwise and seldom separated by grooves.
lZ0
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of which Buddhism, Vaishnavism and Saivism were tolerated, but by the side of foreign
cults; in all of which Indian civilization and art were appreciated, but by the side of
foreign fashions and ideals. Gupta control over Kashmir had been short-lived and intermittent, and the vestiges of Gupta art which in the course of this study we could
discover here, have proved highly provincial and semi-barbarian. Indians from beyond
the Sarasvati were always treated as second-rate, if not as unclean. And it seems
probable that Lalitiiditya, with his Central-Asian, Afghan and Giirjara levies, his
Tokharian-Chinese prime minister, his partly Turkish officials, his heavy cavalry in
Chinese or Sasanian armours must have been received by the Indians of late Gupta or
Calukya civilization with similar feelings as Nadir Shah or Ahmad Shah Durrani by
their Indian correligionists. But contempt is met with defiance by the victor. Kushan
civilization, though borrowing from Greeks, Indians and Parthians, had developed in
defiance of all these highly cultured neighbours 134. A proud conqueror like Lalitaditya,
in borrowing from his more progressive neighbours, likewise could not help asserting
himself, likewise mixing borrowed traditions, building up something new in definance
of those who looked down on him with contempt. The Medizval art of Kashmir
evolved its peculiar character not as an offshoot of Gandhara art, but as a new product
of a similar mixture of Indian and Western elements under a similar psychological
pressure.
However, this situation only developed in the measure in which Lalitaditya clashed
with the old powers, and came out victoriously from the clash. Yet, as we have already
seen, Gandhara art then already belonged to an almost dead past '35, though its ruins
were still in evidence and locally conserved with piety 136. If it exercised some influence,
it did so as an ideal model for a deliberate "Renaissance" as we know it from 15th to
16th century Europe, or as occurred also in India after the Muslim invasions in the
15th to early 17th ~enturiesl3~.
As we shall see, the real source of the non-Indian
elements in Medizval Kashmiri art was not the classic Greek or Roman tradition, but
7th century Byzantine Syria.
In the 6th century, and especially in the reign of Justinian I (A. D. 527-565) the
Byzantine Empire had witnessed an extraordinary artistic activity. Towards the end
of that century, however, the plague, internal unrest and revolutions, financial misery,
and the attacks of the Avars, Slavs and Sasiinian Persians brought that same empire to
the very verge of destruction. Hardly had the emperor Heraclius restored it with a
supreme effort, when the Arab invasion started, overran the Siisinian Empire (A.D.
637 - 647), the Syrian and Egyptian provinces of Byzantium (A. D. 634 - 638) and
temporarily even Asia Minor. The ambitious schemes of Justinian had trained
innumerable competent engineers, architects, masons, sculptors, mosaicists, jewellers,
134 ALEXANDER
SOPER,
Aspects of Light Symbolism in Gandhiiran Sculpture (Artibus Asiz,
XII, p. 252 ffl, 314ff., 1949); see also the reaction of Carolingian art vis-2-vis Byzantine, or
Wei against Han Chinese.
135 The last genuine echo of the later Gandhiira style proper (i.e. excluding the stucco
tradition) may be the Fathpur (Kiingrii) Buddha, A.R., A.S.I. 1904- 1905, p. 107, half Gupta
in its character.
138 A.R., A.S.I. 1911- 1912, p. 95 ff. For a parallel see the attitude of the Byzantines
towards Greek statuary.
13' H. GOETZ,
The RBle of Gujariit in Indian Art History, (Bulletin of the Baroda State
Museum, 111, pt. 1, p. 1 ff., 1947); and A "Neo-Mediavaln Hindu Statue of the Post-Muslim
"Renaissance", (ibid., 111, pt. 2, p. 29 ff., 1948).
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ivory workers. Now artistic life came to an almost complete standstill until the recovery
under the Isaurian dynasty in the 8th century. The artists, unemployed, had to disperse.
We find Syrians working in Spain, in Italy, in the Empire of Charlernagne, later under
the "Omrnayad Caliphs". They must have been even in Kashmir, for in the famous
cathedra of Maximinian at Ravenna "Gandhara" influences have been traced in the
technique of Syrian ivory carverslae. Many Syrians had been Nestorians. But the
Nestorian church had congregations all over Iraq, Persia, Turkistan, the Tarim Basin
and Northern China. And with the Tarim Basin and China Kashmir was then linked
up by the minister Cankuna and the experts whom he had brought to India, and later
on by Lalitiiditya's own conquests.
Whether these Byzantine Syrians came via this route, we do not know. The first
traces of their art are the fragments from the two Hindu temples of Parihkapura. But
then we discover it again at Malot, MiirtZnd, and, it seems, also at the Jyeshtharudra
(Samkaracarya) Temple on the Takht-i-Sulaiman, and the cemetery of sultPn Zain-ul'Abidin, though in varying mixture with other elements. Least digested these Roman
forms appear in the temple of MalotlS0, by the side of not less undigested Bengali
features. Its substructure consists of the usual early Gupta plinth already familiar
from the Cankuna stiipa. But the superstructure, with its monumental comer
pilasters and cannelated columns, enclosing a smaller blind niche is essentially late
Roman-Byzantine in conception, despite the adaptation of its plinth and column
bases to the moulding type already evolved in Lalitaditya's caitya, and the Gauda
arches and half-iikharas. These complicated iikharas balancing on top of a trefoil
arch and a rather dangerous-looking system of brackets, represent a motif well-known
to us from MahZyiina MSS. from Gauda, Vanga and Nepal, and we must regard it
as another, though only concurrent source of the trefoil arch in Medizval Kashmiri
artl40. The unexpected presence of this Bengali style features is not surprising if we
R. HINKS,
Carolingian Art, London 1935 pp. 45 f., 57.
A. CUNNINGHAM,
Arch. Survey Reports V, p. 85; Progress Report, Superintendent,
Northern Circle, Arch. Survey of India 1909- 1920, esp. 1915- 1916; A.R., A.S.I. 1920- 1921,
pl. 111, 1922- 1923, p. 12. The last, dates it into the reign of Avantivarman, 9th century;
however, the already stereotyped style of Avantivarman would never have permitted of sum
a composite structure, and the archaic Gupta, Roman and BengPli features fit in solely into
the age of Lalitiiditya. Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, pl. 91, fig. 274,
I, p. 270f., fig. 154 merely states its
correctly attributes it to the 8th century. FERGUSSON,
Indian Architecture, pl. 114 C.1. The other temples
relationship with Kashmiri art. P. BROWN,
in the Western Panjiib, (Amb, Kaliir, Kafirkot) seem to represent a provincial offshoot of early
Pratihiira architecture. However, the smaller temple at Amb (Northern Circle Report 19201921, pl. 11) is a pure and so far unique example of the early Gauda style as we know it from
PPla stelas (See R. D. BANERJI,
Eastern Indian School of Medizval Sculpture, Delhi 1933 pls.
15d, 19b, 19c, 55a) and paintings; a t the Bilot temple (A.R., A.S.I. 1914-1915, pl. 3) the
multi-scalloped arch (which is also found, once, at MPrtiind) as a merely ornamental feature
must likewise go back to direct Gauda influence.
140 The Gauda arch generally is low, expands horizontally, often has more than three
op. cit., pls. 15a, 24b, 27c, 29b, 37b, 39d, 45a,
scallops or is drawn in at the bottom (BANERJI,
54g, 55a, 61a, 62b, 63c, 87b, 88a, 94b), the Kashmiri trefoil rises vertically and is never drawn
in at the bottom. This latter form is found also in Bengal, but only in pieces (Banerji, pls. 18a,
22c, 26d, 54a) of a time when the Kashmir style was already fully established. For a Javanese
parallel see Tjandi Loemboeng (KROM,Inleiding to the Hindu-Javaansche Kunst, 1923, I,
p. 272 ff., 111, pl. 14).
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keep in mind that Lalitiiditya had subjected also Bengal and Orissa, and that the king
of Gauda had been his prisoner in Icashmir. And the abrupt juxtaposition of
incongruous style elements, in this case old Kashmiri-Gupta, Roman-Byzantine and
Bengali, is likewise characteristic for every incipient imperial art, e.g. under the
Mauryas, a t theQuwwat-ul-Islam Masjid at Delhi, Fathpur Sikri, Mariitha architecture
under Baji Riio I or, outside India, that of the 'Omayyad and early 'Abbiisid Caliphate,
the Carolingian Empire, etc.
But likewise we have to expect a progressing assimilation and fusion of these forms,
and a parallel process of elimination of uncongenial forms until a new national style
emerges.
Now, this progressive assimilation of the various contribuant styles is most evident
in the great sun temple of Miirtiind141. The ground plan of this amazing monument has been derived from the Buddhist monasteries of Gandhiira. But as a
matter of fact, what we know today of Hindu architecture142 of the same time or
of the next preceding centuries in India proper, stands much nearer to it. The monasteries of Gandhiira have obviously preserved, up to a rather late date, its pristine
type: A stiipa or shrine in the midst of a court enclosed by the cells of the monks. But
in Gandhara this system still is rather irregular and haphazard. And at Pahirpureu,
KZncit43 and even the Kailasa a t Eliirii, later in the South-Indian temples and the
Northern Jain temples of Khajuriiho, Dilwiira, Kumbharia, Girnir, Satrunjaya,
Piilitana, etc. we find the oblong court, the regular rows of chapels, the monumental
entrance building, even the two corner of offsets of the exterior faqade, and the central
shrine raised on a platform reached by one or four flights of steps so characteristic for
K a ~ h m i r ' ~O~n .the other hand similar temple courts were no less familiar in the West,
in Egypt, Syria, Palestine, Rome, of which those of Palmyra and Baalbek stand nearest
to the Martand type. In any case this similarity which probably goes back merely to
similar cult needs, must have facilitated the application of the Roman-Byzantine
tradition of Syria.
The chief attraction of the latter for Lalitiiditya must have been the capacity of the
Byzantines to construct arches, vaults and domes of a size and strength so far never
known in India. H a d they not in the 6th century constructed that immense dome of
the Hagia Sophia which has proved one of the winders of the world, until in the 16th
century St. Peter's in Rome was rebuilt by Michelangelo, and in the 17th the GolGumbiiz erected at Bijiipur? At Martand we find true arches and vaults, and at
Vailgath and Biiniyar imitations of genuine domesl45. And with these, other technildl Rajatarangini IV, 192; VII, 709, 715, 722, 1096; VIII, 3281, 3295. STEIN,
V O 11,
~ . 465 f.;
FERGUSSON,
I, p. 259ff., fig. 147-149; SAHNI,p. 52ff.; R. C. KAK,Ancient and Mediaval
Architecture of Kashmir, p. 92, fig. 3; KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 181 ff., pls. 53; PERCY
BROWN,Indian Architecture, p. 190f., p. 117, fig. 1; A.R., A.S.I. 1923-1924, p. 129ff.,
1924- 1925, p. 162 ff.
142 See KRAMRISCH,
Hindu Temple, I, p. 200. - Buddhist transition type in U.P. at SahethMaheth: A.R., A.S.I. 1910-1911, pl. 2.
A. REA,Pallava Architecture, Madras 1919.
ld4 Generally Miirtiind is claimed to be the earliest peristyle temple in Kashmir, see KAK,
Ancient and Medireval Architecture of Icashmir, p. 92. But this is not the case. The ruins of
Pravareivara Temple (now cemetery of Baha-ud-din) at Srinagar already show all the
characteristics.
145 KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 66, 157, 166; SAHNI,
54, 64ff., 68 (temple between Uri
and Nowshera).
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ques and forms had to penetrate 148: Use of cement and d o ~ e l s l Roman-Corinthian
~~,
pilasters, engaged Roman-Doric pillars, Byzantine helical columns, Roman denticular
cornices and Byzantine imposts, big windows with heavy lintels of the common RomanSyrian type, Roman (low) and Syrian and Coptic (equilateral) triangular gables filled
with heads or flowers148, the Roman system of superimposed figural niches, box
soffits 140, miniature arcades, etc.
But these Byzantine features were adapted to and mixed with the already current
archaic and new Gupta and Gandhara features. The general conception of the central
temple, with its garbhagriha, antarsla, vimana and porch, was Gupta, an elaboration
mainly of the Gop temple150. The pillar capital was soon transformed into an open
lotus, or at least a frieze of lotus petals, and it torus treated in the late Gupta manner.
Also the decoration of the helical spiral-fluted columns could to some degree be assimilated to that of otherwise very different Indian pillars, e.g. at Bagh, Ajants, Sirnath,
etc. The trefoil arch and the steep triangular gable celebrated triumphs of conspicuous
application and complicated elaboration. Now for the first time the genuine
Gandharan capped gable's1 and the gable divided into two storeys by a horizontal
bar turn up. This development must again have been inspired by Gupta art, a
translation into the angular style of Gupta rounded forms. As the simple gable
corresponds to the simple gavaksha dormer window, its subdivided variety has been
derived from a miniature projection of the caitya-hall faqade, the upper storey being
formed by the broad light window of the hall proper, the lower storey by the porch,
and the two ends of the naves. As suchlike elaborate gavaksha motifs and "Bhadramukha" pediments assumed, on their turn, a trefoil outline, the association, in many
combinations, of the trefoil arch - which at that time was known also to the Byzantines
- with the capped and the simple triangular gable became the favourite motif of
Kashmir architecture15*.
14e I have dealt with this question in detail with all necessary bibliographical references,
in Indian Art and Letters, Vol. 25, pt. 2, 1952.
14' P. BROWN,
op. cit.; SAHNI,
p. 56. Sahni interprets Riijatarangini I, 105, in the sense that
mortar (sudhii) was used already in Maurya times, but Stein translates sudha as stucco which
seems more probable. In any case Kalhana's knowledge of those early times proves so vague
that at best we can assume that he had been thinking of the stucco used in Gandhara buildings.
As most Buddhist sanctuaries founded in Maurya times had been enlarged later, it seems
probable that also those traditionally ascribed to king Jalauka, an alleged son of ABoka, were
known to Kalhana only in such a later, renovated condition. - Mortar was used extensively
also by the Sasanians, and can, therefore, have been introduced also from Persia. But, on the
whole, Sasanian influence came to be felt in Kashmiri art mainly under Avantivarman.
140 The rather low Roman gable else occurs in India only a t Taxila in the Parthian Sirkap
stupa (A.R., A.S.I. 1912-1913, I, pl. Xb); in Martand it is found only occasionally. The
equilateral gable or triangle was in the West a Coptic innovation; its filling with a head
or rosette may have been developed from the late Antique rhombic, hexagonal, etc. box soffits,
but also seems to have been influenced by the Indian Gavakshas, in Muslim adaption at
Mshatta.
FERGUSSON,
I, fig. 149.
150 See also Kachchikuti at Saheth-Maheth, A.R., A.S.I. 1907-1908, pl. 24. KRAMRISCH,
Hindu Temple, I, p. 193; see also Tjandi Kalasan and Mendoet in Java (Krom, op. cit. 111,
pls. 11, 19-20).
151 Only in the chapels later on added around the platform of the central temple.
15* Such appear also on the wooden fasade of the Kali (Markulii-Devi) Temple at Mirlukii-
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And sculpture developed in a purely Indian spirit. As we have already seen, early
in Lalitiiditya's reign the capacities of local artists had been so poor that Cankuna had
been forced to import masters and models from Eastern Turkistiin. Beyond the influence
of the Biimiyiin colossi and the Gandharesque costume fashion cultivated by Lalitiditya and all later kings of Kashmir until Harsha153, no influence of Gandhiira sculpture can be traced anywhere's4. I t was already dead beyond hope of resurrection. The
Byzantines, first-class engineers, were poor sculptors. But from Kanauj and Gauda
Lalitiiditya must have imported a small colony of late Gupta sculptors, and so we find
at the Miirtiind temple friezes and reliefs in the purest and best late Gupta stylel55.
They cover the plinths of the subsidiary shrines on both sides of the principal temple
and the substructure of the whole sanctuary proper, though hidden behind chapels
which must have been added there under Lalitiiditya's next successors156. They are
characteristic creations of a late society, slim, elegant, sophisticated, rather sensuous
and rakish, and of absolutely sure, though already mannered technique and tastel57.
But the majority of the sculptures is again of a different character. Fundamentally
they are of the same type, but their spirit is thoroughly different. The technique is not
so sure, the mannerisms are further exaggerated; but there is no sensuousness, no real
sophistication, rather nai'vetk and natural strength and healthiness. And the rather
heavy typology revels in all the wild fancies of a Tiintric interpretation of the SiiryaVishnu cult. These reliefs must be the works of the local artists trained by the late
Gupta masters. Finally, the chapels added later on reveal a relapse into a rather clumsy
manner, with often stout, short-legged figures which we find also in the earliest stages
of Pratihiira sculpture.
What has to arouse our admiration is the grandiose harmony into which all these style
Udaipur in Lahuli; on the gable of the Lakshanii Devi Temple a t Brahmor, Chambii, (J. PH.
VOGEL,Inscriptions of Chainba State, A.R., A.S.I. 1902-1903, pl. 34a) it is merely apparent,
as an older pediment of the late 7th century had been repaired in Lalitiditya's time.
'53 At Martand there is a relief which may possibly be intended as a portrait of Lalitiiditya,
in the Avantisvamin and Avantihvara temples a t Avantipur there are genuine portraits of
Avantivarman and of his queen, on the Buddha Avatira frame from Devasar in the Srinagar
Museum portraits of Samkaravarman and his queens. For the change of fashion under Harsha
see Riijatarangini, VII, 921 8.
154 SAHNI,p. 52, has derived the lion frieze along the plinth from Gandhara, and it can in
fact be traced e. g. at Jaulian. But it occurs likewise in the Pallava monuments; lion or elephant
friezes as symbolic support of a sanctuary were rather common in this time, also a t Elfirs, in
Ceylon, Java, etc.
155 First observed by SIR JOHNMARSHALL.
KAK,Ancient Monuments, 135, taking up an otherwise discarded theory of Cunningham,
ascribes these sculptures to an earlier temple erected there by Ranaditya and merely enlarged
by Lalitiiditya. But the Miirtiind temple of Raniiditya a t Simharotsika is distinguished both
by Kalhana (1111, 462) and M. A. STEIN(vol. 11, p. 465 f.) from the "wonderful" Martand
temple of Lalitiiditya. The reliefs in question, likewise, reveal a phase of Gupta art later than
the time of Ranaditya, but fitting into Lalitaditya's reign; those of the additional substructure
chapels already represent the first Pratihara style, i. e . must be later than Lalitiiditya. Also all
that we know of earlier art (i. e. the Pravareivara = Baha-ud-din cemetery) does not permit of
such a refined Gupta sculpture.
15' This late Gupta style of Kanauj is found especially in the Eastern Panjiib hills, especially
at Masrur (A.R., A.S.I. 1915-1916, p. 39ff.) and Bajaurii (A.R., A.S.I. 1909-1910, p. 18ff.),
but also at Kangya-Bhavan, Naggar and Maniili (both Kulfi).
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types have been fused whose different individuality still is everywhere in evidence.
For Martand is not a n eclectic conglomeration of incongruous forms, it forms already
an ;esthetic unity, the representative of a new style emerging from the welter, indeed
one of the great masterpieces of Medirval Indian art.
The final stage is reached in the temples of Viingath lS8 and Buniyiirlbe and probably
also of Narastiin lBOwhich may be treated as somewhat simplified imitations of Martand.
But in this very simplification lies their historical importance. Nothing now survives
of Gandhiiran, earlier o r later Gupta, Byzantine o r Bengali style elements. There only
one style is left, the characteristic architecture of Medirval Kashmir, that a r t which
reached its richest phase under Avantivarman (A. D. 8561857-883), its most elaborate,
but already degenerating stage under Samkaravarman (A. D. 883 -902) and thereafter
declined incessantly.
N o w that w e have all the threads in our hand, we can try to integrate also those
monuments the classification of which hitherto had been disputed. The first of these
is the Samkar~ciiryatemple161 on the Takhti-Sulaimiin (Gopadri Hill). I t has already
been identified by M. A. STEINwith the ancient Jyeshtharudra16? CUNNINGHAM
had
dated it ca. 220 B.C., Cole 400- 500 A. D., FERGUSSON
17th century, MARSHALL
and
D. R. SAHNIca. A. D. 700- 1000, R. CH.KAKca. A. D. 700- 750, uolder than Martand,
later than Loduv". T h a t the inscription A. D. 1659, the pillars inside and the present
dome form part of merely a 17th century restoration has already been proved by
D. R. SAHNI,on the evidence of FR. BERNIER.AS early features have been noted; The
plinth, the offsets of the four sides, the round arch, the circular cella, the lack
of decoration. T h e feature. under dispute are: T h e circular cella, the round arch of the
entrance of the cella and the round arch over the entrance to the enclosure, and finally
the miniature arcades of the enclosure wall. KAKhas already pointed out the similarity of
the cella with that of the archaic Loduv temple. However, round cellas were in ca. the
7th to 8th century A. D. known also in India proper, e. g. in the temple of Parauli leS
'58 FERGUSSON,
I, p. 267; SAHNI,p. 54, 64ff., pl. 39a; KAK,Ancient and Mediaval Archip. 191 f.,
tecture of Kashmir, p. 91; KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 165ff., p. 62; P. BROWN,
op. cit. The two principal temples have been identified with the Bhiiteia and
pl. 114 D. COWIE,
Jyeshtharudra erected by Lalitiiditya (Rajatarangini, IV, 189, 190 and note, later reference V,
55-59, 107).
150 (Bhaniyzr); FERGUSSON,
I, p. 266, fig. 151; SAHNI,p. 51, 67 ff., pl. 39b, c, 40, 41, 42b;
p. 193; COWIE,OP. cit.; COLE;
KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 156ff., 'pls. 60, 75; P. BROWN,
STEIN,11, 404, mentions another similar ruin midway between Buniar and Uri. See SAHNI,
p. 68, COWIEand COLE,pp. 39, 168. The BiiniZr temple has not yet been identified, and its
date can be elicited merely on art-historical evidence, i. e., the 8th century A. D. (SAHNI,
p. 68);
the temple between Buniiir and Uri must be of the same time. That both shrines have been
forgotten, may be due to the fact that they are situated already outside the Kash~nirValley,
in the neighbourhood of unruly hill tribes. Thus, with the decline of the Kashmir kingdom,
they had probably to be abandoned at an early date.
lBO
KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 128ff., pl. 52; A.R., A.S.I. 1916-1917 I, pl. VII. Nothing
is known about its history.
lelCUNNINGHAM,
J.A.S.B. 17, 11, 1848, 11, p. 247ff.; FERGUSSON,
I, p. 254f.; STEIN,11, p.
290; SAHNI,p. 55, 72 f., pls. 54, 55a; KAK,Ancient and Medizval Architecture, p. 89; KAK,
p. ,190, pl. 96, 1.
Ancient Monuments, p. 56 ff., 73 ff., pl. 5; P. B R O ~ N
IB2
STEIN,11, p. 290. The Tirtha of Jyeshtharudra-Jyeshthela is south of the Dal Lake at
Jitre, another is VPngath (see note 1949).
leS
A.R., A.S.I. 1908-1909,p. 17,figs. 6-7, pls.6a-b.
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near Bhitargion. The round arch, on the other hand, has been a very common feature
in Roman architecture, and its varieties, horse-shoe-shaped o r slightly set-off at the
basis were hardly less common in Byzantine, Sisinian and 'Omayyad-Muslim art, as
well as decorative arcades of similar miniature arches. Now that Byzantine influence
has proved so strong in the architecture of the temples of Malot and Miirtiind, we can
explain hardly otherwise these related form elements in the Takht-i S u l a i m ~ ntemple
and have to place the Jyeshtharudra temple in their historical neighbourhood. Other
facts corroborate this conclusion: The conception of the staircase leading up
to the temple, with its narrow gate covered by a slightly detached round arch, looks
like a simplified parallel to the flights of steps in the Borobudur in Java, likewise a
monument of the 8th century164. If we keep in mind the many parallels between the
stiipa of Cankuna and the Borobudur, this reference does not appear far-fetched. And
surely there are more links with the stiipa of Cankuna. The simple plinth mouldings
stand near to those of the stiipa and are more archaic than those of Biiniyir, Pahirpur
and the Dieng temples. The ground plan of the shrine proper has the same outline
as the stiipas of Pandrethin whose sculptures are related to those of the Cankuna stiipa,
the badly balanced and tentative, simple gable is extremely steepl65, as elsewhere only
a t the same stiipa, and the simplicity of all forms, even those of possible Byzantine
origin, speaks in the same sense. Finally, CUNNINGHAM
'66 illustrates also figural
sculptures - since disappeared - which are of the same type as those of Parihasapura.
In the light of all these facts it seems admissible t o regard the Jyeshtearudra (Samkaracarya) temple as roughly contemporaneous with the Parihasapura stiipa. As we
have otherwise traced the Byzantine influence first a t Malot and Martind, it would
seem that the temple might be somewhat later. As on the other hand, the gable and
pediment of the entrance are less developed than the niches of the Cankuna stiipa, and
as the general shape of the temple is more plain than the terraces of the latter, it is also
possible to regard the first as the older building. A decision is for the time being not
possible as we do not know when and how the Byzantine influence first came to
Kashmir. Lalitaditya erected the Jyeshtharudra temple a t Vangath. All the circumstances let it appear that first he built also this Jyeshtharudra shrine in the place of an
earlier sanctuary by tradition attributed to Gopiiditya, later destroyed in Hiina
times 1°7.
The second is the cemetery of sultan Zain-ul-'Abidin '88, i. e. the enclosure containing
his grave, and the substructure of the mausoleum of his mother. CUNNINGHAM
and
into the 15th century, D. R. SAHNI
COLEplaced them ca. A. D. 400-500, FERGUSSON
into the 9th or loth century. That the superstructures belong to the reign of Zain-ulle4 KROM,op. cit., pl. 29; but also in many pagodas in Burma, e . g . the Sapada a t Pagan
(A.R., A.S.I. 1906- 1907). The prototype is again late Gupta, e. g. Ajantii Cave 19 (BURGESS,
Cave Temples, 1883, pl. 31), Kondivte (ibid., p. 43), etc.
lo5 SAHNI'Sdrawing of the pediment is not correct. There are an exterior and an interior
gable between which, in a sunk panel, a thoroughly weather-worn relief is visible. What it
represents, can no more be made out with certainty; possibly it was a sitting LakuliSa figure
which, again, would speak for an early date.
J.A.S.B. 17, 11, 1848.
le7 For the excavation of an old shrine by Lalitaditya and the setting up of its images in a
new temple, see Riijatarangini, IV, 265 ff.
lea CUNNINGHAM,
J.A.S.B. 17, pt. 2, p. 24ff., 1848; FERGUSSON
I, p. 253 f. SAHNI,p. 73 f.,
pl. 45 b. Kak, Ancient Monuments, p. 81 ff.
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'Abidin, cannot be open to question. SAHNI'Scomparison of the torus moulding with
that of the Sugandheia temple is no reliable evidence as these forms became soon so
fixed in Kashmiri art that variations prove to have been more a question of personal
taste, at least between the later 8th and early 10th centuries. I t is more useful to point
to the relationship of the plinth moulding of the cemetery enclosure with that of the
Bhitargiion brick templel60, and that of the mausoleum with the caitya of Lalitiiditya,
the Borobudur and Tjandi Pawon170, both of which permit of a date not later than
the 8th century. This deduction is further corroborated by the slightly horseshoe-shaped
Syrian-Byzantine round arch and Byzantine profiles of the entrance to the mausoleum,
and the miniature arcades along the plinth of the cemetery enclosure. Further,
the extraordinary ground plan of the mausoleum presupposes a comparatively small
shrine erected on top of several terraces and reached by flights of steps in the four
directions, i. e. distinctly related to the Jyeshtharudra-Samkaracarya temple and the
Cankuna stiipa171 and still belonging t o the formative, still experimental stage of
Kashmir architecturel72. Finally, the faces of the stair sides of the cemetery enclosure
are decorated with reliefs of small Bengali temples enclosing figures of gods, such as
occur in the Medizval art also of Central India and Gujariit, but not in Kashmir;
and the niches on both sides of the entrance are a variety intermediate between
those found a t the Cankuna stiipa and Miirtiind. In view of all these facts I should
like to place these ruins slightly later than the Malot temple, but earlier than Martand.
These ruins are situated in the area of the old town Pravarapura, which Lalitiiditya
abandoned in favour of Parihasapra, as before him Pravarasena I1 Pandrethan in
favour of Pravarapura. In such cases it is generally the practice that the old capitals
are recompensed by an intensified acknowledgment of their religious authority. And
so we cannot be surprised to find in all of them unmistakable evidence of donations
and building activities under Lalitadityal73. It is an irretrievable loss to historical
science that these ruins have been so thoroughly destroyed. In Srinagar there is hardly
a house in the foundations of which fragments old Hindu temples have not been built
inl74. Ruins of some rather plain shrines, perhaps also of the 8th century, stand near
the Jiimi 'Masjid. Another group is formed by the mausoleum of Madin
and a ruin opposite it. Here, too, we find rather simple plinths, comparable
to those in the Zain-ul-'Abidin cemetery, and plain columns and pilasters somehow
reminding of provincial Byzantine pieces with basket capitals and imposts. Also these
two ruins can hardly be older than the earlier buildings a t Parihasapura, probably
even later than the Cankuna stupa. And in the light of all these cases it seems doubtful
A.R., A.S.I. 1908 - 1909, pl. 5.
KROM,op. cit.
See also the temples of the 8th century in Java.
17? An alternative reconstruction might be based on the Mundelvari Temple near Bhabiia
(see Banerji, op. cit., pl. 78a) which is of Lalitaditya's time.
The only buildings expressly reported then to have been constructed at PravarapuraSrinagar are the stiipa, caitya and vihara of Cankuna (IVY215); but many of the foundations
the location of which is no more known, must have been there. Lalitaditya's own feelings were
apparently divided; for once, in his cups, he gave order to burn down the older capital
IBD

(IV, 310).
A fragment parallel to Martand, and likewise with strong Roman-Syrian features, cp.
P. BROWN,op. cit., pl. 117, fig. 2.
NICHOLLS;
KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 91 ff.
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whether also the Loduv (Ladu) temple 1 7 can
~ be older, whether it, too, forms not a part
of the early phase of style formation under Lalitaditya. Anyhow, Ladu is situated near
Latpor, the town Lalitapura founded by Lalitaditya177. Though its style indubitably
is more archaic than that of Martand, Buniyar, Vangath and Narastan, it is rather
more developed than that of the Cankana stiipa. Its very peculiarities fit in much better
into the period of Malot, the Parihasapura Hindu temples, the Zain-ul-'Abidin
cemetery, and the Takht-i-Sulaiman temple, and though it is true that its round cella
recurs a t the Guniyar monastery in Swat 17e,it likewise can be traced in the Jyeshtharudra temple and a t Parauli163. Its less robust masonry may just be due to the fact
that it had been a less pretentious foundation by some not so prominent people in a
time of an immense building activity. There may have been many others of the same
type; but generally it is the lonely shrines which escape destruction, even in case they
are not very massively constructed 17@.
Thus not a single ruin seems to lead us back beyond the construction of the Cankuna
stiipa, i. e. the years about A.D. 725, and even the group of archaic monuments which
have proved to be earlier than Martand, seem to be only slightly younger than this
conspicuous land mark. In theory we might, of course, conclude that as Syria was
overrun by the Arabs already in A.D. 634-638, and as the cultural crisis of the
Byzantine Empire started already a t the end of the 6th century, Syrian-Byzantine
influence might have been possible in Kashmir already earlier, a t least since the second
half of the 7th century, under the earlier kings of the Karkota dynasty, especially
Durlabhaka and Candrapida. But so far there is no proof for such a surmise. Likewise
points the Gupta style evident in the early architecture of Parihasapura, with its
archaic provincial peculiarities, t o an older tradition leading back to the Gonandiya
dynasty, especially Pravarasena 11. But again we have no archzological evidence.
~ O identified the substructure of
O r better, almost none. For SIR AURELS T E I N ~ has
the cemetery of Baha-ud-din near Hariparbat Fort with the PravareSvara Temple, and
the foundations of the Ziyarat of Pir HZji Muhammad with the Ranasvami Temple,
the first founded by Pravarasena I1 (5th century), the second by Ranaditya (6th
century A. D.). The second identification has been put in question by D. R. SAHNI,and
as I have not had an opportunity to study the site carefully, I cannot express an opinion
of my own. As to the cemetary of Baha-ud-din, the few remnants on top of the substructure (part of the peristyle) cannot be older than the temples of Parihasapura, i. e.
they are later than the Cankuna stiipa and Lalitiiditya's caitya. But this substructure
forms a mighty pile of carefully laid and dressed gigantic blocks, speaking of grand
aspirations, though also of barbarian uncouthness. I t is most valuable for two reasons:
First, it shows already the ground plan of the later great Kashmiri temples, the elevated
shrine in the centre of a vast court, the monumental entrance pavilion and the flanking
178 COWIE,
J.A.S.B. 1866, p. 97ff.; STEIN,RZjatarangini, vol. 11, p. 459 f.; KAK,Ancient and
Medixval Architecture, p. 88, fig. 1. Ancient Monuments, p. 55 f., 116 ff.
17'
Riijatarangini, IV, 187.
178 A. FOUCHER,
L'Art GrCco-Bouddhique du Gandhlra, I, p. 132 ff ., 139 ff.
Outside Kashmir some more remnants of the building activity of Lalitiiditya's rei,on are
left, e. g. at Triloknath (Progress Report, Northern Circle, A.S.I. 1901- 1902, 1907- 1908)
and Maylang in Lahul, Manali and Naggar in Kulii, Brahmor in Chamba (see footnote 152).
However, everywhere no more than some fragments can be traced.
leO Riijatarangini, 111, 453-457, 463, and STEIN'S
notes and vol. 11, p. 447; SAHNI,
p. 50;
KAK,Ancient Monuments, p. 83 f., 91.
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pavilions on both ends of the court f a ~ a d e O
. n the other hand, there are not the l a s t
vestiges of any old decorations, either figures o r merely architectural mouldings. If
there had ever been any, they must have been imported or executed by wandering
artists. And these may then also thave been responsible for the few Gupta sculptures
found in Kashmir.
But if so, can we be sure that the archaic Gupta mouldings of the Cankuna stiipa
really represented a then still living local tradition, or were, like the Gandhara forms,
merely copied? It is difficult t o say. Sahni has observed that the already mentioned
tradition of the excavation of the Rimasviimin and Lakshmanasvamin idols1e7 by
Lalitiiditya lets it appear that early in his reign many temples had been in ruins and
that their memory was kept alive only in the local tradition. The ruins of theRaneSvara
temple do not help us much in assessing, how much of the old art still had been alive
then. Wherever in the frontier areas of Gupta civilization we find old temple ruins,
they are small bridc shrines, and it is not an inevitable conclusion that a first ambitious
experiment in stone architecture must have imitated mouldings and ornaments to which
the local mason was not accustomed. Rather it seems probable that he was familiar
with fortification work, and took his inspirations from there, at least for the substructure, the sole remnant now left to us. Thus, we must leave the question undecided,
at least until excavations might bring new facts to the light.
Let us summarize our results: Even in the 4th century Gandhara influence was not
very strong in Kashmir, and already then found a match in an archaic local offshoot
of Parthian art and in Gupta influences. There is not the least evidence that
late Gandhara art survived the Hiina invasions in Kashmir. Gupta influence
was strong in the 5th century and again about A. D. 600, and represented the
sole, though very degenerated local tradition possibly continuing until the reign of
Lalitaditya. The substructure of Pravarasena's (11) Pravareivara temple, already with
the ground plan common later on, reveals neither Gupta nor Gandhira features, but
only a gigantic, barbarian mass of undecorated masonry. The first datable and apparently earliest Medizval monument is Cankuna's stiipa. I t is modelled on Kanishka's
stiipa at Ushkur, but otherwise a Gupta monument with clumsy sculptures, partly
misunderstood imitations of Gandhara models, partly Buddhas in degenerated SarnathGupta style, sitting in Gandharan trefoil niches, and Bodhisattvas of T'ang-Chinese
prototype. The R a j v i h ~ r aat Parihasapura likewise is modelled on Gupta prototypes.
The contemporaneous stiipas at Pandrethan are Gupta, their sculptures Gupta or WeiSui Chinese. These monuments must be earlier than Lalitaditya's conquests, (i. e. before
ca. A. D. 730). The gilt copper statue of the Great Buddha a t Parihasapura was inspired
by the Bamiyan colossi; its caitya must have had some similarity with the Gop temple
and the Jetavanarama monastery at Polonniruva; the few architectural decorations
left reveal some knowledge of contemporary Hindu art in the frontier areas and one
more Gandhara motif, i. e. they presuppose an expansion of Lalitaditya's empire over
Afghanistan and the Panjab (i. e. ca. A. D. 730). From that moment onward building
activities were expanding a t an amazing pace. In the J~eshtarudra(Samkaracirya)
temple, the Zain-ul-Abidin Cemetery and possibly also a t Loduv, archaic RomanByzantine innovations from Syria turn up for the first time. In the temple of Malot
(ca. A. D. 740 -750) they can be traced in glaring nakedness, but by the side of likewise
undigested pure Bengali style forms, which elsewhere appear only a t Amb (and Bilot).
In the sun temple of Martiind (ca. A . D . 735-755) the Byzantine style, including
contemporary developments from Syria and Coptic Egypt, dominates, though adapted
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to an Indian ground plan, transformed by an accent on the local steep gable and
Gandharan trefoil and capped arches, and combined first with pure 1ateGupta (Kanauj)
sculptures, later with those of a local school imitating it. At Biiniyar, Narastan,
Vangath and Uri the foreign features, whether Gupta or Syrian-Byzantine, have again
disappeared, and the classic Medizval Kashmir style has emerged.
All these facts militate against the traditional theory that the Medizval art of
Kashmir developed somehow from the Gandhara style. Gandhara was dead since the
5th century, and its successors apparently never reached Kashmir. The traditional
background of Medixval Kashmir art was a provincial echo of Gupta art. The great
art evolving in the second and third quarters of the 8th century was the achievement
of one great man, king Lalitaditya-Muktapida, a conqueror whose size hitherto has
hardly been realized, a man comparable to Alexander the Great, Akbar and Napoleon.
The art which he inspired, was, like that of Akbar, eclectic and syncretistic to some
degree, i . ~ a. combination of early provincial and late imperial Gupta, Gauda, and
Syrian Byzantine style elements. Many of the so-called Gandhara features in Medizval
Kashmir art actually go back to direct Western influence. But simultaneously this art
was most personal and national. The original local Gupta foundation has never been
abandoned, the steep gable necessary in a country, which is every winter covered with
snow, always formed the principal accent, and the Gandharan trefoil arch and capped
gable, though apparently only copied from ruins then still standing and probably
repaired, were conscioulsy cultivated, as an expression of self-assertion and defiance
vis-a-vis the older, more developed Indian and Western arts the collaboration of which
Lalitaditya needed, but by which he did not wish his own monuments to dominated.
As Medizval Western art, a synthesis of Roman, Celtic and Teutonic tradition was the
creation of Charlemange, Medixval Kashn~irart was the creation of a not less unique
personality, Lalitaditya-Muktipida, king of Kashmir, the Panjib, Afghanistan,
MadhyadeSa, Malva, Gauda, Western Tibet and Eastern Turkistan, whose armies had
swept from the frontiers of the 'Abbasid Caliphate to Orissa, Southern India, Bombay,
Kathiawad, RZjputZna, Tibet and Mongolia.
Postscripturn
T o pp. 65-66: This analysis of Gandhiiran and post-Gandharan art written in 1951 in
India, without access even t o some of the then latest publications, is, of course, out of date.
But it would have been difficult t o recast this passage without interfering too much with the
distinction between Gandharan and "Indo-AfghPn" art
whole study. SIR JOHNMARSHALL'S
as two styles following also chronologically one on the other, has in the meantime been
discarded. The chist sculpture of the GandliPra style is found in an early, rather pure Hellenistic
type already a t Indo-Parthian Taxila, it flourished in Gandhara proper in the period from the
middle 2nd to the middle 5th century, and was after the destruction wrought by the Hephtalites
(cp. Hian Tsang) revived in the 6th century by the Turki-Sahis, continuing until ca. the
9th- 10th centuries. Contemporary with this renaissance was the reconstruction of theKanishka
S t i p a a t PeshZwar u p to the enormous height described by Hiuan Tsang. The softer and more
,
a t Taxila already
naturalistic stucco style which Marshall had dubbed " I n d o - A f g h ~ n Wappears
since the 2nd century, but flourished mainly in the Kabul, BPmiyin and Balkh regions and
in Eastern Turkistan from ca. the 3rd to 7th century. However, stuccos of the same type
decorated the monasteries of Jauliiin and Mohra Moridu near Tesila already before the
invasion of the White Huns (Hephtalites), as the vestiges of destruction by fire prove. The
stuccos of HPrvan, Ushkiir and Akhniir in the Kashmir territory, and likewise the delicate
ivory reliefs discovered recently in Kashmir, belong t o approsimately the same period. They
are too fragmentary as t o permit of exact conclusions. May be that the later go back to a
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second introduction under the early Kirkota kings from Fondukistin; however, some reveal
also Kishmiri (Lalitiditya) and late Gupta features. Also from Gandhira proper there come a
few chist reliefs imitating the stucco style. However, the fact stands that late Gandhiran art
flourished mainly in 'the interior of Afghinistin, possibly because the Swat area had been
too badly depopulated, whereas the places on the international trade routes continued to
flourish.
For the history of art under the later Gonandiyas and the early Kirkotas we still are more
or less in the dark. In the subsequent paper reconstructing the later Gonandiya dynasty it has
been shown that Pravarasena I1 had been a contemporary not of Vikramiiditya-Harsha of
MZlwa, but of Chandragupta I1 Vikramiditya, Kumiragupta I and Skandagupta, and
Mitrigupta Chandragupta's regent in Kashmir. At Ushkiir the Kanishka Stiipa has been
superseded by a stone renovation of Lalitiditya's time, probably by Chankuna, whereas the
stucco fragments stem from an ashlar-wall of the adjoining monastery. At H i r w a n some of
the smaller votive stiipas were contemporary with the late work at Jauliin and Mohra-Moridu.
At A k h n i r (on the Sutlej) nothing is left. The Great Mosque of Srinagar erected by Sikandar
Bitshikin rests on foundations said to have been constructed with stones quarried from a
temple of Lalitiditya's elder brother and predecessor Tiripida-Udayiditya (ca. 716-720 o r
somewhat later), but from the few stones left 4 miles east of Srinagar no conclusions can be
drawn. The old ruin in which the Ziyirat of Pir Hiji Muhammad Sihib has been installed and
which STEINidentifies with the Ranefa temple founded by Raniditya (508-586) proves to
be a renovation of the 8th century, if not later, with a groundplan like that of the mausoleum
of Zain-ul-'Abidin's mother, but with a somewhat better preserved superstructure (trefoil
arches). However, one cannot help to have the impression, that not only the Ushkiir stiipa,
but also many other early monuments have been pulled down and replaced by more modern
constructions during the period of hectic building made possible by Lalitiditya's enormous
Indian booty, somehow like our Baroque maecenes have 'modernized' so many fine Romanesque or Gotic churches and palaces. And many of these 8th century buildings may again have
been destroyed when the treasures of the 8th century had to fill the podcets of later rulers.

T I i E MEDIAEVAL SCULPTURE OF KASHMIR
(Plates X X I - XXV)
Kashmir has always played a particular role in the political as well as cultural and
artistic history of India. Wedged between the Western Punjab, Afghanistan and
Ladakh, it has witnessed the chequered experiences of a frontier outpost, alternately
occupied by the Indian grand powers, the Iranian, Turkish and Mongol conquerors
who intruded over the passes of the H i ~ l d u l t ~ and
~ s h Ichyber, and the Tibetan and other
Central Asian nomads who penetrated from, or via, Ladalth. However, protected by its
mountain barriers, it has often repelled those aggressors. And, supported by the resources
of its rich valley and from international trade which flourished under the protection
of its mountains, it became an imperial power dominating the Himalaya, the Punjab,
and even Afghanistan, Eastern Turkistan and India.
Kashmir experienced its golden age of power and glory during the Middle Ages,
from the 7th to the 13th century, when it was the bulwark of Hindu civilization
against the advance of the Western Turlts, Tibetans, Muslim Arabs, Turks, Afghans and
Mongols. Before this time it had been a province of the Empire of the Mauryas, then
of the Kushanas and Kidara-lcushanas, and finally the retreat of the White Huns after
their defeat by Yasodharman. And Kashmir shared their art, in the earlier and later
Gandhara style (finds of Ushkur and Akhnur) as well as in a local variety of the
Indo-Parthian style (Harwan excavations). H o w the barbarian rule of the Hulls canle
to an end and what was the relation between it and the later kings of the so-called
Gonandiya dynasty we do not know. But it seems that Gupta art had begun to infiltrate
since the reign of Pravarnscna I1 (ca. A. D. 409-469) the founder of the "new capital"
Pravarapura (Srinagar), and again under 13iil5ditya 11.
During the Icarkotn dynasty Kashmir first rose to the position of a grand powcr.
Under Durlabhaka-Pratapnditya I1 (2nd quarter of the 7th century) it was already a
flourishing kingdom. His sons Chandrapida (the Ratbil of the Arab authors) and
Tarapida cot~queredthe Punjab up to the Ravi, as well as the H i ~ l ~ a l a y aincluding
s
ICulu, and made tributary the Turki Sahis of Afghanistan. Under LalitadityaMuktnpida (A. D. 725 - 756) the empire was rapidly expanded over the whole of
India and Eastern Turkistan by the subjection of Yasovarn~anof I<anauj (A. D. 730733). Jivitagupta I1 of Magadha (A.D. 734-735), the Rashtrakutas of the Deccan
(A.D. 736-742), the IConkan, Gujarat, Saurashtra, Eastern Rajasthan (ca. A.D.
742-747) and finally, after a dcsperatc struggle with the Tibetan hordes of Ichrilde-btsung-brtan-mcs-agtshoms (A. D. 705 - 755) and Tchri-sron-ld-btsan (A. D.
755 - 797), an invasion of Eastern Turltistall (A. D. 755 - 756). I3ut due to the wcakness
of Lalitaditya's successors, this i111111c11secn~pircdisintegrated, Jayapida (end of 8th
century) tried to salvage its ut~its,but failed, spending ycars as a captive in Ncpal.
In the early 9th century a new dynasty, the Utpalas, rose to powcr, first ns majordomos of the last I<arltota boy kings, thcn themselves ns rulers. Under Avantivarnlan (A.D. 8551856-883) ICashmir again becanle n strong and prosperous
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state. His successors Samkaravarman (A. D. 883 - 902) and Queen Sugandha (902
906) made it even a grander power by reconquering the Punjab and Afghanistan, and
defeating the later Pratihara emperors of Kanauj. But thereafter, the same degeneration
which had ruined the Karkotas, set in - kings and dissolute queens struggled for
power, palace guards, officials and nobles pillaged the country, while revolutions, coups
d'etat and assassinations mirrored the discontent of the people. Only one notorious
figure rose above this melee, that of the unscrupulous and licentious, but in her way
efficient queen Didda (A. D. 950- 1003). During those &aotic times the Hindu Sahi
kings of Kabul whom Samkaravarman and Sugandha had kept down as vassals,
regained their independence and soon built a military power that was mu& more
formidable than Kashmir's.
Tlie last time Kashmir recovered under the Lohara dynasty, relatives of Queen Didda.
Samgramaraja (A. D. 1003 - 1028)) Anantadeva (A. D. 1028 - 1063) and Kalasa (A. D.
1063 - 1089) re-established their suzerainty over the Punjab Himalaya. But they could
not avert the overthrow of the Hindu Sahis by the Sultans Sabuktegin, Mahmud, and
Mas'ud, of Ghazna; and with the bloody revolution against the brilliant, but crazy
Harsha (A. D. 1089-1101), Kashmir's last dream of power came to an end. The
Hindu kingdom of the 12th and 13th centuries, torn by endless civil wars, intrigues
and revolts, exploited and impoverished, and almost cut off from the rest of the Hindu
world, was saved from extinction merely by the preoccupation of the Muslims with
more important plans in Persia and India. After a short Tibetan interregnum, the last
Hindu queen, Kota Devi, committed suicide in A. D. 1337, having been made the
captive and bride of a Muslim adventurer who ascended the throne as the first sultan,
Shah-Mir Shams-ud-din.
These four phases of Kashmiri power determined the history of Mediaeval Kashmiri
art. For the production of such works of art as can still be traced after hundreds or
thousa~idsof years, depends on an economic surplus which only a flourishing country
can yield; and Hindu art especially had to rely on royal and aristicratic patronage
which depended on the resources of the kings, not only from their national revenues,
but also from the tributes of vassal states.
The most glorius age of Kashmiri architecture and sculpture, therefore, coincided
witli the rule of the Karkota dynasty when Kashmir became a world power. This
artistic development did not appear with the earlier kings who needed most of their
energy and resources for the organization and expansion of their state over the longneglected provinces of the Punjab and Afghanistan, as well as defending it against the
Arabs who had just overthrown the Sasanian Empire, and had penetrated into the
Indus Valley. Mediaeval Kashmiri art was born, hardly niore than two decades later,
during the reign of Lalitadit~a-Muktapida. His wars must have been even more
bloody and costly. But his conquests comprised the richest and most cultured parts of
India. The treasures he amassed were such that generation after generation of Kashmiri
kings could fill their depleted purses by looting the ten~pleswhich he and his court had
endowed. And he had artists at his disposal from China and Rome, as well as from
Kanauj, Bengal and the Deccan. Almost all the great temple ruins still standing in
Kashmir, Martand, Paraspor, Buniyar, Narastan, Wangath, Takht-i-Sulaiman, and
in the Punjab plains, at least Malot and Amb, possibly also Ketas and Kafirkot, go
baclr to his reign, not to speak of number of other monuments of which orlly fragments
arc left.
Generally it has been believed that this art descended somehow from late Gandhara.
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But, in fact, Gandhara art was at that time already defunct, and such influence as it
exercised on the new development under Lalitaditya, was due to the inspiration of
those buildings, which were still standing, especially the great Ushkur stupa (near
Baramula) with its fine stucco sculptures (5th century A.D.) and the giant statues
of Bamiyan (5th-7th curtury A. D.) rather than to a direct handing-on of a craft
tradition.
The actual starting point of Mediaeval Kashmiri art was a degenerated provincial
Gupta style which can be traced in the earliest stupas and sculptures of Pandrenthan. It
was still alive in the anaemic Buddha statues and reliefs with which Lalitaditya's
Buddhist minister Chankuna decorated his big stupa at Parihasapura (Paraspor), then
Kashmir's capital. Chankuna, however, was a Tokharian from Eastern Turkistan
who, before, had been a Chinese government officer and had been sent by the T'ang
Emperor, Hsuang-tsung, as an adviser to King Chandrapida (A. D. 713-725). I t is,
thus, not surprising that the first outside influence enriching this provincial Gupta art
was neither Indian nor Gandharian, but Chinese. The statues of Chankuna's structures
at Pandrenthan, though of Kashmiri workmanship, are copied from Chinese provincial
art, either from Khotanese work, like a sitting Buddha and other fragments, or from
late offshoots of the Wei Style, like a standing Bodhisattva statue (fig. 1). Finally, the
Bodhisattva statues of the Parihasapura stupa go back to pure T'ang prototypes.
However, with the expansion of Lalitaditya's empire, this Chinese fashion was
superseded by other influences. We do not know how the Buddha statue in Lalitaditya's
chaitya, by the side of Chankuna's stupa, nor its counterpart a t Pravarapura (Srinagar)
looked. For as they consisted of gilt copper-probably chased sheets mounted on a
wooden nucleus, only head, hands and feet being cast - they have since long been
destroyed. But, from a careful examination of the excavated ruins a t Parihasapura, it is
obvious that they must have been gigantic standing figures encased in tower-like
buildings. From amongst the architectural fragments of Gandhara motives that emerge,
it would appear that these Buddha statues had been inspired by the gigantic rockcarved Buddha figures in the defile of Bamiyan in Afghanistan which even in
Lalitaditya's time formed a world-famous centre of pilgrimage.
But this, too, proved a fleeting fashion. For with the further expansion of Lalitaditya's
empire, late Roman architecture and late Gupta sculpture became dominant, especially
in the temples of Martand and Malot, and in the ruin of an unidentified Hindu temple
which in the 15th century was rebuilt by Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin as a mausoleum for
his mother. Syrian-Roman architects then were available, because of the crisis of the
Byzantine Empire which had lost Syria and Egypt to the Arabs, and only with
difficulty had escaped utter collapse. These architects probably came to the East via
the Nestorian-Christian colonies in Central Asia. Lalitaditya, always occupied with
ambitious schemes, may have become interested in them because of their skill as
architects and engineers of that time, who were able to erect structures, especially
vaults of a size and splendour which contemporary Hindu architects could not execute,
at least not with the building material available in Kashmir. O n the other hand, these
foreigners were far inferior to the Indian sculptors. Therefore, these temples were
decorated with sculptures in the best and purest late Gupta style. At Martand we find
mainly friezes in the style of Kanauj (though very little is visible at present,
The only exception is possibly the temple of Loduv, though KAK'Sdate seems to be
much too early.
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as these reliefs were later hidden by a series of chapels built round the plinth of the
sun temple). However, most of the work in the Kanauj style was executed outside the
Kashmir Valley, in the Eeastern Punjab Himalaya which, before, had formed p a n of
the kingdom of Yasovarman of Kanauj. The principal monument of this Kanauj
sculpture in Lalitaditya's empire is the rockcut temple of Masrur in the Kangra Valley,
whereas stray sculptures can be traced from Brahmor in Chamba to Bhavan and
Baijnath in Kangra, Bilaspur on the Sutlej, Naggar and Manali in Kulu, and even
Maylang, Udaipur and Triloknath in Lahul. Their common characteristic is a certain
admixture of Kashmiri gables, crowns, etc., and Kashmiri or Bengali arches added to an
otherwise pure late Gupta tradition. The Bengali element, was imported as a result
of the deportation of Jivitagupta I1 of Gauda and of many members of his court to
Kashmir and other parts of the Himalayas. Pure Gauda motives are common in the
decoration of the temples of Malot and Amb.
But as it always happens in such situations, the different components of an eclectic
imperial art soon began to coalesce and to influence each other, creating a synthesis of
different artistic forms. During Lalitaditya's last years a new style emerged which was
no longer classic or late Gupta, Gandharan, Chinese or Roman, but represented the
characteristic Mediaeval art of Kashmir. Its principal examples are the last additions
to the Martand temple and the sanctuaries of Buniyar and Bandi, Narastan
and Wangath (Jyeshthesa) and finally Firozpur-Drang. This a n expresses all the
characteristics of a warlike age, immensely vital and full of grandiose schemes, but also
brutal, coarse and impatient of detail. Monumental buildings designed to impress
posterity, even after many centuries, by their grandiose conception, size, and solidity,
and by fine ornamention, but not more than was necessary for the perfect impression
of the whole. A sculpture, powerful and full of vitality, but also uncouth, often crudely
modelled and badly proportioned: Bodies are heavy, heads big, faces broad, legs rather
short, and bellies pronouncedly modelled (perhaps a Gandhara or Central-Asian
Buddhist heritage). Besides the well-balanced postures of the Gupta tradition, we also
find figures in rigid, primitive immobility or in excessive movement; yet not of the
Indian Tribhanga type, but in one sweeping bend, head and legs thrown back, the
body proper swung forward. These characteristics turn up, at approximately the same
time, and in various places such as the frontier areas of India proper, at Gwalior,
Naresar (nearby) and Osian near Jodhpur. In the costume there are still d o e s of Gupta,
Gandhara and Sassanian fashions, besides barbarian features (male hair in plaits). The
religious iconography seems to have been derived from that of Siva and Surya on the
Sasano-Kushana coinage, but evolved in a Tantric spirit. The finest sculptures of this
school are a number of statues (Siva, Vishnu, Rama, Chamunda, etc.) from Pandrenthan 2 of over-lifesize and impressive forcefulness. Outside Kashmir may be mentioned,
the "Chomos" ("women", i. e. stone pillars with a statue in an architectural
frame) and reliefs at Dras, on the way from the Zoji-la Pass to Ladakh. Likewise,
outside Kashmir proper, are the only known bronzes, a very forceful Nrisirnha idol
at Brahmor in Upper Chamba, mainly of late Gupta type, but with a socle closely
related to the Buddhist art of Kucha, Qyzil and Ming-Oi in Eastern Turkistan; and a
bust in the Sakti-Devi Temple at Chatrarhi, likewise in Chamba, today regarded
as an idol of that goddess, but probably intended to represent Siva. How sculpture
developed under Lalitaditya's successors, we cannot yet say, as the ruins of Jayapida's
Now in the Srinagar Museum, where they are tentatively dated 10th century.
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capital Jayapura (late 8th century) a t Andarkoth and those of the Padmasvamin
Temple (erected by Padma, minister of Chappata-Jayapida, early 9th century) at
Pampur have not yet been excavated.
The art of the second period, that of the Utpala dynasty, cannot compare in grandiosity with that of the Karkota kings, and especially not with that of Lalitadit~a,but
it is richer and much more refined and elegant. Its earliest, and also best-known,
monuments are the temples of king Avantivarman at Vantipor (Avantipur), the
Avantisvara (Saiva) and the Avantisvamin (Vaishnava). Both are considerably smaller
than corresponding Karkota shrines. But what a wealth of architectural details,
ornaments and figural sculptures is spread out over them! The architectural motives
are much more involved. The ornaments are a mixture of late Gupta and Sasanian
traditions, often arranged in a manner reminiscent of early Byzantine art. The statues
in the round are not less forceful than those of the preceding period, but in a
very different way: Instead of summary treatment an excellent knowledge of anatomy,
instead of rigid postures a lively mobility, instead of heavy peasant bodies well- trained
athletes, instead of brutality an almost demoniac consciousness. The many Tantric
iconographic forms have been reduced to a few characteristic types. Vishnu appears
in his comic aspect, with four arms and three heads or faces, i. e. that of the anthropomorphic lord of heaven and those of his then most venerated Avataras, the manlion and
the boar; sometimes he is also represented with one more lion-head on top, or even with
three additional lion-heads and an elephant-head on top. Siva is treated in the traditional
Kushana manner, standing, one or three-headed and a Trisul in hand (Sulapani), in
front of his bull. Generally the typology sticks to its Kanauj-late Gupta origin, but
with a considerable admixture of Kushana (Gandhara), Sasanian and Central-Asian
Iranian costume and ornament features. The same is the case with the reliefs, amongst
which there is quite a number of portrait groups, of the king and his queens as well as
of prominent priests.
Under Avantivarman's successor Samkaravarman (A. D. 883-902) the first forebodings of decadence became visible. If that of Avantipur had been rich to the point of
saturation the royal architecture and sculpture of Patan, especially of the Samkaragaurisvara Temple, though following the same tradition, is elegant and sophisticated. To
some degree, in contrast with this tradition, stands a new influx of ideas from India
evident in the frame of a Buddha image, accidentally discovered in Divsar village and
now in the Srinagar Museum. In a sequence of lotus spirals, it represents the various
avataras and also some Pancharatra murtis of Vishnu, the whole being crowned by a
group of Vishnu as Para-Vasudeva (Vaikunthanatha, resp. Visvanatha) with his
attendants. I t appears to have been prepared for the conversion of a Buddhist into a
Vaishnava temple, a shrewd method used by the king to loot rich old sanctuaries under
the pretext of religious reform. The close relationship of inany of the avatara panels
with the sculpture of Ellora, especially of the Dasavatara and Lankesvara caves,
shows that Samkaravarman's alliance with the Rashtrakutas against the Pratiharas of
Kanauja also had artistic consequences.
Rashtrakuta iconographic influence, though translated into a "Byzantine" typology
and adapted to a Kashmiri framework, is found also in two wooden reliefs discovered
in the Yusufzai area of the Northwestern frontier; they may, with some probability,
be attributed to the reign of Samkaravarman's contemporary Lalliya, the founder of
the Hindu Sahi dynasty of Kabul.
To the period of Sankaravarman's next successors, when the Utpala kingdom degene-
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rated rapidly, we may attribute quite a number of stone and stucco sculptures in the
Srinagar Museum, of very differing quality. A few can still be considered excellent like
the Siva linga at Baramula, the Gajalakshmi from Zahanpur, and some small statues
of Nrisimha and other deities found a t Verinag, while others reveal a progressive
decadence, like many of the sculptures discovered a t Vijabror (Bijbehara), or some from
Pandrenthan. Also outside Kashmir quite a number of remains have been traced, such
as the temples of Saidabad, Nainsukh and Panjnari just south of ttle Kashmir Valley,
the Harihara Temple a t Balor (Vallapura) and the Kali Temple a t Babor (Bappapura)
-Thalora in the present Jammu State area or, in Gilgit, the Navapura stupas. A relief
representing Vishnu (?) dancing with two goddesses has been discovered in the Rana's
fort a t Mulkihar in Churah, reliefs of the three-headed Vishnu at Svaim in Churah,
Chamba Town, Bajaura in Kulu and other places. Other fragments of Kashmiri
sculpture of this same period have turned up even in such distant places as Peshawar
and Kaithal on the Sarasvati (East Panjab). And, finally, Kashmiri art began to
expand over Ladakh, Spiti and Western Tibet, thanks to the activities of the Kashmiri
Lotsavas, a t T a b , Toling, Lhalun, Tsaparang, Alchi, etc.
H o w far this expansion of Kashmiri art was due to the political influence of the
kingdom under Avantivarman, Samkaravarman and Queen Sugandha, how far to the
emigration of artists during the subsequent chaotic years, we cannot say. The decadence
of the style expressed itself in the sculptures by a lack of proportion: big heads, short
legs, impossible modelling of the body, and dull features. Even in good figures there
appears a deterioration of the human ideal. After the tough brutes of Karkota times,
the strong-willed athletes of the Avantivarman period, and the elegant sportsmen of
Samkaravarman's reign, there appears now a type of weaklings, with soft faces and
soft bodies, effeminate and never growing t o real manhood or womanhood. This also
affects the modelling of the face. In the 8th century it had been foursquare and
muscular, in the 9th well-fed, fat and round, even bloated, with slightly Mongoloid
eyes - apparently taken over from the art of Eastern Turkistan -, in the 10th century
it has thin cheeks which, together with a fat chin and pronouncedly Mongoloid eyes,
already bringing forth the expression so characteristic of many Lamaistic bronzes.
The second half of the 10th century, especially the long reign of Queen Didda
(A. D. 958-1003) brought about a certain recovery of art. But its character had
changed. For the short duration of most reigns, and the deplorable state of public
finances recommended h e a p material and early completion of work. Stone temples
thus became rare and small, and were superseded by wooden shrines. The only stone
temple of Didda's time is the Bhimakesava a t Bumzu (or Bumasuv) above Martand,
erected by order of the queen's grandfather Bhima Sahi of Kabul; as it has been
transformed into a Muslim Ziyarat, it is impossible to pass judgment on its sculptures
which now are covered by a thick layer of plaster. And the wooden temples have, all
disappeared, many having been burnt down during the civil wars of the Hindu Middle
Ages, the rest consciously destroyed by the Muslims, especially by Sikandar Butshikam
(A. D. 1390- 1414). However, this type can be reconstructed from that of the
Kashmiri mosques which are mighty blockhouses with a vast hall in the interior and
utterly different from the Muslim tradition, revealing, all the vestiges of Hindu or
Buddhist origin, and to some degree also of the Lamaistic temples of Western Tibet,
Spiti and Ladakh.
The transition to wood architecture also revolutionized sculpture. For such an
architecture permitted of little exterior embellishment, as woodcarvings would soon be
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worn out by the alternating effects of sun and frost, rain and snow, whereas the vast
walls of the rather dark interior demanded a lavish decoration which could be most
intricate as it was well protected from the inclemencies of the weather. Sculpture,
delicate and effeminate, could, instead, indulge in a veritable orgy of the most fantastic
compositions of innumerable figures and groups within a complicated framework of
architectural or floral ornaments. But, as already mentioned, in Kashmir proper nothing
has been preserved.
Of Didda's reign we know only two pieces, a "bronze" group of the Bodhisattva
Padmapani attended by two goddesses (Tara and Bhrikuti?), and a fragmentary
relief of the Birth of Buddha, both in the Srinagar Museum. The first bears on
its base an inscription saying that it had been consecrated in the reign of Didda. And
perhaps this boy god, with his two girl goddesses, is in the image of one of the boy
kings, Abhimanyu, Nandigupta, Tribhuvana or Bhimagupta in the name of whom
the queen exercised her power. The other is a stone relief representing Queen Maya
standing under a tree of the Lumbini grove, supported by her sister Prajapati, awaiting
the miraculous moment when the Saviour of the World would emerge from her virgin
womb, whereas Sakra, the king of the gods, waits to adore him. In some way influenced
by Pala sculpture, the relief is reminiscent also of the "Indian" murals in the Buddhist
caves of the Kucha area of Eastern Turkistan, especially in the folds of the fat around
the neck, and in the widely cut-out shirt which both the women are wearing. In all
probability the relationship is the other way round: those murals are representatives
of the 9th- 10th century style of Kashmiri painting which, of course, was parallel to
its sculpture. For, though "Indian", they have little in common with what we know
of contemporary painting or relief sculpture in India.
Didda's reign was the prelude to the last great phase of Kashmiri art under the first
kings of the Lohara dynasty, Samgramaraja, Ananta, Kalasa and Harsha. We know
only two stone temples, the Siva temple of Payar and the Kapateswara temple at
Kother (erected by king Bhoja of Malwa in the reign of Ananta). But much more
interesting than their sparse, though elegant sculptures are the woodcarvings of MarulUdaipur in Chamba-Lahul and those of the Tibetan temples built by Kashmiri missionaries, architects and sculptors in those very years. At Marul-Udaipur Suryamati of
Trigarta, Queen of Anantadeva, renewed a ruined Surya temple of the late Gupta
period. She provided the cella with a new facade in which all the traditional motives,
familiar to us from Martand, Avantipur and Patan, re apear, but in a curiously
"ROCOCO"
composition, restless, of "open form", dynamic arrangement and strong
chiaroscuro effects. She likewise repaired the ceiling of the vimana, freely copying such
late Gupta panels as had still been recognizable, but adding also new Saiva scenes.
The decadence of those figure groups, vivid, elegant and sensuous, but also effeminate
and badly proportioned, is most obvious. But by their side outside influences
are felt from the mass-produced, and elegant stone sculpture of the Chauhans in the
Eastern Punjab and Northern Rajasthan. Not long afterwards King Lhachen Utpala
of Ladakh replaced, in the same style, another ceiling panel. "Temptation of Buddha"
(probably smashed by an avalanche) when the temple was transformed into a Lamaistic
shrine of Marichi-Vajravarahi. In the Kashmiri work of that time preserved in Tibet
the degeneration is more latent. I t had been introduced by the activities of Atisa,
Rinchenbzanpo and other Lotsavas, under the patronage of the Guge kings. Good
examples of genuine Kashmiri work are two wooden panels discovered in Tabo
Monastery in Spiti, representing the Buddha in a rich Kashmiri chapel, surrounded by
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monks, Siddhas and goddesses respectively. The Buddha still is of the Gupta type
r rob ably some Gupta statue held in high veneration), but of excessively slim body
and thin limbs, the goddesses are veritable fashionplate dolls, and the other figures
have lost all sense of proportion. The panels are in fact meant to be pure ornamental
work, like late Pala, Western Chalukya or Hoysala art. The same is true of the wood
carvings a t Alchi in Ladakh. Other fine examples are the old wooden doors in both
places as well as at Khojarnath, near Lake Manosarovar, and even a t Tsaparang. But
in some cases we are confronted with a more complex situation. For although the rich
scrollwork on these temple-walls is obviously of Kashmiri origin, and though part of
the figural sculptures follows the same, overslim canon of 11th century Kashmiri art,
we find in most figures a healthier and more robust style. This too, reveals many
Kashmiri characteristics, but of an earlier, 8th-9th century type which by then must
have become familiar in Tibet. I t is still too early t o venture upon a detailed analysis
of these problems.
With the civil war that ended with the fall of Harsha, the decadence of Kashmir
was definitively sealed. Only one ruler, Jayasimha (A. D. 1128 - 1155), succeeded in
restoring a healthy government, though against odds which would have undone a less
brave or shrewd statesman. T o his reign belong at least two minor stone temples, the
well known Siva-Rilhanesvara a t Pandrenthan (ca. A. D. 1135) and the Mamesvara
at Mama1 near Pahalgam. H o w far some other small stone shrines a t Manasbal, Fathgarh, Garur and Naranthal may likewise be attributed to his reign, has not yet been
ascertained. Such sculptures as they have, still belong to the mannerist tradition of
the 1l t h century, however, without the elegance of that latter. The single sculptures of
a still later date collected in the Srinagar Museum, e. g., from Verinag, are crude,
utterly lifeless dolls, without proportion, without beauty, without expression, no more
than indifferent cult objects. When Kashmir was converted to Islam, its Hindu art was
already dead.
In the history of Indian art, Mediaeval Kashmir occupies a peculiar position. As a
frontier post it temporarily succeeded in drawing t o it all the power, wealth and artistic
heritage of the dying Gupta world. As a fronties post, it likewise absorbed cultural
influences from outside, the heritage of the Kushana Empire (through the model of
Gandhara and Bamiyan as well as through the tradition of Eastern Turkistan) and of
Sasanian Persia (probably through refugees) and minor, but nevertheless important inspirations from early Byzantine Constantinople and T a n g China. An increasingly
isolated outpost, it was for a time able to receive some new impulses from Pala, Rashtrakuta and Chauhan art, but at last died of inner weakness. O n the other hand, its
influence has been much more important than is generally believed. O n the Punjab, and
on Afghanistan, the impact of Kashmiri art has beeen shortlived (8th-early 10th century), in the Hindu Himalaya west of the Ravi and Beas it lasted longer (to the 1l t h or
12th century), in Eastern Turkistan it has superseded that of the late Gandhara style,
and in Tibet it has been on of the principal formative forces of Lamaistic art. In this
process sculpture had at first played a subordinate role, but as the resources increased
and cultural taste improved, it took the lead. I t passed through all the ~ h a s e sfrom
brute barbarism to balanced strength, sportive elegance, weak fashionableness, richly
decorative mannerism and final disintegration. The expression of a ~ r e d o m i n a n t cold
l~
climate, Mediaeval Kashmiri sculpture had nothing of the dreamy sensuousness of
Indian art proper, neither did it share the demoniac mysticism of an inhospitable
country like Tibet. Its strength is a dynamic virility, its weakness a dearth of
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imagination, both the results of its position as an increasingly isolated outpost of
Hindu civilization.
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Postscripturn
Since this study had been published in 1955, new material has come to the light mainly as a
result of the wars between India and Pakistan, and betwecn India and China. Today we know
also more of late Gupta art in Bihar. O n the whole these discoveries have corroborated and
supplemented the development of Kashmiri sculpture as outlined herc. Several very beautiful
Buddhist pocket shrines delicately carved in ivory may be regarded as links between the
last phase of Gandhara art a t Fondukistan near Bamiyan (7th c.) and the first revival o f
mediaeval art in Kashmir (Pandrethan and Parihasapura stupas), and likewise part of the terracotta figurines from the monasteries of Akhnur (Chenab Valley) and Ushkur (near Baramula).
The BerlinMuseum has a Vishnu bronze in a transition stage betwecn the Gandhara and Lalitaditya styles (7th c.). The Cleveland Museum of Art has acquired a remarkable Surya bronze in
Central Asian costume, probably of Lalitaditya's time, and a Buddha image of the 11th century,
both ca. ' 1 3 life size. A stone Garuda in the same museum from Bihar (7th c.) rcvcals the
extraordinary similarity to Kashmiri sculpture under Lalitaditya. A great number of small
bronzes have been published by D. BARRETTin Lalit Kala no. 11, p. 37 f. New Delhi 1962.

A MASTERPIECE O F MEDIAEVAL KASFiMIRI METAL ART:
K I N G SAMKARAVARMAN'S FRAME FOR A N IMAGE O F BUDDHA
AVATARA (BEGINNING O F T H E T E N T H CENTURY A. D.)
IN THE SRINAGAR MUSEUM
(Plates X X V I - XXVII)
Mediaeval South Indian bronzes are found in great quantities and excellent quality
and have become rather fashionable with museums and collectors in the last years. From
Bengal, Bihar and NepLl we know beautiful bronzes the best of which-have been
executed for Buddhist monasteries in the time of the P i l a dynasty1. Also in Central
India and Gujariit a number of excellent bronzes, mainly of Jain Tirthankars, Yakshas
and Yakshis, have been discovered2. Only from North-Western India very little has
so far come to the light.
Conditions there had been not very favourable. Though aRer the Scythian invasions
the KushZll Empire had brought forth an extensive eclectic art, it was first temporarily
paralyzed by the Sasanian conquest and at last destroyed by the Hiha-Giirjara and
Turkish invasions. N o strong political power developed thereafter to the west of the
Pratihara and, later, ~ a h a ~ & asphere-of political influence. Kashmir rose to supremacy in the 8th century under LalitZditya-MuktZpida (c. middle 8th century A. D.),
but was soon reduced to the natural frontiers of its valley, and since the 10th century
torn by misgovernment and civil strife w h i h not only led to a rapid decline of its art,
but also to the destruction of already existing monumentss. The Sahis of Kabul had to
concentrate all their energies on the defence against the advance of the Islamic power
K. P. JAYASWAL
and S. KRAMRISCH,
Metal Images of KurkillCr Monastery, (J.I.S.O.A.,
11, pp. 70ff., 1934); C. C. Das Gupta, (in: Proc. 10th Indian History Congress, Bombay, 1947,
pp. 245 ff.); AR., A.S.I., 1917- 1918; 1930- 1934, (pls. 147ff.); etc.
PRAYAGDAYAL,A Brass Image of ChCmundi, (J.U.P. Hist. Soc., V, pp. 90ff., 1932);
A. BANERJI,
Three Metal Images of Sirnzth Museum, (Bhlrat Kaumudi, I, p. 55, 1945); BIMAL
KUMARDATTA,A Metal Image of HCriti, (J.I.S.O.A., X, pp. 207ff., 1942); U. P. SHAH,
Iconography of the Jain Goddess Ambiki (J. Bombay Univ., IX, 2, 1940); H. D. SANKALIA,
DA
Jaina Iconography, (New Ind. Antiq., 11, pp. 497ff., 1939-1940); H I R ~ N A NSHASTRI,
Some Recently Added Sculptures in the Provincial Museum Lucknow, Calcutta, 1922;
H . D. SANKALIA,
The So-called Buddhist Images from Baroda State, (Bull. Deccan College Res.
Institute, I, pp. 185 ff., 1940); Catalogue of the Exhibition of Indian Art, Government House,
Mitrika and Related
New Delhi, 1948- 1949 (No. 316: T a r i from Sirpur); B. L. MANKAD,
Images in t l ~ eBaroda Museum (Baroda Mus. Bull., VII, pp. 39ff., 1951, fig. 1). Further, the
excellent Jpin group from Jaipur, in the Sarabhai Nawab Collection at Ahmedabad.
8 Looting of temples and persecutions of priests and brahmins for the purpose of filling the
royal treasure chests were perpetrated by the kings JayPpida, Vajriiditya, Samkaravarman and
Harsl~a, and for religious reasons by Sultan Sikandar Bitshikin. Temple and town of
Vijayeivara (Bijbehara) were burnt down in the civil war between Ananta and Kalala, the
Rljvihara at Parihzsapura in that between Uccala and Sussala, the sun temple of Mlrtgnd was
used as a fortess by Jayasimha in the 12th century, not to mention many minor cases.
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and seem never to have been of importance in the cultural field4. Of the minor states in
the Panjab we know very little. And only some of the small Himalayan kingdoms,
Chambiib, Balor-Babbore, Kangrii-Trigarta 7, Kuliia and KumZonQhave left us monuments of a modest, but not unimportant artistic activity. But this, too, was smashed
at first by the raids of Mahmiid of Ghazna, and then by the Muslim conquest and its
aftermath of social and political chaos lo.
The Gandhara tadition survived the HGna invasions for some time". A curious
Siirya bronze of Kidara-Kushan or even later times, in the collection of Professor
SVETOSLAV
ROERICH,reminds us in one respect of the classic figures of Kanishka,
Huvishka and Vasudeva, but ist costume and technique reveal likewise links with the
art of Kashmir as late as the 10th century". The brass statuette of the Buddha
discovered at Fathpur in the Kangrii district 13, also represents a 6th century echo of
the Gandhara style, but already under the influence of later Gupta art. This late Gupta
influence can be traced all along the Western Himalaya, in the gilt bronze statues of
"Paun Riijas"14-in reality probably images of Lokeivara-still in the temples of

4 WDHO
SARUPVATS,The Salt Range, (A.R., A.S.I., 1927- 1928, pp. 89ff.); A.R., A.S.I.,
1914- 1915, 1920- 1921, 1921- 1922, 1923 - 1924; W. S. TALBOT,An Ancient Hindu Temple
in the Panjab (J.R.A.S., 1903, pp. 335 ff.); possibly also Pattan Munara (A.R., A.S.I., 19261927, pp. 108 ff.).
5 J. PH. VOGEL,
Antiquities of Chambi State, I, Calcutta 1911.
0 R. CH. KAK,Antiquities of Basohli and Ramnagar (Ind. Art and Letters, VII, pp. 65ff.,
1933).
7 J. PH. VOGEL,Ancient Monuments of KZngrZ ruined in the Earthquake (A.R., A.S.I.,
1905- 1906, pp. 10ff.); K h g r i i District Gazetteer, Lahore, 1906.
8 J. PH. VOGEL,The Temple of Mahiideva at Bajaurii, Kulii, (A.R., A.S.I., 1909-1910,
pp. 18ff.); A. H. LONGHURST,
The Influence of the Umbrella on Indian Architecture, (J. Ind.
Art and Industry, XVI, 1914); H. L. H. SHUTTLEWORTH,
Inscribed Mask discovered at
Nirmand, (Acta. Or., I, pp. 224ff., 1929); HIRZNANDASASTRI,Historical Monuments of
Kulii (A.R., A.S.I., 1907- 1908, pp. 260ff.).
Annual Progress Report of the Superintendent, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments, Northern
Circle, for 1913- 1914, pp. 13 ff.; D. R. SAHNI,Temples in Almora District, (A. R., A.S.I.,
1921- 1922, pp. 50ff.); E. T. ATKINSON,The Himalayan Districts of the North-Western
Provinces of India, I1 - 111, Allahabad, 1884 - 1886.
lo H. GOETZ,The Coming of Muslim Cultural Influence in the PanjZb Himalaya, (India
Antiqua: J. Ph. Vogel Volume, Leyden, 1947, pp. 157ff., es. 159).
l1 A. STEIN,Excavations at Sahri-Bahlol, (A.R., A.S.I., 1911- 1912, pp. 95ff.). Also part
of the Buddhist terracottas from Ushkur (cp. R. C. Kak, Handbook Srinagar Museum, 1923,
pp. 11 ff.) must be as late as the 6th and 7th centuries A.D. For a Gandhara bronze Buddha in
Kashmir, see KAK,op. cit., p. 69.
le It resembles very mu& a stone sculpture (late 8th century A. D.) at Jagat Sukh, Kulii.
Some of its costume features recur in the 10th century statues of the Miitrikas, RZma, BrahmZ,
etc. from Pandrethan in the Srinagar Museum; in other respects there is some relationship of
type with the Krishna figure of the Devasar frame.
IS J. PH. VOGEL, Inscribed Brass Statuette from Fathpur (A.R., A.S.I., 1904- 1905,
pp. 1078.).
" See foot-note 5. The attribution to the local 'Paun rajis' is no more than a modern
tradition. Iconographically the almost life-size figures of copper or octalloy, originally gilt, and
with silver-plated eyes, offer some difficulties, but, as their style points to the 7th century,
their interpretation as LokeSvara is the most plausible one.
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Katirmal and Jagdvar in Kumion, the stone sculptures of Lakha-Mandalls, the
sculptures of the ThZkurdvPra of Masriirle near Baijnith (Kiingrii District), the
woodcarvings and the brass images of Meruvarman at Bahmor in upper Chambil7
and finally the stone sculptures excavated a t Pandrethin and Vijabror (the Vijayejvara
of the Rajatarangini, today Bijbehara) in Kashmir '8 and a fine bronze group of Padmapani in the Srinagar Museum lo. Thereafter a strong Kashmiri style developed from a
syncretism inaugurated by the great conqueror Lalitiiditya, comprising late Gandharii,
Siisinian, Byzantine, late Gupta and early Pratihiira elements soon fusing into a new
individuality This style spread also towards the East, and its influence is felt in many
places, in the sculptures of Babborgl, MirkulZ-Udaipur, Trilokniith and Maylang in
L a u l , Chambii Town (Gauri-Sankar Temple) and Maniili and Naggar in Kulii.
But on the other hand we can trace a countercurrent coming from Bengal, apparently inaugurated by the conquests and diplomatic relations of king Dharmapala
(c. A. D. 770- 813). Bronzes related to the Piila style have been found in considerable
number in Kulu, others are preserved in the Saki Devi Temple of Chatrirhi in ChambZ,
and a fine Maitreya idol, very similar to the NiilandP and Kurkihiir finds, is in the Sri
Pratip Singh Museum at Srinagars. However, this latter piece seems t o have been a
rather isolated import, and its sensitive sweemess stands in a glaring contrast to the
fierce, sometimes even brutal strength of contemporaneous Kashmiri sculpture.
Except for the two already mentioned pieces, nothing had hitherto been known of
Kashmiri metal art. However, in 1931 an extraordinary masterpiece was accidentally
discovered in the garden of some unrecorded villager of the Divsar (Devasara, ancient
Devasarasa) district, south-west of Ananmig-IslZmabid. I t is the frame of a Vishnu
image, 6l/e feet high and weighing 4l/r maunds (360 lbs.), cast jour-in one piece-in
brass and completely covered with figural scenes. I t is in a very good condition, only
one scene having been broken out, whereas another has becn replaced, perhaps in the
12th century, in a very clumsy manner.
This image frame is remarkable in many respects. Its very form already is
exceptional. Whereas most Mediaeval Hindu images in Northern India are enclosed
by a frame consisting of a makara-kirtimukha arch supported on two columns, ours
has a parabolic outline such as has been most common in Buddhist art, though in Bengal
l5 DAYA
RAMSAHNI,Lakha Mandal (A.R., A.S.I., 1923-1924, pp. 57ff.); M. S. VATSand
A Note on Sculptures at Lakhamandal (J.U.P. Hist. SOC.,XVII, pp. 87ff.,
V. S. AGRAWALA,
1944).
H. HARGREAVES,
The Monolithic Temples of Masrir (A.R., A.S.I., 1915- 1916, pp. 39ff.);
H. L. SHUTTLEWORTH,
in: Ind. Antiq., 44, pp. 19ff., 1915.
l7 J. PH. VOGEL,
Antiquities of ChambZ State, I, Calcutta, 1911; the same, Inscriptions of
ChambZ State (A.R., A.S.I., 1902- 1903, pp. 239 ff.).
le R. C. KAK,Handbook to the Archaeological and Numismatic Sections of the Sri PratPpSingh Museum Srinagar, Calcutta, 1923, pp. 27 ff ., 58 ff.
lB R. C. KAK,op. cit., p. 70. Cp. also 0. C. GANGOLY,
An Early Bronze Figure in the
Peshawar Museum (RiipZm, No. 32, Oct., 1927, pp. 143 f.) which likewise must be dated into c.
the 7th century A. D.).
'O H. GOETZ,
The Beginnings of Mediaeval Art in Kashmir (J. Univ. Bombay, N.S., XVII,
pt. 2, pp. 63 ff., 1952).
R. C. KAK,Antiquities of Basohli and RPmnagar (Ind. Art and Letters, VII, pp. 65ff.,
1933).
R. C. KAK,Handbook Srinagar Museum, 1923, p. 72; for a PPla stone sculpture there,
see p. 38.
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and, occasionally, also in the Deccan it had been taken over also for Hindu idols.
This parabolic outline is fringed with small flames such as were common in late Gupta,
Piila, Tibetan and Far-Eastern Buddhist art *3. Likewise provides its plain, trifoliated
centre for an image in yoga position, likewise common in Buddhist, Saiva and Jain
iconography, but very rare in that of the Vaishnava faith. And in fact, the idol
enshrined must have been the Buddha, as is obvious from the central figure of the
frame. But it is not the divine teacher of the Buddhists, it is his disguise as the ninth
avatiira of Vishnu whose celestial aspect, surrounded by ciimara-swinging attendants,
adoring rishis and the earth goddess, appears on top of Buddha avatiira, crowning the
whole iconographic scheme of the frame. However, as idols of the Buddha avatiira are
extremely rare, and as the general type both of the Buddha image and of its frame stem
from the genuine Buddhist tradition, it seems most probably that this image or at least
its frame had been set up in connection with the absorption of Buddhism into the
Hindu syncretism, a process which had been going on in Kashmir not less than in other
parts of Mediaeval India. For as the Buddha figure represented in the centre of the
frame had probably been copied from the idol for which the frame had been intended,
it appears that this latter had not been contemporaneous with it. Its style is very
different from the other figures, not only in its spirit, but also in its modelling, and
resembles rather the Buddha statues which in the 8th century Cankuna, the Buddhist
minister of the great Lalitaditya-Muktiipida had set up around his gigantic stiipa at
Parihasapura 24. Thus it would appear that our frame had been placed behind a genuine
Buddha image at least two centuries older, in order to transform it into a Vaishnava
idol.
As already observed, all the other figures of our frame are emphatically Vaishnava,
though again with deviations characteristic of Kashmir, or, to be more correct, characteristic of a phase of Vaishnavism known also in other parts of India a t that time, but in
Kashmir rather fixed in consequence of the later isolation of this kingdom from the
rest of Hindu India. In this stage the old Paiicaratra Bhagavatism had been almost
overcome and replaced by the later system of the ten avataras. But although RZma and
Krishna Govinda were already included, devotion was paid chiefly to Varaha,
Nrisimha and Trivikrama (Vimana), the boar, lion and dwarf-giant avataras of Vishnu,
and to a celestial form of Vishnu as Lord of Vaikunyha, with three, respectively seven
heads, human, boar and lion. The history of these aspects is still little explored. The
lion and Trivikrama avatiiras had been much in favour also with the Pallavas of
Kaiici, the Calukyas of BZdami and the Rashtralriiyas. The boar avatars, though
apocryphically traced baclc to the Upanishads, probably must be connected mainly
with the Hfinas and Gurjaras, and though known before, may possibly have come into
fashion as a substitute for some foreign tribal cult26. This fashion coincided with that
P3 S. TUCCI,
Tibetan Painted, Scrolls, Rome, 1949, I, fig. 50; P. H. POTT,Introduction t o the
Tibetan Collection in the National Museum of Ethnology, Leiden, 1951, pl. V (also I V and VI).
24 R. C. KAK,Handbook Srinagar Museum, 1923, p. 42. For Parihiisapura cp. R. C. I ~ K ,
Ancient Monuments of Kashmir, London, 1933, pp. 146 ff.; A. STEIN,Kalhana's Riijatarangini,
Westminster, 1900, 11, pp. 300 ff.
25 The earliest actual references and representations of Variiha belong to the Gupta period,
esp. the Temple o f Eriin and the great relief a t Udaipur near Bhilsa; The H u n leader Toram5na
was a devotee o f Variiha. But most statues are of the Pratihara period, especially those of a
genuine animal type; king Mihira-Bhoja of Kanauj bore also the title Adi-Varaha and set the
boar symbol on his coins. The nucleus of the Varaha-Puriina is placed by R. C. HAZRA
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of Siirya, likewise an adaptation of the foreign Mithra of the Migas, and receded to
the background at the same time, i. e. the period of decline of the Pratihira dynasty.
The three-headed (actually four-headed, the fourth head being that of a demon)
aspect of Vishnu can be traced from Kashmir over Balor, Chambii and Kulii to Uttara
Pradesh (United Provinces) and even Gujarht'0. I t represents Vishnu in its most popular
Paiicaratra form, Vaikunrha Chaturmukhi (= Para-VZsudeva), always connected by
tradition with Kashmir, the "Snow Countryn (Svetadvipa). The iconographic evidence
confirms that Kashmir had been the chief centre of this cult. When it developed there,
is not yet ascertained. For the four oldest Vaishnava temples, Lalitiditya's Parihisakeiava, Muktakeiava, Maha-Varhha and Govardhana at Parihhsapura, have been utterly
destroyed P7. However, the AvantisvZmin Temple a t Avantipur had been dedicated to
this form of Vishnu'e. And later images can be traced up to the fall of Hinduism in
Kashmir. The three-headed Vishnu images of our brass frame belong to the same type,
and are but a slightly later variety of the images excavated in the subsidiary chapels a t
Avantipur28. That on top of the whole frame, however, represents a further development of the type. It has seven heads arranged in three storeys, i. e. first the triad of
lion, human face and boar, next three lion heads, and finally, on top, an elephant head.
in the Puranic Records, 1940, pp. 94 ff.) into the 8th century. In Kashmir the oldest genuinely
known Vafiha temples were erected by Lalitzditya-MuktZpida (8th century); in Southern
India the cult flourished under the Pallavas, Ciiluk~asof BHdimi and RCshtrakiitas. Under the
earliest Sihis of Afghanistan the boar symbol can be traced in what seems to be a Zoroastrian
interpretation (cp. B. ROWLAND
jr., in Bull. Iranian Institute, VI, pp. 35 ff., 1946). Since the
10th century Variha images have become very rare. The parallel appearance of the boar type
in Vaishnavism, Tiintric Buddhism and Zoroastrianism makes it probable that these deities
represented attempts at absorbing some foreign barbarian solar god, connected with the Huns
or Giirjaras. Boarheaded gods had been known in Siberia.
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and some Vishnudharmottara Passages (Proc. 4th Ind. History Congress, Lahore, 1940, pp. 61 ff.); M. M. NAGAR,
A New Type of Vishnu from Aligarh (Proc. 6th Ind. Hist. Congress, Aligarh, 1943, p. 89;
D. R. SAHNI,Excavations a t Avantipur, (A.R., A.S.I., 1913-1914, p. 45); Philadelphia,
Museum Journal, March, 1926; Bulletin of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, XVII, NO. 104;
R. C. KAK,Antiquities of Basohli, p. 75; BURGESS,
Ancient Monuments of India, 1897, pl. 22;
A.R., A.S.I., 1903- 1904, p. 218, J. PH. VOGEL,Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Museum, Lahore,
Brahmanical Images in Mathurii (J.I.S.O.A., V, 1937, p. 125);
1909, A.9; V. S. AGRAWALA,
Prince of Wales Museum N.S. 219 (Solanki, 11th- 12th century); RAMCHANDRA
KAK,Ancient
Monuments of Kashmir, London, 1933, p. 133; S. C. RAY,A Note on an unpublished Visnu
Image from KZfmira (J. As. Soc., XVII, Letters, No. 3, p. 251, 1951.)
27 It is remarkable that at Parihisapura the Hindu temples have been much more thoroughly
destroyed than the Buddhist ones. For in those centuries the Buddhist sanctuaries, as those of
the minority com~nunity,were more often looted, than the Hindu sanctuaries. But this seems
also to have been their good luck. Impoverislled shrines did not attract so mu& attention. And
Iring Harsha (see Riijatarangini, VII, 1081 ff.) whose destruction mania assumed pathological
forms, was indulgent in the case of Parihgsapura. Samkaravarman, transferring the capital,
was naturally interested to shift also the official cult and thus to reduce first of all the splendour
of the official temples of the old residence. Sikandar Bijtshiltan, on the other hand, hat so mu&
demolition work on his hands that the individual damage, though bad enough, was never
thorough.
R. C. KAK,Ancient Monuments of Kashmir, p. 119ff.; DAYARAMSAHNI,Excavations
at Avantipur (A.R., A.S.I., 1913-1914, p. 40ff.); the same, Pre-Muhammedan Monuments of
Kashmir (A.R., A.S.I., 1915- 1916).
R. C. KAK,Handbook, p. 47 ff.; esp. pp. 48, 50.
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The eight arms hold a lotus, a sword, a sacrificial laddle, a disk, again a disk, a book,
a club and a conch. This means that the image combines the emblems of Vishnu with
those of Brahma and GaneSa (who curiously often enough stands for Saivismso), thus
expressing the attributes of the Lord of the Universe, Para-VZsudeva or Vaikunyhanatha. Probably the principal image of the Avantisvami Temple had been of the same
type though it has, of course, disappearedsl.
The two sides of the frame are reserved for the other avataras of Vishnu. The
lowermost figure, however, on both sides, represents a Naga rising from the water. As
is well known, these water dragons were favourite deities in Kashmir and the
Himalayasz, where they are still venerated in many places as the godlings of sources
and lakes. But, on the other hand, they may here likewise be an echo of the Buddhist
tradition. For especially in Mahayana Buddhist art NZgas were always represented
supporting the stalk of the lotus on which the Buddha was sitting or standingss, and
also in our frame they support the long lotus stalks in the volutes of which the
avataras of Vishnu are enthroned on lotus flowers. Amongst these avataras the fish and
turtle incarnations prove to be absent; instead, the KeSava and MZdhava murtis of
the 24 Paiicaratra forms 34 have been preserved, whereas Varaha is repeated three times.
The first (on the left, near the bottom) is Vishnu as NZrZyana, i. e. the "Olden of
Days", resting on the snake Ananta (Eternity), with a lotus growing from his navel, on
which the creator Brahma is sitting. Next there follows Varaha avatara, with eight
arms carrying the combined symbols of Vishnu and Brahma (Yajfia-Variha). The
third is Trivikrama, Vishnu assuming the form of a giant in order to take possession
of the universe, after he had from the demon king Bali obtained the promise to have as
much as he could cover with three steps. In the next group Vishnu appears, teaching in
kingly pose (VirZsana) in his form of KeSava-Murti, adored by a priest, in the following as MZdhava, adored by a queen. Then the boar incarnation comes again, now as
BhG-Variiha or Adivariiha, standing on AdiSesha (= Ananta, Eternity), raising the earth
from the chaos35. The centre, as already mentioned, is occupied by the Buddha
avatars, sitting on a lotus, and adored by a king whereas to his right and left the sun and
moon gods are sitting. O n the right there follows (from top to bottom) again Varaha,
now attacking the demon king Hiranyaksha, then Nrisimha (the Man-Lion) killing
30 E. g. also in Nepalese Buddhist art, cp. B. Bhattacharyya, Two Metal Images of HinduBuddhist Composition from the Baroda Museum (Bull. Baroda Museum, 11, pt. 2, p. 39ff.,
1945- 1946).
31 But at Verinig a stone fragment has been found, now in the Srinagar Museum, in which,
however, the uppermost head is likewise that of a lion.
32 J. PH. VOGEL,
Indian Serpent Lore, London, 1928; the same, Serpent Worship in Ancient
and Modern India (Acta Or., 11, 1923- 1924, Nos. 3 - 4).
s3 JAS.BURGESS,
Report on the Buddhist Cave Temples, London, 1883, pl. 43; the same,
Elura Cave Temples, 1883, pl. 19; JAS.BURGESS,
Antiquities in the Bidar and Aurangabad
Beginnings of Buddhist Art, London-Paris, 1917,
Districts, London, 1878, pl. 42; A. FOUCHER,
pls. 20, 23, 25, 28.
s4 T. A. GOPINATH
RAO,Elements of Hindu Iconography, I, 1, p. 225 ff., 1914. Cp. also
Introduction to the Piiicaritra and the Ahirbudhnyi Samhitii, Madras, 1916,
F. 0. SCHRADER,
and F. 0. SCHRADER,
Madras, 1916.
and the edition of the latter by M. D. RAMANUJACARYA
35 GOPINATH
RAO,op. cit., I, 1, p. 128 ff.
38 In rather Iranian costume; likewise they appear in the Buddhist murals of BimiyZn in
J. CARLand
purely Iranian costumes and armour, see the various publications by J. HACKIN,
A. GODARD.
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Hiranyakaiipu a7. The next, missing, figure must have been ParaSurima. The following
one occupies the place of Rama, though the latter's emblems and pose are absent,
except in case the sitting posture be interpreted as an expression of Rama's kingship;
but the figure, a later replacement, may quite as well have been taken at random
from some other piece. The one but last avatara must be Kyishna, a fat boy such as he
appears in South Indian iconography88, adored by a priest and a queen. The last, again
four-armed, resembles Trivikrama, though trampling on a horrified dwarfish figure;
it must be intended as Kalki, the saviour expected at the end of the Kali Age, as is
evident from a small horse standing beneath his feet. Finally, above the shoulders
of the now missing idol, for which the frame had been prepared, two small figures
are shown sitting, with one hand pointing towards the idol, in the other holding a
yak-tail whisk.
From a purely art-historical point of view the frame is not less interesting. Its
typology occupies a curiously intermediate position. On the one hand it links up with
that of the Vajrayana-Buddhist icons. Buddha-Avatara, though in the posture of
Buddha Sakyamuni, wears, however, the ascetic hair style of LokeSvaraaQ.Madhava
and KeSava remind us of Avalokiteivara. Trivikrama, Adivaraha, Varaha killing
Hiranyzksha, Nrisimha and Kalki can be compared with the terrible Tiintric gods,
Yamantaka, Hayagriva, etc. Likewise have the latter such mixed bunches of human
and animal heads as, in our frame, Para-Vasudeva. This correspondence is not accidental. Those parallel types were developed on both sides at about the same time under
similar circumstances. Siirya and Marici, Varaha and Vajravzriihi, Para-Viisudeva
and the Tantric demon kings are contemporaries.
But another relation forces itself on the mind of the observer: viz. that to Southern
India. These terrible heroic figures are but too well known from the Deccan, the DasAvatara and the Kailasanatha at EllorZ40, from BZdami41, Kiifici (Conjeeveram) 4P,
and Tanjore. There we find Trivikrama, Varaha, Nlisimha, etc., in almost the same
expressions. Indeed, the nearest parallel to the lion heads on the Devasar frame, from
Avantipur and Verinag is the Kevala-Nrisimha of Badami43. Also the sitting and
flying godlings have their counterparts a t B i d h i and Ellora. And the interpretation
of Krishna is pronouncedly South Indian.
37 The typological similarity between Variiha killing Hiranyzksha and N~isimhakilling
Hiranyakadipu almost creates the impression that both cults had been competitive before they
were subordinated to the same system.
38 GOPINATH
RAO,op. cit., I, 1, pl. 35.
Lokelvara cannot be traced amongst the sculptures of Parihiisapura which otherwise
appear as the prototype of the Buddha Avatiira figure of the Devasar frame, though he must
already have been known; Kalhana, at least, quotes Lokaniitha already for the reign of Jalauka
(I, 138). Thus it looks improbable that the idol for which the frame had been prepared, likewise
wore the hair style of Lokelvara. Possibly the introduction of this hair style may in our case
have represented another method of assimilating Buddha. For Lokeivara could easily be
equated with Yogiisana Vishnu.
40 JAS.BURGESS,
Elura Cave Temples, London, 1883, esp. pls. 22, 24, 29; V. GOLOUBEW,
Le
Kailisa d'Ellora, Paris (Mulee Guimet) s. a.
41 R. D. BANERJI,
Basreliefs of Biidiimi, Calcutta, 1928; GOPINATH
RAO,op. cit., variis locis;
JAS.BURGESS,
Operations in the Belgam and Kaladgi Districts, London, 1874.
4e A. REA,Pallava Architecture, Madras, 1909; A. H. LONGHURST,
Pallava Architecture,
Archeologie du Sud de lJInde,Paris, 1914.
Calcutta, 1924- 1930; G. JOUVEAU-DUBREUIL,
49 GOPINATH
RAO,op. cit., I, 1, pl. 43.
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Other features, again, point in different directions. The diadems and other jewellery
of the figures go back t o the Kushan tradition of Gandhara, but on the other side were,
later on, taken over in Nepalese art. The boots and halos of the sun and moon gods
are Iranian, and the bandelets of the top piece, as well as the bandelets of the crowns44
and long locks were likewise a Sasanian heritage which later found its way intoNepalese
and Tibetan art. The volutes of the lotus stalk can also be traced in Sasanian art; but
in this case the relation is the opposite one as the motif had in Gupta times developed
from the old Kalpavyiksha45. Nevertheless the rather abstract treatment so characteristic for Sasanian art, is likewise so for North-Western India down to Gujarat, and
forms a sort of link between the purely Indian and the Sasanian-Muslim interpretation
of the motif. Whether the pronounced modelling of the faces distorted by fury, or of
the belly muscles is a last remnant of the Gandhara tradition46, or an independent
development under Cilukya-Rashtrakiita influence, I do not venture to decide.
O n comparison with the rest of Kashmiri art, our frame must be dated into the end
of the classic period, i. e. about the end of the 9th or the beginning of the 10th century.
The introduction of the king (adoring Buddha-Avatars), his two queens (adoring
Midhava and Krishna, the darlings of the ladies) and of two priests can be traced
similarly in the sun temple of Mirtand and in the Avantibvara and Avantisvamin at
Avantipur47. The elegance of the figures, the mighty movements the almost fierce
vitality are characteristic of the style developed under Avantivarman (856-883 A. D.).
But the predilection for innumerable diminutive figures and ornaments, so characteristic
for all late styles, developed first under Samlraravarman. However, the work of our
frame must already represent a phase later than the temples of Patan, though not too
distant from their style. The technique of plating all the eyes with silver which we can
observe in our frame, on the other hand, is quite common in North-Western Indian
bronzes; it can be traced in the Fathpur Buddha (6th century A.D.) as well as in the
"Pala" bronzes from Kulii and Chamba.
I t is indeed a pity that no inscription mentions the name of the king under whom
this fine sculptural brass frame had been dedicated. Fortunately the famous chronicle
of Mediaeval Kashmir, Kalhana's RLijatarangini48, supplies us with a lot of informations
which permit us to identify him with as much certainty as any indirect evidence can
make possible a t all. As already mentioned, the style of our frame stands very near to
that of the temples of Patan, the Samkaragauriivara and Sugandhebvara, though it
seems to be somewhat later. Patan had been founded by Samkaravarman (A. D. 883 902), the son of the great Avantivarman (A. D. 855 - 883). According to Kalhana40
Samkaravarman was a not less clever and brilliant ruler than his great father.
But in contrast to the latter, he was a disillusioned and unscrupulous debauchee who
misused a still efficient administration for looting the country. H e used every possible
pretext for imposing new taxes or for sequestering private or public property, however,
44

"Virapatta".

4V.
S. AGRAWALA,
Kalpavriksha, The Wish-Fulfilling Tree (J.I.S.O.A., XI, p. I ff ., 1943).
40 L. BACHHOFER,
Early Indian Sculpture, 11, ~ 1149,
. Paris, 1929; JAS.BURGESS,
The Gandh ~ r aSculpture (J. Ind. Art and Industry, VIII, p. 23 ff., 1900, pl. 17, 1).
47 These reliefs are arranged on both sides of the steps leading from the exterior entrance
into the temple court, and again from the court up to the central shrine proper, so as to face
the steps.
4e Icalhana's Rijatarangini, transl. by M. A. STEIN,
2 vols., Westminster, 1900.
48 Rijatarangini, V, 128 ff.
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always maintaining the pretence of acting in the interest of the people. He took away
the lands and treasurt s of sixtyfour temples, instead providing them with other,
naturally much smaller government grants. Kalhana does not explain under whicfi
pretext these transactions were effected, but he states that Samkaravarman did so in
order to construct his new capital Piitan. Parihiisapura had been a Buddhist no less
than a Hindu place 60. This creates the impression that this king oppressed the Buddhists
in favour of the official Hindu cult in order to fill his own treasury, in the same manner
as during the Reformation and Counter-reformation the princes of the Renaissance
plundered Roman Catholics, Protestants or Jews in order to overcome their own
financial difficulties. Now this fits very well into the evidence of our frame which, as
we have seen, had been prepared for the purpose of converting a Buddhist shrine into
a Vaishnava one. Of this earlier Buddhist sanctuary nothing is known, but as at Godhara (Gudar)sl in the Devasarasa district there had been a royal castle since olden
times, it is well possible that in Lalitiditya-Muktiipida's reign some vihiira had been
constructed or embellished there. Notwithstanding its cheap metal, the rich decoration
of our frame must surely have impressed the pious people and must have deceived
them with regard to the temple property which in the course of this conversion had
found its way into the royal pockets. And perhaps there had been a sardonic by-motive
in this conversion. As Buddha Avatiira, Vishnu had appeared on earth in order to
lead astray the heretics towards their own destruction. Now the king, as a "devout"
Hindu, had humiliated and looted them. Samkaravaman was a highly educated cynic
though, in his contempt, he affected vulgar manners and speech5'. Thus he may well
have enjoyed such a joke. As these depredations were undertaken mainly in Samkaravarman's later years, the style of the frame naturally reveals a phase already later
than that of the SamkaragauriSvara and SugandheSa temples at Piitan which had been
constructed early in his reign.
Kalhana also reports53 that Samkaravarman had undertaken a successful expedition
against the Gurjara king Alakhsna of Takka, a vassal of the Pratihiira Bhoja and ally
of Lalliya S ~ h of
i Ohind, and forced him to transfer his allegiance from Kanauj to
Kashmir. The Takka kingdom of the Giirjaras the memory of whom survives there in
the names of GujrZt and Gujranwala near Lahore, was not very powerful, nor was
L a l l i ~ athe
, founder of the Brahmin Siihi dynasty, entrenched strongly enough to raise
objections. But the Pratih~raswere the mightiest dynasty of Northern India, and a
king of Kashmir could venture on a raid with impunity only as the ally of a more
powerful adversary. As in those years the weak Bhoja I1 occupied the throne of Kanaui,
this adversary must have been Krishna I1 of the Riishyrakiita dynasty of Miilkhed,

60 The Caitya of Lalitaditya-MuktZpida with its giant Buddha image, the Rljvihira and
the Stiipa of Cahkuna which notwithstanding many misfortunes destructions and spoliations,
survived up to the time of Sikandar Butshikin and whicfi, even as mere ruins, are most
impressive even today.
51 Riijatarangini, transl. by A. STEIN,vol. 11, p. 115 f. (Ancient Geography).
52 The chronique scandaleuse of Mediaeval Kashmir often reminds of the worst records of
Imperial Rome. Its psychological causes must be sought not only in the corruption of unrestricted power, but not less in the rebellion against the pressure of etiquette and duties to w h i h the
princes had been exposed, on the other hand seeing through all the cant of flatteries and official
moralizing behind which there lurked envy, murder and revolt.
53 Riijatarangini, V, 136ff.
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those builders of the world-famous cave temples of Ellora 54. Such an alliance, however,
with its corresponding cultural contacts, would easily account for the Deccani style
element in the iconography of the Devasar idol frame. On the other hand, prove these
Deccani style features that the frame cannot be earlier than the last years, if not year,
of Samkaravarman's reign.
Finally Kalhana55 narrates that after Samkaravarman's death his queen Sugandhi
became regent for some time (A. D. 903 -906), was expelled (A. D. 906 -914), returned
and was at last executed. During her exile she retired to Hushkapura (Ushkur), the
old Buddhist town opposite Baramila. As suchlike royal exiles generally retreated to
some place with which they had been connected by close religious links, and where
they could expect asylum from the priesthood, it seems probable that also Sugandhi
must have had suchlike personal connections with Ushkur. But these cannot have
referred to the Buddhist monasteries there. O n the other hand, Ushkur was the
fashionable residential quarter of Biiramila on the opposite side of the Jhelum (Vitasta),
the old-famous centre of the cult of Varaha 5O. NOW,as we have already seen, VarahaAvatara appears three times on our frame whereas all the other avataras are only once
represented, and two omitted. Was this preference due to the chief queen's personal
devotion?
In any case, the various divine incarnations terribly smashing demons and infidels
must have been to the liking of Samkaravarman who enjoyed oppressing the old and,
so far comparatively independent, powers in the state, with which his father Avantivarman had still been forced to deal very cautiously, and which had threatened the
new king himself at the beginning of his reign.
Thus we may identify the king at the feet of Buddha Avatiira with Samkaravarman,
the queen adoring ~ e i a v atentatively with Sugandha, the other queen lower down, to
the feet of Krishna Vamsidhar perhaps with Surendravati57 who became a sati on
Samkaravarman's death, whereas the priests must have been the spiritual advisers of
the king who had been responsible for his policy58.
Thus our brass frame is a most interesting document of a revolutionary phase in
Indian art history. On the one side it has preserved archaic Buddhist traditions which
had flourished in India proper in late Gupta and early Pratihara times (ca. 6th-8th
centuries A. D.): The parabolic outline of the frame, the fiery halo, the small rosette
frieze, the lotus volutes, the Kalpavriksha frieze, the Naga figures, the iconographic
echoes of Lokeivara and Avalokiteivara and of terrible Tantric gods. By their side, however, there stands the mighty typology of the Hinduistic revival under the Pallava, the
Calukya and especially the Rashtrakiita dynasties of the Deccan. Finally there are faint
echoes of Kushana and Siisiinian art. On the other hand, the frame must be regarded as
54 There is some difficulty with regard to the exact years of this expedition, as the traditional
dates leave some discrepancy: Samkaravarman 883 - 902, Lalliya ca. 880- 900, Bhoja 11,
908 - 909, resp. 907-908, Krishna 11, 875 - 912. As most of our dates are merely approximate,
there is no reason to question this synchronism. However, it would force us to place Samkaravarman's reign some years later than calculated by SIR AURELSTEIN,as the evidence for the
Rashtrakiiras and Pratiharas is more numerous and reliable than that for Kashmir.
55 Rajatarangini, V, 256 - 262.
5e Rajatarangini, transl. by A. STEIN,vol. 11, p. 482 f. (Ancient Geography).
57 Rajatarangini, V, 226.
5e Possibly Nayaka, the high priest of Patan (Raj., V, 159), or the trusted minister Sukharaja
(V, 223).
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representing an early phase of the bronze and brass sculpture known to us mainly from
Nepal and Western Tibet.
The links we do not yet know sufficiently. Even the relation between late GandhPra
and Kashmir architecture, although quite obvious, is anything but cleart to us60. Gupta
art may have been introduced during the regency of MZtriguptaeo, but most of the
traditions which we find surviving, cannot be earlier than the reign of Pravarasena 11,
and possibly go back to ernigrees The style of the Deccan must have reached Kashmir
as a result of Samkaravarman's alliance with the Rashtrakiitas against Kanauj. Whether
the Buddhist art of Nepal was enriched also by refugees from other parts of India than
Bengal and BihZr at the time when Muslim persecution drove out the Buddhists, we
do not know. Sikandar ButshikZn (A.D. 1390-1411) forced thousands of Hindus
out of Kashmir; but already before that time the disqualification of the Buddhists,
already mentioned, and the civil wars must have had the same effect. At least in
Ladakh, Spiti and Skardo such an influence from Kashmir has been proved. Our
frame itself is the monument of such an enforced conversion of a Buddhist sanctuary
into a Vaishnava temple under Samkaravarman. Moreover, it is a rare monument of
Indian "bronze" art, devoid of the sweet grace which we generally tend to connect
with Indian aesthetics; instead, endowed with that overwhelming vitality and power,
with which we are otherwise acquainted from the famous sculptures of BZdZmi and
EllorZ.
Postscripturn
Since this article had been published, quite a lot of Kashmiri bronzes have been discovered,
especially in Ladakh, since the Indo-Pakistani and Sino-Indian frontier wars made a prolonged
occupation and, thus, also search of the Buddhist monasteries there, necessary. Many of them
now are in the possession of European and American museums. Cp. especially D. BARRETT,
Bronzes from Northwest India and Western Pakistan (Lalit Kala no. 11, p. 37ff., 1962); also
H. TRUBNER,
A Rare Bronze Image of Surya, (Bull. Art Division, Los Angeles County Museum
Svachchhanda-Bhairava Bronze Image from Kangra, (J. Ind.
VI, 1, 1954); B. CH. CHHABRA,
Hist. 42, p. 145ff., 1964); SHERMANN
E. LEE, Handbook of the Cleveland Museum of Art,
1966, pp. 231 f.
Other Studies on Kashmir Art by the Author
Kashmir: Centri e Tradizioni, (Enciclopedia Universale dell' Arte, VIII, coll. 440-454,
1963); Arte del Kashmir, (Enciclopedia dell' Arte Antica Classica ed Orientale, IV, coll. 324329, Roma 1961). - Kashmir and Jammu: Art centres, (Encyclopaedia of World Art, VII,
col. 879-882, 1963). - Kashrnir Art, (ibid. VIII, coll. 961-973, 1963). - Late Gupta
Sculpture in Afghanistan: The "Scorretti Marble" and Cognate Sculptures, (Arts Asiatiques,
IV, fasc. 1, pp. 13 - 19, 1957).
50 The revival of this tradition took place three centuries after the Hiina invasion. And as
the Huns had temporarily overrun Kashmir, whereas thereafter Gupta influence became to be
felt, the Gandhara tradition can no more have had much vitality. The question, thus, arises
how far its renaissance was based on a conscious imitation and study of older monuments, not
on a continuous tradition. See also H. GOETZ,Beginnings of Mediaeval Art in Kashmir, above.
Kalhana's account of Mat~iguptaand Pravarasena I1 can be accepted as no more than
semi-historical. But it proves at least a political and cultural dependence on the successor
kingdom, in MZlva, of the Imperial Guptas in the first half of the 6th century A. D.
G . TUCCI, I Templi del Tibet Occidentale e il loro Simbolismo Artistico, I: Spiti e
Kunavar, Roma, 1935; A. H. FRANCKE,
Antiquities of Western Tibet, I, pl. 18, Calcutta, 1914;
H. LEE-SHUTTLEWORTH,
Lha-lun Temple, Spyi-ti, Calcutta, 1929, mentions 32 Kashmiri artists
in service of Rin-chen-bzan-po (A. D. 956- 1054).

KASHMIR IN T H E GUPTA P E R I O D
A RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LATER GONANDIYA DYNASTY OF KASHMIR

(Kalhana's Rajatarangini, Book 111, with some Observations on Books I & 11)

Kalhana's Rajatarangini is generally regarded as the best and most important work
of ancient Indian historiography, because of the reliability of the information supplied
by it as well as the author's detached and impartial judgment of persons and events.
However, this high esteem is attached mainly to the 4th- 8th books concerned with
the history of Kashmir from the later 7th to the 12th century. For here Kalhana had
been able to draw on still extant reliable records and especially the experience of his
own family, as his father Champaka and uncle Kanaka, both highly cultured persons,
had been prominent figures a t the court of the brilliant king Harsha with whose tragic
fall the decline of the mediaeval monarchy set in. But for his reconstruction of the
earlier history of the country (first three books) Kalhana had to rely on earlier sources,
chronicles, Puranas, inscriptions, local traditions and romances. This reconstruction
has caused much head-ache to scholars. Though individual statements have been
accepted as valuable scraps of information, the narrative as a whole has been rejected
as a hopeless jumble.
However, this harsh judgment is to some degree the result of too mechanical methods
of criticism. Our modern historians are too prone simply to reject as flattery and fancy
what had merely been exaggeration or a distortion due to censorship (esp. the suppression or white-washing of all defeats, submissions, assassinations, misrule, etc.), or what
later times have misunderstood or consciously reinterpreted in the light of their own,
very different environment and ideals. We have in each case to envisage the actual
process of handing on the historical traditions, and thus again to eliminate those
distortions and misinterpretations as far as possible.
In the previous papers I head already pointed out that Kalhana's account of the
Karkota dynasty (A.D. 622-855) can be accepted as historically correct, even the
unbelievable career of king Lalitaditya-Muktipida (ca. 7201725 - 756), his conquest
of India, Afghanistan and parts of Central Asia, the immense treasure accumulated
by him, the many, often gigantic monuments erected by him and his court.
But also the pre-Karkota history of Kashmir is far less hopeless than is generally
believed; that of the "Later Gonandiya Dynasty" can be reconstructed with considerable probability, that of the early period at least in great outlines, if we strip it
of all legendary and romantic interpolations and subject the remaining skeleton of
facts to a critical analysis.
Before attempting an analysis of Kalhana's narrative, it will be desirable to summarize his dynastic lists of that early period: 1) A4oka - Jalauka, 2) Damodara 11,
3) Hushka - Jushka - Kanishka, 4) Abhimanyu, 5) First Gonandiya Dynasty:
Gonanda I11 - Vibhishana I - Indrajit - Ravana - Vibhishana I1 - Nara I - Siddha
- Utpalaksha - Hiranyaksha - Hiranyakula - Vasukula - Mihirakula - Balta -
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Kshitinanda - Vasunanda - Nara I1 - Aksha - Gopiditya - Gokarna - Khi"khila
- Narendraditya - Yudhishthira I, 6) Pratapiiditya I, 'a relation of V i k r a r n ~ d i t , ~ '
- Jalaukas - Tuiijina I, 7) Vijaya - Jayendra, 8) Samdhimati - Aryariija, 9) Restored
Gonandiya Dynasty: Yudhishthia I - Gopiiditya - Megaviihana - SreshthasenaPravarasena I (Tufijina 11) - Hiranya and ToramPna (Yuvarija) - Pravarasena 11 Yudhishthira 11- Lahkhana-Narendraditya and Raniiditya-Tun'jina 111- Vikramaditya and Biiliiditya - Anangalekha married to Durlabhavardhana (founder of the
Kiirkota-Dynasty) (Rajatarangini, transl. by M. A. Stein, vol. I, pp. 140f.).
Now let us first consider the "Later (or Restored) Gonandiyas". Their chronology
of almost 590 years as added up by Kalhana is, of course, impossible. But it is obvious
that Kalhana has amalgamated three different sets of rulers of which only Meghavihana, Pravarasena I - Sreshthasena, Pravarasena 11, Yudhishthira 11, Raniditya and
Baladitya belong to the Gonandiyas proper.
Toramana has been a rather common name in late Kushiina, Hephthalite and Siihi
times. The name of Lahkhana-Narendraditya looks very much like that of Alakhiina,
the Giirjara king of TakkadeSa in Samkaravarman's time; he may thus have been a
Giirjara (Alakhana = Turkish 11-Khan?). For as the Giirjara states of the 7th century
emerged from the collapse of the White H u n empire, the Giirjara must previously have
fought under those latter. Moreover, Cunningham (Later Indo-Scythians) has traced
coins imitating the Sasanian type with the names of Lakhana-Udayiditya, Deva Raja
Khingila, Jabiila, Mihirakula, Hiranyakula, etc. occurring in Kalhana's history of the
Gonandiyas. Hiranya, "the Golden One", may likewise stand for a prince of the
White Huns; for the Hephthalites had been notorious for their greed for gold; likewise
mentions Kalhana a Hiranyaksha and Hiranyakula amongst the rulers of the earlier
Gonandiya dynasty, in the company of Vasukula (the Kushana Viisudeva?, though he
places the other imperial Kushanas Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka much earlier) and
of the - likewise misplaced - White Hun Mihirakula. Whether those Hiranyaksha and
Hiranyakaiipu were the prototypes of the evil rulers in the Prahlada legend (likewise
Siva worshippers) or sometimes identified with them, is a problem needing further
investigation. In our context these rulers may be interpreted as Kushiina, resp. White
H u n overlords of the Gonandiyas.
O n the other hand, we are told that Miitrigupta was sent as regent by VikramiidityaHarsha of Ujjayini. Later (111, 474) another Vikramiiditya is mentioned, and finally
a Biiliiditya, all names common in Gupta and post-Gupta India. But the latter was a
genuine Gonandiya, as the story of his overthrow by Durlabhaka-Pratapiiditya 11,
the founder of the Kiirkota dynasty proves.
H o w these different sets of rulers got mixed up, we can at present not ascertain. As
Kalhana was a very cautious historian (according to the standards of his time), he
probably found the confusion already in his sources of which he blames Suvrata for
his lack of "dexterity in the exposition of the subject matter" and Kshemendra's
N!-ipiivali as full of mistakes. But as every foreign ruler, dominating the Gonandiya
Icing, is always introduced by Icalhana as the elder son, resp. brother of the latter, it
might be possible that they forced themselves as son-in-laws and adoptive sons on the
indigenous house, in order to supersede them also legally. In this case the tradition
would represent not a jumble, but a legal fiction.
We might now be in a position toreconstruct the chronology of tl~eLaterGonandi~as,
if the 300 years of Raniiditya-Tuiijina would not present a serious obstacle. Either this
impossibly long reign covers also several forgotten kings, or his reign had actually
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been very long, though within human limits, but appeared to later generations much
longer for other reasons. We have, therefore, t o discover some synchronisms to help
us. These are provided by the fall of the earlier Gonandiya dynasty as well as by its
reestablishment. Both the Riijatarangini and what we know of the history of Northwestern India in general, show us that Kashmir then was a dependency of the vast,
though loosely organized Northwest-Indian empires of those times. A political revolution in Kashmir, therefore, could only be imposed by her overlords or carried out at
a moment when those were either partners of such a change or unable t o stop it. There
had been two suchlike critical moments, viz. when the Siisanian Ardeshir I Babagiin
(226-241) and his successor Shapur I overthrew the already disintegrating Kushiina
empire, and again when about the middle of the 4th century the Kidiira-Kushiinas
conquered the Kiibul Valley, whereas the Sasanians were paralyzed by the attacks of
the Chionites from the north and of the Romans from the west. As Yudhishrhira I,
the last king of the earlier Gonandiya dynasty had been defeated and deported by a
coalition of rebels and foreign invaders, and as Meghaviihana, his great-great-grandson
returned from Gandhiira ca. 200 years later, it is evident that the two crises in the
Kushiina empire and those in Kashmir had been interlinked. Meghavahana thus
recovered Kashmir about the middle of the 4th century.
We might now reconstruct the Later Gonandiya dynasty as follows:
1) Meghaviihana, ca. 345 (+ 34) -379,
2) Pravarasena I, 379 (-I-30)-409,
3) Pravarasena 11,409 (4-60)-469,
4) Yudhishrhira 11, 469 (+ 39) -508,
5) Raniiditya, 508 (+ ?)-586,
6) Biiliiditya, 586 (+ 36) -622.
The last date is obtained by deducting 134 years (according t o Kalhana the aggregate
of the reigns of all early Kiirkotas including Lalitiiditya Muktiipida) from 756, the
year in which the latter most probably perished. Raniiditya's reign must, therefore,
have lasted for 78 years, indeed a very long, though absolutely possible space of time.
This chronological framework permits us t o disentangle at least some amount of
genuine historical informations from Kalhana's romanticized stories. The following
details may be accepted: (1) Meghaviihana: The numerous religious foundations of the
king and of his queens, especially the Buddhist vihiiras erected by those latter. His
conquest of "Lankii" may have been a raid into the North Indian plains for which
the temporary chaos created by the Kidiira invasion offered an opportunity.
(2) Srcshththasena-PravarasenaI: H e could extend his power over part of the Panjab
Himalaya (Trigarta) but after a brave resistance had to submit to the Kidara-Kushiinas,
whose governors "Hiranya" and Toramiina probably had been. Froin Gupta history
it is clear that towards the end of the 4th century the Kidiiya-Kushanas, after having
defeated the Sasiinians in the west, expanded their power into India up to Kumiion,
in alliance with the recovering "Sakas" of Western India. Pravarasena I who, on the
evidence of Kalhana's chronology, must already have been beyond the prime of life,
could not well resist a power which had defeated much mightier states. Like his overlords, the Kidiiras, he tended towards Saivism. His town and buildings at
Puriiniidhishrhiina (Pandrethiin), though now diappeared, were still known in
Kalhana's time.
(3) Pravarascna 11: H e was the grandson of Pravarasena I and thus probably a
minor at the time of his accession to the throne. His grandmother Amritaprabhii had
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been a princess of eastern India ("Pragjyotisha") and likewise his mother AfijanZ (an
Ikshvaku). H e grew up in the house of a humble potter, as his father (probably not
Toramana) who had been imprisoned by the Kidaras, had to deny him. Towards the
end of Kidara rule his uncle Jayendra started a rebellion which, however, was sup~ressed.Under the pretext of a pilgramage the boy was then brought to the court of
the great Chandragupta I1 Vikramaditya. Kalhana has made a mess of the Gupta and
post-Gupta emperors, though, to his excuse, it has to be acknowledged that in his time
the Vikrama tradition had already fallen into a hopeless confusion. But the context
makes it clear that only the great Chandragupta can have been meant. He, too, was
the "destroyer of the Sakas", as he conquered the Saka empire of Western India. While
the prince was sent on a pilgrimage to the south (Sriparvata = SriSailam in the Deccan),
Kashmir was placed under the administration of the poet Matrigupta, a favourite of
Chandragupta. Appareiltly this occupation of the country formed part of the emperor's
expedition against Bahlika (Bactria) which has been inferred from the inscription of
king "Chandra" on the iron pillar near the Qutb-Minar, Delhi, and from allusions in
Kalidasa's Raghuvamia, but for which incontrovertible evidence is still lacking. The
story of Matrigupta, however, corroborates this inference and gives the exact date,
409, as Matrigupta is stated to have ruled over Kashmir for 4 years and nine months,
but to have abdicated on the death of his master (414). This again is in harmony with
the known time of the conquest of the Saka empire, ca. 400-410, only after which
the expedition against Central Asia was possible, in fact was its necessary complement.
For by breaking up, though not annexing the Kidara-Kushana empire, Chandragupta
destroyed all hopes for a recovery of the Sakas. Thanks to Mat~igupta'sabdication the
relations with Kumaragupta remained friendly. "He replaced Pratapaiila-Siladitya,
the son of Vikramaditya, who had been dethroned by enemies, in the kingdom of his
father" (111, 330). That Kalhana here again makes a mess of the Gupta emperors is
not surprising after he had erroneously identified Vikramaditya as Harsha of Milwa.
But the story fits exactly on Kumaragupta I, Chandragupta I1 Vikramaditya's son,
who during the last years of his reign was overthrown by the Pushyamitras, an obscure
tribe of Central India. As Kumaragupta had hurriedly to leave his capital, without
mention of any war, the only possible interpretation seems to be that thosePushyamitras
had been mercenary guards of the effeminate imperial court who for some unknown
reason had started a revolt. Skandagupta brought back his father, restored the empire
and had to struggle for many years with the White Huns whom the crisis had invited
to attack the Guptas and to devastate their empire. But what had Pravarasena 11 to do
in the Gupta empire, even in Surashtra (111, 328)? From Chinese sources (Oriental
Art, n. s. I, 4, p. 166 ff ., 1949) we know that a t that time Kashmir had been overrun by
Tunguse nomads from Khotan under a king Mihiragula (Muliyen) who apparently
was not identical with the later Hephthalite viceroy, but possibly with the barbarian
"Mummuni" whom Pravarasena captured eight times, who escaped time and again and
at last bought his life by executing a humiliating dance. Under these circumstances it
appears that Pravarasena I1 stayed for some time as a refugee with the Gupta emperor,
fighting on his side, and at last recovering his kingdom and also the throne of his family
which the enemies had carried away (111, 331).
After his return he founded a new capital, Pravarapura, the oldest part of the present
Srinagar. Icalhana attributes the selection of the site to the demon who is believed to
lie buried beneath Siirikaparvata (the present Hariparbat Fort). But there are better
na
~ r o b a b was
l~
reasons. Old Srinagari, thereafter called P u r i i ~ i d h i s h ~ h ~(Pandrethan),
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ruined by the invasion of the nomad raiders, and its natural protection by the Jhelam on
one side, the mountains on the other, had proved insufficient. The site selected by Pravarasena I1 practically was a water fortress surrounded by the Jhelam, canals, lakes and
swamps, with Siirirkaparvata as a natural citadel. At the same time the new foundation
expressed a new cultural ideal, that of the Guptas, in contrast to the hitherto prevalent
Gandhiira fashion. The site of the Pravarela temple still is known, the present cemetery
of Bahiiud-din at the southwestern foot of Siirikaparvata. But of the original temple
nothing is left, the present ruins representing re-used fragments of the early 8th century.
The Jayasvamin temple probably was a precursor of the Chakradhara, on the present
site of the Jiimi Masjid. The Jayendravihara with its gigantic Buddha image (Byihadbuddha) was destroyed by king Kshemagupta in the 10th century.
(4) Yudhirhthira 11: That first he continued the Gupta tradition, is evident from the
names of two of his ministers, Skandagupta (like the last great Gupta emperor,
Pravarasena's companion-in-arms) and Kumiirasena. But otherwise the Riijatarangini
is curiously taciturn about him, notwithstanding his long reign. Keeping in mind the
Indian practice of suppressing unpleasant events, we may conclude that his reign was
full of disasters. For in the meantime the White Huns had invaded Northwestern India.
After the death of Skandagupta 476 their viceroys Toramiina and Mihiragula swept
over the disintegrating empire. Lahkhana-Narendriiditya, whom Kalhana mentions
as Yudhishthira's "eldest son" and successor, was, as we have already seen, a foreigner
and apparently the Hephthalite viceroy of Kashmir. H e was "strong-armed" and
established his own special office of records which may mean that he started his own
organization for tribute-levying by the side of the indigenous administration.
(5) Raniiditya-Tun'jina 111: Politically he was deprived of all power, especially
when the White Hun viceroy Mihiragula was defeated by Yalodharman-vishnuvardhana of Malwa and Narasimhagupta-Biiliiditya of Magadha about 530, and
thereafter retired to Kashmir. According to Hiuen-Tsang his brother had there
ascended the throne, with other words, he had been Lahkhana's successor as governor
of Kashmir, but aspired at independence, when Mihiragula suffered a series of crushing
defeats. Kalhana describes Mihiragula's reign of terror in Kashmir (I, 289 - 324), but
allots to him a place among the early Gonandiyas. The country was overrun by hordes
of Mlecchas "whose approach the people knew from the swarms of vultures and crows
flying ahead of the scenes of bloodshed", rape, arson and rapine. Mihiragula himself is
portrayed as a tragic figure, a world-conqueror on the decline, and surrounded by treason, suspicious and vindictive, sadistically enjoying the cries of anguish and groans of the
tortured and dying, yet a pious devotee of Siva, inflicting terrible penances on himself
and at last committing suicide on the pyre. H e settled Gandhiira brahmans at the temple
of Vijayelvara (Vijabror-Bij-Behara); the degenerated Gandhiiran stone sculptures of
Siva, Karttikeya, Lakshmi, etc., excavated there (now in the Srinagar Museum) may
have formed part of Mihiragula's donations.
But to this gloomy piety of the conqueror probably Raniiditya had to thank for his
survival. H e had become a religious symbol. "His head showed an unprecedented
syleildour as if the sun had been absorbed in the moon." H e had magic powers and
conversed with siddhas. His queen Ranarambha was regarded as the incarnated Sakti
of Vishnu, capable of working miracles. His other queen Amritaprabha, on the other
hand, favoured the Buddhists, and possibly we may connect with her the Buddhist
terracotta figures found at Akhniir. The site of the temple of Ranasviimin has been
identified as the present cemetery of Pir HZji Muhammad Sahib in Srinagar (near
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Zaina Kadal), but here, too, the existing ruins belong to the 8th century. At last
RanZditya is said to have gone to the Daitya world, RanZrambhZ to NiriyanaPs
$ve;advipa.
Later, after the collapse of the White Huns, Raniditya had to accommodate himself
to another overlord, another Vikramiditya of whom we know nothing. But it seems
rob able that this standard name here stands for some post-Gupta emperor, perhaps
the mighty Maukhari ISinavarman (551 -576) who defeated the barbarian Silikas
and Giirjaras who had resumed the invasions of the White Huns.
Now it will be clear to us why such a long reign of 300 years was later ascribed to
RanZditya. A reign of 78 is possible only when a prince is raised to the throne as a
baby and dies a hoary old man. Raniditya probably had elder brothers, apart from the
foreigner Lahkhana-NarendrPditya, but these may have fallen in battle or been assassinated by the foreign overlords. The helpless child, however, survived, later lived more
or less in seclusion, and died, a legend. In the meantime the country had undergone s u h
revolutions that RanPditya's early years seemed to have become likewise a legend, an
age which hardly anybody remembered. From that feeling of historical distance then
developed the legend of a reign of 300 years.
(6) B2il~ditya:H e seems to have been a hardly less shadowy figure. The actual power
was in the hands of the ministers, and probably the Indian grandpowers intrigued to
maintain a sort of loose control over the policy of the state. The name of Biliiditya
speaks for Gupta sympathies. That the name of the king's son-in-law and successor,
Durlabhavardhana, is formed like those of the Pushyabhiiti dynasty, points to the
influence- of whatever sort - of the court of the great Harshvardhana of Thinesar.
But with the KZrkotas a new policy set in, which raised Kashmir from the status of a
dependency of other empires to one of the grand powers of Asia.
This reconstruction of the Later Gonandiya Dynasty cannot claim to be more than
a tentative outline. I t proves at least that Kalhana's apparently hopelessly jumbled
narrative contains a certain amount of more or less reliable historical informations
which, when properly analyzed, fit into our picture of the general history of that age
and even in some details can be corroborated from other sources. They show that Gupta
influence extended farther west than generally is believed.
But also the history of the preceding centuries is not quite hopeless, though it yields
much less. We have already seen that the rise of Pratapaditya probably coincided with
the establishment of Sasiinian rule over the Kushinas by the middle of the 3rd century.
To work out details, however, is impossible. The individual reigns reponed by Kalhana
are in the aggregate too long as to be probable, though individually possible, on the
other hand too short to represent life years. There are actually three sets of rulers.
Pratapiiditya, "a relative of VikramZdityan, i. e. some Indian adventurer, and his
"sons" Jalaukas and Tufijina I; then Vijaya and Jayendra; and at last the legendary
minister Sandhimati-Aryaraja. The last may be eliminated. But even so the sum of the
other reigns (145 years) is more than the available interval of ca. 115 years. This
might, however, be explained by the practice of the KushZnas and Kshatrapas, that
the successor was for a number of years co-regent.
The group of kings from Gonanda I11 to Yudhishthira I comprises 21 kings of whom
five or six seem to have been foreign overlords (Utpalaksha? Hiran~Zksha,H i r a n ~ a k u la, Vasukula, Mihirakula and Khinkhila-Narendr~ditya).The "reigns" are so long that
they rather appear to represent the age reached by each individual ruler, with other
words that the list goes back on some sort of Vamiiivali ("NyipZvali," " P i i r t h i ~ i v a l i ) ~ .
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But if we calculate the aggregate of the actual Gonandiyas on the basis of the average
25 years used by most historians in absence of any known data, we obtain a period of
374, resp. 400 years. When counting back from the Siisanian conquest, we would have
to make Gonanda I11 a contemporary of the Indo-Greeks. The foreigners have to be
regarded as parallel Scythian or Kushana viceroys or governors, in line with Hushka
(Huvishka), Jushka (Vajhishka) and Kanishka, the great Kushana emperors whose
names Kalhana culled from Chavilliikara. Their foundations of new towns have been
corroborated by place names as well as by the excavations at Ushkura near Baramiila.
But then it is very tempting t o interpret Damodara I1 whom Chavilliikara places
between the Mauryas ASoka and Jalauka and the Kushanas, as the Greek conqueror
Dtmetrios (ca. 1901180- 165 B. C . ) , although he is labelled a Maurya. The account
of Aioka and Jalauka contains a number of useful local informations. But all earlier
traditions are beyond any hope of interpretation. Kalhana, of course, tried to stretch
his story back to the Mahabharata, even introducing 53 "lost kings", because all
mediaeval Indian kings believed somehow to be descended from the heroes of that semimythical time. Kalhana in this respect just followed the pattern then common all over
India. To us, instead, other observations are valuable. For instance, the struggle
between the indigenous Naga cult, Buddhism and Saivism is reflected in the various
legends. It appears that despite the introduction of Buddhism by ASoka the local Nagas
predominated up to the Kushana period, that Buddhism remained an upper-class
religion disliked by the ordinary people, and that instead Saivism succeeded by slowly
infiltrating into the local cults. The memory of the Niigas has remained alive up to the
present day, as likewise in Kulu, Chamba and other parts of the Himalaya.
On the whole one cannot help having the impression that under the Mauryas
Kashmir still had been a very backward country, notwithstanding the attention given
to it by the imperial family, that even in Kushiina times contemporaneous Indian
civilization still was no more than a thin veneer, that first under the Later Gonandiyas
it began seriously to catch up and that first under the Karkota dynasty it fell in line
with India east of the Panjab. Even then it preserved its own character, highly refined,
but on a basis more archaic than in central and eastern India and interleaved with a
greater amount of foreign elements, just what one should expect in a frontier country.

T W O EARLY HINDU

SAHI SCULPTURES

(Plate X X V I I I )

We can boast of a fairly comprehensive knowledge of Indian a r t in Afghanistin
from Greek times u p t o the 5th centuries A. D. Bamiyan a n d recent excavations near
Kabul have presented us with a picture of w h a t had been produced under the later Turki
Sihis. But the a r t of t h e period of the H i n d u Siihis still is practically a blank. And yet
we know that they h a d been a mighty dynasty w h o ousted both the Kashmiris and
Pratiharas from the Panjiib a n d offered a long a n d stubborn resistance t o the advance
of the Muslims1. We know also t h a t a r t flourished under their rule. Number of Deva
temples with costly idols a n d other a r t treasures are mentioned by the Arab historian
Baladhiiri 2. But only very few vestiges have been traced. Muslim vandalism can partly
be held responsible for this dearth of monuments, poor building material may likewise
be accepted as a reason, a n d finally lack of attention by modern scholars, attracted first
by the "Graeco-Buddhist", then by prehistoric vestigess. Of ruins we are best acquainted with H u n d (Ohind, Udabhinda, Utakhanda) 4 a n d the t w o Kifirkots5. Unfortunately, though they give us a good picture of fortifications and general building types,
they reveal little of architectural ornamentation. T h e ruins of the Salt Range cannot
yet be classifieda. T h e temple of Malot belongs t o the early 8th century a n d has t o
be regarded as a w o r k of Lalitiiditya-Muktiipida of Kashmir'. Amb, K i l a r a and
Pittan-Muniirag a r e in the pure P r a t i h i r a style of the middle 9th century a n d may
thus be creations either of the Pratihiiras, o r of the Giirjaras of the T a k k a kingdom,

H. C. RAY,The Dynastic History of Northern India, Calcutta, 1931, I, 55 ff.; etc.
Kitiib Futiih al-Buldin, transl. by Hitti and Murgotten, pt. 11.
Being in or near the centres of political power attacked by the Muslims, and symbols of
their living ideals, the SZhi monuments were, of course, more exposed to systematic destruction
than the Gandhiira-Buddhist shrines, then already deserted and in ruins. Biimiyin, however,
the last Buddhist stronghold, was likewise badly damaged. The ordinary buildingstone of the
frontier is a very brittle chist which, in larger pieces, easily disintegrates. Of modern sholars
only SIR AURELSTEINhas aid systematic attention to SZhi archaeology. Important material,
however, has been collected also by Pt. M. S. Vats.
M. S. VATS,Hund, the ancient Udabhiinda, (ARASI, 1923- 1924, pp. 68 ff.).
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vassals of the PratihZras. Only BilotIo, with its mixture of Pratihira and Kashmiri
forms, might perhaps fall within the orb of SPhi art. Of sculpture nothing has so far
been traced.
However, two excellent wooden reliefs were discovered long ago in a cave in the
Yiisufzai territory near the Khyber Pass, and published by JAS. BURGESS
as early as
1897". But systematic research ignored them, probably because nobody felt sure how
exactly to interpret them. Today we have sufficient evidence in order to attribute them
to the Hindu Sahi period.
A first glance already yields the following facts: Both reliefs, carved in deodar
wood, are framed by a trifoliated arch, common especially in the art of Mediaeval
Kashmir. The scenes depicted appear t o be Saiva, though of a type unknown in
Kashmir, rare in Northern India, but common in the Deccan. And their style differs
from whatever we know of Kashmiri or Indian sculpture, though the emaciated
bodies of the chief protagonists evoke a distant memory with certain Buddha statues
of the 2nd century A. D. from GandhZra 12.
But the Saiva scenes preclude a linking-up of our reliefs with the Gandhara school of
sculpture. I t is true that the exact identification of the two scenes offers some difficulty
as the artist has treated them in a rather unorthodox manner. One may represent the
evening dance of Siva in the Himalaya, accompanied by a chorus of gods. The other
may refer to the Devadaruvana (Tarakavana) legend which tells how Siva, in the
disguise of a mendicant, seduced the wives of the rsis and was thereupon cursed by
those latter to lose his lingals. However this may be, no other identification than that
of Siva is possible for the principal figure of both reliefs.
The cult of Siva was common in the Ganges plains and the Himalaya since olden
times. Into the Panjab and Afghanistan it spread first under the Kushanas14. This early
Siva cult, mainly of the Kiipalika and Lakuliia sects, seems to have been comparatively
simple. Generally we find only two iconographic types: either Siva standing, the trident
in his hand, by the side of his bull 15, or a Mukha-Linga 16. Since the Gupta period the
variety of types increased. But a full-fledged iconography was developed only by the
Saiva revival of the 7th century in Southern India, and it was brought to the North
mainly by the Rashtrakiitas. In Northern India the imagery of the "Dancing Siva" is
closely connected with RZshtrakiira influence '7; and as both of our reliefs l 8 belong to
lo

ARASI, 1914 - 1915, I, pl. 3: ibid., p. 10, pl. 26; WHEELER,
op. cit., pl. 8a.

" JAS.BURGESS,
The Ancient Monuments, Temples and Sculptures of India, London 1897,
I, pls. 152, 153.
l2 I t is well possible that the artist had seen representations of the Buddha reduced almost
to a skeleton as a result of his penance. But a common Hellenistic prototype can be assumed
with the same probability.
l 3 GOPINATH
RAO,Elements of Hindu Iconography, Madras, 1928.
l4 JITENDRANATH
BANERJEA,
The Development of Hindu Iconography, Calcutta, 1941.
l6 Especially on the KushZna coins.
l 8 Mukha-Lingas were common under the Guptas; after the 7th century they become rare.
l7 There exists only one image possibly of an earlier date, from Ujjain (AR Gwalior Arch.
Dpt., 1926- 1927, pl. 3a) which may be very late Gupta. But influences from the South we can
accept for Ujjain a t least since the beginning of the 8th century, and the Gupta style disappeared
only after half of the century had passed.
le Strange to say, the closest parallel to our Dancing Siva relief is the tympanon of Temple
C . 1 at Mi-son in ancient Champa (Annam); see H . Parmentier, Les Monuments du Cirque de
Mi-son, (Bull. Ecole Francaise dPExtr&me-OrientIV, pp. 805 ff., fig. 31, Hanoi 1904), accord-
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this South-Indian-RZshtrakiita iconography, they must have been executed at a time
when Rashyrakiiya influence reached North-Western India, i. e. about A. D. 900.
It is a common principle of diplomacy advocated also by the ancient Indian treatises
of politics - to paralyze an enemy by concluding an alliance with a third power in
his back. When the all-Indian empire of Lalitaditya had broken up1@,the Pratihiras,
especially Nagabhayya I1 and Adivaraha Bhoja, attacked the Kashmiris, and after the
death of JayPpida seem to have controlled the PanjPb20. Thus the temples of KZlar21
and P a t t a n - M ~ n Z r amay
~ ~ with the greatest probability be attributed to this period of
PratihPra domination. But when the RPshtrakiitas advanced on Kanauj, it was natural
that they tried to find allies beyond the Panjab. Thus Samkaravarman of Kashrnir tried
to recover the Panjab from Bhoja I1 Pratihara, as ally of Krishna I1 RZshyrakiita2'.
At least the brass frame of a Buddha-Avatara image in the Srinagar Museum which can
be attributed to Samkaravarman's reign, reveals strong influences from the art of
EllorZ24, and thus points t o direct relations and an understanding between Kashmir
and the Rishyrakiiya Empire. Now the actual bone of contention was the Takka kingdom of Alakhiina (IL-Khan?), a Giirjara vassal state of the Pratihhras. And Alakhina
was supported by Lalliya, the founder of the Hindu Sihi dynasty25. We do not know
whether Lalliya had been another ally of the Rashyrakiiyas, merely competing with
Samkaravarman, or whether he was an ally of the Pratihzras. What matters is that in
this time we can expect Deccani-Saiva influence to have reached Afghfinistin. Thus
our two reliefs cannot be earlier than reign of Lalliya.
On the other hand they can neither be much later. For the arches framing the scenes
are typically Kashmiri. Lalliya (Kallar) had pushed the Turki Sghis from the throne
of Kabul. However, these Turki Sahis had since long been vassals of Kashmir. It was
in the reign of Chandr~pidaKirkoya that the Muslim advance into Afghanistan was
stopped, and in all probability the name of the Afghan raja in the Muslim chronicles,
"RatbilnZ0, is nothing but a distortion of ChandrZpida (> Driipir > Ratbil).
Lalitiditya reduced the Siihis to the position of mere officialsz7. After his death they
ing to PH. STERN,L'Art du Champa et son Evolution, Paris 1942, 10th century. Though
grouping, postures and the extreme slimness of the figures are the same, the Mi-son relief has
much more figures, and its style is, of course, quite different.
lB
H. GOETZ,
The Conquest of Western India by Lalitiditya-Muktipida (JBBRAS, Vol. 27,
pt. 1, pp. 43 ff., 1951 - 1952).
20 Epigraphia Indica, XVIII, pp. 99 ff ., 1925 - 1926. Pratihara monuments of the 9th century
can be traced all over the Thar desert, the Panjib, and the Panjib Himilaya east of the Chenib.
See fn. 8.
4e See fn. 9.
3s Kalhana, Rijitaraiigini, transl. M. A. STEIN,V, 136ff., N. VENKATARAMAYYA,
The
RZshtrakiifa king K y ~ n aI1 and the Giirjara-Pratihiras of Kanauj, (Proc. 6th Ind. Hist. Congress,
Aligarh 1943, pp. 183 ff.).
24 H. GOETZ,
A Masterpiece of Mediaeval Kashmiri Metal Art: King Samkaravarman's
Frame for an Image of Buddha Avatira in the Srinagar Museum, (J. Asiatic Soc. Calcutta in
the press).
P6 H . C. RAY,
op. cit., pp. I, 72 ff.; Rijiitaraiigini, V, 149 ff., 232 ff.
The name is unexplained, and some believe it to be Turkish. However, the derivation
Mutapir. That the Arabs used
from C h a n d r ~ ~ i disa obvious on the ~ a r a l l e lof Muktiipida
the distorted name of their most prominent opponent for all rulers of Kashmir, also follows
a common pattern.
e7 Rijatarafigini, IV, 142 f.
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may have been reinstated, though under Kashmiri control. T o this period we may
attribute sculpture fragments in the Kashmiri style between Jayapida's and Avantivarman's reigns found a t Taxila and Peshawar2Q.When the Pratiharas expelled the
Kashmiris from the plains, Afghanistan was isolated from Kashmir, and probably on
this occasion the local Kashmiri Brahman governor made himself independent and
removed also the last nominal Turki S ~ hin
i order not to leave any possible nucleus of
opposition, and to be able himself to pose as the national representative. For this same
reason Lalliya had an interest to see to it that the Kashmir empire would not be revived
by Samkaravarman, and thus to support Alakhana, but likewise to woo the Rashyrakiitas in order to keep also the Pratihiiras a t bay.
Perhaps this permits us also t o explain the curious style of the sculptures which is
neither Kashmiri nor P r a t i h ~ r anor RZshyrakiita. Political changes often are reflected
in art by a redirection of artistic allegiances30. I n defying both Kashmir and Kanauj,
Lalliya had to break also with the artistic ideals developed by them. Whether he could
toy with a Rashtrakiita fashion, depended on the question whether he could summon
Rashtrakiita artists. But as the Rashtrakiita empire then was approaching its zenith
and thus needed all its available artists for the glorification of the dynasty and of its
ideals 3 l , this seems not very probable. If so, however, Lalliya had to fall back on other
artists; and in our case the sculptor seems to have been a Byzantine or Nestorian
Christian. For if we set aside the superficial Indian make-up of our reliefs, the Siva
figure proves t o be a transformed ascetic saint of the Eastern Christian church (the
elongated oval scull, the big, rhombic eye holes, the deeply incised lines around the
nose and mouth, the outline of hair along the ears)g2, whereas the heads of the
brahmachari or the heavenly musicians strongly remind of those of younger monks,
government officials or even empresses in Byzantine mosaics and ivory diptychs33. The
hair cut in fringes on the forehead, was a very common fashion in early Christian and
Byzantine times; the hair hanging down in the centre of the forehead - as in the figure
of the dancing Siva - was in fashion in the Byzantine army34. The special postures
both of Siva and of the brahmachari recur in the small figures of circus attendants at
the bottom of consular ivoriesa5. Now in the 8th and 9th centuries Byzantium had
been torn by the Iconoclast schism, in consequence of which all carving of religious images
was suppressed for more than a century. As always in such crises, many sculptors
ARASI, 1935-1936, pl. lla, Vishnu from the area of the Dharmarijika Stupa.
JAS.BURGESS,
Gandhira Sculpture, (J. Ind. Art and Ind. VIII, 1900, pl. 22, fig. 5); threefaced Vishnu head.
30 Strong art influences never are accidental. A great power always sets the model also in
cultural matters; though its influence becomes strongest when it begins to decline. For then its
cultural prestige is on its zenith, whereas its sinking influence fosters an atmosphere of indulgence and releases surplus experts.
31 A great part of the Rishtrakfita monuments has not yet been studied, e. g. at the capital
Malkhed. The construction of the Kailiia at Ellorii went on over several centuries.
32 CHARLES
DIEHL,Manuel d'Art B~zantin,Paris 1925, I, fig. 100; S. MURATORI,
I, Mosaici
Ravennati della Chiesa di S. Vitale, Bergamo 1942, pls. 16, 17, 18, 31, 35, 36, etc.
33 DIEHL,
op. cit., figs. 98, 100, 102, 143, 144, 149; MURATORI,
pls. 6, 31, 34.
34 DIEHL,
op. cit., fig. 98; MURATORI,
op. cit., pls. 10, 17, 31, 34; the haircut in fringes on the
forehead, though somewhat different, had been common also in Eastern Turkistiin, e. g. A. STEIN,
Ancient Khotan 11, pl. 45; LE COQ,Bilderatlas zur Kunst- und Kulturgeschichte Mittelasiens,
Berlin 1925.
35 DIEHL,
op. cit., figs. 143, 145, 151.
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emigrated and found a refuge elsewhere. We can trace them all over Europe. But others
may have emigrated also t o the East, to the Christians under Muslim rule, or still
further to the strong Nestorian-Christian colonies in Central-Asia. In the wooden
relief of the dancing Siva the attendant musicians remind also of Chinese figuresag.
This would let it appear probable that the artist, though trained in the Byzantine
tradition, had also some acquaintance with Chinese art, and thus may actually have
originally worked for Central-Asian Christians, perhaps in the Uigur kingdom of
Turfiin, so strongly imbued with Chinese culture.
Such an explanation may look fantastic. Yet Afghanistan is a border country between
various empires and civilizations. I n the empire of the Kushinas and, later, of the
Kidiira-Kushanas Indian, Roman and Persian traditions had met; and on the other
hand the influence of Gandhara art has been felt up to Italy37. In Muslim times the
style of Ghazna spread as far west as SpainSB. In the intermediate period late Roman
style motifs appear, abruptly, side by side with sum from late Gupta Bengal, in the
temple of Malot erected by LalitZditya-Muktiipida of Kashmirao. Late Roman and
Coptic style elements mix with various stages of Gupta art in the famous sun temple of
Miirtiinda constructed by orders of the same rulerdo. In the 7th- 8th centuries China
controlled not only Tibet and the Tarim Basin, but even Northern Bihar and the Turki
Sahis of Afghiinistiin41. The sculptures of Bamiyan are closely related to those of the
Tarim Basin. In the second quarter of the 8th century we find a Tokharian, Chankuna ",
a former Chinese official, as Prime minister of Kashmir, and Buddhist sculptures
imitating the T a n g style have been excavated a t Pandrethiin and Parihzsapura in
Kashmir43. Seen in the light of all these facts, the Sino-Byzantine style of our two
reliefs, though adapted to a Kashmiri frame and a Deccani-Saiva iconographic concept,
is not surprising a t all. It is but one more variety of the caleidoscopic mixture of
civilization in a frontier area. This special mixture was the product of political circumstances and of the labour market. Whether it had been merely a freak of art history,
or whether it had exercised a more profound influence on Hindu Siihi art, we are unable
to say as long as no other work of this art can be identified. In any case we may claim
these wooden reliefs t o be representatives of Hindu Sahi art under Lalliya, or latest,
under his successor Siimantadeva.

The similarity is not with contemporary Chinese art, but with Han and Wei bronzes
and terracotcas, and thus represents a ~rovincialarchaism. The fluteplayer, especially, goes
back to an old tradition originally coming from the Ancient Near East.
s7 R. HINKS,
Carolingian Art, London 1935, p. 45.
G. G. KING,MudCjar, Bryn Mawr 1927, pp. 34 f., 203.
H. GOETZ,The Beginnings of Medizval Art in Kashmir. (J. University of Bombay,
Vol. 21,pt.2,pp. 63ff., 1952).
4 0 H. GOETZ,
The Sun Temple of Miirtinda and the Art of Lalitiditya-Muktipida, (Art
and Letters, 27, pt. 1, London 1953).
41 A. STEIN,Ancient Khotan, I, pp. 5, 58 ff.
4 2 Rajataraiigini, IV, 211, 215 f., 246,361; STEIN'S
Introduction, I, pp. 143 f.
4 s R. C. KAK,Ancient Monuments of Kashmir, 147ff., D. R. SAHNI,
The Pre-Muhammedan
Monuments of Kashrnir, (ARASI, 1915-1916, pp. 53, 59); R. C. KAK,Handbook of the Sri
Pratap Museum, Srinagar, Calcutta 1923, p. 29; cp. ASHTONLEIGHand BASILGRAY,Chinese
Art, London 1935, p. 107.
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Cp. also D. BARRETT,Sculptures of the Sahi Period, (Oriental Art 111, p. 54ff., 1957) and
Bronzes from North West India and Western Pakistan, (Lalit Kala 11, p. 35 ff., 1962), further
MAURICIO
TADDEI,A Linga-shaped portable sanctuary of the Sahi Period, (East and West,
N.S. 15, p. 24 ff., 1964), and H. GOETZ,A Kashmiri Lingam of the 10th Century, (Artibus
Asiae, vol. 27, no. 3, pp. 275 ff., 1964); R. C. AGRAWALA,
Unpublished Katirmal Wooden
Reliefs in the National Museum New Delhi, and Connected Problems, (East and West 17,
1-2, p. 83 ff., 1967).

HISTORY OF CHAMBA STATE I N T H E LATER MIDDLE AGES
(ca. A. D. 1190 to 1623 11641)

Introductory Remarks: Until its recent absorption into HimZchal Pradesh, Chambi
has been one of the major states in the Panjib Himalaya. Its influence has varied
widely, as it depended very much on the general political constellation of the times.
For because of its situation in the upper RZvi and Chandrabhaga (Chenab) Valleys,
behind the snow-clad wall of the Dhaula Dhar Range, Chambi was both protected
from invasions from the plains, and also debarred from the trends of cultural progress
coming via the same routes. Thus, whenever the exterior hill states flourished, it became
backward and insignificant. And this happened when those latter had become the
peaceful vassals of a great power dominating the Panjab, or when conditions in the
plains had become so chaotic that even the kingdoms of the exterior valleys were left
alone, i. e., when the great powers fought over the possession of the Panjab, and when
international trade was forced t o find a safe alternative route through the Himalayan
Valleys. But whenaver the states of the outer hills stood exposed to the pressure of a
conqueror from the plains, ChambZ could extend its influence over a considerable area,
thus rising to a dominant position at least twice, in the 11th-12th and in the 18th
century A. D.
Seen in the general context of Indian history, even those periods of local supremacy
have not been very important. And yet they are of the greatest interest to the modern
historian. For just because Chamba had been so well protected, and just because the
state and its civilization had been so conservative, the records of the past have been
preserved in a completeness hardly existing anywhere else. And because of the same
circumstances this history had been comparatively simple so that its reconstruction
from those records - neither very comprehensive from the point of view of our modern
age of paper - is not too difficult. In consequence, we are able to follow the development of Chamba state through centuries which in most parts of India form a *dark
age". Under these circumstances this history is not of local interest only. For we may
interpret it as a sample and indicium of what then had been going on also in other
parts of India for which the documentation is lost or a t least very fragmentary.
I t is true, Chamba has not completely escaped war and invasion. But as most of
these invasions came from neighbour states of similar cultural badrground, the damage
seldom was serious and beyond the possibility of repair. Thus already towards the end
of the 16th century a Vamlavali could be reconstructed by Ramspati and Lakshmikanta, the rajgurus and ministers of king Balabhadravarman, which is exceptionally
rich in information. And this Vamlavali can again be checked up with the help of a
considerable number of copperplate grants, stone inscriptions and archaeological
monuments. O n these Prof. J. PH.VOGELand J. HUTCHISON
have based their history of
Chamba State'. But only the inscriptions of re-Muslim times were systematically
J. Punjab Historical Society, Lahore, X, pt. 2, p. 5 ff., 1929, and in History of the Punjab
Hill States, vol. I, pp. 268-339, Lahore 1933.
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edited whereas those of the subsequent period could be consulted only cursorily. Seine
references to them, however, can be found in the same publications and short summaries,
also of the paper documents (since the 17th century A.D.) in the Catalogue of the
Bhuri Singh Museum a t Chamba, Calcutta 1909. In 1939- 1940 the later inscriptions
were re-examined by Dr. B. CH. CHHABRA,the present Government Epigraphist,
whereas I myself undertoolr a detailed study of the archaeological monuments. The
following historical outline is the product of the incorporation of all this new material,
and of its co-ordination with the history and archaeology of the surrounding valleys
for which the pioneer work had likewise been done by Professor J. PH. VOGELand
Mr. HUTCHISON.
O n this evidence we may divide the history of Chamba State during the Muslim
Period into three phases: 1). The restoration of the mediaeval monarchy and feudal
state to its original power and expansion (A.D. 1330-1623). 2). The growth, under
Mughal influence, of a centralized state. (A.D. 1641 - 1764). 3). The struggle for
supremacy with Jaminii and Karigya, as the suzerain power of the interior Himalaya
(A. D. 1748 - 1812) and the struggle for survival against the Sikhs and Dogriis (A. D.
1812-1846). The first of these phases witnessed a remarkable revival of mediaeval
Hindu culture and art, the second the growth and the last the flourishing of MughalRijput civilization.
Thc Crisis of the Muslim Invasion ( A .D. ca. 1190- 1330): The high and late mediae
val periods not only in Chambii, but in the whole Western Himalaya, are separated
by a blank interval of ca. 100-150 years. However, the gap covers a very crucial
time. For, previous t o it Chambii had been a strong and flourishing kingdom of
approximately the same size as in the 17th and 19th centuries, whereas thereafter we
discover innumerable estates of independent ranis and thakurs, rajas powerless outside
their own capital, and a society relapsed into barbarism. H o w this collapse happened, we
can, in the absence of direct evidence, only reconstruct from various traditions and
circumstances.
There were a series of immigrations caused by the advance of the Ghaznavids into
the West Panjab, and of the Chzhamiinas into the East Panjab, and later by the
destruction of the old Hindu powers of the plains since the battle of Tariiin near
Patiala A. D. 11923. When in the 1l t h century the last Sahis of Ohind found shelter
in Kashmir, a brzhmin refugee turned also up in Chambad. In the 12th century the
Tomars, Chandellas, etc., came and founded Jaswiin State (A.D. 1170), DhameriNiirpur (A. D. 1176), Sulret, the second Chand dynasty of Kumaon, etc. The Gaddis
of Brahinor claiin t o have immigrated a t about the same times; and in fact t h q are
descendants of the old Gadhaiyas, once found in many parts of North-Western Indiae.
The overwhelming majority of Rajput and Brahmin refugees, however, flooded in
after the conquest of Delhi, Benares and Bengal, mainly via Prayag7. Yet the Gaur
Rajputs of Chamba claim t o have come from the later B i k ~ n e area
r
in A. D. 1267.
J. PH. VOGEL,
Antiquities of C h a m t a State, I, Calcutta 1911.
Developments in the Him91aya, esp. in Trigarta, in these years are understandable only if
we accept the identification of Tariiin by M. A. CHEENAin Proc. 4th Ind. Hist. Col~gress
Lahore 1940, p. 227.
4 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 101. 6 Cliamb5 State Cazcttccr.
O CUNNINGHAM,
Arch. Survey Reports, 11.
DURGASINGHand H. A. ROSE,Report on the Punjab Hill Tribes, Ind. Antq. 36, p. 264,

1907.
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These aristocratic immigrants had to find some livelihood in harmony with their
social status and traditions. They became mercenaries, feudal lords (thZkurs, in
distinction from the indigenous aristocracy, the riiniis), and sometimes even independent rulers, e. g. Suketa, o r Bir Chand of Kumiion. Naturally, they formed a very
unruly element favouring social unrest from which they could only profit, and dangerous t o the existing powers. This probably explains two other developments, the
decline of the royal power and the mergence of Trigarta as the sole surviving state
east of Kashmir.
In A. D. 1101 king Harsha of Kashmir was, after a terrible struggle, overthrown
by the combined forces of the landed gentry, the damaras, under the leadership of the
princes of Lohara. Since Asatavarman (ca. A. D. 1070 - 1090) Chamba had been
drawn into this struggle, and in the 12th century, especially since Lalitavarman (A. D.
114311144- 1170), a similar social revolution there is evident in the rapidly increasing
number of fountain stones, the funeral memorials of the landed aristocracy. Next,
Vijayavarman (A. D. 1175 - ?)is reported to have defeated the Kaimiras, Kiras (Ladakhis) and Mudgalas (Mughals, i. e. Muslims) and to have brought home immense booty.
But thereafter Chambii disappears from the historical scene for ca. 150 years, except
for the names of eight shadowy rulers.
However, quite a number of other states, from Balor (Vallapura) in the West to the
Sutlej in the East, disappeared a t the same time; in the case of Kulu we have definitive
information that raja Narendrapiil (who has to be placed approximately into these
years), had been made a vassal of Trigarta. Trigarta, however, continued to flourish, as
the coins and the archaeological monuments, e. g. the temple of Baijniith near Palampur
and the IndrCsvar in Kiingrii proper prove. O n the other hand, when in the second
quarter of the 14th century Trigarta was successively attacked by the Muslims, the two
invasions of Tiitiir Khan A.D. 1325 and 1342, and Muhammad Tughlaq's expedition
against "China" A. D. 1337, - all these kingdoms, including Chamba, reemerged, and
again the more explicit Kulii chronicle mentions that raja Indarpal threw off the yoke
of Trigarta. From all these facts we have to conclude that all these states had been
incorporated into Trigarta.
As to the circumstances of that conquest and of its termination the following may
be said. In the battle of Tarain the rajas of Trigarta had fought as allies of Prithvi
Riij I11 Chauhiin. When after the disaster A.D. 1192 the Himalayan valleys were
flooded with Rajput and briihmin refugees, the local princes had to keep those latter
occupied, and thus Vijayavarman of Chambii probably used them for his amazing
expeditions. But the rajas could not rely on the loyalty of these mercenaries who would
easily change sides, and support the strongest and most promising ruler. Trigarta,
however, was the strongest kingdom and that which had the first claim on the refugees,
as the guardian of the Himalayan valleys. But when the Muslim invasion swept to the
East and South, the newcomers, not needed against the Turks, were probably used
against the other hill rajas.
After one and a half centuries, however, the Riijput refugees had been absorbed. The
Muslim invasion of the 14th century, therefore, had a very different effect. I t is obvious
that the Hindus of the hills could not withstand the massive Turkish armies. Barani
reports that the strong fort of Nagarkot-Kangrii was taken and occupied by MuhamS. R. SHARMA,
The Beginnings of the Sulthetri Dynasty, J.A.S.B. n.s. 26, 1930, p. 279,
1933.

mad Tughlaq's army. And yet only ten soldiers returned from the march of his expeditionary force of 100,000 men up the Sutlej Valley and over the hills into that of the
Beas. Only guerrilla warfare, for which the Himalaya is immensely suited, could grind
down such an overwhelming force. But as guerrilla warfare loosens also the organization of the victor, the rajas of Trigarta, weakened by the temporary loss of Nagarkot,
were forced to acknowledge the de facto independence of the once annexed states,
though they seem to have been acknowledged as nominal overlords for much longer.
Chambii, e. g. threw off this nominal allegiance not before the reign of Anandavarman
(A.D. ca. 1475-1513).
The First Stages o f Recovery (A.D. 1330- 1513): The Chambii kingdom emerging
under Vairasivarman (Vairasimhavarman) in A. D. 1330 was very weak. I t comprised
no more than the middle Ravi Valley and its nearest tributaries, i. e. Chamba town,
Guroja, Lilh, Saho and the lowermost tip of Churiih. The Bhatri wazarat, south of the
Dhaulii Dhar, was under the suzerainty of King75 and Dhameri-Nirpur, Churiih was
controlled by Vallapura-Balor (later BaSohli State), PZngi and Lahul in the Chandrabhaga Valley were tributary to Ladakh, Brahmor and Trehtii in the upper RZvi
area were independent, though possibly in some religious connection with the Chambii
rulers who regarded Brahmor as the original home of their family. The state was poor
and backward. Chambii town was hardly more than a village. Most of the old temples
were in ruins, looted and desecrated. Art and education were almost forgotten.
Vairasivarman's copperplate grant was drafted in a very faulty language and
executed by an ordinary blacksmith. The grants of his next three successors are hardly
better formulated, but were the work of coppersmiths. And only since Anandavarman
an effort was made to introduce a more correct style engraved by goldsmiths.
The power of the rajas was most precarious. Though Vairasivarman (A. D. 1330ca. 1370) claimed a "victorious reign" and assumed the royal title, he and his next
succesors still were vassals of Trigarta. Under his son Miinikyavarman (ca. A.D.
1370- 1396) the royal title again fell in abeyance. Bhotavarman (A. D. 1396- 1442)
appointed a certain Jadhika Atala "to attend upon and look after the king as a personal
servant . . . . . . . as a reward for assistance in danger"@.The fact that Bhoravarman in
his later reign and Samgriimavarman (A. D. 1442 to ca. 1475) again dropped the royal
title, proves that that danger which made a sort of permanent bodyguard necessary,
came from the feudal lords who saw with displeasure the consolidation and expansion
of the royal power. The final showdown, however, came much later, in the abortive
revolution of A.D. 1575 - 1579. For notwithstanding all those difficulties the Chambii
rajas consolidated their position step by step. Vairasivarman married his son to
Jugyiiradevi of JumguriirZ in the Jassaur pargana. Apparently she was the heiress of
a mighty line of feudal lords wielding much influence in Lower Churiih. For although
raja Udaipiil of Balor invaded the country in order to reassert his suzerainty, Lower
Churiih since that marriage remained under the direct control of Chambii. Then Bhofavarman (married to Jijili Devi) extended his realm beyond the Chu51-i Pass into the
Hubar district, probably at the cost of Dhameri which then had been weakened by the
two invasions of Tatar Khan. Possibly he regained also some control over Brahmor, in
case we may attribute to him the authorship of the hardly readable inscription in the

The copper plate grant is spurious, but as it had later on been acknowledged, it seems to
have been a substitute for a lost genuine grant based on then well-known events a n d customs.
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floor of the Miinimaheia temple a t Brahmor, dated S. 1474 A. D. 1417- 1418 10. Under
Sangriimavarman (queen Sampurna Devi) this progress was temporarily halted,
probably due to internal difficulties. I t looks as if his formal Abhibheka, the first one
mentioned in the late Mediaeval history of Chambii, had again aroused the resentment
of the nobles.
But under his son Anandavarman (A. D. ca. 1475 - 15 13) a decisive step forward
was achieved. By exploiting an internal crisis in Kiingyii, Anandavarman succeeded in
being acknowledged as an independent and equal ally of Trigarta, marrying Prayigdevi, the daughter of Suvirachandra Katoch. In Kiingrii the widow of Narendrachandra,
then enceinte, had been expelled by other claimants to the throne and had found a
refuge in Prayiig ll. When her son Suvirachand had grown up, he returned, apparently
with a very small retinue, as he could take Kiingyii only by a stratagem. Under these
circumstances he needed an ally and apparently found him in Anandavarman, who
on this occasion obtained also more districts south of the Dhaulii Dhiir, as part of the
dowry.
Under Anandavarman we learn, for the first time, also of cultural activities. In
contrast to the predominant Vaishnava tradition of his family, he was an adept of
Tiintric Saivism. Snakes are said to have come out of his nostrils, or, according to
another version, out of the spouts of his drinking vessel. One of his grants endows an
astrologer with lands near the Hirmii (Hidimbii-Chiimundii) Temple at Mehla 'by
order of the goddess Jalamukhi [the special patroness of the K a t d dynasty] and of
the king"; the other grants the sons of a learned Saiva priest, mentioning the repair of
an unidentified Siva temple and the consecration of a linga.
The Renaissance of the Mediaeval Hindu State and of Its Civilization ( A .D. 1J13 1623): This religious bent of mind was inherited also by Anandavarman's successors,
GaneSavarman, Pratiipsinghvarman, Virabhiinu and Balabhadravarman. It had a
most beneficient influence on the development of the state and of the monarchy insofar
as it inspired these princes to appoint highly cultured briihmins from the North-Indian
plains as advisers and ministers. These briihmins not only developed art, literature
and science, but were also the brains behind an astute policy of territorial expansion
and administrative centralisation. But it proved also disastrous in the long run, as it
made most princes indifferent to government during their later years - one even
completely, - and prone to squander their revenues on "charities". As long as the
actual administration could be efficiently carried on by successive young regents, and
as long as the great briihmin statesman Ramiipati was chief minister, Chambii flourished.
When he was succeeded by the pious, but weak Lakshmikiinta and a host of priestly
sycophants, the system degenerated. When in A. D. 1623 the yuvariij Janiirdan was
assassinated, it collapsed, and Chambii was annexed by Nurpur State.
In consequence of these regencies the chronology of this period is rather complicated,
but its details are necessary for the understanding of the course of events. A careful
analysis of all the available data and of all circumstances yields the following picture:
lo A. CUNNINGHAM,
Arch. Survey Report 14, 1882, p. 105. On the analogy of Rsj Singh's
inscription in the floor of the Lakshrni-Niiriiyan at CharnbZ A. D. 1782. Moreover, in that
barbarian time the rijgurus of the kings of Chambi were the only persons able to compose any
suchlike inscription.
l1 The chronicle calls the place "Poona" which makes no sense. As Suviracfiandra's children
were named Prayigchand and Praysgdevi, and as Praygg was a holy place often visited by
the hill-Rajputs, "Poonan probably is a misreading for PrayZg.
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Ganeiavarman, born somewhat after A. D. 1500; A. D. 1513, still a minor, king
with his mother Prayig Devi as regent; A. D. 1521 of age, married Apiirvadevi
(= Sahiba Devi?); A. D. 1558 declared his son Pratiipsinghvarman regent; died
A. D. 1566.
Pratapsinghvarman, born about A. D. 1521- 1522, son of Ganeiavarman and Sahiba
Devi (honorific title of Apiirva Devi?); A. D. 1558 co-regent with Ganeiavarman;
A. D. 1559 possibly married to one of the daughters of Bahidur Singh of Ku!ti (Sunu,
Gaigii and Ralig6); A. D. 1566 king; A. D. 1575 victim of a feudal revolt; A. D. 1579
handed government over to yiiva raja Balabhadravarman; died A. D. 1582.
Virabhanu, born about A. D. 1540, A. D. 1559 married to one or all the three
daughters of Bahidur Singh of Kulii, apparently religious maniac and unfit for government; A. D. 1582 king in name under regency of Balabhadravarman; died A. D. 1589.
Balabhadravarman, born about A. D. 1560, son of Virabhinu and Dharmadevi
(honorific title of one of Bahadur Singh's daughters?, died A. D. 1625); A. D. 1579
leader of the royal faction against the rebels and regent for Pratapsinghvarrnan;
married (A. D.?) to a princess of Kulii, to Subhadra Devi and Mathura Devi; A. D.
1582 regent for Virabhanu; 1589 king; A. D. 1613 removed from government, under
regency of his son Janardanavarman; A. D. 1623, after battle of Dhalog and assassination of Janardan deposed by Jagat Singh of Niirpur; A. D. 1629 restored in name,
A. D. 1632 restored as vassal of Niirpur; died A. D. 1641.
Prithvi Singh, son of Janardan, born A. D. 1619; A. D. 1623 secretly brought to
Ku!i and at last Mandi by (his wetnurse) Dai Batlii (died A. D. 1645); grew up at
Mandi, A. D. 1640 reconquered Lahul und Pangi; A. D. 1641 returned to Chamba as
raja; died A. D. 1664.
Most of Ganeiavarman's reign (A. D. 1513-1566) was uneventful, but it was not
unimportant as a preparatory stage for the reforms of Pratapsinghvarman and
Balabhadravarman. Since the Katoch marriage the horizon had widened. The ashes of
Anandavarman were brought to Hardwar, and in A. D. 1558 prince Pratipsinghvarman was sent, as proxy for his sick father, on pilgrimage to Badrinath and Kedarnath, in A. D. 1566 to Hardwar. More learned briihmins from outside were appointed,
such as Pandit Tribho, the founder of the hereditary line of rijpurohits, and Pandit
Prabhakara, the first of the hereditary court astrologers (rajajyotishi). The most
important appointment, however, was that of Pandit Surananda (Surottama) Sarma
of Benares, a Bengali brahmin of the Bharadvaja Gotra, to the post of rajaguru. For
Surananda and his son Pandit Ramapati very quickly became the leading ministers and
the planners of the policy of conquest and centralization pursued in the next half
certury. And with these newcomers also new fashions were introduced, especially the
substitution of the suffix Singh for that of varman, though first only for the junior
princes whereas the rulers retained the old suffix by the side of the new one until the
middle of the 17th century.
In the meantime the political situation in the Beas Valley had completely changed.
After the fall of the Tughluqs the Muslim rulers everywhere had tried to obtain direct
control over their Hindu subjects. Thus also the Sayyid and Lodi sultans of Delhi had
forced the hill rajas to acknowledge their suzerainty. A. D. 1540 Sher Shah's general
Khawass Khan had taken Kallgra Fort. About A. D. 1545 Salim Shah Stir had visited
Guler (Gwalior), erected five strong forts, and coinpelled the rajas to pay tribute; and
probably also Gandavarman of Chambii had to do so. A. D. 1555 the Mughal emperor
Huinayin defeated Sikandar Shah Siir at Sarhind. Whereas the emperor advanced
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on Delhi, prince Akbar pursued Sikandar through the Sivaliks. H ~ m a ~ f i death
n'~
obliged Akbar to leave Sikandar alone, after the hill rajas had made their submission
to him at Kalanaur. But A. D. 1557 Akbar returned; Sikandar, besieged in Maukot,
had to surrender, and raja Bakhtmal of Dhameri-Nurpir who had offered him shelter,
was executed. Dharam-Chand of Kangra who had remained loyal to Akbar, now
believed to be sure of imperial indulgence and immediately started to grab the territories
of his neighbours.
This resulted in a new policy in Chamba. The yiivaraj Prahpsinghvarman, who had
just returned from the pilgrimage to Badrinath and Kedarnath in the company of
Pandit Surananda, was appointed co-regent and de facto ruler, and represented
Chamba in Akbar's durbar at Kalanaur. Surananda had in the meantime got hold over
local superstition, by exorcizing the ghosts of a former cremation ground which were
believed to haunt the town quarter in front of the principal state temple, the LakshmiNirayan, by planting there the Dumukh, a stone column resembling the exorcizing
dagger (Phurbu) used by Buddhist magicians. Apparently after Pratapsinghvarman's
return from Kalanaur already a new program was worked out, the general outlines of
which still can be reconstructed.
One part of it formed the compilation of the Sanskrit Vamlavali by Pandit
Ramipati, Surananda's son. O n the model of contemporary activities in Rajasthan the
bald pedigree of the royal family was elaborated with many historical and mythological
details from traditions collected all over the state or adapted from the sacred books.
The long pedigree of the Suryavamlis taken from the Bhagavata Purina had to endow
the king with the glory of divine origin. The inclusion of the early Gurjara princes of
Brahmor (7th century A. D.) whose connection with the dynasty of Sahillavarman
(10th century A. D.) is open to some doubt, had to stop the gap between the latter and
raja Maru, the "restorer of the Kshatriyas" and the imaginary link between the line
of Raghu and the Pratiharas of Maru (Marwar). But is had also to foster the loyal
sentiments of the autonomous Gaddis of the upper Ravi Valley.
Brahmor, already respected as the oldest religious centre of the state, now became
the manpower reservoir for the royal house troops. With these Gaddi troops Pratapsinghvarman could first reconquer Pangi and Lihul which Tsewang Namgyal I
had brought back under the rule of Ladakh. But Tsewang Namgyal's later years had
been filled with revolts of his subjects, so that Pratipsinghvarman could use the chaos
to recover those former provinces of his house. One of the documents of this reconquest
is the image of Markula Devi at Markula-Udaipur in Lahul lP which thikur Himapala
set up in A. D. 1569 - 1570 in the, hitherto Buddhist, Vajraviirahi temple.
However, such an expansion towards the East was possible only with the consent of
the rulers of Ku!i. In A. D. 1559 Pandit Ramspati had succeeded in negotiating such
an agreement, sealed by the marriage of the daughters of Bahidur Singh of Ku!ii,
Sunii, Gangii and Rango, to prince Virabhanu, and possibly also Prat~psinghvarman
himself in A. D. 155913. The Ku!i dynasty was in a position even weaker than the
Chamba house. After Ku!G had overthrown the yoke of Trigarta, the valley had been
overrun by the Tibetans, especially GugC, the vassal state of Ladakh 14.Anandavarman's
' V O G E LAntiquities,
,
I, p. 249, pl. 39c.
l3 J. PH. VOGEL,
A Copperplate Grant of BahZdur Singh of Ku!!ii, Ann. Report Ark.
Survey of India 1903- 1904, p. 261.
l4 A. H. FRANCKE,
History of Western Tibet, London 1907, Antiquities of Indian Tibet, 11,
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contemporary Siddh Singh had about A. D. 1500 expelled the Tibetans and begun to
subject the local riiiis. But the invasion of Tsewang Namgyal had shattered his work,
and his son Bahiidur Singh had again to start almost from scratch. From the North and
East he had, like Pratapsinghvarman, to fear another Tibetan invasion. From the South
he had t o defend his interest against Sahib Sen of Mandi (ca. A. D. 1554-1575) who
had already annexed part of Seoriij (southernmost Kulii), invaded Lag (to the southwest of KulC) and tried t o subject Bangiihal (in the corner between Brahmor, Ku!ij
and Mandi). The conquest of that latter, especially would have driven a wedge
between Kulii and Chambii. The agreement negotiated by Ramiipati permitted Bahadur
Singh to secure most of Seoriij and a t last also Lag. T o Chambii it gave a free hand in
the Kangyii Valley.
Already in A. D. 1558 the Bhatti wazarat was protected against the encroachments
of Dharamchand by the erection of Ganebgarh, a small fortress of the, then, most
modern type. For a counterstroke, however, the time was ripe in A. D. 1563 when
Dharamchand of KZngri died and was followed by the weak Miinikyachand. Pratiipsinghvarman invaded the Katoch territory. According t o the Chambii chronicles he
defeated Miinikyachand, killed his brother Jayat Singh, annexed the Chayi and Gharoh
districts, occupied Guler and advanced up to the gates of Kiingra Fort. Much booty
fell into the hands of the Chamba army, and many of the small ranas who had been
vassals of Kangra, had t o pay homage t o Pratiipsinghvarman. This account is corroborated by several grants of land in the just annexed territories, issued by Ganebavarman
and Pratiisinghvarman. In the vernacular chronicle there are some indications that an
additional campaign was undertaken against the Pala rajas of Bangiihal.
Probably such a conflict between the hill rajas weakening the mightiest of them, had
the tacit sympathies of the Mughal authorities. For Manikyachand's successor JaiChand was in A. D. 1570 arrested, under imperial orders, by the raja of Guler, and his
son Bidhi Chand, rising in rebellion, was in A. D. 1572 besieged in Nagarkot by a
Mughal army. However all these troubles induced Akbar to have a permanent
settlement worked out by raja Todar Ma1 in A. D. 1573. A special imperial demesne
was created by annexing 66 villages from the surrounding states. Chambii lost most of
the recently acquired districts including Rihlu, Chayi, Gharoh and Pathyar.
This collapse of the expansionist policy had disastrous results. Its architects, the
party of Pandit Surananda and of his son Ramapati, had become almighty and rich,
but also hated by the old aristocracy. The death of Surananda and the disappointment
of the state's foreign policy, probably also the necessity of disbanding the Gaddi army
weakened its prestige so badly, that in A. D. 1575 Pandit Ramapati was overthrown,
soon after he had been appointed rajguru in the place of his father. In view of the
dearth of educated persons in the administration he was not dismissed, but Bhaviinidiis,
son of Bamka, the new "king's minister", treated him as no more than a secretary.
Soon afterwards Ramapati and his family fled to Balor. His prossessions, like those of
his followers, were confiscated. But in A. D. 1579 he was brought baclr to Chambii by
the yivariija Balabhadravarman, and reinstated in his position and in all his possessions.
What had happened, we do not know, though it loolts as if the counter-revolution had
been a military coup d'etat. Bhavanidas is no more mentione,d and seems to have been

Calcutta 1926; L. PETECH,
A Study of the Chronicles of Ladakh, Ind. Hist. Qu. 15, 1939,
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killed. The other descendants of Bamka were debarred of any future claims against
Ramiipati. The very interesting copperplate mentioning the solemn proceedings of this
durbiir mentions many old grants lost or destroyed by the revolutionaries.
Pratiipsinghvarman's role had been quite passive in the whole affair. I t was the
mahiiyivariija Balabhadravarman who henceforth acted as regent for him and his
successor Virabhanu (A. D. 1582- 1589). That Virabhinu was not set aside, may have
been due to Balabhadravarman's consideration for his unfit father. For after su& a
revolution it was not less important strictly to adhere to the principles of legitimacy,
and possibly a religious maniac such as Virabhiinu seems to have been, may have been
not so bad as the figurehead of a government claiming religious sanction.
For after the military policy of his father had failed. Balabhadravarman tried a
policy of impressing his people by means of religious splendour. During the last years
of Pratiipsinghvarman the state sanctuary of the Lakshmi-Niiriiyan in Chambii Town,
the Bhagvati (VajreSvari) Temple outside the town, and the Khajinag Temple at
Khajiiir (on the mountain path to Dalhousie) were repaired, the Trimukh Temple (in
the Lakshmi-Niriyan compound) reconstructed on the foundations of the loth
century, the Chandragupta and Vamsigopiil Temples re-endowed, whereas a relief
group of Sitii, Rima, Lakshmana and Hanuman was sculptured into a cliff in the
Sarota Valley, not far from the capital. All this art was rather crude. But the treasures
collected during Pratiipsinghvarman's campaigns soon were exhausted. Thus the
Lakshmi-Niirayan could be consecrated in A. D. 1582 only after new revenues had
been made available by the discovery of the copper mines of Ho! 15, whim, naturally
enough, the priestly party used for buttressing its position by attributing it to the
personal intervention of the god.
During Bhadravarman's reign (A. D. 1589- 1641) the Vamsigopal temple was rebuilt
and consecrated A. D. 1595. Quite a number of smaller temples were erected in the
town and in other places like Ghumsal (Sutkar, Trehtii District), two Garuda pillars
were set up in the court of the Lakshmi-Niiriiyan. Most sanctuaries were provided with
new images, jewellery, etc., now in an accomblished style hardly distinguishable from
that of the high Middle Ages, and artists from Nepal, Bengal and South India were for
this purpose employed. More scholars from Benares, G a y i and other places were settled.
Mud1 money was spent on religious ceremonies, further temple endowments, pilgrimages
to Hardwir by prince Janiirdan and prince Sabal Singh, etc. The 42 grants then issued
or renewed reveal a good knowledge of Sanskrit. In various documents the BhiigavataPurana, the Durgisaptaiati, the Harivamia are mentioned or quoted.
Slowly Balabhadravarman's liberality began to assume sidrish forms, until at last
he gave away part of his property daily to briihmins who, ofcourse, flattered him as a
second Balikarna. At last yiivariija Janiirdanavarman was made regent in A. D. 1613,
and Balabhadravarman removed to a quiet country house.
The Disintegration of Mediaeval Chambii (A. D. 1623-1646): Chambii needed an
efficient ruler, as the peaceful times which had permitted that leisurely life, had passed.
During the last decades Chambii had been spared external difficulties due to several
favourable circumstances. Ku!ii in the East and Bradrawah in the North-West still
were struggling for their consolidation. In the South and South-West Mughal rule
weighed heavily on the states of the exterior hills which successively rose in abortive
l5 One grant refers to a tax of "copper tankass-else
unknown in Chambi, to be paid by
three [contractors?] in the Loh-Tikri Mandala, on the other side of the Ho!Range.
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revolts (A. D. 1585 Dhameri, fortification of Balor; 1589-1590 KPngra, Minkot,
Dhameri, Lakhimpur, Jammii and 8 other states; A. D. 1594-1595 other collective
risings, Mughal annexation of Pathankot). Further in the North-West Kashtwir was
twice attaclred by the Mughals A. D. 1585- 1587 and 1606. In the North the Lad&
kingdom was torn by rebellions during the reign of Jamyang Namgyal (ca. A. D.
1560- 1590). But then Dhameri-Niirpur emerged as the leading state in the Kangri
Valley, as its rajas succeeded in becoming favourites of the Mughal emperors Jahangir
and Shahjahan, despite repeated very daring revolts. And the Ladakh kingdom
recovered under Sengge Namgyal (ca. A. D. 1590 - 1620) and Deldan Namgyal (ca.
A. D. 1620- 1640).
The rajas of Dhameri tried to abuse the imperial favour by trying to annex their
neighbour states by various stratagems. Thus the rulers of Balor, Guler and Sukhet were
removed by means of false denunciations, and their states thereafter occupied, whereas
KangrZ was besieged by a Mughal army. An attempt on the life of the raja of Mandi
failed. The southern districts of Chamba were invaded, but successfully defended by
prince Janiirdan. The war dragged on over 12 years, ca. A. D. 1605 - 1617, and came
to an end only because of raja Siirajmal's (A. D. 1613- 1618) revolt against the
Mughals. The settlement apparently was negotiated by the rajaguru of Niirpur, Vyas.
Thus after his defeat Siirajmal fled t o Chambii in the company of his brother Madho
Singh. His death spared Janardan the necessity to hand over the refugee to the Mughal
commandar who had demanded his surrender. The Pathanii raj was occupied by the
Mughal army; but already the next year Jahangir installed Jagat Singh (A. D. 16191646) who had assisted the emperor against his own brother Surajmal. For six years
peace was maintained, and in A. D. 1622Janardan and his younger brother Bishambhar
paid their homage to Jahangir and Niirjahan during the latter's visit to Dhameri, then
renamed Niirpur. But Jagat Singh had the same ambitions as his predecessors though he
tried to achieve them by more cautious and devious means. Imperial favour had given
him a high position at the court. In A. D. 1623 the revolt of prince Khurram provided
him with a first pretext for another attack on Chamba.
At Dhalog near Sandhiira the combined Niirpur and Mughal troops of Shahjahan's
party defeated the Chambyalis in a bloody battle in which prince Bishambhar was
killed. Chamba was occupied, Janardan lured t o an interview and assassinated.
Janardan's son Prithvi Singh, a boy of 4 years, was saved and brought by his wetnurse
Batlii over the mountain passes to Kulii and a t last Mandi the raja of which, antagonized by the Niirpur princes, offered a refuge to the boy. Chamba was placed under
Niirpur officials, Balabhadravarman deposed. And the strong fortress Tarigarh was
erected A. D. 1625 on the top of an isolated steep mountain near the Chuiri Pass in
the Bhatti wazirat, both to keep down Chamba and to serve as a last retreat in case of
a future rebellion against the Mughals. When Khurram's rebellion failed, Jagat Singh
was de,posed and besieged in Maukot, but at last pardoned. When A. D. 1628 prince
Khurram came to the throne as Shahjahan, Jagat Singh rose high in favour, but was
also kept busy as a general or governor far away from his own state.
In consequence Niirpur control slackened. O n the other hand Bhiipat-Pal of Balor
had been released and started on a counteroffensive against Niirpur. H e invaded
Churah, annexed the Chambii districts along the lower Ravi Valley, and in A. D. 1630
built there a new capital, BaSohli. The Gyalpos of Ladakh again annexed Lahul and
invaded Kulii. Jagat Singh, therefore, had to make concessions. In A. D. 1629 Balabhadravarman was reinstated, though the administration continued to be in Niirpur
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hands. A. D. 1632 also the internal autonomy of Chambi was restored. But it had
become a very small state, comprising only the middle and upper Rivi Valley and
even that under the suzerainty of Niirpur.
Chamba recovered only when the power of Jagat Singh was broken in the desperate
rebellion of A. D. 1640-1642, when all the Niirpur fortresses were taken by the
Mughal armies, and the Pathiinia raj reduced to two diminutive states. A. D. 1641
Balabhadravarman, since long senile and harmless, died. A. D. 1640, his grandson
P ~ i t h v iSingh took Lahul and Piingi from the Ladakhis, A. D. 1641 crossed the
mountain passes in the back of the Niirpur troops, occupied Churiih (where after the
death of Bhiipatpal BaSohli control had disintegrated) and reoccupied Chamba town,
after a bloody battle in which the Chamunda temple and Nalhora bridge south of it
were destroyed. Thereafter he played a prominent role in the siege of Tariigarh by the
Mughals and was acknowledged as ruler of ChambP by Shiihjahan.
The years A. D. 1641 -1646 witnessed a last flare-up of the Mediaeval state and
culture which had flourished under Pratipsinghvarman and Balabhadravarman. The
Sitaram Temple was erected and Nalhorii bridge reconstructed by Diii Baylii, Prithvi
Singh's wetnurse and, now highly honoured, saviour. The Sanskrit Vamliivali,
composed by Pandit RamZpati, was restored and completed up to A. D. 1642 by his
son Lakshmikiinta, the last rajguru of Balabhadravarman. Soon afterwards both died
(A. D. 1646, resp. 1661). But Prithvi Singh, in close contact with the Mughal court,
started reforming the state, indroducing Mughal administrative and military methods,
and superseding the feudal order by a centralized government. Since A. D. 1645 copperplate grants were abolished, only a few being issued later, on very solemn occassions. Paper documents became common. The Sanskrit chronicle was replaced by one
in the vernacular. RHjput art was introduced from Balohli. Mediaeval Chambi had
come t o an end.
Cp. also:
B. CH. CHHABRA,
Antiquities of Chamba State, Vol. 11: Mediaeval and Later Inscriptions
(Memoir 72 of the Archaeological Survey of India), Delhi 1957.
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The Impact o f Mughal Rule: The impact of the Mughal Empire and of its civilization
on the formation of later Hindu India can hardly be underestimated. But nevertheless
it is difficult to evaluate. Its direct cultural influence became decisive only in the 18th
century when it had ceased to be a dominating alien power, and when its political and
economic collapse released a great number of well-trained administrators, soldiers,
scholars, artists and artisans. During the 16th and 17th centuries, however, it acted
mainly as a catalyser speeding up the internal transformation of Hindu civilization.
By forcing itself on the indigenous states, it compelled them to modernize their administrative and military technique; by bringing together the RZjput princes at the imperial
court and in the army, it intensified the exchange of new ideas; by giving power and
wealth t o the least anti-Muslim and, for the same reasons, culturally most revolutionary RZjput states, it fostered the growth and expansion of a civilization based not
on a revival of the Mediaeval past, but on the revolution of the living folk tradition;
by assimilating and transforming part of that native RZjput civilization, it prepared
the ground for the later wholesale assimilation of Mughal civilization by the RZjputs.
In Rajasthiin the Hindu revival had started already in the late 14th century A. D., had
reached its zenith under rana Kumbha in the 15th, and degenerated in the early 16th
century. Since the beginning of the 16th century a genuine Rajput tradition had
replaced it, which spread over the whole of Rajasthiin in the 16th and early 17th
centuries, and disintegrated in the course of that latter century, to be superseded by
imperial Mughal civilization which, in its turn, was in the second and third quarters
of the 18th century transformed into a later Rajput civilization. This latter reached its
maturity towards the end of the century and declined during the first half of the 19th
century. In the Himalaya this revolution was belated. The Hindu revival started in
the second quarter of the 15th century, reached its apogee in the late 16th and early
17th centuries, and died in the course of the 18th century. Rajput civilization peneThis account is mainly based on J. HUTCHISON
and J. PH. VOGEL,
History of the Panjab
Hill States, 2 vols., Lahore 1933, the ChambP State Gazetteer, the inscriptions, copperplates
Antiquities of ChambP State, I, 1911, in the
and paper documents mentioned in J. PI-I.VOGEL,
Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Museum, Calcutta 1909,p. 52 ff .,and in the Northern Circle Reports
of the Archaeological Survey, and on informations and archaeological evidence collected in
Chamba and in all the surrounding former hill states during visits in 1937,1939,1947 and 1952.
In place of the loosely stringed-up informations in the pioneer work of HUTCHISON
and VOGEL,
I have tried to elaborate a strictly reasoned political account. Many dates have been corrected
or added as a result of the re-examination of the records, or of the coordination of the many
local traditions, often vague in themselves, but complementary one to the other. I have,
therefore, included such details from the history of other states as are relevant for the understanding of the general political situation; but I have omitted or summarized many of the
romantic and sentimental anecdotes which often enough serve to minimize or hush up the real
events, and likewise the subordinate dynastic details which now are no more of interest.
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trated not before the end of the 16th century, became dominant by the middle of the
17th, and was ousted by Mughal influence in the second to third quarters of the 18th.
And from this latter again developed later Riijput culture at Piinch, Jammii, Bdohli,
Guler and Kahgra since the second half of the 18th century, to be taken over by the
Sikhs in the 19th.
The Dawn of a New Age: In Chambii the occupation of the state by Niirpur and
its recovery by Prithvi Singh formed the turning point. Before the reign of Anandavarman (A.D. ca. 1475- 1513) Chambi had been a badcward hill state out of contact
with contemporary developments. Under Anandavarman it fell under the cultural
influence of Kingrii-Trigarta. Under Gandavarman (A. D. 1513 - 1566), Pratiipsinghvarman (A. D. 1566 - 1582), Virabhinu (A. D. 1582 - 1589) and Balabhadravarman
(A. D. 1589- 1623, resp. 1641) it came in contact with the Mughal Empire and adopted
the revivalist Hindu civilization which, a t that time, was discarded in the NorthIndian plains. After the restoration of Chambi state by Prithvi Sinfin A.D. 1641
this revivalist civilization experienced a last renaissance; but its authority already was
discredited by the previous political disaster, and after A.D. 1645 it was swept away
by reforms introducing Mughal-Riijput military technique, administration, art and
literature. But even this reform did not come quite unprecedented. For already during
the 16th century titles like Singh, Miiin, Dothain, Tirthain had been introduced; Akbar's
gold mohure were used for treasure hoards; Gandgarh F o n was built according to
the principles of Mughal technique. Already A. D. 1557 prince Pratiipsinghvannan
had attended Akbar's durbir a t Kalinaur; A.D. 1622 the regent Janirdan and his
brother Bishambar had been presented to Jahingir and Niirjahiin at Dhameri-Niirpur.
Prithvi Singh was the first really to be at home at the imperial court.
The Reconquest of Chambii: When in A. D. 1640 the Pathiniii rebellion started, the
position of Niirpur seemed very strong. Jagat Singh stood high in the imperial favour
and was governor of Bangash (Kohiit and Kurram Valley), his son Rajriip was faujdiir
of the Koh-i Kiingrii and thus the controlling authority over all the states around
Niirpur. Niirpur town, Maukot, and TiirZgarh were strongly fortified and garrisoned,
the territory of the state vastly expanded. In the West the counteroffensive of BaSohli
had collapsed after the assassination of Bhiipatpil A. D. 1635, in the East Mandi and
Kulu were inimical, but not of much importance. Only the Mughal garrisons of Kiingrii
Fort and of Pathinkot could form a serious obstacle to Jagat Singh's aspirations. When
RHjriip rose in rebellion, Jagat Singh even could persuade the emperor to send him
personally against his son, and joined him. The rebellion took the Mughals so off their
guard, that only in August 1641 three imperial armies under prince MurZd Bakhsh
were assembled. After very hard fighting they took Maukot, and two days later
Niirpur. The Pathinias retreated to the impregnable hill fortress Tiriigarh which
offered them, moreover, a retreat into the interior Himalaya. Though the Lower Fort
was taken, the Middle and Upper Forts of Tiirigarh held out through the bitter winter
A. D. 1641 - 1642. The Chamba VamSiivali claims that prith*'$ingh of Chambi was
responsible for the successful suppression of the revolt. The Mughal historians mention
him honourably, and this is very much as they tend to minimize the achievements of
non-Muslims, even those in the imperial service. In summary Prithvi Singh's role in the
Niirpur war may best be compared with that of Lawrence of Arabia during the British
conquest of Palestine in 1918. After having obtained some help from his protector
l
Siiraj-Sen of Mandi (A. D. 1637- 1664), he marched through Kulii into L ~ h u where,
under the weak Delegs Namgyal, Ladakhi rule was disintegrating. H e won the support
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of the local raniis, and in the winter A. D. 1640- 1641, protected from Nijrpur interference by the closure of the montain passes, built u p some army of his own. Early in
April 1641 he reaclled Piingi. and as soon as the Chehni Pass could be crossed, invaded
C h u r ~ hFrom
.
there he negotiated a treaty with SangrZmp31 of Balor. AfterBhiipatpzlDs
assassination by Jagat Singh in A.D. 1635 not only Babohli control over Churah had
disappeared, but also the Bhalai and Jiii~dhparganas, former Chambz territory, had
been annexed by Niirpur, and Ba4ohli had become a vassal of that latter state. Tile
BaSohli Government was badly weakened because San~grZmpZlwas still a boy, under
the tutclage of his uncle Fatehchand. BaJohli, therefore, likewise wished the overthrow
of the Pathinias and, being a wealthy state, could provide Prithvi Singh with the
necessary war funds; Prithvi Singh had to promise the Bhalai-Jiindh iliiqas, as a
security as he interpreted the treaty, as a perpetual cession as the Babollli governinent
saw it. The two parganas continued to be a bone of contention for the rest of the
history of both states.
Now Prithvi Singh could expel the N i r p u r troops from Chambii town, threw back
their reinforcements in a bloody battle over the ridge to its South in which the
ChZmundZ Temple and NalhorZ bridge were destroyed, and then joined the imperial
troops. O n the 16th December 1641 he was presented t o prince Mur5dbakhsh and
ordered to invest TZragarll from the mountain side, in company of MZn Singh of Guler.
Details of the siege have been hushed up by the Mugllal historians; but it seems that
after attenlpts a t storming the Middle and Upper Forts had failed, Jagat Singh's
surrender was due to Prithvi Singh's advice to await the effects of the winter which
made life on the snow-clad, storm-exposed and quite insufficiently equipped mountain
ridge almost unbearable.
Jagat Singh was pardoned after his surrender in March A. D. 1742; but he was exiled
to the Deccan, his conquests returned to thcir former owners, and of the rest half given
to a younger brother who had fought on the imperial side. Tiirzgarll became a Mughal
garrison until late in Aurangzeb's reign.
The Reconstruction of Chambii State: Prithvi Singh was acknowledged as r5jZ of
Chanibii and in the following years visited Delhi at least seven times. ChambZ tradition
claims that he was a social success there and impressed even the ladies of the imperial
zenZna. From these visits he brought home inany costly presents, until the fire of 1937
preserved in the Chambi Toshakh~na.O n the visit in A.D. 1645 to BenZres, Gay5
and Delhi the Raghubir, a saligram hitherto used as a weight in the Dellli palace, was
revealed to him in a dream. I t seems, howcver, that this was not merely an accidental
discovery; for wherever in the Panjib HimZlaya we find idols, chapels and temples of
Riin~a,the ideal king-god, they are set up by r ~ j s swllose main ~ o l i c yhad been the
unification and centralization of their respective states. The first RZma relief in Chamb5
had been ordered by Prat~psii~gllvarn~ail,
tlle Raghubir was set up by Prithvi Sinp;h
in the palace chapel as the special fanlily idol, vying with the old Lalrshmi-Niriyan
(Krishna).
Approximately in this same year (1645) Prithvi Sing11 started on the reform of his
kingdom. N o teinples were built for the next eighty years, hardly any religious
donations made after A.D. 1660; copperplate grants were no more issued after A. D.
1646, except on some rare and very soleinn occasiolls (A.D. 1678 in defiance of
Aurangziib; 1748 for the safe return of UmEd Sing11 from Lahoro, A.D. 1787 treaty
with Sanszr Chaud of I<Zngr.?, A. D. 18.56 by Sri Sing11 to Lnksmi-Nnrsyan, obviously
an archaistic revival); the Sanslrrit van14Zvali ends in A.D. 1642. Instead, fire arms
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then seem to have been introduced, as some decades later they were common already
in out-of-the way places. Paper was used for the administration and for paintings in
the "Ba~ohli"style. The administration was recast, now with a partly Mughal terminology. Probably Chambii palace was reconstructed with reliefs and paintings in the
"Ba6ohli" style, like those a t Mehlii and in the Brahmor Kothi.
Already on his march through Pingi in A.D. 1640 Prithvi Singh had asserted his
suzerainty by the grant of a sacrificial tax to the Chiimundii Temple at Mindhal. A. D.
1642 he deposed the local riiniis and ensured his control by the construction of a road
through the Phindru gorge between Sich and Kiliir. A. D. 1651 he made a donation to
the Devi Temple a t Porthi. Lihul he could not recover. For A. D. 1647- 1649 the
Mongols, conquering Central Tibet, had defeated also Delegs Namgyal of Ladakh,
overrun Lihul and ousted Jagat Singh (A. D. 1637- 1672) from the North of Kulii.
But this danger forced Prithvi Singh to protect the passes to Brahmor, and probably
on this occasion the Brahmor Kothi was built, with its fine R5jput ("Bafohli") wood
carvings. Also in the rest of the state such Kothis were constructed, combined district
off ices, police quarters and store houses for the taxes paid in kind.
In other directions Prithvi Singh's policy was neither without success. Though, after
the refund of the war loans, Bafohli was in A. D. 1648 ordered by the Mughal governor
to return the Bhalai-Jiindh 'iliiqas, the ambitious Samgrimpil not only refused but
evcn made plans for the recovery also of Churih. However, Prithvi Singh was
recompensated by the jigirs of Diin and NadHun taken away from the Katocfies who
despite the imperial occupation of Kiingrii Fort went on with their guerrilla war
against the Mughals.
Chhattar (Satru) Singh (A. D. 1664- 1690) continued his father's policy, with the
assistance of his brother Jai Singh, as wazir. Soon after the death of Prithvi Singh
SamgrampHl of Basohli invaded Churiih. But his overbearing ambitions had already
made him a general nuisance, and Chhattar Singh expelled him and recaptured Bhalai
and Jhndh with the sanction of the Mughal governor Mir Khan (A. D. 1665). Shortly
afterwards (A.D. 1667- 1668) he occupied also Piidar, the Chandrabhiiga Valley
between Piingi and Kashtwiir, and there erected Chhattargarh (destroyed by the
Dogras A. D. 1836). Raja Maha Singh of Kashtwir (A. D. 1661 - 1674) who then had
incurred Aurangzeb's displeasure, could not oppose him. Also Liihul could be reconquerred. With Mughal help the M o ~ ~ g ohad
l s been expelled from Western Tibet (peace
A. D. 1650), and about A. D. 1670 their influence waned also in Kulh and Lihul. Jagat
Singh who in the meantime had expanded his kingdom in the South up to the Sutlej,
now reconquered also Northern Kulii and marched into Liihul. I t seems that on this
occasion war between Chambii and Kulii was imminent. But it was avoided by a
division of Lihul and the marriage of Jagat Singh to a Chambi princess as whose
"dowrymEastern Liihul was treated.
The reason for this sudden volteface from competition to alliance was Aurangz~b's
anti-Hindu policy. For also the Chambii temples were to be pulled down. But in
defiance Chhattar Singh had their pinnacles and the Garuda statues on the ~ i l l a r sin
front of the Lakshrniniirii~anand Damodar Temples gilded, the temple fikharas
protected by wheel-roofs of the Kulii type, and a fine entrance gate ~ r o v i d e dfor the
1,akshmi-NarHyan (A.D. 1678). H e was ordered to Delhi, but sent his brother Sakat
Singh, in company of RHj Singh of Guler (A.D. 1675-1695). But at Baywira near
Hoshiiirpur they turned home. Aurangzeb was preoccupied with the Deccan war, the
rebellions of the J i t s and Riijputs, and hardly in a position to enforce his orders.
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The Period o f Mughal Decline: Already before Chhattar Singh's death A.D. 1690
the disintegration of Mughal rule in the Panjab Himalaya had set in. The Deccan war
drained the financial and manpower resources of the empire. The Mughal garrisons
were reduced and at last abandoned, with the sole exception of Kangra Fort. The
Mughal troops and officials were left without pay, and helped themselves by raiding
the Hindu states, sure that AurangzEb would and could not disapprove. As the hill
rajas defended themselves, Mughal rule soon disappeared but in name. The Mughal
governors still issued orders, but they could not enforce them, except by playing out
rajZ against rPjZ, and prince against prince. This again caused an internal crisis in many
states, and a t last a return to that policy of individual grabbing which the Mughals
had so long kept in check, but which now resulted in the gradual elimination of all
smaller states and in the emergence of a few feudal confederacies competing for the
supremacy over the Panjiib hills.
A. D. 1690 seems to have been the approximate date of the end of de facto Mughal
control. For in this year the combined forces of JPmmii, Baiohli, Chamba and Guler
defeated an invasion of KhwPja RizZ BEg (MirzP REziZ Beg), "governor of the Panjib",
but probably merely faujdar of Kalsnaur or Pathankot. Thereafter all forts still held
by the Mughals were evacuated, except KZngrZ.
Udai Singh (A.D. 1690-1720) who not long after this victory had followed his
father Chhattar Singh, was a weak character. But for the time being everything went
well, as his able uncle MiPn Jai Singh continued to act as wazir. Internally the state
was further strengthened by the extension of the administrative reforms to Trehtii and
LPhul which districts Udai Singh visited in person. Building activities revived (SitPrZm
Temple in the K h a r i i r ~quarter, Devi Temple of Bhatalkuan, repairs at the Manimaheia
at Brahmor and the Bhagvati near ChambZ, Dyol and Mirkula-Udaipur Kothis,
Udaipur hunting lodge below Chamba town), revealing an increasing infiltration of
Mughal influence, and also a general decline of artistic standards.
But after Jai Singh's death ca. A.D. 1696 the administration disintegrated. Udai
Singh, self-willed, took to evil ways, spent his days in debaucheries and sensual
pleasures and a t last appointed as his wazir a barber with whose daughter he had
fallen in love. Probably in A.D. 1708 he was removed from government and his cousin
Ugar Singh made regent. But after a month Udai Singh reasserted himself so that Ugar
Singh had to flee t o Jammii. At last his rule became so intolerable that a conspiration
of the nobles and officials was formed, and he was cut down, together with his brother
Lakshman Singh, a t Udaipur hunting lodge, in A. D. 1720.
This catastrophe inaugurated a critical ~ e r i o d .For the conspirators had intended
only to depose Udai Singh, and to set up Lakshman Singh as mler. But as Udai Singh
had bravely resisted, and as Lakshman Singh had at the last moment gone over to him,
both had to be killed. Now no direct legitimate successor was left, except two babies,
too young to be considered. The officials, already divided thanks t o Udai Singh's
maladministration, had the choice between several princes, all descendants of Prithvi
Singh. Thus things were ripe for civil war and for interference from outside, at the
very time when the most powerful neighbours of C h a m b ~ ,especially ~ h i r l j p a lof
Baiohli (A. D. 1693- 1725), Dhriib-Dev of Jammii (A. D. 1703- 1735) and Hamir
Chand of KZngr5 (A. D. 1700- 1747), had already started on a policy of conquest.
Already in A.D. 1695 the combined troops of Basohli, Bhadu and Jammfi, under
the command of D h i r ~ j ~ ahad
l , invaded Guler where after the death of RZj ~ i n g h
(who in A.D. 1679 had been prepared to accompany Chhattar SinghYsbrother Sakat
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Singh on his dangerous mission to the court of Aurangzib) a child, Dabp Singh (A. D.
1695-1730), had been raised to the throne. But on the appeal of the queen-mother
an alliance of Chambi, Mandi and Kahliir (Bilispur) drove them out. Nevertheless
the war dragged on, and peace was concluded not before A.D. 1708. As Guler and
Niirpur soon thereafter entered the sphere of K i n g r i influence, the Dogras did no more
venture on an expansion in this direction. But Dhirijpal attacked Chambi again in
A. D. 1625 and was killed in the battle.
Nevertheless Chambii passed slowly into the orbit of the rulers of Jammii, first of
Dhriib-Dev, then of Ranjit-Dev (A.D. 1735- 1781) who brought under their control
all the states west of the Rivi. After Udai Singh's assassination Ugar Singh (A. D. 17201735) returned to Chambi with a Jammii escort and was installed as ruler. But he was
aware of the weakness of his claims and of that of the party supporting him, and the
memory of Udai Singh's bloody end became an obsession. As this was ascribed to the
ghost of the childless (autar = aputra) deceased, a lofty (though barbarian) temple
was erected in atonement of the crime; but it was of no avail. Thus Ugar Singh turned
to repression. The most dangerous pretender, however, Dalel (Diliir) Singh was beyond
his reach as he had likewise found a refuge at the Jammii court. Ugar Singh succeeded
in denouncing him to the Mughal governor, Zakariii Khan, who had him handed over
by Dhriib-Dev and imprisoned in Lahore Fort. However, this proved Ugar Singh's
own undoing. For when his oppression became unbearable, another conspiracy was
hatched. The viceroy was won over by the present of a lakh of Rupees, Ugar Singh
declared deposed, Bhalai and Jiindh again transferred t o Medinipil of Basohli (A.D.
1725-1757), and Diin and Nadiun resumed, soon to return t o their original owners,
the rajas of Kingri. When a Mughal force brought Dalel Singh to Chambi, Ugar
Singh set fire to the wooden town and from the Chimundi Temple on the ridge south
of it watched the conflagration which destroyed most documents and art treasures of
the preceding hundred years. Then Ugar Singh fled up the Rivi Valley and died at
last in K5ngrP from a wound in the thigh caused by a bullet which a t Jiih in Chanota
the rPni of Gurola had fired at the fallen oppressor.
Dalel Singh's rule (A. D. 1735- 1748) was beneficient, and as he was on good terms
with Zakariyi Khin, he received the jigir of Pathyir as a recompensation for the
forfeited Diin and NadPun. But this grant proved to be no more than a Macchiavellian
move. For Pathyir which Todar-Mall had in A.D. 1573 taken from Chambi for the
imperial demesne, had already fallen into the hands of the Katomes who ignored three
successive imperial sanads (A.D. 1744, 1746, 1747). Like Bhalai and Jiindh had become
the bone of contention between Basohli and Chambi, Pathyir, still under a local r i n i
Silachand, was destined to be a similar constant source of conflict with the Katoches.
However, in A.D. 1748 also Dalel Singh was deposed. His protector Zakariyz
Khan had died in A. D. 1745 and three years later also the latter's worthless sons had
disappeared from the scene. The new viceroy Mu'in-ud-din Mir Mannii became
interested in Udai Singh's two sons, now grown up, though still political prisoners.
When prince Umed Singh returned with a Dogra escort, Dalel Singh offered no
opposition, but diligently handed the administration over, turned sidhu and died at
last at the holy temple of Jalpadevi at Jwalamukhi.
Chambii as a Protegee of Jammi: In the meantime fateful events had occurred all
around A.D. 1738-1739 the Persian invasion of NPdir ShPh had swept down over
the Panjab and Delhi, and in A. D. 1747 the AfghPn invasions of Ahmad Shah Abdali
and of his successors had set in. Since A.D. 1739 the Panjib was ~ r a c t i c a l lauto~
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nomous, until A.D. 1752 nominally under Delhi, thereafter under Kabul. After the
death of Zakariya Khan A.D. 1745 its administration quickly broke up under the
double stress of weak governors and endless war depredations, in A.D. 1759 it had
disappeared, and since A. D. 1764 only a chaos was left. The various temporary rulers
of the Panjab could not even play out one raja of the Himalaya against another,
and were satisfied with the nominal allegiance of the most powerful of them. RanjitDev of Jammii and Ghamand-Chand of KangrZ thus became their representatives
(nizim, wazir) in the hills, of course using this position only for the purpose of
obtaining control over the other rajas. Ghamand Chand, however, was temporarily
handicapped by the efforts of Adina Beg to re-establish dire,ct Mughal rule (between
A.D. 1755 and 1758). Soon thereafter the Himalayan valleys were periodically
disturbed by Sikh raids and Sikh mercenaries; but these latter became dangerous only
after A.D. 1780 and deadly to the hill states between A.D. 1801 and 1812.
The first years of UmEd Singh's reign (A. D. 1748-1764) were comparatively
peaceful. However, even in A. D. 1748 when UmEd Singh visited the viceroy after the
battle of Maniipur, conditions were already so bad in the plains that a special recitation
of the Durgasaptalati had to be instituted as a prayer for the raja's safe return from
Lahore. And after the cession of the Panjiib to Ahmad Shah Durrani in A. D. 1752
the central administration collapsed in the hills. All the rajas took such territories as
they could, and UrnEd Singh, fortified by the grant of Pathyar to Dale1 Singh and
an additional grant of Palam and Barni which he had obtained from Mu'in-ud-din
in the preceding year, reoccupied all the former conquests (between A. D. 1563- 1573)
of Pratapsinghvarman. Later he even penetrated into Bar5 Bangahal and Bir Bangiihal,
though Chhotii Bangahal he had to leave to Ghamand-Chand of Kangra.
The years between A. D. 1752 and 1758 were the happiest period of UrnEd Singh's
reign. The disappearance of foreign overlordship and the new conquests aroused
feelings of self-confidence and hope like in Pratapsinghvarman's time, and found
expression in similar activities at home. However, as Umcd Singh had been educated
a t the Mughal court, and as after the collapse of the Mughal empire refugee administrators, artists, artisans and scholars from the plains had become available, this renaissance introduced the provincial Mughal tradition of the early 18th century. We can
trace it in Basohli mainly under Medinipal and Amritpal, in Guler under GovardhanChand and Prakash Chand, in KZngra under Hamir and Ghamand-Chand, in Jamm5
under Ranjit Dev. In Chamba the administrative reform begun by Prithvi Singh was
completed by UmEd Singh (see Chamba Gazetteer). In Mehla, a iikhara stone shrine,
decorated with archaic Mughal ornaments, was added to the HirmZ temple of Dai
Batlii. At Devi-ri-Kothi in Churiih A. D. 1754 the wooden Chimundii temple was
erected, the walls and ceilings of which are completely covered with ~ a i n t e dor carved
panels in the Mughal-Rzjput style. In Chamba town the ~ h a n c h a n d Palace
i
was built,
with vast murals in Mughal technique, representing scenes from the Mahabhiirata;
panels with fine figural reliefs in the best Mughal style from some other ~ a l a c buildings
e
destroyed in A. D.1774 were later on re-used in the ~ h a r n u n d a T e m ~ lThe
e. ~ a n ~ m a h a l
south of the town, and the RZjnagar Palace at NadZ where the Ravi turns towards
the plains, both in provincial Mughal style, were completed in A. D. 1755. To Pritllvi
Singh's Kothi at Brahmor a wing covered with figural reliefs in the Mughal style was
added, probably about A. D. 1762. Of UmEd Singh's reign are most of the earlier
(Mughal-) Riijput miniatures now preserved in the Bhiiri Singh Museum.
But in A. D. 1758 fortune turned against UrnEd Singh. First Adina Beg tried to
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re-establish the imperial demesne. When he died, Ghamand-Chand of Kiingrs,
nominally his successor as niizim, started on an offensive with a corps of 1000 Afghan
mercenaries. Though he could not capture Kiingrii Fort which had withstood his atta&
already in A. D. 1752, he took all the other territories held by Adina Reg, made Guler
his vassal and invaded the Chamba districts south of the Dhaula Dhiir, Bangiihal and
even Kulii. At the same time Umed Singh was attacked in the Southwest by Amritpal of
Basohli (A. D. 1757- 1775) who subjected the States of Bhadu, Jasrota and Lakhanpur,
annexed part of Niirpur, invaded Bhadrawiih and took Bhalai and Jiindh from Chambii.
A sanad A. D. 1758 in favour of UmEd Singh was of no avail as Adina Beg died. The only
ally on whom UrnEd Singh could fall back, was his father-in-law Ranjit-Deo of Jammii
(A. D. 1735- 1781), the nazim of the Dogra hills. But Ranjit-Dev who already had
forced Basohli into vassalage in the time of Jit-Pal (A. D. 1736- 1757), was naturally
loath to check conquests which, through his vassal, were virtually his own. UmGd Singh,
therefore, had t o accept the loss for the time being. But Ranjit-Dev's help proved
valuable a t least in the struggle with Ghamand-Chand. Though two Afghan sanads,
obtained in A. D. 1762 thanks to the mediation of Ranjit-Dev, proved ineffective to
recover Pathyiir, another sanad shows that in the same year he had retaken Chari
which belonged to Saif 'Ali Khan, the governor of Kiingra Fort. But in reply GhamandChand invaded Bir Bangahal and Chhota Bangiihal, the neighbours of the districts of
Brahmor and Trehtii belonging to Chamba. When in A. D. 1764 UmEd Singh died and
left only a minor son, the situation became most critical. During the regency of his
widow, a Jammii princess, the country was defended by a Jammii official, the wazir
Aklii. And when in A. D. 1770 Ghamand-Chand of Kangrii was made tributary by
the Sikh leader Jassa Singh Ramgarhia, Aklii succeeded in driving out the Katoches
from Bir Bangahal. But Aklii acted more and more as viceroy of Ranjit-Dev. Chamba
had become a vassal of Jammii.
Chambii as Heir of the J a m m i Hegemony: When UmEd Singh's successor R i j Singh
(born A. D. 1755) came of age, the political situation was reverted. Ranjit-Dev had
become very old, and died in A. D. 1781. His successor Brajraj-Dev (A. D. 17811787), inefficient and without political judgment, brought in the Sikhs in connection
with the bitter quarrel with his brother Dale1 Singh. In the Kangra Valley the Katoches
were struggling against the Sikh Misls. In A. D. 1776 Jassa Singh Ramgarhia who had
again was expelled in A. D. 1786 by an alliance of the Katoches with the Riimgarhia
bossed them since A. D. 1770, was ousted with the help of Jai Singh Kanheya, who
and Sukerchakia Misls of the Sikhs. Only when on this occasion SansZr Chand I1 at
last obtained Kiingra Fort, he could again dream of dominating the eastern Panjab
hills. Until then the Katoches had to move cautiously. These developments gave
Chamba respite from Katoch pressure and a free hand against the Dogras. This permitted RZj Singh to liberate his kingdom from the Dogra domination, to humiliate Basohli
and to build up an empire of his own a t the cost of Jammi until the struggle with
KZilgrZ was resumed during his last years.
About A. D. 1771 Raj Singh came of age. After his mother's death ca. A. D. 1772
his relations with Aklii, the wazir who had been imposed by Jammii, soon became
strained. In A. D. 1773-1774 Aklii was arrested and thrown into prison, and the
many Jammii officials with whom he had filled all posts, were expelled. In reply
Amritpal of Basohli swooped down on C h u r ~ hand ChambZ, burning down Rajnagar
Palace, RZj Singh's birthplace and also part of Umed Singh's palace in the capital.
RZj Singh who had not yet been able t o reorganize his administration, was forced to
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call in the Sikhs under Jassa Singh Riimgarhia. They expelled the Balauria army, but
had to be paid a lakh of Rupees as immediate indemnity and a n annual tribute of
Rs. 4,001 thereafter. Amritpal was so aggrieved that he turned sadhu, and secretly
left his country.
After the fall of Jassii Singh, RZj Singh first secured his back by a preliminary treaty
on Rihlu in A. D. 1780 with Sansir Chand of KZngrii (A. D. 1775-1823), a general
non-aggression treaty with Kangrii and Guler in A. D. 1781, and an understanding
with Brajriijdev of Jammii (A. D. 1781-1787) in which his claims on Bhalai and
Jiindh, and on the Churah districts still held by Basohli were acknowledged. BrajrZjDev had a bitter feud with his brothers and nephews especially Dalel Singh whom he
got assassinated. Dalel Singh's son Jit Singh summoned the Bhangi Sikhs to his help,
Brajraj called the Ramgarhias and Sukerchakias all of whom were only interested in
pillaging and dismembering the Jammii state. Brajriij-Dev, paralyzed, was prepared to
accept any changes as long as his rule was acknowledged. By posing also further on as a
loyal vassal of Jammii and treating the expulsion of Aklii and then the defeat of Basohli
as mere internal quarrels within the framework of the Jammii empire, Raj Singh could
maintain himself in the favour of Brajriij-Dev and take over practically the whole
sphere of Jammii influence in the interior Himalaya.
In A. D. 1782 at last Raj Singh took possession of Bhalai and Jiindh, defeated
Bijaipiil (A. D. 1775 - 1806), captured Basohli, and looted its famous palace. In A. D.
1783 Brajriijdev of Jammii gave his sanction to these conquests. A. D. 1783 also
Bhadrawiih and Kashtwiir were transferred by Brajriij-Dev to the control of Chambii.
Already in A. D. 1774 Riij Singh had married raja FatehpZl's (A. D. 1770- 1790) sister
Naginu, and later he found a local partisan in Bhiipchand, the Riijii's ambitious
younger brother and husband of a Chambii princess, Atharbiinii. Bhadrawiih Fort was
taken by the Chambii wazir Nathii Barotfi, and in A. D. 1785 a formal treaty was
signed by which Fatehpiil was forced t o accept a Chamba garrison, to provide supplies
and troops and to hand over the control of foreign relations to Riij Singh. Kashtwiir
State was likewise rent by dynastic dissensions. One brother of the insane raja Mihr
Singh Sa'idmand Khan (A. D. 1771-1786), Sujiin Singh, had fled to Jammii, two
others, Dalel Singh and Kundan Singh, to Chamba. Already in A. D. 1774 Raj Singh
had forced Fatehpiil to promise Bhadrawiih troops for the invasion of Kashtwiir. But
in the same year Bijaipiil of Basohli tried t o forestall Chambii by invading the same
state. Mihr Singh fled to the Afghan governor of Icashmir.
A. D. 1786 Riij Singh sent an army under the nominal command of his son Jit Singh
(a boy of eleven years) which was joined by a Bhadrawah contingent under Bhiipchand,
forced the Basohli troops to retreat and occupied the country. Kundan Singh was made
raja. But in the meantime prince Sujiin Singh had raised a force in Jammii and joined
Mihr Singh who returned with Afghan troops, so that after six months the Chambii
army had to evacuate Kashtwiir. As Mihr Singh died, Sujin Singh became raja, but
likewise died after two months. His successor Prithvi Singh, the surreptitious son of
Mihr Singh, was after half a year drowned by prince Ajit Singh, whereon SampGran
Dev of Jammii (A. D. 1787- 1796) had Kashtwiir ruled by some Liildev (a Jammu
prince?). A rebellion in A. D. 1788 brought Inayat-Ullah Singh, son of Sujiin Singh,
on the throne who in A. D. 1789 was followed by his minor son T ~ g hSingh (A. D.
1789- 1820). Both maintained thenlselves by becoming vassals of Kashmir, and only
fifteen years later Chambii could regain control over Kashtwiir for a few years.
This failure had its repercussion in Bhadrawah. Fatehpiil was suspected of likewise
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intriguing against his overlord, was in A. D. 1790 deposed and brought as a prisoner to
Chambii. In A. D. 1794 his son and successor Dayapiil fell under the same suspicion,
was replaced by Bhiip Chand, but restored when that latter, too, proved too dangerous
and was also imprisoned in the Chamba palace whereafter Dayapiil was restored under
stricter supervision (until A. D. 1810).
In the meantime the glory of Jammii had faded out. In A. D. 1786 the Bhang? Sikhs
had again invaded the state and the next year killed Brajriij-Dev in a battle. His
successor Sampiiran-Dev (A. D. 1787- 1797) and the last rajii, Jit-Dev (A. D. 17971801-1812), were children. The tribute, irregularly levied by the Sikhs in BrajriijDev's reign, now became permanent; in A. D. 1801 Jit-Dev had to submit to Ranjit
Singh of Lahore, A. D. 1812 he was deposed, and the state given as a fief to prince
Kharak Singh. The empire of Ranjit-Dev had disappeared and was partitioned between
Chambii, Kashmir and the Sikhs. Raj Singh of Chambii had become its heir, but he had
also lost the protection which it once had offered to UmEd Singh against the encroachments of Ghamand-Chand of Kangra.
Now it was the increasing danger from Sansiir Chand I1 of Kangrii (A. D. 17751823) which enforced the slackening of Chambii policy in Kashtwiir after A. D. 1786.
As already mentioned, in A. D. 1781 the Katoch ruler had concluded a treaty of nonaggression with Riij Singh of Chambii, and renewed it most solemnly (engraved on a
copperplate) in A. D. 1787. His reasons were the same as those of Riij Singh, i. e., he
needed a free hand in other directions. As Riij Singh freed himself from Jammii and
extended his influence over Basohli, Bhadrawiih and Kashtwiir, Sansiir Chand got rid
of the Mughals and Sikhs, and built up an empire in the Kiingrii Valley. In A. D. 1776
he got Jassii Singh Riimgarhia expelled by Jai Singh Kanheya, and in A. D. 1781
started the siege of Kiingrii Fort in cooperation with the latter. The fort fell A. D. 1783
when the old Mughal governor Saif 'Ali Khan died; but Sansiir Chand, who had hoped
to obtain the fortress, had the mortification of seeing it occupied by his "ally". At last
in A. D. 1786 the Katoches, combining with the Riimgarhia and Sukerchakia Sikhs, at
Batala defeated Jai Singh Kanheya who now had to evacuate KZngrii Fort. Now at
last master in his own house, Sansiir Chand started subjecting the surrounding states.
A. D. 1785 he supported Uchalpiil of Bangiihal in an invasion of Mandi in order to
recover part of his patrimony, but disavowed him after having obtained tribute from
Mandi and Kulii. Next year he concluded a treaty against Kulii with Mandi, Biliispur
and Chambii. In A. D. 1792 he invaded Mandi and brought its child-ruler, Iivari-Sen
(A. D. 1788- 1826), home as a prisoner. Suket State submitted on the same occasion.
At the same time he broke up Guler State by allying himself with Dhyiin Singh, its
former wazir and now ruler of Kotla. Next it was the turn of Niirpur where likewise
a child. Bir Singh (A. D. 1789 - 1846), was ruler.
Riij Singh who had grown increasingly suspicious despite the protestations of Sansiir
Chand, and who already in A. D. 1787 had got the defences of Tariigarh repaired,
came to the support of Niirpur. Now Sansiir Chand regarded the old non-aggression
pact as broken and demanded Rihlii, the fort of which Riij Singh strengthened instead.
In A. D. 1794 Sansiir Chand at Nerti surprised RZj Singh who with only a small escort
had visited the Niirpur troops and, outnumbered, was slain.
The Competition with KiingrZ: As the Chambii administration was in the strong
hands of the loyal wazir Nathii Barotrii, Riij Singh's death did not create a crisis. The
field troops and Rihlii fort held out, and Sansiir Chand concluded peace with Jit Singh
(A. D. 1794-1808), content with the token cession of a few villages. H e c referred to
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invade Biliispur (Kahliir) A. D. 1795 where the nobles were up in rebellion against
raja Mahan Singh (A. D. 1778 - 1824). Instead, Bijaipal of Basohli (A. D. 1776- 1806)
thought the time ripe for revenging his disgrace in A. D. 1782, and invaded Chamba,
trying to reoccupy Bhalai and Jiindh. I n A. D. 1796 Jit Singh retaliated and conquered
the Balauria Riij, restoring Bijaipiil in A. D. 1797 on payment of a heavy war indemnity. Probably the already mentioned troubles in Bhadrawiih A. D. 1794- 1796, leading to the successive arrests of Dayapal and Dhiipchand, were no more than an echo
of the war with Basohli.
Now Jit Singh's prestige was so great that when somewhat later he wanted to
undertake a pilgrimage to Devi Malls (Siirada Devi) a t Sukral, the rajas of Basohli,
Bhadu and Riimnagar bought him off with half a lakh of Rupees. And Shah-Zamin
of Kabul entrusted him A. D. 1797 with the diwani over the hills, by the side of
Sampiiran-Dev of Jammii (who was probably considered as heir of Ranjit-Deo, the
former Afghan nazim, but had just died). Chamba was more and more acknowledged
as the leader of all the states not yet subjected by Sans~r-ChandI1 of Kangra. A. D.
1801- 1802 a block was formed, comprising, besides Chambi, Niirpur, Basohli,
Jasrota, Mankot, Bhadrawiih, Kashtwar and Jammii. At the same time Chambi
negotiated also with Kulii and Icahliir. Yet Sansar Chand's power now reached its
zenith so that in the next year he annexed Kahliir west of the Sutlej and even invaded
the Panjiib plains, though he was repelled by Ranjit Singh of Lahore near Hoshiarpiir.
Jit Singh had to conclude a treaty of "alliancen with Kangra, which forced him
to send troops in support of Sansiir Chand in case of a war. But this treaty meant no
more than temporizing. For in the meantime negotiations went on, especially with the
Gurkhas of Nepal who then had reached the left bank of the Sutlej. Jit Singh was
acknowledged as their "wazir" in the hills west of Kangra. Thus the war started in
which the Gurkhas, called in by the hill rajas, and the Sikhs, summoned by SansZr
Chand I1 in extremis, were to overrun the western Himalaya, and to subject and annex
its Riijput kingdoms. But Jit Singh did no more witness this catastrophe; he died during
the siege of Kangrii Fort by the Gurkhas.
In comparison with the political position which Chamba occupied under RZj Singh
and Jit Singh, the artistic output of that time is disappointingly meagre, though of
high quality. The victories had been dearly paid for, and most of the tributes levied on
Basohli, Bhadrawiih and Kashtwar had again to be spent on armaments. Extensive
fortification works were undertaken at Tiiriigarh, Rihlii, and probably also at PrithviJor, Bhadrawiih, etc. After the invasion of Amritpiil A. D., 1774 Chambii town and the
Pakki Chauki (old Palace) therein had also to be reconstructed and repaired. Riijnagar
was left in ruins. Riij Singh continued the work a t the Rang Mahal begun by his father
and completed the 4ikhara temple of Hirmii at Mehlii. Some iikhara temples of his
reign are found also on the road south of Chamba town; the traditional religious
sculptures therein and in other temples are of a queer, doll-like elegance and slimness.
But his chief monument is the reconstruction of the Chiimundi temple above the town,
a wooden hill temple with a ceiling completely covered with reliefs in the "Kangri"
style. The portraits, historical and mythological miniatures of his time are executed
first in a mixed Mughal-Riijput, later in the pure "KZngrZ" (Guler) style. The artists
seem to have conle from outside, from Guler and Basohli especially. Of art under Jit
Singh even less is known. His own and prince Charhat Singh's portraits were added on
the facade of the Chiimunda temple at Devi-ri Kothi in Churiih, and probably some of
the best miniatures in the Bhuri Singh Museum may be attributed to his reign. The strict
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economy of wazir Nathii which permitted Chambii to pass through those critical years
without debts, did not allow of much extravagance.
Struggle for Survival: The last years of Jit Singh's reign had witnessed a complete
reversal of the world-political situation which had made the political dreams of the
Rajput hill states possible a t all. Afghinistiin lost even its precarious control over the
Panjab, and the Sikhs were united by Ranjit Singh of Lahore between A. D. 1798 and
1812. Divided into the 12 Misls and quarrelling one with the other, they had already
been a danger for the hill states; united and drilled by European officers, they became
irresistible. Moreover, the Dogras of Jammii, under a junior line of princes joining the
Sikhs, attacked the other states from the west and north, whereas theGurkhas weakened
them by their invasion from the East. At this very juncture Chambii was burdened with
a child (Chayhat Singh A. D. 1808 - 1844) on the throne, later to grow into an indolent
ruler, to be followed by two other nonentities. That the state survived, was due to three
facts: I t had in the queen-regent Siiradii Devi and the wazirs Nathii and Bhaga some
efficient and devoted administrators. As the second power in the hills it was neither so
prominent to be broken completely, nor so small as to be swallowed without consideration. I t could accommodate itself to the new powers and buy off all designs on its
existence by sacrificing one conquest after the other, until it was taken over into the
British system of protected states, a t last to go as a "relic of the past" with the disappearance of British rule.
The Gurkha invasion A. D. 1805 started over the internal troubles of Kahliir
(Bilispur) State. There the nobles, i. e., the princes of the later Simla States, were since
many years in revolt against riijii Mahan Singh, and already in A. D. 1795 SansiirChand had taken the opportunity t o invade the country. When in A. D. 1804 he
annexed the whole western border of the Sutlej, Mahan Singh, driven to desperation
by the raja of 'Nalagarh, implored the Gurkha leader, Amar Singh Thapa, for
assistance. That latter had received invitations also from the rajas further to the West
to liberate them likewise from the Katoch yoke. A. D. 1805 Amar Singh Thapa crossed
the Sutlej, defeated Sansar Chand who was weakened by a untimely reform of his
army, at Mahal-Morian, took his capital Tira-Sujanpur and summer residence Nadiun,
freed Ibvari-Sen, the imprisoned r5ji of Mandi, and in A. D. 1806 laid siege to Kangra
Fort, whither Sansar Chand had fled. For three years the siege of the impregnable
fortress dragged on until starvation forced Sansar Chand to offer his submission to
Ranjit Singh of Lahore if he would relieve him. Also the other hill r i j i s were prepared
to change sides as the depredations of the Gurkhas had already exasperated them. But
Ranjit Singh, convinced that Sansar Chand would never keep his promise when relieved
from his difficulties, was most cautious. At last wazir Nathii of Chambi succeeded in
negotiating an agreement, sworn over the holy flame of Jwalamukhi. The Gurkhas,
attacked by the Sikhs in front, and harrassed by the hill rajas in the back, were driven
out in A. D. 1809, and in A. D. 1813 - 1814 they were expelled also from the Simla
States, Garhwal and Kumaon by th British.
Instead, the Sikhs became the lords. Already in A. D. 1801 Jammii had become
dependent. A. D. 1809 Ranjit Singh occupied Pathankot, Jasrota, Basohli, KZngri Fort
and State, and Jambhari in Bilispur. A. D. 1810 Kulu was invaded, and Chamba had
to buy off a threatening invasion. A. D. 1811 Kotla was annexed; A. D. 1812 Akhniir
and Bhimbar were subdued. In the same year Ranjit Singh held a great durbar in which
all the hill rajas had to pay homage to him. But annexation continued, generally by
first asking for a tribute which the state was unable to pay, and then taking over the
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country and deposing its ruler. A. D. 1812 Jammii disappeared, 1813 Guler, 1814
Kashmir was attacked, 1815 Niirpur, 1819 Kashmir, 1820 Mankot and Kashtwir,
1822 Piinch and Bandhralta, 1827 KZngrZ State, 1834 Jasrota and Ladakh, 1836
Basohli and Bhoti were annexed. However, part of these conquests were not made by
the Sikhs themselves, but by three brothers of a junior line of the Jammii house, Dhyan
Sin&, Suchet Singh and Gulab Singh, who had joined the Sikhs and rose high in the
court and army of Ranjit Singh, laying the foundations of the later Jammii-Kashmir
State.
Chamba survived by a similar, though less successful policy. As representative of the
hill rajas during the Gurkha war, wazir Nathii had already in A. D. 1809 made himself
useful to Ranjit Singh in negotiating the agreement with Sansar Chand. In A. D. 1814
he saved Ranjit Singh's life a t a critical moment of the winter campaign against
Kashmir, and since then could reckon on the Sikh ruler's friendship. When the interests
of Chambi clashed with those of more influential court favourites, he generally was
the loser; but Ranjit Singh would mitigate the loss or recompensate him otherwise.
Since the rise of the Sikh power Kashtwiir had again slipped from Chamba control.
In A. D. 1815 - 1816 raja Tegh Singh had incurred the displeasure of Ranjit Singh by
sheltering Shah Shuji of Afghanistan who had fled from the Lahore court. Thus in
A. D. 1820 Gulab Singh annexed the state. In consequence Pahar Chand (son of
Bhiipchand) who in A. D. 1810 had followed Dayapal on the throne of Bhadrawah,
rebelled against Chamba and defeated an army led against him by wazir Nathii.
Thereon Desa Singh Majithia, the Sikh governor of Kangr5, claimed Rihlii as part of
the former imperial demesne, and besieged and took the fort. Nathii saved the situation
by personally proceeding to Lahore in A. D. 1821 and obtaining a sanad from Ranjit
Singh, confirming Chambi in the possession of Bhadrawah, returning the village of
Ranitar in Rihlii district which had been the personal jiigir of the ranis of Chambii and
remitting an annual tribute of 30,000 in consideration of the territorial loss. When
Nathij returned to Bhadrawah with a Sikh force, Paharchand realized that resistance
was useless and fled to Amritsar. Bhadrawih was annexed to Chamba.
The next trouble was caused by Niirpur which had been annexed by the Sikhs in
A. D. 1815. Its raja Bir Singh, married to a sister of Charhat Singh, tried to recapture
his state in A. D. 1826, was expelled by a Sikh force, fled to Chamba, had to be surrendered, was for seven years imprisoned in Govindgarh Fort near Amritsar, and was at
last ransomed in A. D. 1834.
Another friction arose over Padar in the Chandrabhaga Valley. During the later
years of Tsepal Namgyal when the rule of Leh already was in full disintegration, and
when the Kulavis and Lahulis invaded the adjoining districts of Ladakh, the ChambZ
governor (Palasra) of Padar had annexed Zanskar. When a decade later, in A. D. 1834,
Ladakh was taken by the Dogras, those latter not only claimed Zanskar, but also the
right of passage from there to Kashtwar, because the road through Kashmir was under
direct Sikh administration. Naturally the Palasra was opposed even to a temporary
sojourn of Dogra troops in Piidar, afraid that it might turn into a permanent occupation. In consequence Chhattargarh was besieged and destroyed in A. D. 1836 (later
Guliibgarh was founded in its place), and Zanskar as well as Padar annexed to the
Dogra kingdom. The Chamba government had to disown its loyal governor and to
accept the loss. However, an attempt of Gulab Singh's general, Zorawar Singh
Kahluria, to conquer also Bhadrawah was beaten off.
Nevertheless, those years were, on the whole, not so bad for the state. For as long as
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Chamba was protected by the personal friendship between wazir Nathu and Ranjit
Singh, conditions were comparatively stable. And the burden of the heavy tribute to
the Sikhs was alleviated by the reduction of direct military expenditure Artistic
activities, therefore, were much more conspicuous than in the two preceding reigns,
though they lacked their vitality and high spirit. In A. D. 1825 the queen-mother,
rani Sarada of Jammii, erected the last big temple in Chambii, the Ridhii-Krishna, in
the mixed Mughal-Hindu style developed a t Guler under Govardhan-Chand (ca. A. D.
1730- 1760), and the fountain house (with "Kangrii" murals) of Suhi-di Marh, at the
end of Sahillavarman's aqueduct (10th century A. D.). Charhat Singh himself,
interested only in his ladies and in religious ceremonies, spent mainly on his zanana
palaces, the Pakki Chauki, the Rang Mahal and a garden house on the ruins of
Rajnagar; their architecture is cheap, but they are richly decorated in the 'Kiingrii"
style. The miniatures executed during Sarada Devi's regency are excellent, especially
the Ukha-Charitra Album in the Bhuri Singh Museum, probably the work of a refugee
artist from Sujanpur. The miniatures of Charhat Singh's later reign reveal a rapid
degeneration. Under the regency probably also rum21 work was introduced from
Basohli and Sujanpur, though occasionally such embroideries were made already in
Raj Singh's time.
A. D. 1838 Nathii died and his son BhHga became wazir. The next year Ranjit Singh
died at Lahore, and was succeeded by Kharak Singh (A. D. 1839- 1841). Chamba,
now unprotected, was drawn into the vortex of the disintegration of the Sikh kingdom.
For some years when Ranjit Singh's old prime minister Dhyan Singh still was in office,
the crisis was delayed. But when in A. D. 1843 that latter was assassinated, together
with mahiraja Sher Singh, things quickly came to a head. Maharaja Dalip Singh's
prime minister was Hira Singh. The latter's chief adviser was a Pandit Jalla of Basohli
who appointed a relative, Narain Shah (nick-named Lakkar Shah) as Sikh agent in
Chamba. Lakkar Shah looted the country so shamelessly, that he drove the humiliated
officials to desperation. In the meantime Charhat Singh died, and again a hild, Sri
Singh (A. D. 1864- 1870), became raja. As all complaints were ignored by Pandit
Jalla, Lakkar Shah was kidnapped with the tacit consent of the queen-mother, carried
into the mountains and tortured to death. Wazir Bhaga then tried to placate Hira
Singh, claiming that the Chambii authorities had not been involved in the conspiracy.
But Pandit Jalla had him and his two companions cast into prison and despatched two
Sikh armies against Chambii. One, coming from Niirpur, was held at bay by the
h : the other, advancing via Sandhiira, took Chamba town and
garrison of T ~ r a ~ a r but
forced the rani to flee, with her child, up the Ravi Valley. But in the meantime Hira
Singh was murdered by the party of Rani Jindan, soon thereafter chaos reigned in
Lahore, and in A. D. 1845 the Sikh army invaded British territory. In consequence, the
Sikh troops left Chambii when things already looked most critical. When the Sikh
kingdom was broken up, Chambi was first ceded to the British in A. D. 1846, but then
made over to Gulab Singh, as part of the new Jammu-Kashmir State. Thereupon wazir
Bhaga immediately proceeded to Lahore, explaining that by Ranjit Singh's order of
A. D. 1821 Chamba had been given a status similar to that of Jammii, and that its
non-participation in the recent war had laced it also in a similar position visavis the
British. Sir Henry Lawrence thereon took Chamba under direct British protection, but
indemnified Gulab Singh by transferring Bhadrawah to Jammi.
Absorption into the Modern World: The later history of the state is no more of
much interest. Sri Singh was as unimportant as his father. When wazir Bhaga B a r o t i
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retired A.D. 1854, he was followed by his son Billii. But after the latter's death the
administration degenerated and was at last in A. D. 1863 - 1864 modernized by Major
Blair Reid. O n this occasion the old feudal system and the state army and garrisons
disappeared. A.D. 1851 - 1854 the hill station Dalhousie was laid out in former
Chambi territory, A. D. 1866 the hill cantonment Bakloh. A. D. 1871 - 1872 the old
fortresses were demolished, and forced labour abolished. But under Sri Singh and his
successor Gopil Singh (A. D. 1870 - 1873) the old cultural life still flourished, though
as a dull and rich court luxury. The Sakti Devi Temple a t Chatriirhi, the LakshmiNarayan Temple Gate, the Chimunda and SitalZ Devi temples and the Khanchandi
Palace in the capital were redecorated. Syiim Singh (A. D. 1873 - 1904) and Bhiiri
Singh (A. D. 1904111 - 1919) were two reformers under whom modern education,
research, medical, social and other improvements penetrated the state. Under R i m Singh
(A.D. 1919-1936) those reforms were further developed by the dewan. During the
minority of the last raja, Lachman Singh (A. D. 1936- 1948) the state was run by
British administrators mainly interested in developing the communications, economic
resources, hospitals, etc. A.D. 1947 the first motor-road was completed, connecting
Chambii town with Dalhousie and Pathankot. A. D. 1948 Chambii state a t last disappeared, absorbed in Himichal Pradesh.
Concluding Observations: Despoiled of the ancient glamour of Rijput romance, the
history of Chambi since the Muslim conquest is that of the unification of innumerable
diminutive and isolated feudal territories into one, interconnected and centrally
administrated state, to be subdued and at last absorbed by much vaster political units,
the Panjib and India. But this growth was the product of a long rivalry with several
other similar states and state systems, and of the ideals and ideologies of several
successive types of civilization, the Hindu revival inspired by a brihmin oligarchy,
the RZjput civilization developed in the Mughal empire and the impact of the modern
world first under British control and now under an Indian national government. And
it was achieved, promoted and impeded by individuals and social groups, their efficiency and vision learnt in a hard struggle for survival, and their degeneration in the
easygoing security of possession. I n so far the history of Chamba, though of only a
local character, is an exceptionally complete epitome of the history of India over many
centuries of which our knowledge still is very fragmentary.
For the siege of Taragarh:
H . GOETZ,The Nurpur Rebellion and the Siege of TPrZgarh by Shah Jahan (A. D. 1640- 1642),
(Professor MUHAMMAD
SHAFIPresentatior. Vnlume. Lohore 1955, p. 77 ff .)

T H E ANTIQUITIES O F CHAMBA STATE:
A N ART-HISTORICAL OUTLINE
(Plat#i
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Introductory Remarks.
"Chamba, sheltered
lts snow-clad mountain barriers, has had the rare fortune
of excaping the suc sive waves of Muslim invasions which, in the plains of the
Punjab, have swept away all monuments of old-Indian civilization. The result is that
in his petty hill-state ancient remains are more abundant and better preserved than in
any other part of the province" 1.
Of course, this claim has to be taken with some qualifications as the following
catalogue will show: ( A ) Climatic Damage: Corrosion of all wooden and even stone
monuments by rain and snow; of all wooden buildings the exterior shell had, therefore,
to be rehewed repeatedly; in stone monuments many parts are badly worn off or
replaced by later copies. (B) Damage by Invasions: Almost all monuments older than
the late 7th cent. A. D. have disappeared. Original Siva (Manimaheia), Vishnu
(Nyisimha) and Ganeia Temples a t Brahmor destroyed that of Lakshana Devi damaged
by the Tibetans (later 8th cent. A. D.). Trimukh (Chamba) and Khajiar Temples
destroyed, Vajreivri Temple desecrated, all other temples damaged, probably in Muslim
raids (early 13th c a t . A. D.). Chamunda Temple, Nalhora bridge and part of Chamba
town burnt down during the Nurpur invasion (A. D. 1623-1641). Umed Singh's
palace and part or Chamba town, Rajnagar (Nada) palace and several other monuments in Churah ruined during invasion of Amritpal of Basohli (A. D. 1774- 1775),
Chhattargarh (Padar) razed by Dogra general Zorawar singh Kahluria (A. D. 1836).
Chamba Town looted and partly burnt by a Sikh punitive expedition (A. D. 1844).
(C) Civil war and Anarchy: Mediaeval art tradition effaced by a mass immigration of
Rajputs and Brahmins after the Muslim conquest of Northern India. Chamba Town
and Chamunda Temple burnt down by the fleeing raja Ugar Singh after his deposition
and expulsion (A. D. 1735). ( D ) Other Damage: Khajiar, Mehla, and Triloknath and
Markula-Udaipur in Lahul needed rebuilding several times for unknown reasons. All
old fortresses, especially Taragarh, demolished by British government (A. D. 1871 1872). A great part of Chamba palace pulled down by raja Syam Singh about A. D.
1890; much of the town burnt down in an accidental fire A. D. 1937.
Nevertheless, the number of ancient monuments still preserved is remarkable. As in
the rest of India, many of them have been repaired an restored repeatedly, so that
their art-historical evaluation needs a most careful previous analysis. But in many
cases, the greater part of the original structure still is intact, especially in the inaccessible Brahmor district. Moreover, the relative poverty of Chamba has permitted only
of a limited number of monuments which can easily be checked-up one with the other;
the isolation of the state has been favourable to a long survival of early traditions,
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and to a comparatively simple political history, two facts which immensely facilitate
the interpretation of the past.
For these reasons the history of art in Chamba can be reconstructed with a measure
of exactness rarely possible elsewhere in India. I t can, therefore, be accepted as a
specimen of, and as a clue to the so sparse remnants of art in more accessible and, thus,
more ravaged areas.
Of course, some reservations are necessary. For because of the isolation of Chamba
new styles penetrated late, often when they were already disappearing in the plains.
Often they became mixed with older local traditions or with styles introduced from
other sides, the Eastern Punjab Himalaya, Kashmir and Tibet. Lastly, the artistic
quality of the Chamba monuments is often enough, though not always, no more than
provincial.
But no strict rule can be set up for the evaluation of these factors. They have
to be judged in the light of the known historical and cultural circumstances. For
these latter, too, were liable t o considerable variations. War and chaos in the Punjab,
Kashmir or Central Asia would mean freedom and some measure of fulfilment
to political ambitions, deflection of the lucrative international trade into the difficult,
but safe valleys of the Hindu Himalaya, and immigration of trained and cultured
refugees. Political consolidation in those neighbouring countries, on the other hand,
would mean foreign control, political atomisation, economic exploitation and isolation
from the international trade. But beyond these world-historical factors also the political
relations between the many hill states, and the personalities of the individual rulers and
of their leading countries, as the principal maecenes of art, have to be taken into
account. For fundamentally all this art was artistocratic, though that of an aristocracy
in close patriarchal relations with the people.
Geographical Survey.
Before going into a historical and art-critical analysis, it is desirable first to give a list
of the main monuments according to their geographical distribution, in which connection the map in Professor Dr. J. Ph. Vogel's Antiquities of Chamba State vol. I ,
(Calcutta 1911), may be consulted. Upper Ravi Valley (Trehta): State Kothi of Udai
Singh, Dyol; copperplate grant of Somavarman, Kulait; SivZlaya at Ghumsal, Sutkar.
Budhal Valley (right tributary of Ravi): Siva image, Harsar; Brahmor: Chaurasi
(Miinimaheia, Narsingh, LakshanZ Devi and Ganefs Temples), Sirajmukh (RZmeivar)
Lingam, shrines of the Eightyfour Siddhas, memorial and fountain stones; Kothi
(Palace) of Prithvi and Umed Singh; image reliefs in BrahmZpi Devi Nala; early
Tibetan inscriptions. Ravi Valley to Chamba Town: Chatrarhi: Sakti Devi Temple
(murals), "Sakti Devi" bust, UmZ-Maheivara group, Yogini bronzes, fountain stones,
Dharmsila ("Sunga" woodcarvings, folk art); Thalrkika inscriptions, Tur; Panali
Nala inscriptions, AshZdhadeva inscription, Sirya image, Gum; HirmZ Temple Mehla;
Devi Temple at Bhatallruan, Mangla. Chamba Town: Lakshmi-NarZyana compound:
Sikhara temples of Lakshmi-Niirayana (with mandapa and Garuda pillar), vaikunthadvira Gate, Dumukh, Hanuman Temple, number of small shrines, outhouses of various
times (murals); royal palace (Khanchandi palace, murals, Reghubir); Rang Mahal
(murals); fountainhouse (murals) and steps to Suhi-da Marh; Nalhora bridge and
Charhat Singh's suspension bridge (disappeared); CharnpZvati, Hari RZi, ~amsigopZ1,
Sit2 Ram and many smaller temples in the town; several old fountains; Vajreivari
(Bhagvati) Temple with subsidiary shrines and sculptures a t entrance to Sarota Valley;
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Chimundii Temple and steps on hill shoulder south of town; two temples beyond;
chabutra of Sundardas near Sala bridge. Sala Valley (right tributary of Ravi):
Chandrakelchara Temple, Sarahan prahasti and NZga Temple of Cheragga near
Sarahan, Saho; Thundu Grant of Asatavarman and copper mines (no more used), Hol;
grant of Vidagdhavarman, Sungal. Sarota Valley (tributary of Sala): SitZ-Rim relief,
sacred fountain of Suhi-da Marh aquaeduct, Shah-Madar shrine (on top of the hill).
Ravi Valley below Chamba: Old royal garden, tank and temples, Khaji N i g Temple,
Khajiar (on road t o Dalhousie); hunting box and memorial temple of Udai Singh,
Udaipur; Rajnagar palace and temples, Nada (on Ravi bend). Bhatti Wizarat (southwest of Dhauladhar): Ganesgarh Fort and Taragarh Fort (near Bakloh). Churah
(Syuhl Valley, northwestern tributary of Ravi): Temple ruins, Bhandal (disappeared);
Prithvi Jor Fort; Mul-Kihar fountain, Kihar; SvZim Devi image, Himgiri; Bahnota,
Bhatkara, Siya, Loh-Tikri, Batrundi, Sukoi, Bharara, Mangalva fountain stones, Loh
Tikri; Chamundii Temple, NarByana image image and fountain, Devi-ri-Kothi; fountain stone, Dadvar, Siya-Dudhar fountain stone, Barhnota-Basua fountain stone,
Bagor; fountain stone, Naghai; fountain stone, Sai; Bhakund and Nal fountain stones,
Tisa. Lahul (upper Chandrbhaga Valley): Fountain stone, Brahmankothi; Triloknith
Temple; Markuli Devi Temple, Tibetan inscription, state Kothi, Marul (Mirkula
Udaipur). Pangi (Chandrabhaga Valley): MulZsan Devi Temple, fountain of Ugar
Singh, Porthi; C h ~ m u n d aTemple, Mindhal; fountain stone, Salhi; Ugar Singh's Kothi,
Sach; road inscription of Prithvi Singh, near Sach; Hundan, Bento-Puhali and Kilar
fountain stones, Kilar; fountain stone, Luj. Padar (Chandrabhaga Valley, now under
Jammu-Kashmir): Chhattargarh Fort (destroyed) and wooden temples, GulabgarhAtholi.
Art of the Pre-Muslim Period.
Vestiges of Early Art: Very little is known of the early history and art of the area.
Probably Chamba formed part of the Udumbara republic. Like the Kunindas (the
present Kanets) of the Kangra valley and Simla Hills and the KirZtas further east, the
Audumbaras* were Mongoloid KhZSas who had subjected the older primitive Koli
tribes3. Orthodox Hindus regarded them as degraded kshatriyas. They venerated
snake deities (Nagas) and demons (Yakshas and RZkshasas) and a cruel mother goddess
demanding human sacrifices; today the Nagas4 are often identified with Rishis, the
female demon, resp. goddess with HidimbZ of the MahZbhZrata ( H i ~ m i i )or
~
C h a m u n d ~ .In the cult, metal and wooden masks were used, which still are common
in Kuluo and Kumaon, and in Chamba known a t least a t Khajiar and Triloknath7.
The coins 8 show also monuments similar to the Buddhist art of the plains in Sunga and
PRZYLUSKI,
J., =Un Ancien Peuple du Panjab: Les Udumbara", (J. As. 208, p. 1 ff. 1926).
IBBETSON-MACLAGAN-ROSE,
Glossary of Tribes and Castes in the Panjab and N. W.
Frontier Province, (Lahore 1911); various Gezetteers.
VOGEL,
J. PH., Indian Serpent Lore, (London 1926); etc.
E. g. at Mehla in Chamba and Manali in Kulu.
SASTRI,
HIRANANDA,
"Historical Documents of Kulu", (A.R.A.S.I. 1907- 1908, p. 260 ff .);
SHUTTLEWORTH,
H. L.H., 'Inscribed Mask discovered at Nirmand", (Acta Or. I, p. 224ff.,
1929).
' VOGEL,J. PH., Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Museum, (Calcutta 1909), p. 34.
CUNNINGHAM,
A., Coins of Ancient India, (London 1891), pls. IV-V; Coomaraswamy,
History etc, 1926, figs. 116 f.
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early Indo-Scythian times, chaitya trees and railings, as well as N i g a and Devi temples.
Their decoration has survived in the folk art [Plate I V (c)] lotus roundels decorated
the Mediaeval fountain stones0 (memorials for deceased members of the local aristocracy, the ranas and thakurs) in Trehta, the Ravi and Chandrabhaga Valleys and
Churah and adorn modern peasant houses in Brahmor. I n the Brahmor district also
lotus roundels enclosing figures, similar t o those of the Bharhut, Sanchi (stiipa 3)
Bodhgaya, and Mathura railing can be seen.
Gupta Art 10: During the Gupta period the country east of the Ravi was successively
controlled by the Imperial Guptas, Yaiodharman, the Maukharis Pushyabhiitis
(Harshavardhana) and Yaiovarman of Kanauj Vestiges of Gupta Art proper are only
the temples with slab roofs at Jagesvar, Dvarahat and Baijnath in Kumaon where
Kartripura had been the capital of the hills. However, the average wooden "hill
temple", a cella surrounded by an open circumambulation gallery under a pyramidal
roof, may also go back to a prototype of this time.
By the middle of the 6th cent. a. Chr. the Sulikas, a people from Central Asia"
associated with the Giirjaras, overran Northwestern India, but were defeated by the
Mau kharis12 and founded the vassal kingdom Brahmapura13 which extended from
Kumaon to the Chenab. Its first capital was at Talesvarld in Kumaon which after the
death of Harshavardhana was destroyed by the Tibetans under Sron-btsansgam-pols.
There after Meruvarman the scion of another Siilika dynasty, founded BrahmapuraBrahmor l0 in Chamba which early in the 8th cent. a. Chr. became a vassal of Kashmir,
lost its Siilika-Giirjara character because of considerable transfers of population by
Lalitiiditya-Muktipida of Kashmir" and was destroyed by a second Tibetan invasion
under Khari-sron-lde-btsan in the later 8th cent. a. Chr. 18.
The social remnants10 of this Siilika-Giirjara invasion are the Ranas, Rathis and
part of the Thakurs, the local aristocracy of the Punjab Himalaya, older than the
Rajputs who form only a diminutive minority. Though now mixed with the Khiiias
and Rajputs, their anthropological type and costume reveal affinities to Kafiristan,

9 VOGEL,
J. PH., Antiquities of Chamba State, I. (Calcutta 1911), ~ 1 s4,. 27, 34, 37, fig. 11,
12, 14.
1 0 For the detailed evidence on the history of the Brahmapura kingdom and its neighbours
see my coming book on the subject. Here only the most important reference can be quoted.
l1 LAW,B. CH., "Some Tribes of Ancient India", (J. Ind. Hist. 20, p. 65ff., 1941); for a
later branch in Orissa, SIRCAR,
D. C., "Hind01 Plate of Kulastambha", (Ep. Ind. 28, p. 107ff.,
1952), etc.
l2 PIRES,
E.A., The Maukharis, (Madras 1934).
Is Mentioned by Yuan Chwang and Varahamihira.
l4 GUPTA,
Y. R.,"TWOTaleBvara Copperplates", (Ep. Indica 13, p. 109 ff ., 1915- 1916).
l5 MAJUMDAR,
R. C., UWangHiuan-Tso's Indian Campaign", (J. As. Soc. Letters 19, p. 37ff.,
1953); S. LEVI,Le Nepal, 11, p. 148, (1905- 1908).
l0 VOGEL,
J. PH., Antiquities of Chamba State; HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
History of the Panjab
Hill States, (Lahore 1933), (variis locis).
l7 Local tradition of immigration from "Delhin; read in this context Kanauj. Lalitaditya
deported also Yaiovarman of Kanauj (temporarily), Karka of Lafa, Jivitagupta I1 of Gauda
and Virasena, the ancestor of the Suket dynasty, to the Himalaya.
'' Some Tibetan inscriptions of this time still near Brahmor, see VOGEL,Antiquities, Appendix; the Tibetan pilgrimage to Ravalsar in Mandi is another relic of this invasion.
lo See Gazetteers; costume relations with Europe observed already by IBBETSON-MACLAGAN
ROSE.
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Central Asia and even prehistoric Europe. Their linguistic remnant is the Western
Pahiiri dialect20, closely related t o Gujari and exactly covering the area of the old
Brahmapura kingdom. Religious remnantss1 had been the curious cults of Medizval
Churah (11th-12th cent. A. D.), of Varuna as god of heaven, of the river goddesses,
and of Giigii (Giirjara godling much venerated also in Rajasthan, though later identified
with two Chauhiin heroes), representing either survivals of early Hindu cults of the
utmost West or a slight Hinduization of primitive Iranian deities (Ormuzd, the Anahits,
Mithra). Other vestiges are the Sassanian Surya image of Gum, and the (lost) Kushina
Siva-Siilapiini statue of Brahmor (see below). An artistic remnant is the folk art of
Kulu 22,Churah and Pangi28, which links up not only with the barbarian elements in
Abbasid-Muslim decoration, but also with the Celtic, Visigothic, Ostrogothic and early
Langobard ornament styles of Europe. A definitive explanation of all these particularities cannot yet be attempted. But a possible link may be sought in the Tokharians",
who seem to have been a Celtic people which migrated in prehistoric times to Eastern
Turkistan and China and was later pushed back by the Hiins, at last settling with
Yue-chi in the Oxus Valley. The Kushiinas, and later again the Hephthalites appear to
have brought them also t o India.
The oldest Gupta monuments (6th cent. A. D.) in Chamba are the platform of a
brick temple in Chamba town (now in the Bhuri Singh Museum) and the Siirya image
of Gum25 (Indian Museum, Calcutta), squatting in Kushiina fashion and wearing
Sassanian dress and hair style, but otherwise in pure Gupta taste.
First under Harshavardhana of ThiineSvar Gupta art was generally introduced.
Its vestiges are rather numerous all over the Western Himalaya, a t Lakhamandal in
Kumaon, Bilaspur on the Sutlej Nirmand, Naggar and Manali in Kulu, Kangra
Bhavan, Chaitru and Chari in Kangra, and especially a t Brahmor in Chamba. Also
the general type and decoration of the Kulu temples go back to prototypes of Harshavardhana's reign. But only the wooden temples of Brahmor and Chatrarhi in Chambas0
are genuine early remnants of this late-"Rococo"-Gupta
style. They were erected
by raja Meruvannan (ca. A. D. 6501660-680) soon after the death of Harshavardhana, with the help of Gupta and Gupta-Giirjara artists, the most important of whom
had been Gugga.
As a series of reliefs (ca. A. D. 700) in the Brahmsni Devi Nala between Brahmor
and Khani reveals, Meruvarman's capital had the following temple and images: The
SiiryamSa Lingam, Siva Siilapiini, GaneSa and Lakshani Devi. The SiiryamSa Lingam
seems to be identical with the big Siirajmukh (RiimeSvar) linga, still standing at
Brahmor on a big copper yoni once set with silver flower-rosettes. The Siva statue,
GRIERSON,
G. A., Linguistic Survey of India, IX, pt. 4.
GOETZ,H., "Chamba Monumentsn, (Indian Culture, XIII, p. 122 ff., 1946).
A detailed study is in preparation.
23 VOGEL,
J. PH., Antiquities, I; GOETZ,H., Chamba Monuments.
24 CHARPENTIER,
J., "Die Ethnographische Stellung der Tocharern (Z.D.M.G. 71, p. 347tf.,
1917; HEINE-GELDERN,
R., Das Tocharer-Problem und die Pontische Wanderung, (Saeculum 11,
p. 225ff., 1951); KUNST.,J., Kultur-historische Bezichungen zwischen dem Balkan und Indonesien, (Amsterdam 1953).
25 BHATTACHARYA,
B., Indian Images, I, (Calcutta-Simla 1921), pl. 18; HACKIN-CARL,
Recherches archeologiques au Coi de Khair-Khana, (Paris-Brussels, 1936), p. 19, fig. H .
26 VOGEL,
J. PH., Antiquities, I; "Inscriptions of Chamba Staten (A.R., A.S.I. 1902- 1903,
p. 239 ff.; Chamba State Gazetteer, etc.
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once probably ca. 8' high seems to have been very similar to a statue excavated at
Avantipur in Icashmir *7. I t stood in front of a standing bull, an iconographic peculiarity
of Saivism under the Kushinas, Sassano-Kushinas and Kidiira-Kushiinas. A parallel
case it that of Siva and Piirvati sitting on a standing bull or bull and lion found in
Eastern Turkistan, but also in Mandi and now identified with Siva Paiichavrakta2fl.
The statue and the temple were destroyed in the Tibetan invasion of Khri-sron-ldebtsan, though the temple was rebuilt as Miinimaheia, by king Siihilavarman (ca.
A. D. 920-940). Only the ash~adhiitustatue of Nandi survives, a curiously clumsv
work signed by Gugga, looking as if the founder had never seen a real bull in all his
life. Also the Ganeia temple had disappeared, but the idol, 3' high, still stands in a
modern shed. I t is a very powerful and well-executed figure, Gupta type, but wearing
a Gandhiira crown and sitting on a pedestal much more reminding of Chinese art;
also the lions thereon look more Chinese.
Only the LakshanZ Devi temple is still intact, i. e. its interior, facade and image at
least. The present outer shell, with its gable roof, is modern, and also the facade is a
late reconstruction from various pieces not belonging together. Originally it seems to
have looked like many temples in Kulu and also Nepal, a gable-roofed mandapa from
the back of which there rises a pagoda-tower of several roofs above the shrine and its
circumambulation passage. Only the door frame proper belongs t o the original facade,
similar to that of most Kulu temples, whereas the high pediment seems to have been
part of the first pagoda-storey, and the gable comes from a later, likewise lost, Vishnu
temple. The entrance consists of five frames receding towards the door proper, three
merely ornamental ones, - the outermost with standing lions in the projecting topcorners, - the intermediate ones covered with figures of various deities whereas the
corresponding lintels are decorated with flying Gandharva couples carrying sacrificial
gifts. Because of the weathering of the deodar wood most deities can no more be
identified; at the bottom are supporting yakshas, then the river goddesses, others seem
to represent Siva, Vishnu (three-headed) and Siirya (?).The Gandharvas in the centre
carry a crown of Western type (as also at Chatrarhi, Bilaspur and Masrur). The
arrangement is exactly like in older Gupta temples; however, the number of frames has
been increased, the gods are more systematically arranged, the figures slimmer and
in very high relief, almost detaching themselves from the background, the Gandharva
groups more complicated and closely knit, i. e. all typical characteristics of a late style.
The pediment consists of three storeys of arched niches slightly projecting one over
the other. Its lowermost storey, with a series of Mithuna couples, remind of the
cornice and balcony friezes of the V i i v a k a r m ~cave a t Ellora, the second shows, alternatingly, dancing figures standing on brackets and small sitting figures beneath
diminutive pediments, the top storey, with squatting figures beneath depressed arches,
lines up rather with GandhZra friezes. Such an intermingling of late Gupta and late
GandhZra motives is characteristic for this period, e. g. the Fatehpur (Kangra) Buddha,
or the Buddhist art of Eastern Turkistan. The gable relief, Kashmiri Vaishnava of the
8th cent. we shall discuss in its own context.
In the interior there is a small mandapa supported on four square columns with a
rounded upper shaft ending in simple pot-and-foliage capitals and brackets on which a
deity in an arched niche is carved between flying godlings, and, beyond, the sanctuary
27
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VOGEL,
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with an entrance similar to that outside, but decorated with only three scroll work and
garland frames (like Bhumara and a circumambulation corridor. The four-armed
octolley idol of Lakshanii Devi is represented as Mahishamardini, a trident sword bell
and the demon's tail in her hands, in the pose characteristic especially for early
C h ~ l u k y aimages. However, her slim body, elegant jatiimukuta wig (:) the fine folds
of the skirt and shawl, the opulent jewelry and silver-inlaid eyes clearly are late
Gupta. Why just this temple survived we do not know, may be, because also the
Tibetans venerate the Devi as Lha mo.
Another wooden temple, dedicated to Saki Devi, was erected by Meruvarman at
Chatrarhi on a high plain just outside the gorges which separate the Brahmor Valley
from the outside world. I t is merely a cella surrounded by an open gallery under a
pyramidal roof; however the old gallery has in the 16th cent. been closed with painted
rubble-and-plaster walls, and later wooden galleries with Rajput-Mughal columns,
have been added on two sides. Otherwise its decoration is very similar, though of
course, in this case the main entrance had to lead directly to the cella and therefore is
much better preserved. Another entrance, similar to that in front of the Lakshana Devi
cella, is mounted between the fine columns of the circumambulation gallery in a most
unorganic manner. However, it seems originally to have belonged to another, since
destroyed, temple. O n the whole the decoration is the same as in the Lakshana Devi
Temple, but the sculptures are richer and more fluent, yet their typology is less varied.
The idol represents the goddess standing, on a lotus, a spear fakti) in one of her four
hands (lotus, bell and snake in the other). She wears the same ri& late Gupta costume
and a crown reminding of Nepalese types.
All these idols bear inscriptions of king Meruvarman and mention his master-artist
Gugga; and the temples are attributed t o him by the, on the whole, very reliable local
tradition. H e must have been the head of quite a workshop, for at least four different
hands can be traced; Gugga himself, apparently a half barbarian but trained in the
Harshavardhana style (imges proper and temple doors); a Central Indian (LakshanH
Devi pediment); an assistant from the frontier area, with late Gandhira and Central
Asian experience (Nandi, Ganeia socle), and a local trainee (brackets). But whereas the
Brahmor temples and idols represent an import art, the Chatrarhi temple which
tradition claims as Gugga's last work, has all the characteristics of a genuine local
creation developed from the first.
The last phase of Gupta art under Yaiovarman of Kanaui has left no monuments in
Chamba, only in the adjoining areas, e. g. the Bisheshvar Mahideo a t Bajaura (Kulu) Pg,
the Thakurdwira at Masrur (Kangra Dstt.)aO, a t Bhavan, Naggar and Manali in Kulu
or Maylang in Lahul. But it has been one of the principal sources of Mediaeval Kashmir
art as it developed under Lalitiiditya-Muktipida (A. D. 725 -756) 31.
Kashmiri Influence: In the reign of Ajyavzrman, Lalitiditya settled exiles from
Kanauj in Brahmor, the ancestors of the present local b r ~ h m i n sand Raiputs. In thie
connection a Vishnu temple seems to have been founded of whi& only two fragments
20
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survive, i. e. the Nyisimha idol" (now in a iikhara temple of the 10th cent. A. D.) and
the gable of the LakshanZ Devi Temple. The first is a powerful, almost demoniac figure
with a Kashmiri crown, sitting on a queer throne decorated with a stylized mountain
scenery such as we know olny from the cave temples of Ming-Oi and Kirish in Eastern
Turkistan33, and with lions of an early Chinese type. The gable triangle, resting on a
Navagraha (?)frieze, representes Vishnu in his Kashmlri aspect as highest godhead threeheaded and fourteen armed, in a trifoliated arch in the best style of Martand and
Avantipur. Other Kashmiri works of the same time are a "Sakti Devi" (actually Siva)
bust at Chatrarhi, - possibly the prototype of the 16th cent. Siva bust a t Harsa~-34,the original temple or Triloknath in Lahul 35, with pillar bases like Parihasapura
(Divar-Paraspor) and Malot, and probably also the first temple of Surya a t MarkulaUdaipur (Marul) in Lahu138, through only I l t h and 16th century copies of some of its
reliefs (Gandharvas Nagas, Trivikrama, possibly also Siva Natarajii) have been
preserved.
After Lalitaditya's death the Kashmir Empire collapsed, but was twice revived,
first by the Utpala dynasty in the late 9th-early 10th cent. A. D., then under theLohara
dynasty (middle 1l t h cent. A. D.). The first revival has left vestiges west of the Ravi37,
a t Babbor-Thalora (KZli Temple), Mulkihar, etc., but not a t Brahmor, as the
Brahmapura kingdom was wiped out late in the 8th cent. A. D. by the Tibetans, and
as the dynasty survived merely as obscure vassals of Sukhet state. However, the various
three-headed Vishnu images30 found in Churah3@and Chambad0 west of Brahmor
may have been introduced in this time. For the type with lion, human and boar-face,
though known in the 7th cent. (Bajaura, Brahmor, Chatrarbi) and at Martand (8th
cent. A. D.), became standardized first in the Avantisvamin Temple of Vantipor41.
Much more interesting is the reconstruction of the Markula-Udaipur temple, probably
by queen Siiryamati of Trigarta, queen of Ananta Deva of Kashmir (A. D. 10281063), or her minister Keiava. For it is the sole surviving monument of later Kashmiri
wood architecture and sculpture, in the days when this latter was introduced in Tibet
by Atiia (Tholing, Tsaparang, Alchi). For at that time Chamba State had become a
vassal of Kashmir, and Lahul seems t o have been detached from it. Fundamentally
the tradition of the 8th and the 9th cent. a. Chr. has been preserved, but everything has
become very rich, involved and over decorated, mannered, elegant and restless. To
this reconstruction the beautiful facade of the shrine proper, and most of the ceilingd2
belong, whereas one of the big window panels (Churning of the Ocean) is a 16th
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, pl. 8b; Inscriptions of Chamba State, fig. 4.
GRUNWEDEL,
A., "Altbuddhistische Kultstatten in Chinesisch-Turkistan" (Berlin, 1912).
94 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 251 ff., pls. 39b, 40.
35 Probably of Siva Pafichavrakta. See VOGEL,
"Triloknathn.
Chamba State Gazetteer.
" KAK.R. CH., "Antiquities of Basohli and Ramnagar", (Ind. Art and Letters VII, pt. 2,
p. 65 ff., 1933).
38 GOETZ,
H., "A Masterpiece of Mediaeval Kashmiri Metal Art". (J. As. Soc. Letters, 19,
p. 45 ff ., 1953), where other references quoted.
E. g. SvZim, see VOGEL,
Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Museum 1909, A 35.
40 E. g. at the VajreSvari Temple, Chamba.
41 SAHNI,
D. R., "Excavations a t Avantipur", (A. R., A. S. I., 1913- 1914, 11).
4 2 Centre piece in GOETZ,H., "Een Wereld van Oude Indische Cultuur diep in den
Himalaya", (Elsevier's Maandschrift, XLVIII, no. 8, Amsterdam 1938, p. 73 ff.) pl. XV.
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cent. free copy from an original of this time. When the Lohara dynasty, in its turn,
began to degenerate, king Lha-chen Utpala of Ladakh annexed Lahul; probably
in his reign the temple was converted into a shrine of Mirichi-Vajravarahi, the Buddhist
goddess of light, and a relief of the "Temptation of Buddha" was inserted in u, the
ceiling, apparently during a repair of avalanche damages.
Ayudha and Pala Influence: East of the Ravi YaSovarmarl of Kanauj, and thereafter
his descendants, residing at Gwalior, continued to rule as vassals of Kashmir until1 ca.
A. D. 770. Then the Ayudha kings of Kanauj took over, as vassals of the Palas of
Bengal. Their hold over the Punjab Himalaya must have been precarious because of
the Tibetan pressure, and the expeditions of Devapila thither may have had the
purpose of keeping the Tibetans at bay. Monuments oi this period are the Sandhya
Devi Temple at Jagatsukh in Iculu, the Momal Mahadeo Temple (?) in Suket, some
ruins at and near Bilaspur, and the Pila bronze images from Kulu. In Chamba only
two bronze idols of "Sakti Devi" can be attributed to this time. They represent a very
degenerated stage of the last Gupta style, already with many characteristics of the
early Pala taste.
Pratihiira Art: In the 10th cent. A.D. the fortunes of the fallen Brahmor dynasty
were restored by Sahilavarman (ca. A. D. 920-940), the founder of Chamba State43.
He seems to have risen as a general of the Pratiharas who became military governor
of the mountain frontier against the encroachments of Kasmir under Samkaravarman
(A.D. 883-902) and, thereafter, of the Hindu Sahis of Kabul who, first vassals of
Kashmir soon became independent rulers of the Punjab. The sadc of Kanauj by Indra I11
Rashtrakiira resulted in a disintegration of the Pratihara Empire which incited the
Kashmiris and Sahis to invade the Kangra Valley. Sahilavarman succeeded in beting
off this invasion and protated Kangra and Kulu. Later he became a virtually
independent ruler over those very districts, suppressing some revolts of the local
princelings. Advised by the Kinphata saint Charpata, probably a successor or the
Siddhachirya Charpati nitha guru of Meruvarman (?), and his eighty-four yogis, he
introduced Pratihara civilization and art.
As his capital he selected Chamba, on a well-protected plateau above the junction
of the Sala and Ravi from where he could easily control the passes along the Kashmir
frontier, Lahul and the Kangra Valley. H e provided it with drinking water by the
Suhi-da-Marh aquaeduct from the Sarota Valley (his own rani being sacrificed to the
spirits). H e erected four great temples near the palace, the Lakshmi-Nirayan as the
chief temple of his kingdom, on two adjoining terraces the Trimukh and the Chandragupta44 and in the town the Champavati; at Brahmor he rebuilt Meruvarman's
Siva temple as the Minimaheia45, and a t Saho his feudatory ran2 Satyaki (author
of the moving Sarahan praiasti) built the Chandraiekhara temple46, probably
also the wooden Chamunda temple, on a hill shoulder above the town, had already
been in existence. All these new stone temples are of the heavy Sikhara type of the high
Pratihira period, decorated only by means of wall recessions, reduplicated miniature
Sikhara-shrines in relievo and very few, rather clumsy reliefs. But they are the mightiest
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and most numerous group of Mediaeval temples in the whole Himalaya", with the
sole exception of Jagesvar in Kumaon.
The Lakshmi-Nariiyan, the highest of them, once had a wooden rnaryiapa (similar
i
to those of the - later - VahigopPl and SitP-RPm in Chamba, or the H i ~ m shrine
at Mehla) which was renewed by Pratipsinghvarman in A.D. 1582 and replaced by
an ugly stone structure in the late 19th cent. A.D. Other repairs were undertaken by
Pandit Durugu and Gyana, barber to the king, in A. D. 1579. The idol, of white marble
brought under tremendous sacrifices from the "Vindhyas" (Northern Rajasthan?), is a
stiff' figure in a coilve~ltionalframe. The other temples have nlerely a two-pillared,
shallow porch with a trifoliated pediment decorated with a "Bhadra-mukha" (a threefaced Siva head, last echo of the Elephanta "Trimfirti"), dwirapila figures at the
entrance, and a few, irregularly distributed, small and clumsy figural reliefs (some
sunk), otherwise merely architectural ornaments, especially diamond lozenges, in a
structureless, spongy style very much reminding of the disintegration of Hindu motives
in the early indigenous art of Java and Cambodia. The Chandragupta encloses a
marble lingam. Of the Trimukh only the four-headed idol of Trinetra Mahiideva,
attended by the goddesses, the foundations and doorjambs remain; the present temple
is a reconstruction of ca. A. D. 157311575 in a mudl latter style. The Champavati, said
to have been dedicated to Sihilavarman's vanished daughter Champ5 Devi, has an
image showing her as an incarnation of the Devi, three-eyed and six-armed, on a tiger
(black stone). I t is the only monunlcnt with a better relief decoration, pili~stersremindin? of late Gupta prototypes, and erotic relicfs. The Msnimahda at Brahn~oris a
replica of the Lakshmi-Nsriiyan, however, without mandapa. Of the ChandraBekhara
only the foundations and dwarapsla reliefs, in the same grotesque, spongy and overornamented style, survive; the rest goes back to modern repairs. In Cllurah the only
nlorliimellt of the sanle time and style is tile Chary$ image'%f riijanaka Bhogata at
Svainl (Himgiri).
Yug;ikaravar~nan(ca. A. D. 940-960) seems to have had a peaceful reign. Art in
Ch;~mbabecanle less vigorous and Inore refined. H e built the Gauri-Samkara Terllple
between the Chandragupta and Trinlukh Temples, in Chanlba Town; and his queen
Tribhuvanarekhs erected the Narsingh Temple at Brahmor'g for Ajyavarman's
Nrisirilha statue. Both temples repeat the type introduced by Sdlilavarnlan, but are
smaller, more elegant and more richly decorated with much better sculptures; and the
Gauri-Sarilkara has one of the finest "bronze" groups not only in the Himalaya, but
in the whole of Northern India, evidently the work of an artist from outside.
The god and goddess, slim, daintily dressed, and wearing a multiple crown around
their mukuyas, stand side by side in front of Nandi, the right lland raised in
A l h b ~ ynrrctfrd,
~
Sarilkara laying his third hand on Nandi's neck, and embracing Gauri
with his fourth arnl. I t is a characteristic product of the elegant late Pratihiira style,
like, c. g. the Harshaniithn sculpturcs of Sikar. Other works of this s,Inle period are the
Vishnu image at Snhobo and the U1n3-hlahdvara group nc;u the Sakti Dcvi Temple

'' Otllcr Him;llny;~ntclnplcs nnd sculptures in the Prntilrlra style nrc a t J;~gcsvi~r,
Dv~rah;lt,
Bi~ijn;ltIland Kntar~nnlin K~~mnon,
LnkhnnlnnJ.11 Bil;~spurand Nir~n.~~ld
on thc SutlCi,l3nj;lurn,
Naggnr, Jngarsukll and Mi~n;~li
in Kulu, Knngrn. Fort anci I3llavan, ;lnd a t B;~lor,Gurnnl and
Babbnur-Tlrnlora in J;lmmu.
'# VOCEL,
Antiquitics, I, p. 150, pl. 13.
V O G ~ LAntiquities,
,
I, fig. 17.
b0 Ibid., p. 248 f., pl. 39a.
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at Chatrarlii, also fragments of a Siva temple a t Devi-ri-Kothi in C h u d @innade
with 16-faced Siva head, 12 faces below, 4 on top).
Then the Chamba kingdom quidrly declined Kangra was lost to the S a i s ; Bmhmor
was overrun by the mass immigration of the Gaddis fleeing from the advance of
Mahmud of Ghazni; Churah Pangi and Lahul became independent. Of Vidagdhavarman (ca. A. D. 960-980), Dodakavarman (ca. A. D. 980-?) and Mrityuiijavarman
(end 10th cent. A.D.?) only a few small monumentsB1, mainly inscriptions have been
discovered, where as of the following two reigns no more than the names of the nrlen
are preserved.
The Folk Art of Chwrah and Pangi: Churah, Pangi and Lahul became independent.
Since at least A.D. 102811029 Churah came under the suzerainty of Trailokyapila
and then of Kalafapila of Vallapura, but was recovered by Charnba probably under
Somavarman (A. D. ca. 1060- 1080) o r Asapvannan ca.A. D. 1080- 1105); about A. D.
116 1 Ranapila of Vallapun again conquered Churah, and after A. D. 1170 AjayapPla
also Pangi. As a result, the hold both of Chamba and Vallapun over these two districts
was rather weak, and and the local r i n i s enjoyed considerable power. This they
expressed by setting up funeral monunlents of their own, richly carved fountain stone
slabs. In most of them the local SGlika-Giirjara style" probably handed down in woodcarving, like in Kulu, was used. Its drancteristics are: Plaitwork bands exactly like
those found in ancient Celtic, Ostrogothic, Visigothic and Langobard art, spirals and
hammer-shaped double-volutes, likewise found in Celtic and Muslim (later Abbasid)
art, the "tree of life', "soul birds', palmettcs recurring in Sassanian art, occasionally
also some Saljuq-Muslim ornaments, primitive figures of gods, horsenicn and women
in a costume traceable on ScyAian donor-reliefs a t Mathun, but also in modern Kulu,
Churah and Pangi. O n some (Nagaim and Siya") fountain stones at least some Hindu
ornament borders have been introduced, in the Sai fountain stonesbBorthodox Hindu
gods in local costume arc represented and only the Salhib@ffountain stone is executed
in pure Hindu style (a curiously archaic echo of PratihZra art). These last monuments
all belong to ranas of exceptional political influence, in contact with the leading royal
court. Elsewhere, however, the old Sunga-Audumbara lotus rounde!~were still used8'.
The Trigarta Style: First Sillkaravannan (SalavPhana, A. D.ca. 1040- 1059/1060)
tried to restore the former power of Chamba, but was defeated and slain by
Anantadeva (A. D. 1028- 1063) of Kashmir. Although now a vassal of Kashmir, the
kingdom, however, expanded and flourished from Sonlavarrnan (ca. A. D. 1060- 1080)
to Lalitavarman (A. D. 1143-ca. 1175) when the decline set in; to collapse, after a
temporary expansion, under Vijayavarman (A.D. 1 175 - ?).The reign of Asatavarmsn
(AD.1080-1105) seems to have been the Golden Age of high Medixval art in
C l ~ a n ~ bThough
a.
in Lahul queen Siryamati had rebuilt the Sirya ( K ~ l i )temple of
n1 Vidagdhavnrman: Sungnl anti Sai grants, Tur Vishnu image-pedestal, Bhagvati image
(ibid., p. 164, 169, 172, 174ff., pl. 17-19); Dodakavarnran: Kiirttikeya image (ibid., p. 174,
pl. 19b); M~ityufiiayavar~nm:
Proli-ra-Gala rodr inscription (Ibid., p. 148 f., pl. 11). See also
VOCGL,
Catalogue Dlluri Singh Museurn, A 2 - 4.
" VOCEL,Antiquities, I, figs. 11, 15,27, pls. 27, 34, 37.
nS Ibid., p. 178ff., pl. 21, 34.
'n Ibid., p. 200 ff ., pl. 27.
" IIbid., p. 232ff., pl. 34.
Ibid., p. 216ff.. pl. 31.
" lbid., tig. 12, 14, pl. 4; VOGHL,
Catalogue Bhuri Singlr Museunr, A. 19-21.
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Markula-Udaipur, in Chamba proper the Trigarta styles8 was introduced. This latter
had evolved in the Kangra Valley mainly from the Pratihiira tradition, with an
admixture of lateGupta and Kashmiri motives, all transformed into a rather barbarian,
very rich, but structureless and spongy decoration, with grotesque figures and lot of
ornaments.
The modest, but very richly decorated Hari Riii Temple at the Chaugan Gate was
erected in the reign of Asata by princeLakshmanavarman, son of king Siiliikaravarman,
according to the joint copperplate grant of Somavarman and Asatas" The same grant
mentions a Siva temple built by queen Rardha Devi for her deceased husband Saliikaravarman. This can be only the Vajreivari (Bhagvati) Templeeo, just outside the town at
the Sarota Valley. For this temple, long abandoned, was dedicated to Vajreivari first
by Pratapsinghvarman ca. A.D. 1580; its original sculptures are not Siikta, its floor
reveals vestiges of the former presence of a big linga (generally used for funeral
shrines), and there are not the least traces of any other old monument which might be
identified with Rardha Devi's temple. I t is indeed the finest Medizval monument in
Chamba, with many excellent, though slightly unfinished reliefs (once covered with
plaster?.) The present images in the Parivaradevatii niches were added by Balabhadravarman (A. D. 1589 - 1641), Prithvi Singh (A. D. 1641- 1664) and Umed Singh (A. D.
1748- 1764); other repairs were undertaken under Udai Singh A. D. 1716. The
Vamsigopiil Temple, built A.D. 1595, is a slavish copy of an original (mentioned in
an inscription A. D. 1582), evidently erected in the later 11th cent. The only monument
outside Chamba town in the same style is the Niiriiyana image01 dedicated by rijanaka
Nagapiila a t Devi-ri Kothi in Churah.
In the 12th cent. A.D. the style degenerated quickly. Its chief monument is the
Lakshmi-Damodar Temple, in the Lakshmi Niiriiyana compound a t Chamba town,
very monumental and richly decorated though less than the Vajreivari. But its shape
is clumsy, its idol, as well as its reliefs (some erotic) are poor, with too big heads, too
short legs, no stance, n o expression. Possibly the two Garuda pillars in front of this
temple and of the Lakshmi-Niiriiyana go also back t o this time, and also the earliest
temple at Khajiar (on the road t o Dalhousie). Of that latter, however, only two
wooden pillars with pot-and-foliage capitals, surrounded by entwisted snakes, and the
idol, showing Khaji Niiga, crowned, sword and club in hand between two Chiimarabearers, in a rich frame (like those of the Saho Vishnu and Chatrarhi Uma-Maheivara)
remain. The idol has all the same weaknesses as the sculptures of the Lakshmi-Damodar
Temple; and the wooden pillars go back to a type very common in the art of the
Chahamiinas (who penetrated into the East Punjab Himalaya late in the 12th cent.
A. D.) and also on Kangra Fort.
Cp. also: HERMANN
GOB'TZ,The Early Woodcn Temples of Chamba (Memoirs of the Kern
Institute I), Leiden 1955.

"

VOGEL,J. PFI.Monuments in Kangra, (A. R., A.S. I., 1905- 1906, p. 10 ff.); CUNNINGI-IAM,A., Arch Survcy Rcport V; JAS. FERGUSSON,
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture,
1910, I, p. 297ff.; ctc.
5n VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 187ff., pl. 25.
" GOETZ,H., Ecn Wcrcld van Oudc Indische Cultur dicp in den Himalaya, pl. XIV.
" VOGEI.,Antiquities, I, p. 207 f., pl. 29; Catalogue Dhuri Sing11 MUSCUIII,A. 9.

A LATE PRATIHARA "BRASSn GROUP
(Plate XXX left)

Mediaeval South Indian bronzes are well known, and hundreds of them fill museums
and private collections in India, Europe and America. But contemporaneous metal
images from Northern India are rare. From literary sources, however, it is evident that
once suchlike metal images had been very common also there. Most of them seem to
have been smashed and melted down during the Muslim conquest. What has survived
is found in some hoards (Kurkihiir, Nilandii, Vasantgalh, Bikiner, Barodi); and also
single pieces (from Bengal; various places in Rijputina; Kulii; Kumiion; Kashmir)
buried, or hidden in lonely shrines have survived those centuries of iconoclasm. Almost
all are of small size. The most important set in Northwestern India, however, was
discovered in 1839 by General ALEXANDER
CUNNINGHAM
in Chambii State, and later
published by Professor Dr. J. PH. VOGEL.This set consists of four "brassw idols of
Lakshana Devi (Durgi Mahishamardini), Nlisimha, Ganeia and Siva's bull Nandi at
Brahmor in the valley of the Budhal, a tributary of the Rivi, and two other images,
of Sakti Devi and Siva at Chatriyhi, a village not far from the confluence of the
Budhal and Rivi. Four of these "brass" images, those of Lakshani Devi, GaneSa, Nandi
and Sakti Devi, had been cast by an artist named Giigii for a king Meruvarman in the
3rd or 4th quarter of the 7th century and are good copies of late Gupta statuary such
as it had flourished under the great Harshavardhana of Thinesar. The Nlisimha idol
and the bust of Siva probably were cast in the reign of Ajyavarman, a contemporary
and vassal of the great ~ i s h m i r conqueror
i
Lalitiditya-Muktipida (ca. 725 -756).
However, there stands another, very fine "brass" (Ashtadhitu alloy) group in
Chalnbi Town in the Gauri-Samkara temple, one of the earlier shrines in the group
of royal temples around the state sanctuary of the Lakshmi-Niiriyana. This group,
almost three quarter life-size, is the biggest and finest work of Pratihiira metal art
known to us. Though the temple is easily accessible, it had hitherto attracted no
attention, because the idols are still in use and thus completely covered with modern
garments. Only once in the year, in July, when the road to Chambii is practically
impassable because of the heavy monsoon rains, they are undressed for one day.
However, in 1939 I stayed in Chambii for several months doing research and was able
to take a photo, having obtained special permission granted to me by the state government. I tender my apologies for the poor quality of the photograph but hope that it
will suffice to give readers an adequate idea of the image.
In contrast to the already mentioned "brass" idols of king Meruvarman, neither this
"brass" group nor the temple wherein it stands, bear any inscription. However, local
tradition which, on an average, proves to be very accurate, attributes the temple to
king Yugikaravarrnan who, according to the calculation of Professor VOGEL,ruled
ca. 940-960. Very little is known for certain of Yugikaravarman. The Chambii
VamSivali mentions him as the son and successor of Siihillavarman, a descendant of
Meruvarman and founder of Chambii Town and Chambi State; he is said to have
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assisted his father in founding the town, to have been a great archer, to have defeated
the Kshatriyas (i. e. probably the Kiina aristocracy of the Himalaya) in many battles
and to have brought from afar the block of white marble out of which the idol of t]le
tutelary deity of the dynasty, Lakshmi-Niiriiyan, was carved. Only one documeilt of
Yugiikaravarman has been preserved, the copperplate grant issued in his tenth year
in favour of the Nrisimha Temple at Drahinor erectcd by Tribhuvanarekha, probably
his queen. The Sungal copperplate inscription of his son from queeil Bhogamati,
Vidagdhavarman, describes him as devout, respectful to his spiritual preceptors and
expert in the law. Also the Tuy image inscriptioil of his grandson Dudaltavarman
mentions his name, but the later Chambii documents pass him over in silence, although
the inscriptions of Somavarmail (mid- 1l t h century) provide inuch valuable information coilccrning his father Sihillavarman.
A careful survey of all that we ltnow about the historical situation in Northwestern
India a t that time eilables us to make some nlore inferences. In the late 8th century the
Tibetans had defeated and slain king Lakshmivarman and overthrowil the old Brahmor
kingdom. Though the dynasty recovered Brahmor, it was thereafter reduced to the
status of pctty feudatories of Suket State (south of Mandi). In the early 10th ceiitury
Sahillavarman went to the plains and after many years returned with a great army
and 84 "Charpafa" yogis, beat off the invasion of an army consisting of Kiiskmiris,
Turlts, Kiras (Tibetan mercenaries), Saumiitikas and Dogras (inhabitants of tlle modern
Jammu), protcctcd and later on conquered the I<iiilgrii Valley to the South and Ku!G
in the East, and at last founded Chainbii town whcre he erectcd the first and most
impressive group of temples in the Pratihiira style. This astonishing turn of events can,
in my opinion, only be understood on the assumption that Siihillavarinan had entered
the service of the Pratihiira emperors of Kanauj, was appointed governor of the
Himalaya frontier area threatened by the invasions of Samltaravarmail of Icashmir
and, later, of tlle Iiindii-Siihis of ICiibul-Ohind and made himself de facto independent
when the l'ratihiira Empire disintegrated after the Riishtrakii~aconquest of Icanauj l .
Yugakaravarman seems to have preserved his father's kingdom, but uilder Vidagdhavarnlan and Dodaltavarinan most of Siihillavannan's conquests scem to have been lost
to the Hindu-%his until, at the turn of the second millennium, Chambii State again
broke down under the inlnligration of the Gaddi shepherds into Brahmor and the
defeat of Siilaltaravarinan by Anantadeva of Kashmir. Thereafter Chainbii was a
vassal of Kashmir until the cnd of the 12th century. Yugiiltaravarman's reign may
thus be rcgardcd as the Golden Age of Mcdiacval Chainbii, less powerful, but richer,
more pcaccful and more refined than the reign of S~l~illavarnlan.
It is, therefore, not
surprising that it has left us one of the grcat inastcrpicces of the highly refined, elegant
art of the late Pratihiira period.

Professor VOGEL'Scalculation o f the datc of Siihillavarninn is based on the avcragc Icngtll
o f rcigns of thc Chamba dynasty. In rcality, w c havc to cxpcct considcrablc dilIcrcnccs. Tnltillg
into account all circumstances, Sfil~illavarmnnprob;lbly already stnrtcd his carccr in Chnmbs
about 910, but the dctails of his abdication nialie it appear probable t l ~ n thc livcd to a very
old agc, so that Yug5lraravnrmnn's accession to thc tl~roticin about 910 scclrls quitc plausible.
Lly that timc, ho~vcvcr,Yugiilrnrnvarman cannot have bccn a young man. 'This spcnks for
I'rofcssor VOGEL'Sopinion that Tribhuvannrcltl~wns a quccl~ o f Yug?ik;lravnrm;ln, not a
witlow of S5hillavarman. Thus the Narsingh T c r ~ ~ p lat
c Urahmor niigl~thave bccn crcctcd
about 950, the Gauri-Snylrara at Cllambii carlicr, i. c. bctwccn 940- 950.
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As already mentioned, the Gauri-Samkara Temple is merely by tradition attributed
to Yugakaravarman. However, this attribution can be corroborated by other observations. The temple is somewhat smaller, but more elegant and better decorated than
the huge, almost plain structures erected by Sihillavarman a t Chambi (LakshrniNarayan, Chandragupta and Trirnukh - the latter rebuilt in the 16th century and
at some distance the Champiivati), and a t Brahmor (Minimaheha Temple). It is bigger
than the temples of the 11th and 12th centuries, with their rich, but quaint decoration.
But it is vcry similar, in size as well as style, to the Narsingh Temple erected by queen
Tribhuvanarekhi a t Brahmor in the reign of Yugakaravarman and can, therefore, be
safely regarded as a contemporary of the latter. Curiously enough, Yugikaravarman's
grant in favour of the Narsingh Temple is introduced not by an invocation of Vishnu
whose avatara Nrisimha is regarded, but by a stanza in praise of Siva, calling him,
amongst various more general epithets, Vyishabhinka, i.e. he who holds the bull
(Nandi) by his side. Now, in the whole of Chambi State, there is, to my knowledge,
only one image of this type, i.e. the figure of Siva in the Gauri-Samkara Temple. In
praising Siva as Vyishabhanka, Yugakaravarrnan can, therefore, have had in mind
oilly this vcry image which by tradition is attributed to him.
The group represents Siva standing by the side of Gauri (Piirvati), whereas the bull
Nandi, rather too small, stands behind both deities. Siva has four arms, his right lower
arm rests on the neck of the bull, whereas his upper left elbow rests on the shoulder of
the goddess; his lower left hand is raised, palm upwards, whereas his upper right is
lifted in the Abhaya Mudri, a rosary between the fingers. Gauri has only two arms
which repeat the gestures of her consort, the right, with a rosary, likewise in Abhaya
Mudrii, the left bearing a water vessel in the palm.
The figure of Siva secn~sto be a variant of the 7th century-idol at Brahmor (probably
destroycd during the Tibetan invasion), if we may draw conclusions from a group of
reliefs in the Brahiniini-Devi Niilii which depict the original Brahmor deities. And that
original image again seems to have been evolved from the Siva Sijlapiini (with the
Tridcnt in his hand) found on the Kuslliina and Kidira-Kushiina coins. Like the lost
Brahmor idol also the Siva of our group has three faces (like the famous "TrimfirtinSiva of Elephants). As a matter of fact, the threefaced Siva head is common in the blind
pediment windows of many Himiilayan temples as "Bhadramukl~a".The addition of
Gauri may havc been inspired by the older image of Sakti Devi at C h a t r a ~ hwith
i
which
its posture and Mudris are identical, though that latter has four arms. For to Lakshanii
Dcvi of Brahmor corresponds the Chiimundi idol in the woodcn templc above Chamb5
town, both representing DurgP as the Killcr of the bull-dclnon. Nevertheless the
iconographic type of the whole group must havc been an innovation in Chambii. It is
not vcry common. We know, howevcr, several exaniplcs of it in Nortl~crilIndia, all of
the Pratihira period, and also a few in thc South, mainly in Chola art.
Both deities wear the high conic crown (Mukura) held togcther by a series of circlets
characteristic of Medicval North-Indian art, however here combincd with a diadem
I . curious
with three high pinnacles found in I<ashinir, the I<zilgyii Valley and K U ~ CThe
mannerism of thc folds of Siva's loin cloth is familiar from bronzes and sculptures of
thc late Gupta and early P r a t i h ~ r apcriod. Thc same may be said of the richly jewelled
) Gauri. Gauri's flowing hair rccurs on the mask of Mujuni Dcvi from
belt ( M c k h a l ~of
Nirmal~r! in K u ! ~(also loth century). The plain oval halo behind the hcad and back
of Gauri is rather rnore reminiscent of late Gupta or early P r a t i h ~ r aBuddhist images
than of the classic Pratihiira halo, round or sligl~tlyoval, and filled with a lotus design.

-
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In this case it may have been inspired by the name of the goddess, Gauri, the Bright
One.
The aesthetic treatment of the figures reveals a highly refined and elegant tradition,
familiar from many Pratihara sculptures of the 10th century, especially those of the
Harshanatha Temple near Sikar, built by the early Chahamanas, contemporaries of
Yugiikaravarman and Dodakavarman, and like those latter practically independent
vassals of the weak late Pratihara emperors. But on the other hand there are indications
that the artist was no more than a clever imitator. The proportions of all the figures
are not quite satisfactory. The legs of the deities are somewhat short, Siva's head is too
big, even if we deduct the extra mass of the additional heads. Finally, the bull is still
more out of proportion, even if we excuse his calf-size as a concession to facilitate the
imposure of Siva's arm. These misproportions, though not very disturbing, are a
common characteristic of late, very mannered styles, and always occur first in the work
of second-rate artists who also preserve longest the archaic "provincialism" like, in
this statue, the folds of Siva's loin-cloth or Gauri's halo. But this is just the type of
wandering artist we may expect in 10th century Chamba. For, although in the
perspecxive of the Himalaya, Yugiikaravarman's kingdom had been vast and important,
in the all-Indian perspective it had been no more than a small frontier state. But the
very situation of the hill kingdom - off the beaten tracks of world history and civilization - has likewise been responsible for the fact that this brass group has survived.
Fine as it is, it permits us to infer an even more beautiful a r t of metal sculpture in the
former centres of Pratihiira power and culture of which to-day only some temple ruins
and not yet excavated mounds remain.
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(Plates X X X I -XXXIV)
Importance: The Hindu Himalaya is of great importance for our study of India's
past because its comparatively well-protected valleys have formed a sort of backwater
into which peoples and civilizations, religions and arts were swept from the plains and
have survived until recent times, only occasionally disturbed by raids from the Indian
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Chambi, (Marg VIII, no. 3, p. 38 ff., 1955).
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Ascendency of Folk A r t a n d the Renaissance of Mediaeval A r t Backgroud: The
Muslim conquest of Northern India on the eve of the 13th century A.D. meant the
end also of Hindu a r t in the Panjab Himalaya. Devastation in the forehills must have
been considerable. Most temples were a t least partly demolished, and were restored not
before the 16th century A.D. Also ChambP town and neighourhood ( K h a j i ~ r Mehli
,
and Siiho) seem to have been raided by some, otherwise unknown, Muslim expedition
which pulled down the Khaji Nag, Trimukh and Chandraiekhara temples, seriously
damaged the Vajreivari (Bhagvati), and desecrated and mutilated most of the other
shrines. However, much more serious was the collapse of all social order in consequence
of the mass immigration of fleeing brahmins and kshatriyas. For more than a century
thereafter the history of all the hill states is a n utter blank. T h e states emerging
thereafter were small, weak and barbarian and needed ca. three centuries for recovering.
Since this crisis a r t development was divided between a n imitation of Mediaeval art,
and a new popular art. This latter evolved from the barbarian (possibly "Giirjara")
style which, introduced during the early Middle Ages, survived in the rural districts,
especially in Churah. It was the first style to emerge after the crisis (14th- 16th centuries
A.D.), but was then superseded by a n imitation of mediaeval art first imported from
RZjasthin and the Deccan by the priestly families mainly responsible for the reconstruction of the old kingdoms, but later based on the local monuments (15th-17th
centuries A.D.). Thanks to the influence of the Mughal court the folk style became
again victorious (16th-17th centuries A.D.), now as Rzjput art, taken over from
Rajasthiin, locally modified and a t last transformed under direct Mughal influence
(17th- 19th centuries A.D.). Both the original folk a r t and the imitative mediaeval
style lingered on, the latter disintegratii~gbetween ca. A. D. 1780 and 1825, the first
surviving until our own time. For each became the art of a special social and cultural
group, the indigenous folk style continuing as the art of the rural population, the
imitative mediaeval style monopolizing the temples and their cult, Riijput and MughalRajput art being the fashion of the courts.
Beginnings: The renaissance started by the middle of the 14th century A.D. in
Garhwal, spread about A.D. 1400 to KumZon, by the middle of the 15th century
A.D. to Kiitigri and Kulii and in the course of the 16th century A . D . t o Chambz
and all the other hill states. The first renaissance monuments are the rather crude
stambhas of Abhayachandra and Garur Gyan Chand at Champzvat (latc 14th century
A. D.), the Raliivar Temple a t Champzvat (ca. A. D. 1400- 1420) and the Gujjar Deo
(later 15th ccntury A.D.) at Dwarahatlo. Both tcmples, exccuted in the "Jain" (i. e.
late Solanki-Vaghela) taste, represent a n undiluted import from Rajasthiin and
Guiarat. Sculptures at Katarmal in Kumaon, in a degenerated Hoysala style, point to
a similar import from Mysore. I n KZtigrZ the Vajreivari and Indrebvari temples at
Bhavan were erected under SansZr Chand I, a vassal of sultan Muhammad Shah
Sayyid (A. D. 1433- 1446), and a n Adinatha image set u p in A.D. 1466 l l . These
lo E. T. ATKINSON,
The Himalayan Districts of the North IVcstern Provinces of India,
11-111, Allahabad 1884-1886; A. Fiitrnr:~, The Monumental Antiquities of the North
Western Provinces and Oudh, Allahabad 1891, "01. 11; H. GOETZ,The Chronology of the
CI~andDynasty and the Mediaeval Monlirnents of Kumzon, (J. Ind. Hist. 29, p. 33ff., 1951);
H. GOETZ,
Tlie Coming of Muslim Culiural Influence in the Panjab Himalaya.
Kiligrz Gazetteer, Cunningham, Arch. Survey Rcport, V, p. 155; J. PH. VOGEL,Ancient
Monurncnts of Kai'grz, etc., (A.R., A.S.I., 1905- 1906, p. IOff., pls. 3-4); E. B. EASTWICK,
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primitive step-roof temples were an import from Rijasthin and Central India, however going back to the rural shrine type from which the Rijput chhattri developed and
which still is common in Mahirishtra. Deeper in the Himalaya, in Kulii and Chambi,
the local wood architecture still prevailed (Kulii: reconstruction of Sandhyl Devi
Temple, Jagatjukh, by Udham Pil, early 15th century A.D.; reconstruction of
Tripurasundari Temple a t Naggar, early 15th century A. D.; Chambi: First copperplate grant by Vairasivarman A.D. 1330; inscription of Bhotavarman (?) in the
mediaeval Miinimahela a t Brahmor A. D. 1417 - 1418; endowment of the H i r m i
Temple at MehlP, and repair of an unidentified Siva temple by Anandavarman, A.D.
1475-1513)".
The Early Imitative Mediaeval Style in C h a m b ~ Under
:
Anandavarman Chambi
had become independent from K i n g r i ; but the former kingdom of the high Middle
Ages was restored first under Ganelavarman (A. D. 1513 - 1566), Pratipsinghvarman
(A. D. 1566- 1582) and finally Balabhadravarman (A. D. 1589 - 162311641) 18, by
subduing the feudal lords (ranis and thikurs), recovering Brahmor, Lihul and Pingi,
and defeating Minikyachandra of K i n g r i (A.D. 1563-1570). This policy was the
work of a Bengali brahmin family, the Tantric Surinanda Sarma of Baniras (came in
A.D. 1558), his son, the prime minister Pandit Ramipati, and his grandson, the
rijaguru Lakshmikantha. In their wake there arrived number of other brahmins from
BanZras, Ujjain, GayP, Bengal, even South India, and artists from Rijputina, Nepil,
Bengal and the South 14. Surinanda introduced himself by setting up the Dumukh in
front of the Lalrshmi-Niriyan Temple, in order to ward off the demons of a former
burning ground; it is a sort of Tibetan Phurbu, with two Mahikila faces, in a simple
and barbarian, but grand style.
After the alliance with Bahidur Singh of Kulfi (A.D. 1559)16 Pingi and Lihul
were annexed (A. D. 156911570). The Lamaistic Vajravirihi Temple of Mirul
(Mirkula-Udaipur) in Lihul was reconstructed and consecrated to Kili. The master
who in A. D. 1553 had built and decorated the H i r m i Temple of Manili for BahZdur
Singh, used the shrine and ceiling erected in the 1l t h century A. D. by queen Siiryamati
of Kashmir, but placed the latter on new columns and ceiling beams carved with
scenes, in the folk style, from the Mahhbhirata (Adiparvan and Viriitaparvan) and
RZmZyana (Sundarakiinda and Yuddhakinda), freely copied the apparently rotten
panels (Trivikrama and Churning of the Ocean) of the big southern window, added
two Dviirapiila (Bhairava) stitues, and encased all this in a new structure (10 m X 7 m
inside, ca. 139/4m high) of the traditional hill typela. The local Th5kur Himapila
donated a silver Kali image", made by an artist from Bhadrawih, Paiichaminaka
Jinalra; it is a clumsy work, combining reminiscences of the former Tibetan Do-rjeHandbook of the Panjab, Western Rljputini, Kashmir and Upper Sind, London 1883 mentions
E R ,Kingrz-Jwalamukhi PraBasti,
more early temples, but his dates are not reliable; G. B ~ ~ H LThe
(Epigr. Ind. I, p. 190 ff.);H. GOETZ,
The Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 159.
lP CHHAURA,
op. cit., p. 20 ff., 41 ff.
la J. HUTCHISON
and J. PH. VOGEL,
op. cit.; H. GOETZ,History of Chambl State in the
Later Middle Ages.
'"HHA~RA, Brahmans from Gouda; Antiquities 11, p. 48 ff.
l8 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 127; VOGBL,
Copperplate - Grant of Bahidur Singh of Ku!!G,
(A.R., A.S.I., 1903-1904, p. 261 ff.).
l o H. GOETZ,
Wooden Temples.
I' J. PH. VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 249 f., pl. 39c.
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phag-mo image with features of contemporary imitative mediaeval sculpture in
Riijasthiin.
In the meantime the growing tension with Kiingrii induced the regent, prince
Pratiipsinghvarman, in A. D. 1558 to erect the fort of Ganeigayh18 in the southeast
corner of the Hubiir pargana, blocking the access t o Chamba via the Chuiiri and
Baleni passes. I t is a quadrangle with four irregular, star-fluted towers. (3 storeys each)
and casemates surrounding two courts, the northern with a well, the southern with a
tank (eastern side 18l/2 m long, southern 12 m, western 32l/z m, northern 21 m, towers
7 m, resp. 13 m circumference, principal tower on the northern side 14 m with manhole
as entrance, well 8 m deep). The building, constructed of brick strengthened with
dressed stones and rubble, is obviously the work of foreign masons conversant with
contemporary Muslim fortification technique, possibly the same whom Salim Shah
Siir had employed in A. D. 1545 in erecting five fortresses near Guler and Niirpur, but
whom the defeat of Sikandar Siir by Akbar in A. D. 1557 must have left stranded.
The victorious war against Miinikya Chand of KangrZ (A. D. 1563-1570) had an
even more stimulating effect, although Akbarys interference deprived Charnbii of its
conquests, and although Pt. Ramiipati, the brain behind this policy, was expelled by
the rebellious nobles in A.D. 1575 lo. For under the regency of Balabhadravarman
(A. D. 1579- 1589) the royal power reasserted itself, and between A. D. 1570 and
1600 the restoration and decoration of old temples and the erection of new ones went
on incessantly, paid first from the booty of the Guler-Kiingyii war, then from the
proceeds of the (since exhausted) copper mines of Hol. Under Pratiipsinghvarman
(A.D. 1566-1582) the great state sanctuary of the Lakshmi-NZrZyan (iikhara and
upper portion of facade, A. D. 1582 - 1586) 20, the Chandragupta (iikhara) and
Gauriiamkara in its compound, the Vajreivari just outside the town, the Khajiniig
(two bulky columns in front of the sanctuary) at Khajiiir (halfway Chambii-Dalhousie)
and several small temples were repaired; the Trimukh Temple (in the Lakshmi-Niiriiyan
compound) was completely rebuilt, the Laksmi-Nariiyan equipped with a new
wooden mandapa, the Vajreivari (the former Siva-Siilakaravarman temple of queen
Raydhii)21 provided with a rather clumsy idol of the Bhagavati (Vajreivari), the
Khajiniig Temple with two wooden statues (of the "Five Pandavas"). The type of
architecture here used represents a later, refined phase of the step-roof temples of SansZr
Chand I of KZngrZ 22. The pyramid of the step-roof of the Trimukh z3 is SO steep that
it comes very near to the impression of a iikhara; the steps are very small; the
garbhagriha proper is very simple, though it has image niches; the roof of the porch
is rounded, following the trefoil outline of the tympanon.
The sculptures are of the same heavy and simple type as the Dumukh, and of larger
size (ca. I m high) than later. Most of them are found in various temple niches. The
most important, however, is the relief on a rock in the upper Sarota Valley (pl. 11,
l8 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 296; Chamba State Gazetteer 1910, p. 42; HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
op. cit., I, p. 296; H. GOETZ,
The Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 160.
op. cit., p. 59, 61, 63 ff.
CHHABRA,
20 Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 42.
21 GOETZ,
Antiquities of Chamba State.
22 The step-roof temple type spread also to Basohli (Basohli town and Khun). See R. CH.
KAK,Antiquities of Basohli and Ramnagar, (Indian Art and Letters, VII, 1933, p. 68, 83);
GOETZ,
The Coming of Muslim Influence, pl. XI1 g.
H. GOETZ,
The Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 159.
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fig. 4), representing RZma, Sit; and Lakshmana receiving the homage of Hanuman,
of a slightly smaller size and thus probably somewhat later (reign of Virabhanu A. D.
1582- 1589). Finally, the wooden "PandavaWstatues a t Khajigr are merely not very
successful replacements of 7th-8th century figures, of clumsy proportions and
misunderstood iconographic details.
The High Phase of the Imitative Mediaeval Style in Chambii: The first part (A.D.
1589- 1605) of Balabhadravarman's reign was most peaceful, and he could thus, reap
the fruits of his grandfathers and of his own struggles (as regent). Art activities,
therefore, flourished, perhaps less extensive than under Pratipsinghvarman, but more
refined. The following temples can be attributed to this period: In Chamba town the
V a m S i g ~ p a (reconstructed,
l~~
consecrated A. D. 1593, the biggest of the later temples,
with wooden mandapa); three Sikhara temples near the State Girls' Sd~ool,on
the street to the palace (two on a common platform, one nearby; half-size replicas
of the VamSigopZl), the small, but excellent Vishnu Temple on the Chaugin, by
the side of the Club (191/e m X 18l/2 m, 4 m high, step-roof, no porch, two
dvarapilas under trefoil arches on the entrance jambs, GaneSa on the lintel, diamond
lozenges instead of the Bhadramukha [three-headed Siva head, "Trimiirtiw] on the
pediment); in Trehta (upper Ravi Valley) the Sivalaya a t G h ~ m s Z near
l ~ ~ Sutkar, to
some degree resembling the Vishnu shrine just discussed. Other monuments of the time
mentioned in inscriptions are the Chamunda temple above Chamba town (sacrificial
tax A.D. 1630; destroyed A.D. 1641, later on reconstructed twice), the hospital of
princess Suriipa Devi at Bhadiham on the other side of the RZvi, opposite Chamba
town, the Khajiar temple (A. D. 1632), and the gardens of Sarol26, at some distance
down the RZvi Valley beyond the Sala bridge (A.D. 1599); that garden is still in
existence, with a fine tank (but more or less reconstructed in the later 18th century
A. D.).
Thk styla of these temples represents a careful imitation of the architecture of the
l l t h - 12th centuries A. D., very difficult to distinguish from the old monuments but
for number of misunderstandings and misinterpretations. Such an imitative architecture
had become common in the 16th and early 17th centuries A.D. all over the Himalaya
(e. g. the Ambikeivar at Haripur, the Bhiitnath, Triloknath, Sitala, ArdhanariSvara
and Pafichavraktra a t Mandi, the stone temples of Jagat Singh in Kulii, the Murlimanohar at Bilaspur, the temples of Nagpur, Kriir, etc. in Garhwil, the RatneSvar and
Champavati at Champavat, and the LakshmiSvar and Bigeivar at Almora in Kumaon).
More important was the sculpture, and this, too, successfully imitated the creations
of the pre-Muslim Middle Ages; but there are many misunderstandings, lack of structure
and of proportions, and an admixture of motives and decorative details from Nepal,
Bengal, RZjputZna and Southern India, brought by the artists who had come with the
foreign pandits. Such sculptures (average size of figures ca. 45-50 cm) are found in
many temples. The most important ones are the three smaller (ca. half life-size) wooden
"Pandavan statues at Khajiar, much richer and more lively than the two older ones,
but of even worse proportions; the silver mask of Khajinag (Kulii type)"; the
CHHABRA,
p. 87ff.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 247 f., fig. 28; not of the 13114th century A. D., an utterly sterile
period in the Himalaya.
" VOGEL,Antiquities, I, p. 22.
" Cp. HIRANANDA
SASTRI,Historical Documents of K d i , (A.R., A.S.I., 1907- 1908,
p. 260 ff .).
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brass image of Siva a t Harsar near Brahmor (A. D. 1582 - 1583), a simplified imitation of the 8th century Siva bust a t Chatriirhi; the VamSigopil idol (now discarded
and placed behind the temple; two fine Krishna reliefs in the niches of the LakshmiNarayan and Lakshmi-Damodar temples, in Nepalese technique and of Buddhist
inspiration, Sri Kyishna, gods, gopis and gopas standing o r kneeling on lotus flowers
growing from a common stem.
Of Balabhadravarman's later reign (A.D. 1605-1641) only few monuments are
known, as the war with Niirpur (A. D. 1605 - 1617), the Niirpur occupation after the
defeat of Dhalog, A.D. 1623, and the old raja's misguided liberality had drained all
the funds once available for art activities. A golden conch and disk, in A.D. 1619
dedicated by Balabhadravarman to the idol of Lakshmi-N%riiyan*Q,heavy gold work
(cast) set with lot of jewels in bad Nepalese mounts. A bronze conch with miniature
images of the gods, a t Brahmor. Finally two belts (Kamarbands) presented by the
emperor Jahangir to Balabhadra's sons Janiirdana (A. D. 1623 assassinated by Jagat
Singh) and Bishiimbhar a t Niirpur (A.D. 1622), "some of the most superb", "unsurpassed by any of the longer and more showy examples", unfortunately destroyed in
the great fire of A. D. 193790.
The great fortress of TarZgarh erected by Jagat Singh of Niirpur (A. D. 1619- 1646)
in Chamba territory A. D. 1625, taken by Shiihjahan A.D. 1641, occupied by Mughal
troops until ca. A. D. 169011695, then by a ChambZ garrison, and demolished in A. D.
1871- 1872, does not form an integral part of Chambii art history31.
T h e Late Imitative Mediaeval Style i n Chambii: The occupation of the state by the
Niirpur troops meant the end of the mediaeval renaissance in Chambii history and art
not only because many older monuments were destroyed, but even more because Plithvi
Singh (A. D. 1641 -1664) could recover his throne only by an alliance with other,
more modern Rijput princes (especially Baiohli) and by closest cooperation with the
Mughal court, and therefore introduced Mughal military and administrative methods
and RZjput art. But before these reforms could be effected, Chamba witnessed a last
revival of the mediaeval style. Prithvi Singh had escaped the Niirpur myrmidons
only thanks to the loyalty of some old servants of Balabhadravarman, especially Pt.
Lakshmikantha, and his own wetnurse, DZi B a t h Devi), and after his return had made
t o them generous gifts and grants. These old pious people spent them in the erection of
temples and other charitable institutions in the style which once they had seen developing in their youth. O n the other hand, during the Niirpur occupation the outlying
provinces had been lost and had returned to their traditional folk art. When Pyithvi
Singh reconquered them, this style was used for public buildings there. However, even
these archaistic monuments could not ignore the new Mughal and Rijput art trend.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 251, pl. 39b, 40.
History of the Panjab Hill States, I, p. 300; the inscripMentioned HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
tions read: "Sri MahZrZjZdhiriija "Sri Balabhadra presented the Sankh on the 1st Asuj 95
Samvat" and (on the chakra): "Reward of a piece of land for this was given in Bhadramn
(transl. by Riijguru ThZkurdZs).
G . WATTand P. BROWN,Indian Art at Delhi 1903, p. 333, nos. 4419, 4420; GOETZ,
Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 160.
See Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 92; HUTCHISON-VOCEL,
op. cit., I, pp. 237, 247 f.;
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 18; H. GOETZ,The Nirpur Rebellion and the Siege of Tar~garhby
Shlhjahin A. D. 1640- 1642, (Muh. Shafi Presentation Volume, ed. by S. M. Abdullah, Lahore
1955, p. 75ff.).
ZB
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Degeneration of the old forms and infiltration of the, often misunderstood, new motiva
is the characteristic of all pseudo-mediaeval art since Prithvi Singh's reign. However,
this disintegration needed almost other two hundred years, as the imitative mediaeval
style continued to be the art of the temples, whereas Rijput and Mughal a n became the
art of the court.
Whereas Pt. Lakshmikantha reconstructed and completed the Sanskrit state-chronicle
compiled by his father RamZpati, Dii Baylii84 built the Siti-Rim Temple (completed
A.D. 1661 according to 2 copperplates), a smaller replica of the VamSigopZl (sculptural decoration most simplifled and decadent, figures ca. 15 cm high, some lion and
peacock reliefs in early Rijput style, some Mughal influence in the pillar capitals and
bases; reconstructed A. D. 1642-1646) the H i r m i Temple at MehlZ (still extant:
the wooden mandapa with a quaint early "RZjputa relief of the goddess on the
gable front and a lion figure on top of the gable; fragments of a stone plinth
with a frieze of erect cobras - instead of kirtimukhas? -); repaired the Khajiir Temple
(extant: 4 slim pseudo-mediaeval pillars a t the corners of the circumambulation
passage, 2 reliefs of lions sCjant by the sides of entrance); and A. D. 1645 renewed the
bridge a t NalhoriS3, on the rivercrossing from Chambi to the Chuiri Pass road
(Batlo-ri Seuor, or Pill, or Dugil-ri-Seu, after her husband; no more existent). To the
same time certain fountain stones a t ChambZ, ChatrZlhi, Brahmor, etc. must also
belongs'.
Revival of the Folk Style: Prithvi Singh's early monuments were, all, erected in the
indigenous folk style: In ChambZ town the Chimundi Temple on the hill shoulder
to the South (reconstruction after A.D. 1641, destroyed A.D. 1735; extant remnants
the 2 terraces, 2 wooden relief panels in the left back corner of the ceiling, of traditional
type, but with stylistic similarities to the early Mehli fragments, 2 lion statues in
front; a building in the enclosure of the Lakshmi-NZriyan compound (to the
right of the chief temple) with a balcony supported by clumsy wooden lionss5; fort
Prithvi-Jor on a mountain top on the BaSohli frontier (ca. A.D. 1645-1648), a
blockhouse structure (ca. 36l/2 m X 4 2 l / ~m) with four comer towers, now a ruin; the
C h ~ m u n dTemple
i
at Mindhals8, Pangi (copper plate grant A. D. 1641); the Mulisan
Devi Temple a t PorthiS7, Pingi (inscription A.D. 1651); the Phindru (Pingi)3e rodr
inscription A. D. 1642 - 1643 (broadening of the road along the C h a n d r a b h ~ g cliffs).
i
Other monuments to be mentioned here are the chabutri of SundardisSO,son of
Viradas A.D. 1660, on the road down to the SalZ bridge, and finally more lion (or
tiger) statues and reliefs in front of the Champivati and Vajreivari Temples, in the
wall of a late Hanumin temple (Lakshmi-Nariyan compound40 and in a nime of the
Lakshmi-Niriyan. These lion figures d o not strictly belong t o the folk art tradition,
HUTCHISON-VOCEL,
op. cit., I, p. 308, CHHABRA,
p. 155, 157.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 19; Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 93; CHHABRA,
p. 151ff.
34 VOGEL,
Bhuri Singh Museum Catalogue, A. 18, pl. 11.
35 Placed like in Jahzngir's palaces at Agra and Lahore; this building has been destroyed
in the big fire some years ago, to which almost all the wooden structures of the temple compound
succumbed.
p. 148 ff.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, fig. 7; CHHABRA,
37 ibid., p. 15.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 24.
ibid., p. 29; Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 57.
GOETZ,
Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 159, pl. XI1 i.
3P
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though they seem t o have survived through it. They belong to early Muslim (Saljq)
art41 and resemble also Romanesque-European statues and aquamaniles; however, the
type goes back to Sisanian, Assyrian, Babylonian and Hittite prototypes, and the
curious floral medaillions on its thighs and shoulders can be traced also in early
Central Asian art. I t is therefore, difficult t o say how f a r these lion figures go bat&
merely to early Muslim influence via the Ghaznavids, how far they represent an
older tradition linking up with the fountain stones of Churiih and Piingi, and the folk
art of Kuji.

''

G L ~ C K - D I Kiillst
E Z , dcs Islnm, Bcrlin-Ncubnbclsbcrg, 1925, PI. 33; A. U. POPE,Survcy
of Pcrsii~nart, IX, pl. 1297 f. (Bronzc griffin from I:r~timidEgypt.)

THE ART OF CHAMBA I N THE ISLAMIC PERIOD
(Plates XXXV- XLII)
I1
Ascendency of Early Rijpnt Art
The Btaiobli Style in Chadii: As Chambi had been defeated by Niirpur because
i
introduced the whole style of court life then p r t
of her backwardness, P ~ t h v Singh
valent anlongst the RPjyut princes under Mughal influence. Since the decline of antiMughal KShgrii, pro-Mughal Niirpur and Baiohli (Balor) had bee11 the richest, most
nlodern and influetitial states in the Kiingri-Beis Valley; and after Niirpur had been
broken in the rebellion A. D. 1640- 1642, Balohli alone remained. Since ca. A. D. 1645
P~itllviSingh, married to a Balohli princess, took over the centralized administration
with paper records in the living language, cavalry and fire-arms, Rijput ard~itecture,
sculpture and painting, even the use of the water-pipe and of various luxury articles,
mainly from Balohli, but also directly from the Mughal court which he attended
several times.
Prithvi Sing11 seems t o have rebuilt the Chambi palace'n (destroyed A.D. 1735)
and built the royal Kolhi'S (combined provincial palace, administrative centre and
government store) a t Brahmor where he was forced to stay between ca. A.D. 16501660 when the Tibetan conquest of Ladakh swept into LZhul; the decoration was
colllpleted by his successor Chhattar Sing11 about 1670 A.D. Of the present building
the right wing (main entrance and staircase, 3 doors and 1 balcony) goes back to
Prithvi Singh, the left wing having been added by Umed Singh (A. D. 1748-1764);
in the earthquake 1905 most of the upper storey was ruined, but the remnants and some
copies were brought t o the Bhuri Sing11 Museum, Chambau. The bas-reliefs a t the
entrance represent Riijput warriors in turbans and costume of AuratlgzCb's time as
dvirapiilas (pl. 111, fig. 12); the balcony supports resemble those of JahZngir's palaces
(but simpler); the porches (pro1 = Skrt. ~ r a t o l i )are related to the "AkbariD doors of
Lahore or Bikaner, with a "lambrequinD n~otiveof bells within c u s p 4 arches; the
reliefs represent Vishnu on a lotus, Rhna, Sits, Lakshnlana and HanumIn, Nirayana
on a lotus, Brahmi surrounded by Siva and Pirvati, and Vishnu with Lakshmi, in a
somewhat clun~sy,archaic Balohli style'h. They seem to have been con~pletedunder his

"

It may have looked sonrewhat like Sarshan palace (FRANCKE,
Antiquities of Indian
Tibet, I, p. 8, pl. 5a) in Bashahr, the old castle (now Dak Bungalow) of Naggar in KulO, or
D;~mdamaPal;~ccin Mandi, ercctcd by Sfiraj Sen (A. D. 1637- 1664).
VOGEL,Antiquities, I, p. 136, f i ~ .23. K. Klrandalavala, Pahari Miniature Paintings,
Bombay 1958, p. 218 f., 259ff. denies this in the face of the express statement of the Chambii
chronicle and the local evidence (which he has never studied).
'VOCEL,
Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Muscun~,F 1 and 2.
KHANDALAVAI.~
tries to deny at any price the esistence of a Baiohli school before ca.
1680 A . D . But as Nurpur paintings of the same pcriod are well-known, and as BaJohli had

'
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successor Chhattar Singh on the occasion of his marriage with a Ku!i princess40. Very
similar copper reliefs depicting two Rajput princes in diadem, one with a dagger and
shield, the other with a bow and arrow in his hands, are in the Hirrna Temple of Mehla
(exact date unknown). Portrait paintings of Prithvi Singh are in the Lahore Museum
(D. 112)47 and (an 18th century copy) in the Bhuri Singh Museum (DIj48. AS most
of the old painting collections perished in the fires of A. D. 1735 and 1937, no other
miniatures are known but may have existed. How far they might have been the work of
wandering painters, and when a local school developed, can thus neither be ascertained.
In the 1937 fire also the fine collection of Mughal daggers4e, Sarpeshs and other dress
ornaments (imperial presents) were destroyed. The "Raghubir" and another saligriim
brought from Delhi A. D. 1645-centres of the palace cult - are not of aesthetic
interest.
Under Chhattar (Satru) Singh (A. D. 1664-1690) artistic output was not
considerable. Aurangzeb even demanded the destruction of the Chambii temples, but
the riijii delayed execution of the order and at last defied it A. D. 1678 50 by gilding
their pinnacles, providing them with protective wheel roofs and constructing a new
outer gateway to the Lakshmi-Niirayan temple, the Vaikunthadwara, afterwards
incorporated in later extensions (on the back) by Riij Singh (A. D. 1764-1794)
and (front) Sri Singh (A. D. 1844-1870) now destroyed; its doorjambs are
decorated with bas-reliefs of Riijput warriors in a clumsy Baiohli style, and its lintel
with a frieze of the Navagraha in imitation of 16th century pseudo-mediaeval work61.
Similar wooden reliefs are also in the mandapa of the (10th century) Champiivati
temple. Only in the inner Himalaya Chhattar Singh had a free hand. H e completed the
been not less important, politically as well as culturally, there is in principle no reason, why
it should not have existed. Moreover, how to explain the - very individual - portraits of such
early rulers like Bhiipatpiil (e. g. S. N. Gupta, Catalogue of Paintings in the Lahore Museum,
1922, p. 62: D. 104) or of Prthvi Singh of Chamba (see below), if there had been no painters
on the spot? There is also the evidence of the reliefs, besides the Brahmor Korhi those of the
Mahanpur temple A.D. 1626 (R. C. Kak, Antiquities of Basohli and Ramnagar, p. 71) and
Mahadhera (ibid., p. 68 f., pl. 11) in Basohli State, those at the entrance of the chapel in
Damdama palace, Mandi, A.D. 1648. A sort of primitive "Basohli" style must, therefore,
have existed since BhiipatpZl (1598 - 1630), i. e. since the foundation of the "modern" capital
Basohli.
46 H. GOETZ,The "Basohli" Reliefs of the Brahmor Kothi. The exact date has been deducted
from the Brahma panel in the centre of one of the doorframe friezes. Khandalavala, Pahari
Miniature Paintings, p. 218 ff., 259ff., questions this, expressing the opinion that the relief
merely refers to Brahmii as tutelary deity of Brahmor = Brahmapura. But Brahmapura or
Brahmapuri is not a rare name, known to us from places and inscriptions in Kumaon, Jaipur,
Orissa, Mysore, etc. All of them are agrahiras donated to brahmins, but have nothing to do
with the god Brahma; also at Brahmor there is not the least evidence of a Brahma cult.
47 S. N. GUPTA,
Catalogue of Paintings in the Central Museum Lahore, 1922, p. 64.
48 VOGEL,Catalogue, p. 28; FRENCH,Himalayan Art, p. 45. For the Chambii school in
general see also H. GOETZ,Notes on Some Schools of Riijput Painting, (J.I.S.O.A., V, p. 159 ff.,
1937), p. 162 f.
40 G. WATT and P. BROWN,Indian Art at Delhi, 1903, p. 463, pl. 68, described as "Jaipur
very possibly". There is no evidence for suchlike Jaipur, resp. Amber work before the 18th
century. I t rather seems that under Sawai Jai Singh I (11), when Amber-Jaipur became a
power and Delhi declined, many Mughal artisans emigrated to Rajasthan.
HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
op. cit., I, p. 309; Chamba State Gazetteer, p. 94; CHHABRA,
p. 159 ff.
b1 The gate has been almost destroyed in the recent fire.
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older part of the Brahmor Koyhi. Later he conquered Padar (on the C h a n d r a b h ~ ~ ~ ,
beyond Pangi) where he erected the fort of Chhattargarh in ca. A. D. 1667- 1668, and
lower Lahul (about A. D. 1650 lost to the Tibetans). Chhattargarh was destroyed in
A. D. 1836 by the I?ogra general Zorawar Singh Kahliiria, and replaced by
GulZbgayhs2; however, some old wooden temples similar to those of Mindhal and
Porthi in Pangi, but with an ornamentation in a style related to the Vaikun~hadw~ra,
still are standing a t Atholi (Atuli, Arthal) at the junction of the Bhutna and
Chandrabhigi. Chhattar Singh's portrait (Bhuri Singh Museum D 11, probably likewise
a copy of UmEd Singh's time) resembles to some degree that of Plithvi Singh; two
miniatures of Kalkin and P a r a h a m a (D 7- 8) there, in a heavy 'Baiohlin taste, may
possibly be of his time.
The Disintegration of the Early Riijput Style: Because of the growing demands of
the Deccan war, AuranzEb was forced to withdraw all garrisons, except that of K a n g ~ 5
Fort, after A. D. 1690; and soon afterwards even occasional Mughal punitive expeditions came to an end. This regained freedom encouraged artistic activity, but it removed
also the restraint of a common style imposed by a superior cultural centre so that art
disintegrated quickly. In Chamba this transition period covers the reigns of Udai Singh
(A. D. 1690- 1720), Ugar Singh (A. D. 1720- 1735) and DalEl Singh (A. D. 17351748); it began promisingly enough, but soon ended in misrule and civil war.
Temple building was resumed. Under Udai Singh the SitZ-Rim Temple in the
JansZl quarter of Chamba Town ( 4 l / 2 m X 3lIe m, 8, 8 m high) was erected, with
a steep pyramidal roof and an open porch supported by two inverted conical pillars,
together with a fountain basin decorated like the sub-structure of Dai Batlii's SitsRam. Very similar is the Lakshmi NZrZyan (23/4 m X 3 m, with porch 3, 8 m, 4lIr m
high) in the KharirZ quarter. The Siti-Ram in the same quarter is a iikhara
temple with a fine porch (jambs with lotus roundels filled with good reliefs apparently
copied from the VajreSvari), a border of lotus petals, Mughal bases (one decorated
with a Yantra), a Mughal-Rajput cusped arch (like that on the lintel of the Dyol
Kothi) ending in elephant (originally Makara) heads (as in MehlZ, Mandi and Rani
Saradi's Radhikrishna A. D. 1825). A. D. 1716 the sculptures of the VajreSvari
Temple were repaired53. Under Udai Singh also the kothis of Dyo154 in TrehtZ
(destroyed, fragments in the Bhuri Singh Museum) and of MZrul in Lahul (MarkulaUdaipur) were built in connection with administrative reforms.
The chief monument ~f Ugar Singh's reign is the funeral temple for his assassinated
predecessor at the hunting box of Udaipurs5 below ChambZ, for the maintenance of
which a special tax (Tirsera Udaisinghiana AutariZna) was raised. I t is a monumental
shrine of considerable size, laid out in the traditional manner, but with a shapeless
cone as Sikhara, with Mughal capitals and bases, lion heads instead of Kirtimukha
masks, some RZjput reliefs (musician blowing a horn, etc.), but mainly a decoration of
mere diamond lozenges (since P r a t i h ~ r atimes the usual remedy, when sufficient
trained sculptors were not available). Of the other shrines the Devi Temple of Sri
(Saho) is an ordinary wooden building in the folk style. Other buildings are the kothi
6 V DREW,
~ . The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, 1875, p. 126.
53 CHHABRA,
p. 172ff. The inscriptions mention 9 artisans, including a blacksmith and two
carpenters; the supervising master was Marachu, the most prolific mason Jemiila (a Muslim!).
54 VOGEL,
Catalogue Bhuri Singh Museum A. 30.
55 HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
op. cit., I, p. 311; Charnba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 43, 96 f.
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of S a ~ h(Piingi) A. D. 172560 and an inscribed fountain a t Porthi (Pangi)57 of the
same year. O n his deposition A. D. 1735 Ugar Singh burnt down Chamba Town58,
and with this event the early Rajput art tradition came to an end.
The monuments of this period reveal a rapid degeneration. Under Udai Singh the
temple type and sculptural tradition still were known, but the indiscriminate and rapid
infiltration of Mughal, RZjput and folk art forms proves that this architecture was no
more understood; and the inscriptions of the Vajreivari Temple show that there
already was a shortage of trained artists, the leading mason apparently being a
foreigner. Under Ugar Singh the tradition was dead, architecture being reduced to the
simplest possible type, sculpture being the work of outsiders5@.This degeneration was
not characteristic for Chambii; it is found everywhere in the Western Himalaya, at
Vijaipur and AsapuriOO in Kangra, Mandi (Sidhganei, Syiimakali, etc.), Ku!ii, Kumion
(Bhimtiil, Pinniith, Almora). The style of the Rajput reliefs, on the other hand, has its
prototypes at Niirpur 61, Mahiidhera and Mahanpur in Baiohli, Siddhbhadra at Mandi,
etc. H o w far painting flourished in this time when the Baiohli style reached its most
original form, we cannot say, as practically all collections must have disappeared in the
1735 fire. However, we know at least one portrait of Ugar Singh (former Rothenstein
Collection), attributed by Archer e2 to the Jammii school.

Ascendency o f Mughal Art
During the reign of Umed Singh (A. D. 1748- 1764) Mughal rule disappeared. He
had been installed by the Mughal governor; when he died, even Afghan supremacy
had been reduced t o a shadow, and the hill rajas had started on a struggle for conquest
and survival. For Chambii, being one of the stronger states, this meant an immense
impetus to art activities, now, however, in the Mughal style as the symbol of power
and sovereignty, and with the help of Mughal artists, refugees, from the anarchy in the
plains. This Mughal style, of course, was not that of the viceregal court, but the much
more modest taste hitherto cultivated by district officials. However, to some degree
this influence was indirect, via the RZjput courts of Jammii (Umed Singh's father-inlaw), Baiohli and Guler (Govardhan Chand, ca. A. D. 1730- 1760). From the latter
there came also another revivalist art, strongly permeated by Mughal and Rijput
influences.
Umed Singh erected the following temples: The present garbhagriha of the Hirmii
Temple at Mehlii (completed under Riij Singh), in a style like Govardhan Chand's
buildings at Bathii and Jawali (Bansiviila-kii Thiikurdwiira and Naun)03; it has the
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 16.
ibid., p. 15.
5e HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
I, p. 312.
The memorial (autar = aputra) stone for Udai Singh and his 4 Satis looks like Jaipur
work, though it is evidently inspired by the Mandi barselas.
O0 A. CUNNINGHAM,
Arch. Survey Report V, 183 ff., 1875.
The Ruined Temple in Nurpur, (A.R., A.S.I., 1904- 1905, p. 110 ff.).
H. SASTRI,
O2 W. G . ARCHER,
Indian Painting in the Punjab Hills, London 1952, p. 50f., fig. 54;
Khandalavala, Pahari Miniature Paintings, p. 219.
63 Progress Report, Superintendent, Northern Circle, Arch. Survey of India, 1904- 1905,
p. 6 .
56

57
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traditional plan, but its decor consists of a mixture of crude pseudo-mediaeval and
archaic Muslim motives (esp. star-designs formed by 2 intersecting squares, lion reliefs,
the Sikhara covered with a gaviiksa maze going over into Mughal bandrim ornaments,
the pediment ending in two elephant heads enclosing an elegant Mahisamardini).
The Chimundii Temple of Devi-ri K o ~ h i u(A. D. 1754) in Churiih, a wooden
hill-shrine decorated preponderatingly in the Mughal and Riijput style: The Makara
head at the end of the central beam of the roof, the dwirapiilas (in Mughal niches)
inspired by the "Piindavan statues of Khajiir, the Navagraha frieze on the door lintel
copied on the Vailtunthadwiira of Chambi town still belong to the old tradition. But
the star (intersected squares) panels; Mughal cartouches and arabesques form the rest of
the decoration; the gable and the ceiling of the circumambulation passage are covered
with bas-relief panels; the walls of the sanctuary with murals depicting, without any
plan or system, figures from Hindu mythology and romance, by the side of genre figures
from contemporary life, page boys, servant girls, musicians, dancers, Peris, etc. in
Mughal costume, or whole scenes from Hindu mythology, all in a style in which the
older "BaSohli" tradition is struggling with a provincial Mughal manner. To the right
of the entrance there is a portrait of Umed Singh with his two sons praying to the
goddess.
The C h i m u n d i Temple above Chamba town (A. D. 1754ff.) is of a similar type;
however half of the building (9 m X 6 m), standing on a plinth (with some lion heads)
of Prithvi Singh's time, is occupied by an open mandapa (pillars renewed by Syiim
Singh ca. A. D. 1890) with a central "dome" in the otherwise flat ceiling. In this
narrow, dark cavity, wholly covered with almost invisible bas-reliefs and statues, hangs
a bell cast by the coppersmith Ghamandi A. D. 1762 by order of Pt. Vidyidharae5.
Along the edge of the roof there are fine bas-relief panels with figures of contemporary
Mughal-Rijput court life, in cartouches between flower arabesques, originally
belonging probably to Umed Singh's palace (destroyed A. D. 1775 during the invasion
of Amritpal of Baiohli); the beams and coffers of the ceiling are completely covered
with bas-reliefs in the Mughal and " K a n g ~ a *style depicting gods, Apsaras, etc. without
any plan; but only those in the Mughal taste go back to this time. The murals of the
cella were renewed in the time of Sri Singh.
Finally, at Brahmor Umed Singh built the shrines of the 84 Siddhas (the advisers of
Sihillavarman, resp. Meruvarman), unshapely chapels only a few feet high and without
artistic interest.
Much more interesting are his palacest's. The town palace (Pakki Chauki) has almost
completely disappeared, part having been destroyed in A. D. 1775, most of the rest
pulled down by Syim Singh ca. A. D. 1890°7. Only the Khanchandi (Akhand
Chandi) Palace survives, where during Umed Singh's dangerous visit to Lahore A. D.
1748 recitations, "without break", of the Chandi, i. e. Durgisaptaiati, had been
04 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 206 f.; Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 48; GOETZ,Coming of
Muslim Influence, p. 159.
CHHABRA,
p. 175.
0e HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
op. cit., I, p. 314; Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 98; GOETZ,
Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 163.
07 Description of the former Bhera (Zenina) in K. E. VON UJFALVY,
AUSdem Westlimen
Himalaya, Leipzig 1884, p. 95; fragments of the former decoration in Bhuri Singh Museum;
see VOGEL,
Catalogue, F. 8 - 14.
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held60, and where also the Raghubir saligriim (1761) is being keptso; it is a square
building of brick and woodwork, enclosing a court with a clerestory of clumsy Mughal
pilasters and keel-arches; the principal room is covered with (much restored) murals 70
of which the "Battle of the Mahiibhiirata" belongs to Umed Singh's reign, " JanamejayaBs
Sacrifice" to that of R i j Singh, the rest to those of Charhat and Sri Singh. The
"MahZbharata Battle" is inspired by Mughal war pictures of Aurangzeb's time.
Between the town and the Chamundii Temple Umed Singh began the construction
of the Rang Mahal", a garden palace (43l/4 m X 45 m including towers) which on the
valley side looks like a formidable Riijput fortress (e. g. Mandi, Debar in Suket,
Arki near Simla72 or some "Mariitha Wada", but on the hillside is almost on a
level with the slope. UmEd Singh could complete only the mighty substructure with its
three front towers (2,4 m X 1'12 m, central 3 m X 1,7 m) and part of the present
groundfloor, with an arcade of keel arches like that in Khanchandi Palace. The rest of
the palace, surrounding a central garden (12 m deep, except on the N. E. side where,
9 m deep 15 storeys high with wooden galleries, including a lotus bay above the
entrance on the S. E. side). It is of Charhat's and Sri Singh's time.
RZjnagar Palace73 was erected about A. D. 1755 a t Nadii, where on the bend of
the RZvi the Churiih road branches off. Destroyed during AmyitpZl's invasion A. D.
1775, it was only partly rebuilt by Charhat Singh, and now is a ruin. However, two
miniatures of RZj Singh's reign once presented to Baron VON UJFALVY
74 show its original condition, and one in the Bhuri Singh Museum75 that under Charhat Singh. At the
end of the low ridge the palace proper had enclosed an inner and outer court (now
only low rubble banks left); in front was a considerable Mughal Char-Bagh, with two
pavilions (one later reconstructed by Charhat Singh, now the village school), to which
access could be had by a Mughal gateway in the provincial AurangzEb style (still
standing, though damaged, with vestiges of decorative wall paintings). Outside there
were some quarters for the retinue and down the hill the palace temples (probably
built by Raj Singh).
Palaces of a similar type are found a t BaSohli (now beneath the Sikh renovation),
Niirpur (Thakurdwiira), Guler (HariSchandragarh), and Tira-Sujanpur (beneath
Sansiir Chand's I1 renovation).
The most interesting, because best preserved palace, however, is Umed Singh's
p. 160 f.
CHHABRA,
CHHABRA,
p. 157.
Himalayan Art, p. 47. KHANDALAVALA,
p. 222: "Wall paintings of U m ~ d
FRENCH,
Singh's time cannot be locatedn, notwithstanding statement of Chambii chronicle, local tradition
and evidence of the murals themselves (photos by Archaeological Survey).
According to the Chambii chronicle. In the palace chapel by the side of the entrance there
is a dedication mural representing the two builders, UmEd Singh and Charhat Singh, in front
of a li~iga(a copy in possession of the Archaeological Department). Ichandalavala attributes
the palace to Riij Singh, without giving reasons.
72 See also FRENCH,
Himalayan Art, p. 34ff. and frontispiece; Coomaraswamy, Boston
Masterpieces of Rajput Painting, etc.
Museum Catalogue V, pl. 11; 0. C. GANGOLY,
7 3 GOETZ,
Coming of Muslim Influence, pl. XIb.
74 UJFALVY,
AUSdem Wcstlichen Himalaya, pls. 5, 7; I. STCHOUKINE,
Miniatures indiennes
du Muske du Louvre, Paris 1929, pl. 20.
75 VOGEL,
Catalogue, D. VIII; VOGEL,Portrait Painting in Kiirigrii and Chambii, (Artibus
Asiae X, pt. 3, p. 200 ff., 1947).
O0
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extension of the Brahmor Kothi, ca. A. D. 1760 78. Inside, it consists of a rather small
durbar hall, opening on a courtyard through an arcade of double Mughal pillars
coupled by means of small arches with "bells" (as in Pyithvi Singh's original building).
Along the cornice there runs a battlement frieze, the back wall has three niches with
cusped and keel arches, each sidewall a door of which that to the left is richly carved
with reliefs of four courtiers with sword and shield, a falcon, a fish and a flower.
Beneath the two balconies outside there are curious reliefs in the Mughal style (on the
right: A raja with a girl lying on his lap; a sitting man with sword and flower; a prince
sitting on a cushion, an arrow in his hand; an Afghan prince and queen sitting on a
diwan. O n the left: a sitting prince with a Hindu girl; a Persian Ustad with a Hindu
girl). Mughal reliefs similar to those along the roof of the Chamundi temple at ChambZ
had been mounted along the roof border and on the ceiling of the upper storey77.
The selection of intimate zenana subjects and of Afghan types side by side on the
facade of a Hindu public building is extraordinary.
Parallel with these "Mughal" reliefs went a revival of the traditional religious
sculpture of temple images and funeral stelas; though following the old typology, the
figures (ca. 12- 15 cm high) are curiously transformed, not badly modelled and fleshy,
but somewhat stiff, wearing contemporary costumes, chaddars and turbans, resp. Rajput
crowns, and are enclosed by niches with keel, cusped or round arches (e. g. Tagi, Basii)
fountain stonela; a stela near the Vajrelvari Temple, or a Visnu image in a little
shrine in the Khariiya quarter, i. e. 3 niches with keel arches, enclosing the god, with
Garuda, on a lotus socle, the donor and his wife, all in Mughal costumes).
The pictorial art of Umed Singh's reign is rather well-known to us: His portraits
at Devi-ri-Kothi, in the Bhuri Singh Museum (D. 111)70 and Central Museum Lahore80;
the "Mahabharata Battle" in the Khanchandi Palace and the murals (Devi-Miihatmya
Kyishna-Lila, Lakshmi-Nariyana) on the Chamunda Temple of Devi-ri-Kothi; and
finally 54 illustrations to the "Youth of Kyishnan (D. 10-23, 25-32) and the
Riimayana (D. 67-98, 104-113)s'. The older ones of these paintings cannot be
really classified as Mughal; they rather represent a Mughal transformation of the
Balohli style; moreover costume, architecture, decorative motives etc., all belong to
the provincial Mughal fashion which can be traced in Umed Singh's palaces, temples
and sculptures82.
The only original textile piece of this time has been a fine pashmina chadar83 in the
Toshakhana, lost in the A. D. 1937 conflagration.

78 HUTCHISON-VOGEL;
for the door see VOGEL,Catalogue, also Khandalavala; GOETZ,
Rajput Sculpture and Painting under Raja Umed Singh of Chamba.
77 One, a girl playing ball, now in the Bhuri Singh Museum (F. 3), another, a Peri, at least
preserved in an Arch. Survey copy. Originally they had been painted, over a fine coat of
chunam.
78 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, fig. 13.
70 VOGEL,
Catalogue, p. 28.
e0 S. N. GUPTA,
Catalogue of Paintings, Lahore Museum, 1922, p. 56; D. 61, 62, Some have
also turned up in the art trade.
GOETZ,
Rajput Sculpture and Painting.
Mughal influence outlasted Umed Singh's reign, e.g. in the miniatures D. 33, 35-37, 41.
83 G. WATTand P. BROWN,
Indian Art at Delhi 1903, p. 352 f. (no. 4421).
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The Arcendency of Kazigla Art
Guler Style: The age of Riij Singh (A. D. 1764 - 1794) represents the zenith of
Chambii power in Muslim times. Whereas the hegemony of Jammu in the West broke
up and that of Kiingrii (Tira-SujZnpur) expanded in the East, R5j Sing defetaed and
sacked Baiohli, annexed Bhadrawih and Kashtwiir, and kept Sansiir Chand I1 at bay,
until the non-aggression treaty was broken, and Riij Singh slain at Nerti. Because of
the heavy burden of this inevitable military policy the artistic output of his reign is
less in quantity than that under Umed Singh, though its quality is higher. Because
Chambii was the heir of the Jammu hegemony, the new artistic trends came via
Baiohli, Jammu and Guler, though ultimately they merged into the Kiingrii style which
had developed from the same the sources, and had already started to expand into the
Basohli- Jammu territory.
Under RZj Singh the Chiimundii Temple above Chambs town was completed. A long
flight of originally 355 stone steps, interrupted by intermediate platforms with
Padukase4 was constructed along the ridge from where, at the Narsingh Temple, the
road hangs over the river cliffs, up t o a first platform (19 m X 16 m, resp. 201/2 m)
with a pipal and some lion statues, reached through a (now ruined) gateway of stone
slabs, supporting a crescent shaped arch (reliefs of various gods) crowned by an
iimalakaB5; from here another flight of stairs leads to the temple. Of this latter the
carved ceiling was completed, though it is difficult to define which of them exactly
belong to Umed Singh's, resp. Riij Singh's reign. Those along the edge of the roof, of
purely Mughal character, indubitably are of Umed Singh's time; but also the winged
angel heads and Peris of the second and third row of coffers of the ceiling proper
are in the same style. O n the other hand, the reliefs on the first cross-beam show a
transitional style, and the other beams and coffers are sculptured in an elegant
KZngrii taste. They represent various Hindu gods and goddesses arranged without any
apparent plan.
Other temples are: (a) A Linga shrine (terrace 3l/2 m X 3,35 m, shrine proper 2l/2 m
X 3 m X 3 m) (pl. V, fig. 19) just behind the Chiimundii Temple, damaged in the
earthquake A. D. 1905; it is a simple iikhara on a plinth formed by a double lotus.
Such double lotuses, originally used only in connection with images, were later used
also for padul~asat last even for whole shrinesea. (b) A small shrine of a three-headed
Visnu (pl. V, fig. 18) in the compound of the Vajreivari Temple, with a two-storeyed
pyramidal roof of sloping stoneslabs, the lower storey almost looking like the pentroofs
of Rijput and Mughal buildingsB7. (c) A group of temples a t Riijnagar in the plain
beneath Umed Singh's palace, evidently belonging to that latter, but probably erected
not before RZj Singh's earliest (minority) reign; they have a cubic body decorated with
pilaster panels like those of the terrace of the SitZ-RZma temple and the fountains of
Prithvi Singh's time, niches like small Mughal window balconies, porches supported
84 Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 48 f.; part of it has since been destroyed in order to
make room for the passage of two motorable roads.
s5 An imitation of the later type of brass frames placed behind cult idols.
Cp. also COOMARASWAMY,
Rajput Painting, pl. 69, etc.
87 Intermediate temple types, with a genuine pentroof, e. g. a t BaBohli.
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by columns whose capitals are formed by inverted and stretched-out Mughal pillarbasesee, and two-storeyed pyramidal roofs of sloping stone slabs, as in the case of the
Visnu shrine near the Vajreivari-Temple. (d) Two temples south of Chambii town, and
some others a t Sarol (near Balabhadravarman's garden), all of the ordinary, but highly
simplified Pseudo-mediaeval type. Repairs: (e) The Somasita with its odd Makara
head (with fish-shaped eyes) of the great Lakshmi-Niiriiyana Temple. (f) At Mehlii the
porch and pediment of UmEd Singh's Hiymii Temple. (g) At Khajiiir the still standing
reconstruction of the shrine proper (doorframe of bladc stone, Kircaka brackets, ceiling
with a design of stars of intersected squares and cusped arches).
The sculptures of these temples and those presented to other sanctuaries are dolls
without flesh and blood, only most summarily modelled, but slim, elegant and lively
in their postures and movements, rather representing a sort of charming fashion plate
art. Most of them represent Chamundii (i. e. Mahishamardini), e. g. the silver idol of
the ChZmundi Temple and another stone figure in its court, the relief on the MehlZ
pediment, others in the Vamiigopiil and Lakshmi-Niiriiyana compounds, or in the
temples south of the town, a t Saro! and at Rajnagar, but also an Umii-Maheivara group
in the upper town, Vishnu dwarapalas, etc.
Other religious monuments are the inner side of the Vaikunrhadwiira of the great
Lakshmi-Narayana Temple., already carved in an early form of "Kiingyii" house architecture, and painted all over with vermilion like all wooden structures of R i j Singh's
tirneee; and a Paduka in the Riimgarh quarter, not far from the Vajreivari Temple,
a stunted stone-obelisk decorated with four relief cartouches depicting Ganeia, Vishnu
(or Lakshmi), Garuda and a man in the then fashionable Mughal-Riijput costume in
the purest Kangr5 style.
R i j Singh's secular buildings must have been rather more important, though
unfortunately very little is left. The royal palace (Pakki Chauki) seems to have been
expanded considerably, as it had to house various pretenders and princes kept as
hostages in connection with the raja's expansionist policy; if we may believe the
miniatures, this architecture seems to have been in the same Oudh-Mughal style as
Tira-Sujanpur, NadZun and Guler. Other inspirations seem to have come from Baiohli,
after the capture of that town in A. D. 178280aand the sack of Amritpal's fine palace;
for a richly painted door, on that occasion brought from Ba&ohli,was built into the
Pakki Chauki (now in the Bhuri Singh Museum)0O. But most of this latter was demolished by SyZm Singh about A.D. 1890; only in the Khanchandi the big mural of
" Janamejaya's Sacrifice" can be attributed to this time. Riijnagar, completed during
Riij Singh's minority, was destroyed A.D. 1775. Also Tiiriigarh Fort was repaired
according to a Tankari inscription in A. D. 1787°1.
Painting came first under the influence of Guler, later of Tira-SujZnpur. The portraits
of RZj Singh permit us to establish the approximate chronology of this transition:
GOETZ,
Coming of Muslim Influence, pl. XI1 f.
Recently burnt down.
HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
op. cit., I, p. 316, 11, p. 607 f.
O0 VOGEL,
Catalogue, F. 7; this door (with a portrait of AmritpPl?) is important for the
history of Pahari painting, as it proves that already before A.D. 1782 the local style of
painting had in BaSohli been superseded by the early KPngrii taste. There exists also other
evidence pointing to such a revolution in the reign of AmritpP1.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 19.
Oa

O0
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(1) Raj Singh, very young, with a dancing girl, ca. 1770, N. C . Mehta collection@^.
(2) Raj Singh in the company of his rani Naginu of Bhadrawah and his son Jit Sin&
(Bhuri Singh Museum D. V), ca. A.D. 1777 (boy, born A.D. 1775, looks ca. 2 years
old; raja's beard still undeveloped. Background still in the BaSohli manner, treatment
of eyes and composition purely Mughal, figures of queen and maidservants already
Guler-Kangra manner. (3) Single portrait (Bhuri Singh Museum D. IV) 03 some years
later): Guler style, with late Mughal sunset. (4- 5) T w o portraits (Lahore Museum,
D. 63 -64)94 very similar. (6) RZj Singh with rani Naginu in the garden of Rajnagar
palace (Louvre) Q5;as the raja and rani appear younger than in the A. D. 1777 group
portrait and as the garden was destroyed in A. D. 1775, the scene must refer to an event
about. A. D. 1771 -1772, but the style is later. (7) RZj Singh holding durbiir in the
Rajnagar palace garden (lost) 06: the ruler, of the same age as in the preceding picture,
but again the style later (ca. A. D. 1780- 1790). This contradiction in both pictures is
corroborated by Raj Singh's flowing beard which in A.D. 1777 still had been very
sparse and cannot have grown before ca. A.D. 1780. The two miniatures, therefore,
must be reconstructions of older ones dear t o RZj Singhe', but lost during the invasion
of AmritpP1.
T o this Guler-Chamba style we may possibly attribute also some paintings depicting
Gaddis (common in Chamba, but not living in Guler), e. g. the "Story of the princess
and the drummer" (Guler raja's collection)08 and two othersQ9. The transition to the
KZngrZ style may be re,presented by a Durga-Septaiati set (Bhuri Singh Museum D.
151-166: costume mainly Mughal ca. A.D. 1760, but transition to fashion under
Sansar Chand 11, outline sure and delicate, but composition simple and incoherent,
landscape of pink and lilac patches on green ground, blue background with greyish
shading, archaic dark red border), and possibly also by a set of the various months
(Bhuri Singh Museum D. 1-6: costume as in Raj Singh's portraits, characteristic
KZngrZ style, but drawing less sure, figures without the later grace, colours dull, details
superficial, composition somewhat incoherent), but that latter may have be.en imported
from Tira-Sujanpur. The same style recurs also in the big mural of "Janamejaya's
Sacrifice" in the Khanchandi Palace loo.
I n RZj Singh's reign also the first Chamba rumals turn up. This work, an application
of an Afghan-Persian embroidery technique to RZjput designs, seems first to have come
KHAPJDALAVALA,
Pahari Miniature Paintings, fig. 87.
VOGEL,
Catalogue, pl. IV; Portrait Painting in Kangra and Chamba, (Artibus Asile X,
pt. 3, p. 200ff., 1947).
O4 S. N. GUPTA,
Lahore Catalogue, p. 56.
Q5 V. UJFALVY,
AUSdem Westlichen Himalaya, pl. V; I. STCHOUKINE,
Miniatures indiennes
.
W. G. ARCHER,
Indian Painting in
du Muske du Louvre, Paris 1929, p. 75, no. 119, ~ 1 XX;
Portrait Painting.
the Punjab Hills, London 1952, fig. 34; VOGEL,
Re V. UJFALVY,
op. cit., pl. VII; VOGEL,
Portrait Painting.
O7 Possibly they were souvenirs of his wedding and of his first durbPr after the end of the
regency of his mother (died A. D. 1772?).
O8 FRENCH,
Himalayan Art, pls. 6-7.
OQ Riipam, no. 40, p. 129 ff., 1929; and v. UJFALVY,
AUSdem Westlichen Himalaya, pl. 1.
loo If at all, the miniatures no. 539-540, Art of India and Pakistan, 1950, may be attributed
to this time, though I cannot yet see how they should fit in. My own older attributions in
J.I.S.O.A., I, no. 2, p. 120 ff ., and 0. C. GANGOLY,
Masterpieces of Rajput Painting, 1927, pis.
23 - 25 have to be written off as erroneous.
O2
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in fashion a t Ba4ohlilOl and in KPngrZ loP.The oldest ChambP example seems to have
been made for the wedding between prince Jit Singh of Chambi and rgni Siradz of
Jammii A. D. 17831°3, when after the defeat of BaSohli RZj Singh negotiated a
settlement with Babohli's overlord BrajrPj Dev of Jammii; the embroidered picture
shows the young couple in the company of RZj Singh at the sacred fire; costumes and
architectural details reveal both KZngrZ and BaSohli characteristics. Nearly related to
it (but without Babohli style features) is a large cotton panel depicting the great
MahZbhZrata battle (Victoria and Albert Museum, London) 1M.
High Kanglii Style: With RPj Singh's death the decline of ChambZ State set in.
Jit Singh (A.D. 1794- 1808) maintained his position, but only at the price of an
alliance with the other hill rZjZs and the Gurkhas against the arrogance of SansPr
Chand I1 of Kangra; thus he was a t last reduced to the position of the involuntary
first ally of the even more ruthless Gurkhas. His successor Charhat Singh (A. D. 1808 1844) was a dull nonentity; but the queen mother SZradZ Devi and the efficient wazir
Nathu Barotru managed to steer the state through the most difficult crises when Ranjit
Singh of Lahore, summoned by SansZr Chand, expelled the Gurkhas, subjected all the
hill RZjput states and annexed one after the other.
If the campaigns of RZj Singh, who successfully built up a hill empire, had already
exerted a great strain on the state finances, hampering artistic activities, Jit Singh's
defence measures and even temporary subjection to SansZr Chand and the Gurkhas
left hardly any margin for such luxuries. N o buildings of his reign are known. Ca.
A.D. 1796 he had his portrait and that of prince Charhat Singh added to the facade
of the C h a m u n d ~Temple of Devi-ri-Kothil05. His portrait, in the company of rZni
S a r a d ~(Bhuri Singh Museum) loB,is in the purest, though not the best, KZngra style
(the figures being badly proportioned, with too big heads, though otherwise the work
is delicate and of good tastelo'; another one is in the Lahore Museum (D. 65) lee. Other
miniature sets in-the Bhuri Singh Museum which probably may be assigned to Jit
Singh's reign, illustrate the story of Krishna and Rukmini (D. 34-42), the story of
Sudama (D. 43 -44), and the Hamir-Hath (no serial number mentioned).
Under Charhat Singh (A. D. 1808 - 1844), on the other hand, artistic activities were
quite considerable. The state, though losing most of its conquests, survived as a Sikh
vassal thanks to the friendly feelings of Ranjit Singh whose life had been saved by the
wazir Nathii Barotru during the conquest of Kashmir. The burden of a rather heavy
tribute was alleviated by the vast reduction of military expenditure. This financial
surplus could be used for the employment of artists immigrating from impoverished
lo' FRENCH,
Himalayan Art, p. 41; K. K. GANGULI,
Chamba Rumal, (J.I.S.O.A., XI, p. 69ff.,
pl. IV, 1943).
lo' K. K. GANGULI,
Chamba Rumal, pl. I11 (both not identified); Bambay Museum no. 22.
3 160.
loS H. GOETZ,
An Early Basohli-Chamba Rumiil, (Bull. Baroda State Museum, 111, pt. I,
p. 35 ff., 1947).
lo4 VOGEL,
Bhuri Singh Museum Catalogue, p. 39; J. IRWIN,Indian Embroidery (Victoria
and Albert Museum), London 1951, p. 9, figs. 21 -22.
lo5 VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 206.
lo8 VOGEL,
Catalogue, D. VI, pl. V; VOGEL,
Partrait Painting.
lo' The same shortcomings are found in perhaps the only religious sculpture attributable to
this time, an image of Sit5 (with a corn-ear in her hand) and Riima, now in one of the small
chapels built by Syiim Sin& along the enclosure of the Lakshmi-Nariiyiina compound.
loBS. N. GUPTA,
Lahore Paintings Catalogue, 1922, p. 56.
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Tira-Sujiinpur, Guler, Niirpur, etc. Chambii became one of the principal heirs of
Kiingra art, at least during the regency of rani Szradii.
Rani Siiradii (until A.D. 1825) was a pious woman and, therefore, spent much on
religious buildings. Many shrines were repaired by her, the great Lakshmi-Nariiyana
(side of the porch), the Chandragupta, Gauriiankara and Vajreivari. Her principal
creation, however, was the Radha-Kyishna Templelo@,consecrated in A. D. 1825.
This last and smallest member of the group of six great temples in the LakshmiNarZyana compound, by the side of the chief state sanctuary, is also the last representative of the school of pseudo-mediaeval architecture started by Govardhan
Chand of Guler, the older examples of which in Chambii are the Hirmii Temple of
Mehlii and the decoration of the Chamunda shrine a t Devi-ri-Kothi; the walls are
covered with stars (intersecting squares) and other archaic Muslim ornaments, the
iikhara is one gaviiksha-maze, and the figural sculptures have degenerated to the level
of fed negro fetishes. A linga temple in the Khariirii quarter is of the chhattri type, a
Muslim dome supported by four heavy pointed arches, such as are found also in Niirpur
Fort; possibly this type had some connection with raja Bir Singh of Niirpur (A.D.
1789- 1846), the brother-in-law of Charhat Singh who lived a long time as a refugee
in Chambii.
The same architecture recurs in the rani's buildings a t Suhi da-Mayh, the aqueduct
constructed in the 10th century A.D. at the price of the life of Siihilavarman's queenllo.
A long flight of 231 steps connects the fountain house in the town with the buildings
where high up on the hillside Siihilavarman's aqueduct ends. The fountain house
(6lIz m X 3lIz m, 3 m high) is a hall opening on Muslim pointed arches, with "lantern"
ceilings, walls formerly covered with murals (Rama, Sit5 and Laksmana; and fragments of a Siva group) in the Kangrii stylelll; Makara spouts (with fish-shaped eyes)
lead the water into two small basins, from which small channels and other spouts
conduct it to a basin (5lIz m X 2l/2 m) on a terrace outside, and finally to the lowest
terrace (q1/4 m X 6l/4 m) and the lowermost basin. At the top of the staircase an
Islamic ogival archway gives access to a terrace with a resthouse (for the women's
and children's MelZ) near a small temple for the sacrificed rani. Another small pyramidal shrine stands in the Sarora Valley, and still higher up some iron tridents mark
the actual place of the human sacrifice. In A.D. 1808 also the rope bridge over the
Riivi 11*, near the Sitalii Temple, was renewed; in A. D. 1895 it has been replaced by
a modern suspension bridge of steel and solid masoilry.
Closely related to the murals in the fountainhouse was a group of largesize
paintings113 in the best Kangrii style on the walls of a building near the LakshmiNZrZyana Temple; they represent (centre) Riima, Sita and Lakshmana (left) Hanuman
and (right) the durbiir of a mythic king (?). However, the best ~ i c t o r i a work
l
of rani
Saradz's time is the fine Ukha-Charitra (Romance of Krishna's son Aniruddha and
BZnZsura's daughter Usha), once in the Bhuri Singh Museum) 114, now in the ~ a t i o n a l
'OD Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 42, 103 f.; HUTCHISON-VOGEL,
op. cit., I, p. 321;
GOETZ,
Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 159.
"O
Chamba State Gazetteer, 1910, p. 103 f.
1'' Destroyed by whitewash in a recent "town improvement". The basins have been filled up.
VOGEL,
Antiquities, I, p. 10.
ll9 J. C. FRENCH,
Himalayan Art, p. 47, pl. V, destroyed in the recent fire.
f14 VOGEL,
Catalogue, D. 45-66, p. 17ff.;K. KHANDALAVALA,
An ~niruddha-UshaSeries
from Chamba and the Painter Ram LPl, (Lalit Kala I- 11, p. 37 ff., 1955- 1956).
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Museum a t Delhi. This set, though completed in Chambi as the inscriptions prove, is
the work of a master from Sansir Chand's court, R i m Lil, who probably had fled to
Chambi when Tira-Sujinpur was taken by the Gurkhas. I t reveals the KZngri style
at its maturity, the fashionable conventions of the Rijput school tending to go over into
a new, very delicate naturalism. T h e e naturalistic tendencies are evident not only in
the introduction of shadowing and perspective, and in the rendering of clouds and the
sky, but especially in the treatment of the subordinate persons where no restrictions of
etiquette were imposed, e. g. the guard so satisfied with his well performed duty when
Aniruddha has already entered the ladies' apartments, the group of chattering, already
drowsy soldiers in front of the zenana when Aniruddha already enjoys Ushi's love,
the chastened officer informing BZnZsura of the intrusion, the cunning or stupid-honest
courtiers, the boasting or stolid blokes of soldiers, all a fine satire on contemporary
life. In other, mainly RZmZyana, illustrations, even some European and (D. 171) South
Indian influence115 can be traced.
Under r i n i Siradz also RumZl embroidery, known already since the reign of R i j
Singh, became fashionable thanks to the influence of Charhat Singh's Katoch queen,
but even more due t o refugees from the KingrZ rijlle. Other refugees brought it also
to Baiohli; but that tradition was transferred t o Srinagar after the annexation of
Baiohli by Jammii, and was under Ranbir Singh absorbed into Kashmiri figural
embroidery. Thereafter rum51 work became a monopoly of Chambi, indeed became
generally classified as Chamba rumal; but very few pieces are older than the reign of
Charhat Singh, and most belong t o the middle of 19th centuryll'. Recently the
technique has almost died out.
Decline of the Kiingpi Style: I n Charhat Singh's later reign art began t o decline
visibly. H e was a dull and inactive ruler, spending his life in religious ceremonies or
in the zenana. Moreover his last years were troubled when, with the death of wazir
Nathu and of his friend Ranjit Singh of Lahore, the only support disappeared which
had saved the state from annexation. There was sufficient work for artists, especially
in the period A.D. 1821- 1834, but not much money and little interest in quality so
that building became cheap and conventional and painting m d a n i c a l and expressionless, though still maintaining a satisfactory technique.
Charhat Singh resumed work at the Rang Maha1117a, completing the galleries
(with cusped arches) on the eastern, southern and western sides of the court, including a chapel dedicated to ManimaheSa (Siva), a room (3, 9 m X 3l/n m) completely
covered with (badly neglected) mythological murals, and a sort of cupboard (with
115 Krishna Gokulnithji; the links roba ably have to be sought in Vallabhichirya art, then
influential in Jaipur and Jodhpur.
Some rumals, attributed t o KPigrii, are in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London; the
best piece, perhaps, is in the Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay (no. 22. 3160), evidently from
Sansir Chand's I1 court.
117 For rumiils cp. Pfiran Singh, Some Rumils from Chamba, (Riipam, no. 32, p. 133 ff.,
1927); K. K. GANGULI,
Chamba Rumal, (J.I.S.O.A., XI, p. 69 f., 1943); P. DUPONT,Decoration
Hindoue, Paris 1924; G . WATT and P. BROWN,Indian Art a t Delhi, p. 379, pl. 48, fig. 6;
J. IRWIN,Indian Embroidery (Victoria and Albert Museum) London 1951 [dates too early];
MULKRAJ ANAND,Chambi Rumiils, (Marg, VII, 4, p. 35 ff., 1954); VOGEL,Catalogue Bhuri
Singh Museum H. 2-5; GOETZ,Coming of Muslim Influence, p. 165.
'17a JAGDIS MITHAL,Mural Painting in Chamba, (J.I.S.O.A. X I X , p. 11 ff., 1953); the same,
Wall Painting in Chamba, (Marg. VIII, no 3, p. 38 ff ., 1955).
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bangaldar roof) enshrining a linga. These murals, in rectangular or round-arched
niches and cartouches between floral arabesques, depict various Saiva scenes, e. g. Siva
and Parvati riding on their vahanas, Siva's snakes drinking from a skull in PirvatiBs
hands, Parvati offering bhzng t o Siva, PZrvati showing Karttikeya to Siva, etc., all
treated in an idyllic manner and rather careless technique. Historically interesting are
only two scenes, (to the right of the door): Umed Singh and Charhat Singh (the two
builders of the palace), with their ranis and ministers adoring the linga, and (left wall):
the young Charhat Singh performing piija t o an idol, both neatly though somewhat
heavily executed (like the contemporaneous miniatures). Also the anteroom once had
murals of which only one scene, Rama, Sita and Lakshmana, is left, the rest having
been covered with whitewash "'a.
At Rajnagar Charhat Singh built a garden house (now village school) on the
foundations of one of UmEd Singh's pavilions; it is a rather plain building, and the
garden has lost its former grandeur.
In the northwestern corner of the cult room in the Khanchandi Palace he added (or
renovated) more murals "0: (westun wall, upper row); Krishna painting Radha's feet;
Siva and Parvati riding, with Kiirttikeya and GaneSa; Lakshmi-Narayana (lower row):
Procession of Rama; Triloknath; R i d h a and Krishna exchanging costumes, (northern
wall, upper row): Krishna trying to reconcile RZdha; Hanuman before RZma and
Sita; Siva and Parvati in the Himalayas, (lower row): RZdhZ and Krishna playing
Pachisi; Krishna and YaSoda; the Sakti adored by the gods; GaneSa between two girls,
all in arched panels, in a neat, though not very lively, style.
The portraits of Charhat SinghflO show us a rather corpulent, darkcomplexioned
person, in somewhat overdone Sikh costume, occupied with his piija, or in the company
of his Katoch rani and other ladies, watching a thunderstorm from the palace roof, or
enjoying the beauties of Rajnagar garden; these paintings have a certain intimacy, but
the lines are heavy and somewhat fussy, the colours dull, dark green and cobalt blue
being perferred 120.
A reign like that of Charhat Singh naturally was most favourable t o the luxury
arts. Very similar to the embroidered rumils is the decoration on painted wood and
lacquer work, covered with miniature pictures of flower bunches, enamoured girls or
their swains, Radha-K~ishna,Siva on a bull, etc. in creamcoloured oval cartouches
inmidst a red framework, especially on doorleavesl21, window shutters, built-in
cupboards in the Rang Mahal (ca. A. D. 1830), but also on two fans in the Bhuri
Singh Museum embellished with varnished Radhii-Krishna pictures. The Bhuri Singh
Museum lZ2
preserves also a cuirass and helmet (G. 1-4) of Charhat Singh, resented
by wazir Indar, son of Nathii, a pistol (inlaid steel, with Niigari inscription), three
muzzleloading bronze cannons (G. 55, 56, 58 inscribed, one cast by a blacksmith
FRENCH,
Himalayan Art, p. 47.
Bhuri Singh Museum D. VII-VIII (see VOGEL,Catalogue, p. 29); Lahore Museum
D. 66, 67 (S. N. GUPTA,
Catalogue, p. 56); v. UJFALVY,
AUSdem Westlichen Himalaya, PIS. IV,
VI; FRENCH,
Himalayan Art, p. 45; VOGEL,
Portrait Painting in Kangra and Chamba.
lZ0 Here we may have to add also most of the miniatures (nos. 538, 541, 544-546) in Art
of India and Pakistan, 1950.
lZ1 JAGDISH
MITTAL,
Mural Painting in Chamba, (J.I.S.O.A., XIX, p. 11 ff., 195215% publ.
1957); the same, The Wall Paintings of Chamb~,(Marg VIII, no. 3, p. 38 ff., 1955); actually
many of them are lacquered panels on woodwork.
lZ2 VOGEL,
Catalogue, p. 36 ff.
ll8
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Leghh, A. D. 1841); and the Tosha Khina has two flintlodc pistols, rather crudely
inlaid with gold. Also most of the silver and brass frames behind the temple idols and
embossed reliefs on the temple doors probably go badt to this time.

The End o f Chamba' Art
The Sikh Style: In the early reign of Sri Singh (A. D. 1844- 1870), then a new-born
baby, Chambi escaped annihilation at hair's breadth, being saved from a Sikh invasion
merely by the outbreak of the first British-Sikh war, and from annexation by Gulzb
Singh of Jammh-Kashmir by a timely reference t o the former settlement with Ranjit
Singh and the ruler's loyal attitude in the Sikh war. In the peaceful years thereafter
Chambii State could recover, the court cultivating an art in the Sikh style (developed
from Kingri, Mughal and other style elements).
Under Sri Singh the wooden galleries in front and also partly on the back of the
VaikunthadwZra were erected (by Lihadyila Siva and Mehta Nigendra, 'wazir" of
god Lakshmi-Niiriiyana, A. D. 1859 - 1861, according to a copperplate grant inserted
in the wa11)123, and decorated with rather poor murals. The Khajiir Temple was
provided with a new wooden mandapa (serving also as dharmaiili). The walls of
the sanctuaries of the ChZmundi and Sitali Temples outside the town and of the Sakti
Devi Temple of Chatrirhi were embellished with comprehensive and rich, but rather
dull and liveless wall paintings. Also the Rang-Mahal was completed, in shoddy wood,
rubble and plaster construction, though with nice KZshmiri balconies, and covered with
numerous careless and gaudy murals. Finally the Khanchandi murals were partly
retouched in oilpaint, partly renewed even with semi-European subjects, all in oval
frames. Most of the old houses go back t o Sri Singh's time, and some still show the
marks of the invasion of A. D. 1844. Small religious shrines were decorated with
Rijput soldiers as dwirapilas, even later replaced by reliefs of cypresses, and always
with a sitting Ganega between leafscrolls on the lintel.
Quite a number of miniatures, in most cases of second-rate quality, have been
attributed by Khandalavalal24 and Archer t o a distinct Chambii school. The majority
of these attributions "6 seem t o be very questionable. They are based on rather superficial similarities with either the murals of the Rang Mahal or with pictures in the
possession of some local artists. But the murals of the Rang Mahal are executed in
several, not interconnected styles of which only the first, of Charhat Singh's earlier
reign, represents the genuine Chambi tradition since R i j Singh's time, whereas the
others seem to be the work of immigrant newcomers. Under Sri-Singh the influx of
artists from the former Sikh kingdom is very obvious. The painter families are still living
in ChambZ; however, all are notorious immigrants. I t is, therefore, not surprising that
only few miniatures thus attributed to Chambi can be associated with the last styles
of the murals in the Rang Mahal, whereas most of them have no relationship at- all
with the genuine pictures of the former rZji's collection, now in the Bhuri Singh
Museum. And even in this latter there are quite a number of interlopers, replacements
for lost or ruined sheets, apparently executed by wandering artists.
Disintegration: This tradition continued also under Gopil Singh (A. D. 1870 - 1873)
14'
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CHHABRA,
p. 168; HUTCHISON-VOCEL,
op. cit., I, p. 335.
Pahari Miniature Painting, p. 223 ff ., 264 ff.
Indian Miniatures, London 1960, pls. 75, 76, etc.
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and in the first years of Syam Singh (A.D. 1873- 1904). But about A.D. 1890 the
reforms undertaken since several decades under British influence began to affect also
art, part of the town being pulled down in order to enlarge the Chaugin, and most of
the old palace being replaced by modern buildings. Since then also the Sikh style has
practically died out, even the old costumes and handicrafts being forgotten. And with
the merger of the state into Himachal Pradesh and the construction of a modern motor
road also the art of Chambi is bound to merge into the wider background of the Panjab
and of modern India.
The author's other studies on Rajput art will be published in an other volume. However, the
key problem of the art history of this period has been dealt with in: The Coming of Muslim
Cultural Influence in the Panjab Himalaya, (India Antiqua, Presentation Volume for Professor
J. PH. VOGEL,
Leiden 1947, pp. 156 - 166).

THE CHRONOLOGY O F THE C H A N D DYNASTY A N D T H E
MEDIAEVAL MONUMENTS OF KUMAON
(Plates XLIII -XLVI)

The political and archaeological history of Kumiion and Garhwal has so far found
in 'The
scant attention. Excellent pioneer work was done by EDWINT. ATKINSON
Himalayan Districts of the North-Western Provinces of Indian, vols. I1 and 111
(Gazetteer of the North-Western Provinces, Vols. 11 and 12, Allahabad 1884- 1886).
Unfortunately the later edition of the Gazetteer (1928) reduced ATKINSON'S
studY to
a mere extract, in which process not only his very tentative reconstruction became an
account of seemingly ascertained facts, but in which also all the historical evidence
on which it had been built up, and likewise the majority of the archaeological informations were dropped. FUHRER'S"Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions of the
North-Western Provinces and Oudh", vol. I1 (1891), though adding hardly any new
archaeological data, enriched our knowledge by many important inscriptions; yet it
is hardly more than a first survey, many readings appear to be erroneous, or the plates
spurious; transcriptions and translations are not given, nor historical conclusions
drawn. U p to the present day neither copies nor estempages, nor photos of most of
these documents have been taken. Later, however, Pt. NITYANANDMISRA,T. D.
GAIROLA
and J. C. POWELL-PRICE
again took up research work1, which includes also
the publication of five more copperplate grants of the Chand Dynasty. And likewise
attention has been paid to the study and conservation of a number of ruins, especially
a t Dwiirahiit, Jageiwar and Champiivat2. However, another systematic survey has
not yet been undertaken. The chronological conclusions of Atkinson, Hargreaves and
Sahni, even with regard to well-known monuments, clash up to a discrepancy of half
a millennium in the case of the Dwiirahiit temples, not to speak of the attributions in
general handbooks, such as FERGUSSON,
COOMARASWAMY,
SPRINGER.
Our picture of
the political and archaeological history of Kumion thus still continues to be chaotic.
The principal stumbling block seems to be the chronology of ATKINSON
which, though
hitherto not questioned, cannot be brought in harmony with archaeological facts, nor
with the general historical situation of contemporaneous Northern India.
The first task to be undertaken therefore, must be a revision of the hitherto accepted
clwonology in the light of the wider experience and vaster evidence now available. Its
results may be hardly less tentative than those of ATKINSON,
but anyhow they will
have come nearer to the truth and remove some of the worst obstacles now standing
All published in the Journal of the U. P. Historical Society, IV, 1930; VI, 1933; VIII,
1935; XI, 1938; XV, 1942; XVI, 1943; XVIII, 1945.
9 HARGREAVES,
in Ann. Report, Superintendent, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments, Northern
Circle, for 1913- 1914, pp. 7 ff. D. R. SAHNI,Archaeological Survey Reports, 1921- 1922,
pp. 50ff., and 1922- 1923, pp. 13ff.; unfortunately his descriptions are rather vague, and
MISRA,
Ancient Historical Monuments at Baijanatha
his historical data of little use. NITYANAND
and Dwarahata, (J. U. P. Hist. Soc. VIII, p. 71 if., 1935).
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in the way of a co-ordination of evidence into an intelligible historical picture.
Let us first analyze the foundations of ATKINSON'S
chronology! So far as the later
reigns are concerned, i. e., since Rudra Chand (A. D. 1565- 1597), there is no reason
to reject tradition, though minor corrections must be accepted as possible. The real
difficulty lies in the dates for the earlier Chand Dynasty which the vamiiivali places
between A. D. 700 and 869, resp. 685 and 798; Atkinson, however, between A. D. 953
and 1055. But Atkinson's dates are based on a very contestable conjecture. His chief
argument had been that the margin of 160 years between the visit of Hiuan Tsang to
Kumaon and the rise of Soma Chand would be quite insufficient for accommodating
the reigns of the later Katyiiri kings as well as for the transition from Buddhism to
Saivism. He, therefore, preferred to regard as parallel and contemporary with the first
rulers of the later Chand house the "interregnum" of a number of small Khaiiya
dynasties (including the later Katyiiris) between the earlier and later Chand rajas to
which the vamiivali assigns a period of two centuries (196, o r 213 years). H e thus
arrived at the following calculation: Between the beginning of the reign of Rudrachand
(A.D. 1565-1597) which can be checked by three grants of A.D. 1567, 1596, and
1597, and the beginning of the reign of Bira Chand, the supposed restorer of the Chand
power, 503 years elapsed according to vamiavali, which leads us back to A.D. 1062.
ATKINSON
then conceded ca. 7 years t o an actual interregnum between Bina Chand,
the last rijii of the earlier line, and Bira Chand, assigning the rest of the interregnum
t o parallel dynasties seceded from the Chand kingdom. Accepting the shorter
calculation of the three diverging versions of the chronicle for the rule of the earlier
Chands, i. e., 113 years, he arrived a t A.D. 942 as the beginning of Soma Chand's
reign, but altered this date to A. D. 953 for reasons not given, possibly as an allowance
for the first strides of this political adventurer up the steps to a feudatory throne.
This scheme brings us, however, into considerable chronological difficulties. Soma
Chand is said to have brought with him a retinue of numerous distinguished briihmins
from his home country, and t o have handed over to them the whole administration.
I t is, thus, evident that he had relied on strong priestly support for his political aspirations; and we must, therefore, expect that this alliance found expression in the
establishment of numerous and spectacular temples, such as it had also elsewhere been
the case with similar empire builders. At Champiivat, Soma Chand's capital, however,
only three great temples are t o be found, all of which had been erected in the 15th and
16th centuries. Only one, the Baliivara, can look back on a history since at least the
12th century. Though it is well possible that the tradition of the Baliivara may go
back even to Soma Chand's reign, evidence is lacking, and so it seems that we must
search elsewhere for the religious centre connected with the foundation of the Chand
dynasty. I t is, therefore remarkable that for the funerals of their house the later Chands
selected the famous sanctuary of Jageiwar, - the Tankara Ilill of the Skandapurana,
west of Pithoragarh,-as soon as they had been able to regain control over this part of
Kumiion. They must, thus, have regarded Jageiwar as the original religious centre of
the dynasty. As a matter of fact, all of the many temples at Jagelwar, except the two
oldest shrines, have been built within a very brief period and in a new style SO far
unknown in Kumaon. All these facts let it appear probable that the principal builders
of Jageiwar had been the conquering Chand kings immigrated from Kanauj, and that
only the two earliest structures may be attributed to the earliest Katyiiris, and none to
their successors, the rajas of Doti. I t is not certain whether Jageiwar had formed part
of the territories of Soma Chand who had first controlled only Champavat to the south-
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east, and then had ousted the riijii of Sira t o the north-east of Jagdwar; but when he
had become the mightiest feudatory of Doti, south-west of JageSwar, there could have
been no difficulty for him to obtain control over that place of pilgrimage, of puranic
fame and connected with the reforms of Sankar~chiirya,and to establish there his own
priestly followers in the many shrines endowed by him. It is characteristic that the
second oldest set of temples there, of a style which we may allocate to the 8th or 9th
century, consists of a great number of shrines of rather moderate size, with other words,
temples of a type in harmony with the position of a mighty, but not supreme ruler; but
also so numerous as to render dominant the priesthood entrusted with their cult duties.
His successor Atma-Chand must already have gained the control over the whole south
of Kumiion; and to him we may attribute the two garbha-grihas and mighty Sikharas
added to the old Katyiiri temples of the Jageiwara and Myityunjaya. For their addition
t o the central sanctuaries of the place and their dominating proportions could be
undertaken only by a mighty sovereign. However, as even these later temples cannot
be much posterior to ca. A. D. 900, this whole theory becomes possible only in case we
allocate Soma Chand, not with Atkinson to the later loth, but t o the second half of
the 9th century when the Jagelwar temples had been built.
Another chronological difficulty is created by the ruins of DwZrahiit, the capital of
a branch of the later Katyuris. The inscriptions there discovered reveal a first intensive
building period between A. D. 1029 and 1048, followed by a second flare-up of activities between A. D. 1143 and 1219. This sudden and, for a small state, excessive artistic
activity can be explained only by means of the assumption of a political revolution in
KumZon involving a sudden expansion of the power of the Dwiirahiit Katyiiris. As
this could have happened only after the fall of the earlier Chand Empire, this latter
catastrophe must have occurred before 1029, so that ATKINSON'S
date of A. D. 1055 for
this important event must be too late. Also the inscriptions from the 11th to the early
13th century offer similar difficulties which it would lead too far to discuss here in
detail. So much, however, is certain that if the dates of the vamiiivali must be too
early for the first Chand dynasty, those of ATKINSON
prove to be too late.
Now, Atkinson had arrived at his dates by reducing the two centuries of a "Khiiiiya
interregnum" to "parallel local dynasties" and by accepting the interval of 503, resp.
510 years between Rudra Chand and Bira Chand, the supposed restorer of the Chand
dynasty. Apparently, he regarded this latter part of the vamliivali as trustworthy,
representing, as it seemed, an uninterrupted tradition up into the full light of documented history. But both assumptions prove susceptible to serious criticism. Today we
know that most of these vam~iivaliswere compiled in majorem gloriam of the then
ruling dynasties not before the tolerant period of the Mughal emperors Akbar and
Jahiingir, i. e., in the late 16th and early 17th centuries A. D. I t is, therefore, evident
that the KumZon chronicle would never have acknowledged the existence of an "interregnum" of two hundred years, and even a complete break in the royal pedigree for
a such a long time, if these facts would not have been so well-known and undeniable.
There was the old, indigenous aristocracy, subdued and integrated, but still jealous of
the immigrants from Kanauj, the Joshis, Bishts and Muduliya PZndes; and they saw
to it that suchlike facts would not be forgotten or obliterated. Moreover, the many
old monuments and the inscriptions offer all the possible evidence that this second
period of Katyiri and other Khaiiyas dynasties had not been an "interregnumn. In fact,
it was they who continued the old indigenous tradition of the country; and it was the
foreign earlier Chand rajas who in fact had formed an interregnum within this tradition.
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O n the other hand, the whole pedigree between Bira Chand and the actual founder
of the later ruling Chand dynasty is open to considerable doubt. For according to a
statement of the famous Kumioni statesman Harakhdeb Joshi published in a memorandum by Mr. W. FRASER
in 1813, both Garur G y i n Chand (A. D. 1374-1419?) and
his great-granduncle Thohar Chand had both come from Jhusi, the old Pratisthina,
near Allahabad. If there be only a grain of truth in this statement, what about the
whole long pedigree down to Bira Chand, with ca. 15 names about whom nothing else
is known? And there must be some truth in this statement, as the different versions of
the vamiiivali disagree just a t this crucial point, Thohar Chand according to one
version being the 6th, according to the two others the 2nd predecessor of Garur Gyin
Chand. Must, thus, the whole pedigree between Garur G y i n Chand and Bira Chand
be regarded as a fake?
Let us not forget that none of these vamiiivalis represents a genuine history of the
past, but is a reconstruction based, as far as available, on family records, and further
back on local traditions, especially of temples, old grants and myths, compiled by court
briihmins for the dynasties rising to power in the 15th- 17th centuries, and thus also
in favour of their pretensions and aspirations. I n this light it may be permitted to try
a new reconstruction of the history of Kumion.
The actual existence of the earlier Chand dynasty cannot be doubted; the tradition
is so strong and detailed that it must have been based an real facts. We have already
discussed the probability of a connection between the JageSwar shrines and the foundation of the Chand house. As already mentioned, we can discern three strata in the
temple architecture of JageSwars. The oldest structures are the present-day vimiinas
of the JageSvara and Mrityunjaya temples. They belong to the late Gupta type, low
and broad, with slanting slab roof, columns with lotus-halfroundels combined with
the pot-and-foliage capitals, and comparatively simple plinth mouldings. This type we
know from the earliest temples a t Aihole4 and the ParaSuriimeSvara temple at
Bhuvaneivara now ascribed to SaSiinkas, i. e., of the 6th and 7th centuries A. D. They
must, therefore, still have been erected by the earlier Katyiiri princes, though they are
surely later than the original foundation by Vikramiiditya who controlled also
Kashmir 6.
The second set is a most interesting one. I t comprises almost all the other temples.
They are of two types. One is a step tower, with very low, though distinct storeys,
sometimes with a flat roof, sometimes crowned by an iimalaka. This temple type can
elsewhere be traced at Aihole, in Gujariit, Sauriishtra and Central India7 and belongs
to the period between the fall of Gupta civilization, and the Pratihiira and Rashtrakiita
Empires. The other8 has a gigantic ogival wagon roof placed transversally to the
The following notes are based on observations on the spot, likewise those on ~ a t a r m aand
l
DwarahHt, the rest on photos kindly lent by the Director-General of Archaeology. The inscripto the 8th and 9th centuries.
tions are not of much help but have been attributed by HARGREAVES
H. COUSENS,
Chalukyan Architecture, Calcutta 1926, pls. 5, 10, 12, 14, 21, 23.
K. CH. PANIGRAHI,
Date of the Paraiuriimeivara Temple a t Bhubanesvara, (J.R.A.S.B. XV,
No. 2, Letters, 1949, p. 83 ff.).
Kalhana, Rajatarangini, transl. by M. A. STEIN,1900, 111, v. 188; v. 333, etc.
' E. g. Aihole, cp. COUSENS,
op. cit. pls. 19,23, 25; Makanganj and Mahua, cp. A. R., A. Dpt.
Gwalior 1929-1930, pl. 6c, 1927-1928, ~ 1 5a;
. Than cp. H. COUSENS,
Somanatha etc.,
Calcutta 1931, pl. 48b; LakrodZ.
A.R., A.S.I. 1913- 1914, pl. IIIa; 1928- 1929, pl. IVa.
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entrance. It is best known from Mimallapuram0, and also from the Bait51 Deul temple
at Bhuvanelvar lo and finally the Teli-kii-Mandir at Gwilior Generally it belongs to
the same period, after the Guptas, and before the Pratiharas and Riishtrakiitas. Other
style elements point in the same direction, e. g. the many lion statues on the roofs, a
characteristic feature of Pallava and Badami-Chilukya art, the large gaviikshas, the
Lakuliia statues, and the post-Gupta style of many sculptures. But a number of other
features belong already to a somewhat later, i. e. the Pratihiira-Rishtrakiita-early
Pala period: the gavaksha networks, the plaitwork-bands formed of intertwined
Nagas, the Nataraja, Siirya and Miitrikii images, the Bhadramukha pediments. In
summary, we are in face of a pre-Pratihara tradition, however surviving into and
contemporary with an age in which the struggle between those three great powers of
early Mediaeval India had been in full swing. This struggle was fought out mainly
under Vatsaraja, Nagabhata and Bhoja Adivaraha Pratihara of Kanauj, between the
end of the 8th and the third quarter of the 9th century a. Chr. And if our theory connecting this group of temples with Soma Chand be correct, the latter would have reigned
about the middle of the 9th century. The last stratum, finally, is represented by the garbhagrihas and Sikharas of the Jage4vara12 and Mrityunjaya temples. They show the
Pratihara style already fully developed, but still in a comparatively early stage when
the remnants of the late Gupta and post-Gupta styles had not yet been discarded
completely. They can, therefore, not be later than the reign of Bhoja Adivaraha; and
as, for other reasons, we had tentatively attributed them to Soma Chand's successor
Atma Chand, the latter would have been a contemporary of Bhoja. Further, as suchlike
new style elements always needed some time to penetrate into badcward provinces,
such as KumZon must have been then, Atma Chand's reign would coincide with the
later years of Bhoja.
O n the basis of the just developed theory, however, we arrive at a much better
chronology of the earlier Chand rajas. Let us place the rise of Soma Chand in ca.
A. D. 850. First of all this will explain the tradition of the immigration of Soma Chand
with a great retinue of brahrnins and Rijputs from Kanauj. For in ca. A. D. 816 the
Giirjara-Pratiharas had captured the kingdom and city of Kanauj 13. Soma Chand thus
would seem to have been a scion of the Ayudha dynasty of Kanauj, or at least some
prominent member of the court of Chakrayudha. For this reason also the art tradition
which he brought to the Himalaya, and which we find in the second stratum of the
JageSwar temples, was pre-Pratihira and pre-Rashtrakiita, i. e. the now lost style of
Kanauj under the Ayudha kings.
On the evidence of similar historical events we must interpose some decades during
which the refugees from Kanauj still hoped to regain their power, for which the
invasions of Devapala of Gauda (A. D. 843-850) and of Dhruva I1 and Govinda 111.
Rashtrakita must have offered ample opportunities. But with the victorious emergence
of Bhoja Adivaraha such hopes must have vanished, and the survivors of the
Ayudha house must have made their submission or tried their luck elsewhere. One of
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those parties of adventurers in exile may have been that of Soma Chand who after the
end of the war between DevapZla and Bhoja obtained a foothold in Sira, married the
riijii's daughter, and finally superseded his father-in-law. Soma Chand's accession to the
throne of Sira in ca. 860, on the other hand, leaves a sufficient interval for the last
earlier Katyiiris as well as for the transition from the Buddhist to the Saiva faith since
the days of Hiuan Tsang. For in revolutionary times the average length of reigns is
brief, and as Saivism had flourished in the country already before Sankaracharya, the
extermination of Buddhism could well have been achieved within a few decades, in
any case when on the retreat of the Gaudas it lost its last support 14. As Soma Chand is
believed to have reigned 21 years, his successor Atma Chand must have come to the
throne in ca. A. D. 881, and as his reign is assessed a t 19 years, he must have died in
ca. A. D. 900, as ruler of most of Kumiion15. Bhoja Adivariiha then was uncontested
lord of Northern India. And Atma Chand could never have become the ruler of most
Kumiion without the toleration of the great Pratihiira. But as a vassal of Bhoja, it was
natural that he introduced also the architecture then flourishing in the Pratihiira Empire,
as is evident in the sanctuaries of the Mrityunjaya and JageSvara temples then
reconstructed.
As the whole period of the dynasty is stated to have lasted 169, resp. 103 years,
its fall must have occurred between A. D. 963 and 1029. In the latter case the assassination of Bina Chand would be contemporary with the earliest known inscription at
Dwiirahiit. But such a quick reaction looks rather improbable; and we must redron
both with the possibility that in the time span of 169 years some parallel reigns or
regencies may have been counted as succeeding each other, as well as that in the span
of 103 years some minor rulers may have been ignored. Roughly we may, therefore,
date the overthrow of the early Chand dynasty in the beginning of the 1l t h century.
Whether the stories about Bina Chand's cruelty are true, may be left undecided.
Though in their later form they have been reduced t o the level of standard folk tales it
is well possible that Bina Chand, like Harsha of Kashmir (A. D. 1089-1101), had
been driven to the application of terror measures against his unruly nobles. And in this
case we have to search for another reason for the fall of the earlier Chand kingdom.
This probably was another invasion of armed refugee bands into the Champiivat kingdom, so near to the plains, as a result of the collapse of Riijyapiila Pratihiira of Kanauj
under the double attack by Mahmiid of Ghazni, and of the Chandelas and their allies.
But as Mahmiid's campaigns were mere raids, most of the refugees were absorbed by
the rising Riishtrakiita, Chauhiin and Chandela kingdoms, and these bands merely
weakened Chand rule so much that the Katyiiris could overthrow it.
The temple groups of Dwiirahiitle would then have been the victory monument of
the then most successful branch of the restored Katyiiri dynasties. The chronology of
these temples has given occasion to the most differing opinions. The only dates so
l4 The copper statues of "Paun RZjZsn at Jageiwar and Katarmal seem actually to represent
Lokehvara, and prove that even late in the 7th century A. D. the MahiiyZna was still going
strong.
l5 Also POWELL-PRICE,
J.U.P. Hist. Soc. IV, p. 5 ff.,and XVIII, p. 214 ff. places the end of
earlier Katyiiri rule into the 9th century A. D.
lo HARGREAVES,
Arch. Survey Ann. Rep. Northern Circle, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments,
1913- 1914, p. 7-9; A.R., A.S.I., 1922- 1923, pis. 6a-d; 1923- 1924, pl. 4c; 1924-1925,
pl. 3d; see also note 2.
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far known which can be connected with any temples are that of A. D. 1084 for the
Badriniith Temple, mentioning a riijii Sadhuvaradeva as builder, and two others nearby,
A. D. 1083 and 1085, referring to unidentified monuments. All other inscriptions are
connected with sculptures only, the style history of which hitherto is largely unknown.
Now the Badriniith represents the preponderating temple type of the second Katyiiri
period all over Kumaon, and thus presents no special difficulty. But almost all other
temples of Dwarahat are in a very different, degenerated and rather ossified style.
Hargreaves, therefore, believed that they could not be earlier than the 14th century.
Sahni was prepared to place a t least the Ratan Deo group so late though it does not
differ much from the average Dwarahiit type.
However, on a comparison with Jageiwar and Katarmal, the problem of the
Dwiirahiit temples proves not so baffling. One temple in the "Miiniyiir" group stands
very near to the Katyiiri vimiinas a t Jageiwar. In the Ban-Deo we are confronted with
a shrine intermediate between the yre-Pratihiira step tower and the early Pratihiira
iikhara type. The Ratan Deo group represents in one respect a degeneration, in another
an elaboration of the Ban-Deo. The Kacheri group then leads over to the provincial
high-Pratihara type which we find best, in the single temple opposite to it in the
Mrityunjaya and in the subsidiary shrines to the Badrinath. In this latter we find a
a new, imported type, nearly related to what we find in the plains in the smaller
Chahamana temples. I t is a reconstruction, for inscriptions found there give dates
earlier than A. D. 1084, viz. A. D. 1046 and 1048. O n the Gujjar-Deo we shall have
to come back later on.
Though an absolute chronology of the DwiirahZ temples, thus, still remains beyond
reach, nevertheless certain fundamental facts emerge. The earliest shrines there must
be older than the rise of the Chand dynasty, or contemporaneous with it. Most of the
other temples represent a provincial survival of this early Pratihiira style with a slight
admixture of later elements; probably they are not older than the early 1l t h century,
and merely form the revival of a long suppressed art. But then, with freedom, new
influences came in from the plains and were made use of, now no more so much in
Dwarahat as over the whole of Kumaon.
The old Chand kingdom, thus, must have definitely come to an end before A. D.
1029, except perhaps for a few obscure families. The 1l t h and 12th centuries and the
beginning of the 13th century form the second KhiSiya period, the "Golden Age" of
Kumiioni art. Practically all the famous places of pilgrimage whose foundation goes
back to the first Katyiiri period, such as Badriniith, Kedirnath, Bhigeiwar, many
smaller shrines at Jageiwar, and the old Katyiiri capital Kartikeyapura-Baijnath were
rebuilt". And the later shrines of Jageiwar and Bhigeiwar, K a ~ a r m a l(BarZ-Adit
Temple), Kheti Khan, Talihat, the tridents of Biirahat and Gopeiwar and many
smaller, not yet surveyed monuments fall into these two centuries of many small, but
flourishing kingdoms.
According to the Kumion vamiiivali the Chand kingdom was, after 196 years,
finally restored by Bira Chand who slew the Khaiiya raja Sonpal and established
himself a t Champavat. Though Bira Chand may be accepted as historical, he is
nevertheless a rather mysterious person. Nothing about the pedigree connecting him
with the earlier Chand riijiis is known. H e was brought from MalZs (the Tarii) by a
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certain Saun KharPyat about whom nothing else is known, and given out as a descendent of raja Sonsir Chaild who had died more than 250 years ago. He was adnowledged by the exiled brihinin and Riijput families who had once been the aristocracy
of the Champavat empire. O n the other hand, of the whole long line of rajas who are
said to have succeeded him, nothing is known except the names, and after l'hohar
Chand even this pedigree is in disordcr. All this does not make a trustworthy impression. H a d Bira Chand actually been a genuine scion of the old Chand fanlily, and did
hc in fact restore their kingdom? O n the basis of our dlronological sclleme Bira Chand
would have reigned a t the begiil~lillgof the 13th century, approximately A. D.12051220 (15 years).
This, howevcr, was a time of general chaos in the Indian plains as well as in
I(un1iion and adjoining Nepal. The Uiirahiit and Gopeiwar trident inscriptions reveal
that A. D. 1191 the Malla riijiis who then wcre rising to power in Nep3118, overrail
Kull~aonand Gayhwiil. I11 1192 the Riijput powcr in the Ganges plains was overthrown
by the Muslims. Tradition has it that liiijputs and Brahmins fled in great iluinbers to the
Hiilliilaya and settled in its valleys everywhcrelO. This ~nigratioil had far-going
repercussions on the history of the whole Himalaya froin I<ashmir to Nepal. We may
assuine that its effect on I<umiion had not been very different: A tcinporary flare-up
of the old political ambitions of the established lringdoms with the support of refugee
mercenaries, and at last a general chaos when the number of those honlclcss adventurers
bccamc so considerable as to thrcaten thc very existence of the old Itingdolns.
H a d Bira Chand actually been more than such an adventurer from the plains who
because of a real or faked, in any case very distant relationship with the iirst Chaild
dynasty had bccn acknowledged as a preteilder by tlic oppressed aristocracy of the
former Champiivat kingdom? l'robably the lattcr might not have been too inquisitive
in examir~itlgthe claims and proinises of a bold newcomer supported by a strong
followiilg of rcfugcc warriors and brihmins. H a d he, on the other hand, been related
with those Jhisi Kiijputs froill whom Thohar-Mall is latcr on said to have come, at
least accordiilg to thc statcinent of Haralthdeb Joshi? In tllc chaos crcatcd by the Malla
invasion he inay well havc bcen ablc to acquire a short-lived Iringdoin which ncver
coinpriscd the old Icatyuri states (Dwirahiit inscriptioils of A. D. 1214 and 1219)
nor call have survived him. For the Bali4war inscriptioil of A. D. 1223 in Siii shows us
l(r5challa Dcva Jina of Kiintipur in Ncpiil as the lord of south-castcrn Kumiion, and
amongst his retinue two, elsc unlri~owi~,
inembers of some Chand family whose relation
to Uira Chand or to the earlier Chailds is not known. Whatever the fate of the Clland
dynasty in the latcr 13th and early 14th centuries may have bcen, thcy can hardly
have bceil more than slnall local chieftains. Then the devastation of I<atchir by Sultin
Ualban (A. D. 1266- 1278) inust havc brought inorc rcful;ccs to Kumion and, with
them, probably further social and political unrcst. But also thc whole character of the
period was most unfavourable to the form;~tionof strong Itingdoms. Iiindu fcudal
society of thc North had cntercd into a progressing disintegration wllidl in Kashmir
call be traccd since the second Lollara Dynasty, ill C h a ~ n b i cvcn
,
more
siilcc ca. 1150, whcrcas thc contemporary R5jput dynasties of the plain hardly show
a bcttcr picture. Also the terrorism o l early Musliln rulc would not have iolcratcd the
rise of ally possible opponent. Hindu civilization, too, must havc sunk down to the
H. C . RAY,I)y~iasticI-listory of Nortlicr~iIndia.
Indian Antiquary, XXXVI, p. 264 ff., 1907.
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same barbarian level as that t o be observed in the Panjlb Him'alaya during the same
period.
Fortunately the inscriptions catalogued by F ~ ~ H Rand
E R Pt. NITYANANDMISRA
(see Appendix) permit us to reconstruct a good deal of the earlier history of the later
Chand dynasty. For however poor the available information may be, it leads us back
from Rudra Chand (A. D. 1565 - 1592) whom ATKINSON
had regarded as the earliest
chronologically ascertained ruler, to N a r a Chand, ca. A. D. 1285 (?) or 1297- 1321.
Even the mere comparison of these meagre dates with the vamiivali permits very
elucidating conclusions. First of all, the reign of N a r a Chand proves to be much later
than given in the vam6Pvali (A. D. 1 170 - 1 177, respectively 1 107 - 1 125), thus
confirming our suspicion that the chronological confusion must have been due to some
dynastic change in the time between Thohar Chand and Garur GyPn Chand.
W e are, thus, in a position to check up, from the other end, our calculation of the
time of Bira Chand. 111view of the many discrepancies between the various versions
of the vam4iivali, and between that latter and the inscriptions, an exact calculation
is not possible. n i r a Chand's reign is stated to have lasted 13, resp. 15 years; it creates
no difficulties. But that of N a r a Chand is given as 7, resp. 18 years whereas his inscriptions extcnd over 24, if not even 36 years. However, N a r a Chand seems to have been
the actual builder of the later Chand Raj, and we can, therefore, not know how long
he may have ruled merely as the chieftain of a small territory, how long as the ruler of
a larger district o r part of Kumiion, and from which of these events his reign may
officially have been counted. We start, therefore, calculations best from his last known
inscription. The vamiZvali counts 97, resp. 102 years between the end of Bira Chand
and the end of N a r a Chand's reign. As the Chanyiigiion grant of Nara Chand is dated
A. D. 1321, Bira Chand must have reigned from A. D. 1209- 1224, resp. A. D. 12041219 which tallies vcry well with our former calculation of ca. A. D. 1205 - 1220.
N o w we come to the crucial point of Chand history, the reigns of Garuy GyPn
Clland (Jii5na Chandra Garuda) and of his immediate predecessors. Here we are
confronted not only with the tradition already mentioned that both Garur GvHn
C h n ~ i dns well as his grcat-grand uncle Thohar Chnnd had come from Jhiisi in the
plains, but also with a complete confusion in the vam4ivali and a not less obvious
discrepancy between the sequence of the rulers in the chronicle and the dates of tlie
inscriptions. A complctc solution of tllesc problenls can, of course, not be expected at
prcsent, but a certain elucidation a t least is possible. Let us, first, not forget that a
vam45vali is a dynastic pedigree, and that the seniority sequence within the ruling
fnniily necd not coincide with the actual sequence of reigns. Besides, as we have to d o
with n feudal period, both the family pedigree and tlie list of reigns must occasionally
hc disqolved into parallcl branches. For not before Bhiirati Chand (ATKINSON:A. D.
1437- 1450, inscription A. D. 1469) Kumiion was reunited again.
Bctwecn N a r a Chand's last inscription A. D. 1321 and Garur G y i n Chand's RZigiion
pillar inscription of A. D. 1367 tlicrc is an interval of only 36 years, and between the
first and Gnrur Gy5n Chand's Rnliivnra tcmple inscription a t ChampPvat of A. D.
1390 nn inter\ral of 69 years. netween both, howcver, 9 respectively 12 reigns are
inter1.)oscd, including that of Thohar Cliand who came. from Jhlisi. Of these we further
know a t lcnst Trilokya Chand who is remembered as the first again t o take up the
offensive agninqt tlic Kntyliris, and Abhaya Chnnd who is metltioned on the
T<irttistambha of A. D. 1361 or 1371 in the Balilvar Temple at Champiivat. We must
thus compress a t least 7 t o 10 reigns into t l ~ ebrief interval of 34 years between A. D.
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1321 and ca. A. D. 1355. With other words, the kingdom of Nara Chand's successors
must have become weak and divided. In the beginning of the 14th century A'lii-ud-dinss
oppression and conquests, and the repeated revolts in Katehir, east of the Ganges,
drove many brahmins and RZjputs into the hills, and so it is probable that also Thohar
Chand may have sought a refuge in the Champavat rZj which since Bira Chand had
been in clan relationship with Jhisi. As he has been included in the vamiavali, it is
possible that he married into the Chand family and acquired great influence. And
likewise that his family played the role of hereditary regents for the degenerated rajas,
and actually fought the battles of reconquest for Trilokya Chand. This also seems to
have been the original position of Garur GyZn Chand. That he could set up the RZigion
pillar inscription of A. D. 1367 practically parallel to Abhaya Chand's Kirttistambha
a t Champavat, A. D. 1361 or 1371, speaks for his great influence. I t seems that the
continuous warfare in Katehir needed a permanent frontier army under an able leader.
We do not known when Garur GyZn Chand could supersede Abhaya Chand; Atkinson
believes in A. D. 1374. But the bloody invasions of Katehir by Sultan Fir62 Shah
between A. D. 1380 and 1385 must have immensely strengthened his position as
champion of the KumZon Hindus. And this sets into the right light the curious report
that he went to Delhi to regain Katehir. A. D. 1388 Fir62 Shah had died; 1390 civil
war had broken out between the last Tughluq princes. This must have been the occasion
on which Garur Gyan Chand stretched out his hand for the governorship of Katehir,
including Kumiion, probably in the hope later to transform this nominal governorship
into an independent great kingdom. In the Himalaya the rajas of Niirpur tried the
same experiment in the 17th century, those of Kiingra in the 18th, those of Jammii in
the 19th, not to speak of other princes in RajputZnZ, Bundelkhand and other parts of
India.
Garur Gyan Chand's kingdom must have disintegrated after his death. His last
inscription is of A. D. 1419. And between this date and the reign of BhZrati Chand
Kumiion was again divided between brothers and nephews of the Chand house, and
the Katyiiris regained their independence. The inscriptions give us the following dates:
Harihar Chand A. D. 1397 (as yiivarajii?) ;
Vikrama Chand 1423;
Dharma Chand 1429;
Kalyan Chand (1433), 1440,1450,1461;
Ratan Chand 1455;
Hari Chand, 1461 ;
Pratap Chand 1461 ;
Bharati Chand 1469 - 1499;
Kirati Chand 1500;
Bhishan (Bhishma) Chand 1511, 1512, 1519, 1533;
Kali KalyZn Chand 1559;
Rudra Chand 1567, 1596,1597,
when finally we are in the full light of history.
In the century between Bharati Chand and Rudra Chand (A. D. 1467- 1567) the
reconquest, unification and centralisation of Kumiion was accomplished, and Almora
raised to the position of central capital. Probably in Rudra Chand's reign the present
vamiiivali was reconstructed by the court pandits.
In its great outlines the history of this epoch corresponds with the development
which could be observed in all the hill states further to the west. With the weakening
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of Tughluq rule the Hindu dynasties again rise from obscurity, in ChambZ VairaSivarman, in Kumaon Nara ChandZ0;in the late 14th century the present kingdoms
begin to outline themselves: Bhotavarman in Chamba, Trilokya Chand, Abhaya
Chand and Garur GyZn Chand in Kumaon, Ajayapala in GayhwPl; about the middle
of the 15th century they begin to expand and again to take up cultural activities:
Anandavarman in ChambZ, Sansar Chand I of KZngrZ, BhZrati Chand, Ratan Chand
and Kirati Chand in KumZon; in the later 16th and early 17th century the political
and cultural renascence has finally gained its full swing: Pratapsinghvarman and
Balabhadravarman in ChambH, Siiraj Mall and Jagat Singh in NGrpur, Bhiipat-PHI
and Sangram-Pal in Bafohli, Ajbar-Sen in Mandi, Rudra Chand and Lakshmi Chand
in Kumaon, Man Sah, SHma Sah and Mahipat Sah in Garhwal.
The parallelism of developments in this later period in Kumaon and GarhwZl is
corroborated also by the archaeological evidence. There is a complete gap in the art
tradition of Kumzon between A. D. 1223 and 1322, in that of Garhwal between A. D.
1191 and 1358. The first monuments reappearing thereafter, however, reveal a complete
relapse into a primitive folk art: The Gane4a image of Baijnath, A. D. 1322, and the
palace of raja Ajayapala at Srinagar, Garhwal, A. D. 1358, "with elaborate quaint
sculptures." The same may be said of the RZigaon pillar of Garur Gyan Chand A. D.
1367 and the Champavat Kirtistambha of Abhayachandra A. D. 1361 or 1371.
Garur GyZn Chand's inscription of A. D. 1390 mentions the erection of a temple
a t BaliSvar, Champavat21. I t must have been either the precursor or the first stage
of the reconstruction of the state sanctuary which was undertaken under Udyan
Chand (A.D. 1420-1421) and, according to an inscription, completed under
Vikrama Chand (A.D. 1423- 1429). This very rich structure is completely alien to
Himalayan art, an undiluted import of the somewhat fussy and careless, degenerated
variety of the beautiful but overelaborate late Solanki-VZghelZ architecture of Gujarat
such as it was revived in the 15th century A.D. in Gujarat and RajputZnZZ2.AS it is
known that UdyZn Chand also summoned brahmins from Gujarat, theBaliSwar Temple
must have been built by masons who had come in the company of these brahmins. The
idea, however, may go back to Garur Gyan Chand's visit to Delhi. In the preceding
hundred years Gujarat and Rajputana had been subjected to the ravages of the armies
of AclZ-ud-din Muhammad Tughluq and Fir62 Shah. The inevitable decline of Hindu
building activities there must, thus have made it easy for the ambitious Kumaon rajas
to engage architects and masons. The now visible repairs of the BaliSvara sanctuary
proper belong to a much later period in which the understanding of this art had already
been lost whereas the Muslim dome and a crude "Rajput" folk art were coming in use,
i. e. to the later reign of Udyot Chand (A. D. 1678 - 1698).
Somewhat later than the BaliSwar at Champavat is the small, but fine "Gujjar Deow
(i. e. the Gujarati Deval) Temple at Dwarahat23, likewise in the Gujarati-RZjasthZni
style. I t is of the type of the Navalakhi temples of Sejakpur and Gumli z4, whereas the
eo In Garhwiil a first sign of life is a Ganela image inscription of A. D. 1322 mentioning a
certain Kadaru Parasiyo, possibly a local chieftain.

Arch. Survey Ann. Rep. 1913- 1914, I, pl. IIb.
H. GOETZ,
The R61e of GujarZt in Gndian Art History, (Bull. Baroda State Museum 111,
pt. 1, p. 1 ff., 1947).
P3 Arch. Survey, Ann. Rep. 1913-1914, pt. I, pl. IIIb; 1923-1924, pl. IVd.
e4 BURGESS-COUSENS,
Architectural Remains of Northern Gujarzt, where ascribed to 11th
22
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similar Eklingji (Udaipur) was built as late as A.D. 1488 b y rZni RPi-Malla. At
approximately the same time the "Gujjar Deo" must have been erected by foreign
masons, under the last Icatyuri rijas, and was probably just completed when their
defeat by Icirati Chand (A.D. 1488-1503) forced them t o retire deeper into the
mountains 26.
Also the t w o other templcs a t ChampSvat, the RatneJvara (NSgnitli) and Champiivati (Gliatotltacl~a)belong t o this Gujarati-Rajasthiin? school. I t is rather difficult
t o date them exactly, considering the extreme stagnation of this style over several
centuries. Notwithstanding the rich decoration, tlieir general character is rather plain
and serene when compared with the I'ali4var and Gujjnr Deo temples. The form of
their pcnt roofs is found e. g. also a t the Mahiltiili Mata Temple at Dablioi2fl, which
a t a superficial impression might justify an ascription t o the 13th- 14th ce~lturiesA.D.
But porches with the same, though less elaborate decoration can be traced a t Chitorgarh
in the late 15th ccntury, and similar pentroofs appear also in M5n Singh's (A.D. 14861518) palace in G w i l i o r Fort. Finally, the very exact and neat workmanship of the
masonary, the almost cubic form of tlie buildings, the very developed shape of the
niche arclies, the playful arrangement of the upper wall-niches suggesting a suspension
from the cornice, the degeneration of certain ornaments and the coniplete stiffness and
niisproportion of the figures whicli is never to be found even in works of the 15th
ccntury, pcrmit only an attribution t o the 16th century. Their builder may have been
r5j5 Rudra Cliand who has left an inscription in the Ratncbvar temple?' and "restablishcd Mahcbvar worshipn at the naliivar shrine. I t sec~iisthat the sanctuaries had been
dcsccrated during the invasion of I-Iusain Khan Tultriya, the Mughal governor of
I,ucltnow, and that the tcmplcs were erected t o placate the wrath of the gods of the
dcscrtcd capital, since the court had in A. D. 1560 moved t o Almora.
We cannot follow the latcr history of tcmplc architecture in K u m i o n and Gayhwil.
I n tlic lattcr statc first M i n Sah had in A . D . 1547 cndowed the temple of Eltisur at
Piital (Mandarsyin). But Cayliwiil architecture has unfortunatcly not yet bccn explored,
notwithstanding tlie valuable references collected by Atkinson for both the lattcr and
Kum5on. For our purpose it would be important t o know which links in latcr ardiitcctilrc connect the Jage4war (and Bhigeiwar?) temples with tlie temples erected in
T<ulii hy Jagat Singh. Shrines like the Dliimeivar a t Blii~iitiilZRbuilt by R ~ ~z h l l i d u r
C h a d ( A . D.1638 - 167R), o r tlie 1,althamandal Tctnplc in the Dcliri D i n District20
may wcll have played such a role. For l3Sz Baliidur Cliand as wcll as his successor
Udyot Clland (A. D. 1678 - 1698), a fervent tc~iiplcbuilder, have been contcmporarics
of Tagat Sing11 ( A . D. 1637-1672) and Didhi Sin~11(A. D. 1672-1688), the originators
of tiiost 4iltliara slirincs in T<uli, and of Chatar Siugh (A. D. 1664- 1690) who placed
tlic woodcn roofs on the ClimnbZ tcmplcs.
Hcrc it suffices t o point out that the grcat Kurn5on tcmplcs of the 15th and 16th
ccntury had in fact been the product of a conscious rcnasccncc of Hindu culture after
a prolonged interruption of the tradition, nnd that they rcprcscnt a pure, import from
c c n t u r y ; Snnkalin, A r c l ~ n c o l oof~ ~Gujarnt, placcs thcm with morc jus~ificntion into
12rh to carly 13th c c n t u r y A. D.
4n TThc tcmplc wnc in tlic I R t l i ccntury dcstroycd by tlic Roliillas.
P7

T T I R A N A N ~ A Sh-irnl, Thc Ruins of I)abhoi, naroda 1940.
1.atc1.grnlits by Uclyot Clinnd A. D. 1683.

I\TKINION
111, plate Opp. p. 80.
Arch. Survcy Ann. Rcp. 1923- 1924, p. 57 and p1. XXII, and 1929- 1930, pl. 5.
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Mcwiir (as link with GujarPt) in the same way as the "Ruined Temple" of N i r p u r
represents an import from Mathurii and Amber, the temples of Sanssr Chand I at
KPngrii that of a not yet defined primitive style somehow connected with later Marsthi
and early RZjput architecture, and in the same way as, finally, the earliest "RPjputn
paintings from Niirpur and BaSohli must go back to a Riijasthini source.

List of Historical Inscriptions from Kumzon and Gayhwiil.
(Most of these inscriptions have so far not yet been copied)
Abbreviations
Atk. = ATKINSON,
The Himalayan Districts of the N. W. Provinces and Oudh, 18841886 = Gazetteers.
F. = FUHRER,The Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions of the N. W. Provinces
and Oudh, 11, 1891.
HARGREAVES
= Ailn. Rcport, Superintendent, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments,
Northern Circle, for 1913 - 1914, p. 7 - 9.
NITYANANDMISRA= J. U. I). Hist. SOC.XV, pt. 2, p. 53 ff., 1942.
SAHNI-- Anll. Rep. Arch. Survey 1921 -1922, pp. 50ff., and 1922- 1923, p. 13 ff.
CHIIAURA
= notes kindly placed at the disposal of the author by the Govcrr~ment
Epigraphist, Ootacamund.
8th Century, 4 JageSwar inscriptions (HARGREAVES).
9th Ccntury, 4 JageSwar inscriptions (HARGREAVES).
10th Century, 4 Jagefwar inscriptions (HARGREAVES).
A. D. 1029, DwiirallPt inscriptions (Atk.).
1046- 1048, DwPrahPt inscriptions (Atk.).
1103, DwPrahPt (Dunagiri): Navagraha slab (SAHNI).
(HARGREAVES,
CHHAURA).
1143 (or 1145), Dwirah5t: Siva-Pirvati iinage iiiscriptio~lof Gulana
1143, Ilwirahiit, Thalltoraka Naula: O n a broken Vishnu image, mentioning the
(Perhaps identical with the
erection of a ten~plcby Gulana (HARCUAVES).
preceding one).
1181, DwiirahPt (Dunagiri) inscription of Ananta-PPla Deva (Atk., 1183; HARGREAVES).
118311 185, DwPrahPt (BadrinPth) inscription on Lakshmi Image pedestal? (HARGREAVES,
CHHABRA).
1184, DadrinPth inscriptioil with garuda, mentioning erection of temple by Sadhuvaradeva (SAHNI;HARGRICAVES).
1191, Inscriptions of Aneltan~allaDcva, NepPlese invader of Gayhwil, Biirahit-Tihri
and Gopciwar tridents, (Atk., last one also F~JHRER).
1202, I3aijniith Grant of Indradcva (Atk., F.).
1203, Daijn5th Ganeia image inscription (F.).
1214, Dw5rahnt inscription (Atk., HARGREAVES).
1219, Dwirah5t (Goril temple) inscription (Atk.).
1223, BaliSvar (Sui Bisung) inscription of KrPcllalla Dcva Jina of Kintipura, on back
of grant of Desata Deva Katyiri (Atk., F.).
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1567, Grant of Rudra Chand (Atk.).
1596, Grant of Rudra Chand (Atk., F.).
1597, Champiivat grant of Rudra Chand (Atk., F.).
N o t dated, Champivat Niigniith (Ratndvar) temple inscription of Rudra Chand
(CHHABRA).
1618, Gadi-udi grant of Srimalla (Trimal) Chand (F.).
N o t dated, Baliivar (Champivat) inscription of '[Su]ma[ra]chandra'
(i.e. Trimal
Chand) and prince aVa[ba]lalachandra' (i. e. Biiz BahPdur Chand) (CHHABRA).
Not dated, Baliivar (Champivat) inscription of (prince?) Sulabhadrachandra
(CHHAURA).
1654, Pinnath grant of B i z BahPdur Clland (Atk., probably also F.).
1664, nalilvar (Champiivat) grant of Biz (Vijaya) Bahidur Chand (F., HARCREAVES,
CIIHABRA).
1668, ~~~~~~~5 grant of BZz Bahidur Chand (F.).
1683, Ghatotkncha (Champivat) grant of Udyot Chand (F.).
1690, Jngdvar grants of Udyot Chand (HARCREAVES,
CHHABRA).
1691, Pinniith grant of Udyot Chand (I;., Atk.).
1707, BungZtali grant of Knly5n Chand (F.).
1710, Ty5rlrudi grant of Jagat Clland (F.).
t i g n i t h Temple inscription of Jagat Chand (HARCREAVES).
1717, C l ~ a m p i v aN
1732, Bungiitali grant of Kalyin Chand (F.).
1733, Raliivar (Chan~piivat)grant of Kalyin Chand (F.) (or 1433).
1733, Aln~oragrant of Kalyin Chand ( N m a NANDMISRA).
1796, Baliivar (Champivat) inscription of Thiipa Mahivira (HARCREAVES).
1805 (Cp. 1505).
1822, Dwiirahiit Badrinith inscription: erection of Vishnu Temple by MInasi, wife
of Niriyana.
For thc temples of ChnnipHvat and DvZrarhiit cp. also H. GOETZ,The R81e of Gujarat in
Indian Art History, (Bulletin of tlic Daroda Statc Museum and Picturc Gallcry, vol. 111, pt. 1,
for 1945- 1946, p. 1ff ., 1947).

EARLY I N D I A N SCULPTURES FROM NEPAL
(Plates XLVII -XLIX)
Of all the arts of Asia, that of Nepal is probably the least explored. Until the recent
revolution only a handful of visitors were permitted t o enter the couiltry who were
so overwhelmed by the wealth of its art treasures that they could not think of any
systematic survey.- The books and articles hitherto published describe mainly the
monuments of the Malla and Gorkha rulers since ca. the 16th century, though even
their history has not yet been properly investigated l. From the inscriptions, however,
it was since long obvious that much earlier monuments must exist. But apart from the
ASoka stupas a t Lalita-Pattana (Patan) and Kirtipur, and probably also Svayambhiinatha and Bodhinitha, all of which have been repaired and restored time and again,
only two have become known, i.e. the Garuda-Stambha at HarigZon2 and the
Trivikrama relief of king MZnadeva at LZjanpata, both of the end of the 5th or the
beginning of the 6th century4. This scarcity of remnants is to a considerable degree
due to the Nepalese predilection for wood construction and carving which, of course,
rarely resist the climate and violent destruction for more than a few centuriesb, and
also for gilt bronze which, like all metalwork, is melted down in the event of any war
or revolution. But a certain amount of stone sculptures
at least should have survived,
though no more in its original position.
When the writer of this article got an opportunity for a short, though intensive visit
to the Kafmandii Valley, he, therefore, paid special attention to this problem. The
results of his search are eight early sculptures which are worth a detailed discussion,
as they shed lot of light on the genesis of Nepalese art. For even from a superficial
analysis of its canon it is clear that Nepalese art had developed from a foundation of
Gupta art, modified mainly by Pala iilfluences and at last, after the Muslim conquest
of India, had grown into a national style, following the disappearance of the nursing
mother tradition. All these eight sculptures belong to this first formative period, i. e.
from MZnadeva to Jayadeva in Nepal, respectively from Samudragupta to YaSovarman
of Kanauj and Lalitaditya-Mukt~pidaof Kashnlir in India.
Though Nepal0 had already formed part of the Maurya Empire and had even been
The best boolts in this respect are S. LEVI,Le NCpSl, Paris 1905; P. BROWN,
Picturesque
Nepal, London 1912; P. LANDON,
Nepal, London 1928.
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S. LEVI,op. cit. 11, p. 119.
S. LEVI,op. cit. 11, p. 101.
Some more remnants have been discovercd outside Nepal, in Tibet and Tunhuang.
ti There are exceptions, e. g. the 7th century temples of Brahmor and Chatriirhi in Chamba,
8th ccntury reliefs from Maylang and the 11th century Devi temple at Miirul-Udaipur in
Lahul, the 12th century doors and columns at KatZrmal (Kumaon), the wooden pillars of
Khajiar in Chambii, etc.
S. LEVI,Le NCpkl, Paris 1905; H. C. RAY,Dynastic History of Northern India, I, Calcutta
1931; Pt. BHAGVANLAL
INDRAJI
and G . B ~ ~ H L E
Twenty-Threc
R,
Inscriptions from Nepal,
Bombay 1885; M. L. ETTINGHAUSEN,
Harsa-Vardhana, Louvain 1906; R. S. TRIPATHI,
"On the
a
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Early Indian Sculptures from Nepal

visited by the emperor Aioka, it was first in the Gupta period, that this contact became
closer. In the Allahabad pillar inscription the emperor Samudragupta (A. D. 335 -380)
mentions the king of Nepal as one of the frontier princes who submitted voluntarily
to his suzerainty. Who this king had been, we do not known. According to the Nepalese
tradition his family belonged to the Indian clan of the Lichchhavis. As Samudragupta's
mother Kumaradevi had, as her dowry, brought the Lichchhavi state in North Bihir
to the Gupta crown, the apparently good relations between Nepal and the Gupta
Empire may possibly have been due to family ties. Only much later, however, when
the Gupta Empire was already on the verge of disintegration, we find reliable evidence
in the dedicatory inscriptions of the kings Minadeva, Vasantasena and Sivadeva I.
These mention also three predecessors of Manadeva: Vrishadeva, Sankaradeva I and
Dharmadeva; but even V~ishadevacannot have ascended the throne before the second
or third decade of the 5th century, the reign of Kumaragupta I (A.D. 414-455).
Minadeva according to the accepted chronology ruled A. D. 496 - 524, first under the
regency of his mother Rajyavati (A.D. 496-497), whereas in his later years he must
have witnessed the collapse of the Gupta Empire under the attacks of the White Huns.
Of the reign of Vasantasena (or Vasantadeva) we have the first charter, the Lagan~ol
(Katmandu) inscription of A.D. 545. Sivadeva I seems to have had a very long reign
which he spent mainly in building temples, setting up images and performing religious
ceremonies. In consequence a considerable number of inscriptions of his have been
preserved, and the Vami?ivali has some fantastic tales to tell about him.
But the real power passed into the hands of the leading nobles, one of whom,
Amiuvarman, soon controlled more than half of the kingdom, became A.D. 595 the
actual regent (starting point of the Thakuri era) and a t last became Sivadeva's successor.
For a strong hand was then needed to steer the state through difficult times. In the
North a mighty empire was formed in Tibet by king Srong-bdsan-sgam-po (ca. A.D.
600 - 650). In the South Harshavardhana of Thanesar (A. D. 6051606 -6471648)
established an Indian grand-power which extended even beyond the frontiers of the
former Gupta Empire. As far as the scanty documentation available permits conclusions,
it seems that Nepal accepted the suzerainty of Harsha as a protection against the Tibetans, and that a Nepalese princess was married to the Indian conqueror. I t was in those
happy years that Yuan Chwang visited Nepal and was much impressed by the cultural
activities of its court. But as Tibetan pressure increased, a Nepalese princess, Bhrikuti
(Bri-btsum), had to be married also to king Srong-bdsan-sgam-po A.D. 639. Her
influence on the wild Tibetans was so beneficial that she has been later venerated as
an incarnation of the savioress Tara, the "Green (i.e. dark) Tara"8. Am4uvarman
Extent of Harsa's Empiren, (J. Bihar and Orissa Res. Soc. 18, p. 296 ff., 1932); R. C. MAJUMDAR,
"Political Relations of Tibet with India", (J. Greater India Soc. VIII, p. 22 ff., 1941).
7 I t is based on the identification of the era of A m h a r m a n , the contemporary and successor
of Sivaedeva I, with the Th5kuri cra A. D. 595 and, on the basis of some synchronisms, that of
a Lichchhavi era starting A. D. 110. The era of Ambuvarman had first been believed to be
identical with the Harsha era starting from A. D. 605-606. TRIPATHI,
on the other hand, had
believed to place its beginning as early as A. D. 590, as he interpreted Yuan Chwang's reference
t o AmBuvarrnan as meaning that, a t the time of his visit, the king had already died; however,
the relevant passage can be understood also in the sense that Amiuvarman had only recently
become king, a fact evinced by the inscriptions.
Green and blue stand in the Indian terminology generally for dark-skinned; as a matter
of fact, greenish and bluish shades of brown skin-colour are not rare.
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assumed the royal title. But A.D. 640 he died, and another general, the Abhirn (?)
Jishnugupta, usurped the throne for a few years.
At last the old Lichchhavi dynasty was restored with Narendradeva (A.D. 643).
After Harshavardhana's death the Tibetans used Nepal as a basis for their raids into
India, but after Srong-bdsan-sgam-po's death Nepal was left alone and prospered
again during the long reign of Narendradeva, possibly thanks to the immigration of
cultured refugees from the Indian plains. Tibetan control slackened so much that in
A.D. 702 an attempt was made to throw it off. I t failed, and in A.D. 714 we find
Sivadeva 11, Narendradeva's successor, still mentioning the "Bhotta (Tibetan) servicen9
in the Laganto1 (Katmandu) inscription of S. 119. Later he probably succeeded in
asserting his independence. H e was married t o the Maukhari princess Vatsadevi,
daughter of Bhogavarman (who, in his turn, had been a descendant of Amiuvarman)
and granddaughter of Adityasena, the Late Gupta emperor of Magadha. Thus he had
become related to all the then important ruling families of Northern India, and when,
between A. D. 733 and 736, that latter became a part of the immense, though shortlived
empire of Lalitaditya-Muktapida of Kashmir, Nepal seems likewise to have been
included in that political system. As some of the most important trade routes passed
through Nepal, it would otherwise be difficult to explain Yaiovarman's and
Lalitaditya's combined message (about A. D. 736-747) to the Chinese emperor that
they had closed all the passes leading from India into Tibet, then under the rule of the
aggressive Khri-lde-btsug-brtan-mes-'ag-tshoms (A. D. 705 - 755). Nor could we
explain the later claims of Jayapida of Kashmir. Also Sivadeva's successor Jayadeva
was married to an Indian princess, Rijyavati, daughter of Sriharshadeva, then ruler
over Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Chhoya-Nagpur.
We do not know what happened after the collapse of Lalitaditya's empire ca. A. D
756-758. So much is certain that the Tibetan hordes of Khri-sron-lde-btsan (A.D.
755-797) overran Nepal again. His successors Mu-tig-btsan-po (A.D. 797-817)
and Khri-lde-srong-btsan (or Ral-pa-can, A. D. 817- 836) enforced tribute even from
the whole of Northeastern India. When late in the 8th century Jayapida of Kashmir
invaded Nepal, he was made a captive by the Tibetan general Aramudi and kept for
years in a tower on the bank of the Kala Gandika. Only when the anti-Buddhistic
policy of King Glang-Darma (Ta-mo) led to a crisis in Tibet, Nepal recovered its
independence, commemorated by the foundation of the Newari era A.D. 879. But
with this revolution there began a new phase of Nepalese history and civilization,
in which the influence of Pala Bengal pre-dominated and with which we are no more
concerned.
From this historical survey it is evident that all decisive cultural influences in those
centuries came from India, as Tibet was just emerging from the crudest barbarism.
And these influences came in three successive waves, first from the empire of the Guptas,
next from that of Harshavardhana, at last from the India of Yaiovarman of ~ a n a u j
and Lalitiditya of Kashmir. As the following pages will prove, these three waves can
be observed also in the few sculptures which we can so far attribute to this period.
1. The earliest and most important sculpture still is the only one that had hitherto
been known, the Trivikrama relief consecrated by King Manadeva in honour of his
The villages concerned had to supply, as forced labour (Begzr), coolies for the transport
along the trade route from India to Tibet. Similar services existed even much later through
ICumion, Ku!G and Chamba.
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mother, queen R5jyavati1O. During my short visit t o NepZl I have not succeeded in
tracing it as nobody whom I could consult, knew its exact location. I t is said to have
been in an open field somewhere east of Liijanpat (between the royal palace and
Paiupatinatha), but the area now is covered with villas and enclosed gardens. Here
we need not go again into the historical circumstances of its setting-up, discussed by
S. Levi on the basis of the dedicatory inscription A.D. 497 (Lichchhavi era 387) and
of the inscription on the Garuda pillar a t Chingu-Narayan, dated one year earlier.
What still needs an analysis, is its art-historical position. And this is most curious.
Though Indian not only in its iconography, but also in its typology and style, the
relief is much more archaic than the contemporaneous art of India proper. The next
parallels to it are the reliefs in Cave 5 (great Varaha, Gang5 and Yamuna) and 6
(various Mahishamardini, etc. images) a t Udaygiri near Bhilsa in Milwall, and
especially the Trivikrama relief from Paway5 in the Gwilior Museum l 2 which belong
to the early Gupta period (about A.D. 400). Also Cave I at BadZmi might be quoted,
though this belongs to the 6th century, like our Trivikrama relief. But the early
Chiilukya kingdom of the South had been, like Nepal in the North, a frontier kingdom,
the "provincial" art of which lagged not less behind that of the dominating Gupta
Empire.
2. Closely related to the Trivikrama relief is another one (ca. 2'square) let into
a supporting wall of one of the many terraces leading down to the gorge of the
Bhagmati wherein the most holy shrine of Paiupatinatha is situated. I t represents a
hero or god holding in his left hand a long bow, accompanied on one side by a woman
with a vessel and a fan, on the other by a standardbearer and kneeling woman. As the
relief is rather worn off so that many details can no more be discerned, there is some
difficulty in identifying it. However, it stands so near to the Trivikrama relief that
it might likewise represent an avatara of Vishnu. In this case the heroic figure wearing
the royal crown of Vishnu and holding a bow would be Rama in the company of Sita
and Lakshmana; the kneeling figure might possibly be the earth goddess, both in her
relationship to Sit5 and as representative of the earth ruled over by Rama, symbol of
royal power and justice. As a matter of fact the cult of RZma came in fashion in the
Gupta period, as the reliefs of the famous Deogarh temple prove; and that the
Rimiyana was then well-known also in Nepal, is proved by some passages in the
already mentioned charter inscription of Vasantasenals. Both reliefs may originally
have belonged to the Vishnu temple, the Garuda pillar 14 of which still stands not very
far, at Harigion, likewise within the boundaries of the then Lichchhavi capital DevaPatrana which covered the whole area from Paiupatinitha to Rani-Pokhri in
KZimindii (the old Kintipur).
S. LEVI,Le NkpA1, 11, p. 101.
D. R. Patil, The Monuments of Udaygiri Hill, Gwalior 1948; A. K. COOMARASWAMY,
History of Indian and Indonesian Art, London 1926, fig. 174; FLEET,Gupta Inscriptions,
p. 21 [Inscription of Chandra-gupta 11, A. D. 401 -4021.
le D. R. PATIL,
"The Carved Lintel from Paway5 in Gwalior Staten, (J. Kalinga Hist. Res.
Soc. 11, nos. 2 - 3 , pp. 159-165, 1947). The dance scene only: R. K. MOOKERJI,
The Gupta
Padmavati, Gwalior, 1952, pl. IX.
Empire, Bombay 1947, pl. 19; M. B. GARDE,
'3 BHAGVANLAL
INDRAJI
and BUHLER,
Twenty-Three Inscriptions from Nepil; S. LEVI,
Le NCpAI, 11, p. 117 ff.
I".
LEVI,op. cit., 11, p. 119.
lo
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That the composition of the group deviates from the later iconographic standard,
is not surprising in a time when the latter still was in its formative stage. For a
comparisoll with the gold coins of Samudragupta (A.D. 335-380) l5 reveals from
which elenlents it has been built up. Apart from technical differences, the canon of
body-proportions and forms is the same; the central group recurs on the coins of the
Archer type, the standard bearer on those of the Battle-Axe type, Sits is a reversion
of Kumaradevi on the coins commemorating the latter's marriage to Chandragupta 1.
The kneeling woman, however, is not found on the coins, but is derived from the so
common type of the lady donor; and also the figure on top of the standard (dhvaja)
differs from the Garuda (en face) of the Gupta coins, though it can be compared with
the winged animals of the later Mathura school.
Thus both reliefs, though at least as late as the end of the 5th century, still preserve
the style type of the reign of Samudragupta and of the first years of Chandragupta.
The tradition, therefore, must already have been an old one in the days of Miinadeva.
The Lichchhavi pedigree of the inscriptions starts only with Vrishadeva, though the
VamSivali leads it back much further. Thus his reign must have meant some political
or at least cultural revolution, possibly under the influence of Gupta overlordship.
And as in the plains, at that very time, Chandragupta 11 Vikramaditya introduced the
much richer "classic Gupta" style, it is well possible that Vrishadeva engaged some
masters sticking to the earlier taste of Samudragupta's reign.
3.-4. The classic Gupta style we find in two excellent Buddha statues (life-size) at
Svayambhiinatha, the fanlous Newiiri place of pilgrimage on a hill beyond the
Bishnumati, west of K i t n ~ i ~ > dThey
G . are no more in their original position, but stand
northwest of the great chaitya, one in the court of Sarasvati Bahal (Vihar), the other
in front of a modern temple on a terrace somewhat down the hill, north of the vihara
court. Tlle latter statue represents the Dhyiini-Buddha Ratnasambhavalg: He is
of yellow colour, his right hand is lowered in Varada (charity) Mudrii, his left hand
holds a small object which might be meant for a jewel (Ratna, Chintamani), and he
looks towards the South, the region over which he presides. The other statue represents
the Dhyiini-Buddha Akshobhya, as it has been coloured blue. However, there are
reasons to believe that this interpretation may be of much later date. The colours are
modern, the symbols and mudras do not work out - e. g. the supposed Chintamani
probably is nothing but the gathered-up ends of the Buddha's robe; and, above all,
images of the Dhyani-Buddhas17 still were the exception In the period when the two
statues were sculptured.
For our statues still belong to the classic Gupta style, though to its last phase. They
resemble well-known works of the 5th century 18, but the quality is no more the same.
The treatment is harder, and the proportions of the body reveal the characteristics of
begi~llli~lg
degeneration, i. e. too big heads and rather short legs. Likewise is the flamillg
l5

J. ALLAN,
Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta Dynasties, London 1914, pls. I - IV.

A. GBTTY,Gods of Nortllern Buddhism, Oxford 1914. Reyrese~ltatiollsof ~ a t ~ l a s a n ~ b h a v a
are rare.
l7 V. S. AGRAWALA,
"Dhy.?ni Buddllas and Boddl~is.~ttvns",(J. U. P. Hist. Soc. XI, no. 2,
p. 1 tf., 1938). None of the 5th ccntury Buddha imagcs 112s hitherto been clnssiticd as a L)ll~sni
Buddha.
l8 A. K. COO~IARASWAMY,
History of Indian and Indonesian Art, 1926, figs. 158- 160; The
Art of India and Pakistan (ed. by SIRLEIGH
ASHTON),
London 1950, figs. 199, 201.
le
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halo - the first sign of deification -unknown in the art of the 5th century, but common
in that of the 6th- 8th centuriestg. With a view to the slightly "Baroque' feel of the
heads we might, therefore, assign both statues to the early o r middle 6th century and
connect them with the renovation of SvayambhiinHth which tradition attributes to king
Minadeva. This seems to have occurred during his later years when the Indian plains
were devastated by the H u n hordes of Mihiragula, and when Gupta artists, fleeing
from the barbarians, would have felt ludcy to find employment in the safe Bhagrnati
Valley.
5. Probably somewhat later, of the reign of Vasantasena, is another sculpture
standing on the ghgts of the Bhagmati a t Paiupatinstha. I t is a rectangular socle,
decorated with a pot-and-foliage motive resting on crouching Yakshas or Kichakas;
on this rises, from a frieze of lotus flowers, the stump of a column ending in a sort of
short peg. N o Indian counterpart can be adduced for the identification of this piece.
But, if inferences from much later Nep5lese works might be permitted, it seems to have
been the socle of a Buddha statue standing or sitting on top of a lotus flower which
balanced on the column stump. Likewise is the dating of this socle not easy. The potand-foliage motive and the crouching Kichaka are very common in later Gupta and
Mediaeval Hindu art. But the exact counterparts to the pot-and-foliage motive, such
as it is evolved here, can be traced in Cave I11 at Aurangibid and the balustrade of
the Huchchimalligudi a t Aihole; the Kichaka still stands near to the type of the
Kushiina Yakshas of Mathuri, but his hair has the curls in fashion during the classic
Gupta period. Taking all these relationships into account, the middle o r later 6th
century might be the most probable date for the execution of this socle.
6. Indian art of the 7th century is represented by two Buddhist sculptures a t
S v a ~ a m b h ~ n i t h One
a . is an image of Padmapzni or Lokanitha in a niche in the
wall of the Dharmsila just on the badc of the great chaitya. The rectangular niche
with its central arch and two flanking columns is very similar to those around the
great stiipa at Nalandi. The general association with the Amitibha group is clear from
the small sitting figure of the Dhyini-Buddha on top of the arch and the two birds in
the niches in the column basis. apparently the peacocks of Amit5bhafo. That the
central figure, standing on a lotus. represents Avalokitdvara is proved by the crown
(with the small image of his divine "Father") over the high Jal5mukuta. This latter,
like the lowered hand in Varada Mudrl and the big lotus in the other, would speak
for PadmapZni el. But the type corresponds also to Lokan5thae0. The two small female
figures on both sides are, of course, the Syima and Sita T i r i .
7. The other is a small image (fig. 5) by the side of the big Gupta statue of Ratnasamhhava. I t represents Padmapini (or Lokaniitha) es, standing on a lotus, wearing
his hair in a JatZrnuku!a (without a crown), both arms loa~ered,one hand in Varada
Eastern Indian
For a few examples see Art of India and Pakistan, fig. 243; R. D. BANFRJI,
Iconography of
School of Mediaeval Sculpture, Delhi 1933, pl. 66b; N. K. BHATTA~ALI,
Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculpture in the Dacca Muscum. 1929, pls. 19, 67;also at AjantI.
B. BIIATTACHARYYA,
Indian Buddhist Iconography, London 1924.
A. GETTY,
Gods of Northern Buddhism, London 1914.
R. D. BANERJI.
Eastern Indian Smool of Mediaeval Sculpture, Delhi 1933, pl. 13c;
N. K. BHATTASALI,
Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca Museum,
1929, pls. la, 2b.
ns R. D. BANERJI,
op. cit., pl. 33d.
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Mudra, with a rosary slipped over it, the other holding a vessel (?), whereas behind his
arms two stalks raise their flowers above his shoulders24.
The general impression of these sculptures is decadent, though not degenerated: A
manneristic style, elegant and superficial; overslim figures with too small heads, soft,
untrained bodies, soft and rather tired faces, a growing otherworldliness expressed
in the lotus socles and flaming oval mandorlas; a yearning for merciful saviours such
as Avalokitelvara (of whom Padmapani and Lokanatha were merely special aspects)
and T a r i . All this probably was expressing the mentality at the court of the pious king
Sivadeva I. But it was also characteristic for the attitude of the Buddhist-Indian world
of those days. Buddhism had so long been the religion of the economic and intellectual
middle classes who were badly suffering in an age of growing militarization and
successive barbarian invasions. However, this was only one side of the picture. For the
military class, the carrier of the fiercer Hindu cults, was also the sponsor of a more
virile, though even more mannered art. We can follow its evolution in the court art of
Harshavardhana25 and of Pulakeiin Chalukya26 until it dominated the art of the 8th
century, under Jivitagupta I1 of Magadha, YaSovarman of Kanauj and Lalitaditya of
Kashmir 27.
8. The finest example of this 8th century style in Nepal is the, somewhat less than
lifesize, statue of the river goddess Yamuna which stands a t Palupatinatha, near
the lower bridge over the Bhagmati. O n the first impression it looks almost un-Indian.
The rather short, square-built figure stands in hieratic rigidity on a gigantic tortoise.
The whole reminds of Chinese sculpture and especially the summary treatment of the
tortoise would fit well into the Chinese tradition of H a n to earlyTYangtimes. The statue
proper evokes reminiscences of late Romanesque European sculptures, though it is
older and utterly independent from them. But on a closer examination the Indian
features are evident. The peculiar modelling of the plump body is quite common in
the more provincial art of the 7th-early 9th centuries, evolved from the later Gupta
manner, e. g. at Gwalior (Teli-ka-Mandir, early Jain caves), Osian, Deogarh (Jain
sculptures), Ellora (Caves 6 , 14, 17, 21), Auratigabad (Caves 7, 9), Badami (Cave 3),
Aihole (Meguti, Hindu Cave, Temple 9), Bengal28. The rigid hieratic posture is likewise
characteristic for many sculptures of this very same period, e. g. a t Gwilior (earlier
Jain caves), Naresar (north of Gwalior), Osian (Sachiya Mata Temple), Deogarh
(Jain sculptures), Benga120, etc. Even the folds of the Sari falling down between the
slightly parted legs can be traced in many sculptures not only of this time, but even
down into the loth and 11th centuries. I t is worth observing that the goddess wears
a genuine Sari of very fine material falling down over her left shoulder and held in
position by a broad hip-belt (Mekhala) of beautiful workmanship. The crown and
24 This piece may possibly be a later copy, perhaps of the 11th or 12th century, in any case
older than most extant Nepalese sculptures.
25 The Devi temples of Brahmor and ChatrZrhi in Charnbii probably are echoes of it.
20 Later sculptures of the Durga Temple at Aihole, Malegitti Sivalaya and ruined temple in
the Northern Fort, BZdZmi.
27 Teli-ka-Mand.r, Naresar, Masriir, MZrtind, Malot, Amb, etc. See H. GOETZ,"The Sun
Temple of MZrt5ndn, (Art and Letters, Royal India Society, vol. 27, p. 1 ff., 1953); H. GOETZ,
"The Beginnings of Mediaeval Art in Kashmirn, (J. Bombay University 21, p. 63 f., 1952).
R. D. BANERJI,Eastern Indian School, pls. 10, 39a, 40a, b, 56a, 68a, b; BHATTASAL~
Iconography, pl. 70.
~ , cit., pl. 4b; BHATTASALI,
Iconography, pls. 68a, b, 70.
R. D. B A N E R Jop.
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other jewelry are of the Mediaeval KHshmTri type, derived from the GandhZra tradition, and were later common in Nepalese bronzes. This jewelry as well as the squarebuilt body and the broad, rather brutal face are characteristic for the sculpture of
Kashmir under Lalitaditya. The Tantric reliefs of M i r t i n d might be quoted in this
connection. But more striking is the relationship with the over-life-size statues of
various Hindu gods and goddesses from Pandrenthan in the Srinagar Museumso. They
also have the same demoniac quality which, in a more elegant form, had been characteristic also in the Vishnu statues of Avantipur, and which has been taken up with so
much understanding response by later Nepalese and Tibetan art. Thus we can with
some justification assign the Yamuna statue to the later reign of Sivadeva I1 or that of
Jayadeva, when the links of NepZl with the empire of Lalitaditya seem so have been
very strong.
9. Fundamentally of the same type is a statue of Tara built into a house corner
not far from the Durbar Square at Katmandu. Posture, modelling of the body, costume
and jewelry are almost the same. But the body is slimmer and softer, more of the then
traditional Indian type, one hand in Varada MudrZ, the other holding the stalk of a
lotus; the sweet and rather wearied face, and finally the flaming double mandorla
speak for the older and milder Buddhist tradition. Except for its hieratic rigidity it is
pratically identical with a fine statuette which seems to me one of the earliest examples
of Nepalese bronze artJ1. At the present state of our knowledge of early Nepalese art,
however, it is risky to be dogmatic in this respect. Nepal has been a very conservative
country. And indubitable Gupta types and motives can be traced also in number of
monuments of much later date. Though not original early relics, they are nevertheless
valuable for our over-all picture of the civilization and art of that time. And they
have been important also for the genesis of a national Nepalese art. The influence of
Pala art in the 9th-12th centuries was belanced not only by that of Tibetan and
Hindu-Kashmiri art, but also by the persistance of the Gupta tradition. Thus Mediaeval
Nepalese art visibly differed from that of India already before the Muslim conquest
which made an end to that latter for at least four to five centuries. The revivalist
Hindu art which grew up later, was an antiquarian reconstruction applied only to
religious buildings and cult images. The Indian folk art of the Muslim period developed
on very different lines. Nepalese art thus became a national style developing in its
own way from the roots planted in the previous centuries. For the influences from
RZjput and Bengali art which it received under the Malla kings, and from late Mughal
art which were absorbed under the Gorkha dynasty, did not affect is religious typology
and style. But those roots were planted in the Gupta period, and the few sculptures
here discussed offer us at least some picture of what that early Nepalese art had been
1ike.
They are there tentatively assigned to the 10th century. However, they cannot be later
-The Mediaeval Sculpture
than Laliti ditya's, or at the utmost Jayipida's reign. See H. GOETZ,
of Kashmirn, Mlrg May 1955.
31 A. GETTY,
Gods of Northern Buddhism, Oxford 1914, pl. 38.
Further studies

Arte del Nepal, (CiviltA dell'oriente, Roma 1962, pp. 883-904; Nepal, and Nepalesi Correnti,
(Enciclopedia Universale dell'Arte, vol. IX, coll. 520-522, 1963); Nepal, (Encyclopaedia of
World Art, vol. X, coll. 214-235, 1965); Nepalese Art, (ibid. vol. X, pp. 562-567);
A Nepalese Chess Board, (Bulletin of the Baroda Museum XII, for 1955- 1956, pp. 25-28,
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1957 [the principal pieces are portraits, on one side of the reigning king Prithvi Bir Vikram Sib
1881 - 1911, on the other the ruling "prime ministersn Maharaja Chandra Shamsh~r
(1901 - 1929) and Juddha Shamsher BahZdur (1931 - 1948), then commander-in-chief of the
NepPlese army; the chessboard, made about 1901, was acquired by the British resident in
Katmzndu, Col. Weir, and reflects the political tensions which a t last led to the overthrow of
the Rana-Maharijas and the return of the royal dynasty to power]. For the present knowledge
of the development of Nepalese sculpture cp. STELLAKRAMRISCH,
Art of Nepal, New York
1964.

CONCISE INDEX

As numerous names of rulers have been mentioned only at the margin of the research
work, they have here been summarized under the dynasties of which they have been
members. Those of the rulers of the many small hill states under those latter, in the
case of "KZngrZn under their clan name Katoch, because most of the time the rajiis of
"K5ngrZn had not been in the possession of that hill fortress. Places of only local or
temporary interest have been omitted.
Adina Beg (Mughal governor) 118, 119
Afghlnistin 8, 11, 12, 20, 23, 25, 39, 41, 42,
52,54,65,66,69,70, 75, 88,95 ff.
Ahichhattra 10
Ahmad Shah Abdili (Durrini) 56, 117, 118
Aihole 6, 170,187
Akhniir 6,29,38,68,92,123
Aklu (wazir of Chambi) 119
Alakhina (11-Khan?), Giirjara of TakkadeSa
97,98
Alchi (monastery) 73
Allahabad pillar inscription 183
Almora 176,178
Amb (temples in Salt Range) 47, 65, 71, 95
Amiuvarman (of Nepal) 183
Anandavarman (of Chamba) 104, 105, 107,
113, 145, 177
Anantadeva (of Kashmir) 74, 137
Andarkoth (Kashmir) 47, 72
Arab 31, 46,59
Arabs 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 21, 25, 29, 33, 46, 56,
64,68,69,70,95
artists 29, 34, 46, 50, 55, 57, 60, 65, 69, 98,
109, 112, 118, 122, 125, 131, 136, 142, 145,
147, 154, 161,165,187
Asatavarman (of Chamba) 103, 137
Atholi, see Gulabgarh (PPngi)
Avantipur (Vantipor in Kashmir) 6, 22, 36,
37,46,72, 74,81, 82,83, 84, 132, 134
Avantivarman (of Kashmir) 36, 46, 61, 68,
72,73, 84, 86,98
Ayudha (dynasty of Kanauj) 21, 135, 171
Baalbek 32

Babbor (Baiohli-Himalaya) 79,134
BadZmi 21, 78,83,171
Bahidur Singh (of Kulu) 106, 107, 108, 145
Bahi-ud-din cemetery (in Srinagar) 29, 64,
92
Baijnath (Beas valley) 103, 177; (Kumion)
see also Kartikeyapura
Bajauri (in Kulu) 6
BZlZditya (Gonandiya of Kashmir) 93
Balabhadravarman (raja of Chambi) 101,
105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 148, 177
Balban (Sultan of Delhi) 174
Balor (Vallapura) 78, 81, 103, 104, 108, 110
BZmiyPn (Afghanistan) 11, 16, 39, 52, 60, 65,
70, 75, 95,99
Bangahal 118
Barahat and Gopelwar tridents (Kumion)
173, 174
BZramiila (Varihamiilasthina in Kashmir)
73, 86
Bappa Riwal (of Mewar) 16,26
BaSohli (Balor) 5, 37, 104, 111, 113, 114, 115,
116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 127, 149,
151, 154, 155, 156, 158, 159, 161, 177, 179
BaSohli style 5, 115,153,157, 159
Bathii (Guler) 154
Bavan (near Mirtind, Kashmir) 23
Bengal and Bengali art 6, 9, 16, 36, 57, 58,
61,71,77, 189
Bhadrawih 109,120,122,124
Bhaga (wazir of Chambi) 123,125
Bhagavata PurPna 107, 109
BhZge4war (temple in KumEon) 173
Bhagmati Valley (Nepil) 187
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Bhagvati temple (see Vajrelvari temple,
Chambi)
Bhalai and Jundh 114,120
Bhatalkuin (temple) 116
Bhatti Rijputs 25, 41
Bhavagana (mother of Dantidurga Rlshtrakfita) 12, 13, 15, 16,26, 43
Bhimakeiava temple (at Bumzu, Kashmir) 73
Bhimbar (Kashmir) 37
Bhimtil (Kumion : Bhimelvar temple) 178
Bhoja (King of MZlwa) 74
Bhofavarman (rija of Chambi) 104, 145,177
Bhiiri Singh (rija of Chambi) 178
Bhuvanelvara 170
Bijbehara Kashmir, see Vijabror
Bilot (temple) 95
brahmins 24, 171, 174,176,177
Brahmor (Brahmapura, in upper Chambi)
6, 7, 71, 79, 102, 104, 105, 107, 115, 116,
136, 145,153, 157
BodhgayZ (temple) 51
Bodhinitha (Nepal) 182
Borobudur 30,62, 63
Broach 21
Buddha Avatari (image) 6, 77 ff ., 97
Buddhist 6, 12, 25, 27, 28, 30, 36, 38, 47, 51,
79, 82, 87, 94, 107, 131, 132, 168, 172, 187,
189
Bumzu (Kashmir) 73
Buniyar (temple in Kashmir) 11, 47, 61, 62,
66,69
Byzantine art etc. 31, 32, 33, 34, 46, 56, 57,
58, 59, 79, 98, 99

Champlvati temple (Chambl) 149, 152, 178
Chand (dynasty of Kumaon) 103, 167ff.,
171 f., 175 ff.
Chandella (dynasty of Bundelkhand) 8, 102,
172
Chandragupta temple (in Chambi) 146, 162
Chandripida (of Kashmir) 11, 15, 34, 41, 64,
70, 97
Chandralekhara temple (in Chambi) 144
Chi~igu-NiirZyan(Nepil) 185
Chankuna (Tsiang-Kiun, minister of Lalitiditya) 11, 12, 15, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35,
41, 47, 48, 49, 50, 54, 55, 57, 60, 62, 63, 64,
65, 70, 80, 99
C h i p a (dynasty of Saurlshtra) 18,19
Chapotkata (Chivada, dynasty of Gujarat)
8, 17, 18, 21
Charhat Singh (of Chambi) 124, 125, 156,
163, 164, 165
Charpata (yogis) 135, 140
C h a t r a ~ h i(Sakti Devi temple in upper Chamb i ) 6, 133
Chauhin, see Chihamzna
Chattar (Satru) Singh (of Chambi) 115, 116,
151, 152, 153, 178
Chattargarh, see Gulabgarh
Chinese 10, 12, 19, 25, 27, 33, 34, 39, 41, 44,
45, 46, 50, 52, 53, 55, 56, 69, 70, 71, 75, 91,
99, 131, 132, 184, 188
Chitorgarh 19, 20,26,41,44, 178
,,Chomos" (statues in Dras) 71
Churiih (West Chamba) 104, 111, 114, 115,
120, 127, 131,137, 150, 167, 175

Central Asia 5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 20, 21, 23, 25,
34, 45, 53, 58, 70, 72, 88, 91, 99, 128, 130,
131, 150
Chihamina (Chauhin Rijputs and kings) 17,
18,21, 74, 75, 103, 138, 142, 172
Chaitrti (Buddhist ruins, in Beas Valley)
Chakradhara (temple, Kashmir) 92
Chilukya (dynasty of Lita) 8, 17, 18
Chilukya (dynasty of Bidami) 8, 10, 13, 15,
16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 43, 46, 80, 84,
86,170, 188
Chambi 6, 78, 79, 81, 84, 94, IOlff., 122,
145 ff.
C h i m u n d i temple (Charnbi) 114, 115, 122,
126,127,147,155,156,157,158,159,161,165
C h i m u n d i temple (at Devi-ri-Kofhi in Churiih) 162
Champivat (Kumaon) 167, 168, 172, 174,
175, 176, 177, 178

Dabhoi 178
D i i Batlii (wetnurse of Prithvi Singh of
Chambi) 106, 111, 148, 149, 153
DalEl Singh (of Chamba) 117, 153
Dantidurga (Rashtrakiita king) 13, 14, 17, 18,
19,21, 22, 27,43, (see also Bhavagani)
Deccan 8, 14, 15, 25, 26, 43, 44, 68, 69, 83,
86, 87, 95, 114, 115, 144, 153
Deogarh temple 185
Deva-Paftana (Nepal) 185
Devi-ri-kathi (Churih) 161, 162
Dhameri, see Nurpur
Dhyin Singh (of Jammii) 124
D i d d i (queen of Kashmir) 69, 73,74
Dodakavarman (of Chambi) 140,142
Dogri (Riijputs) 7, 102, 115, 117, 119, 123,
124, 127, 153
Doti rajas (ICumzon) 168, 169
DurgZsaptaSati 109, 118, 155
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D w l r a h i t (Kumion) 167, 169, 172, 173, 177,
178
Eklingji (Udaipur) 178
Ellora 58,72, 83,86,97, 132
Fathpur (Beas Valley, Buddha bronze) 6, 78,
84, 132
Firozpur-Drang (Kashrnir, temple) 71
folk art 6, 112, 130, 131, 137, 144ff., 149,
150, 154,177 ff., 189
Gaddis 7,102, 107, 108, 137
Gandhira 6, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 38, 39, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65, 66,
69, 71, 75, 78, 79, 84, 87, 90, 92, 95, 132,
133, 189
GaneBa 127, 131, 139, 147, 159, 164, 165, 177
Ganeiavarman (raja of Charnbi) 105, 106,
108, 113, 145, 146
Ganelgarh Fort 113
Garhwil 177, 178
Garuda 35, 115, 138, 157, 159, 182, 185, 186
Gauda (in Bengal) 8, 9, 14, 16, 21, 22, 26, 27,
36, 43, 51, 57, 58, 60, 66, 71, 79, 171, 172
Gaudavaho (epic by Vikpatirija) 9, 13, 14,
15, 43
Gauriiankara 146, 162
Ghaznavida 102, 150
Gonandiya (dynasty of Kashmir) 35, 64, 88 ff.
(see also Pravarasena 11)
Gop (temple in Saurishtra) 52, 53, 59, 65
Gopil Singh (raja of Chambi) 126, 165
Graeco-Buddhist art, see Gandhira
Gugga (or Gcgi, sculptor and founder) 6,
113,132,133, 139
Guhilots 8, 19, 44
Gujar (nomads), see Girjaras
GujarPt 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 22, 24, 26,
63, 68, 170, 177
Gulib Singh Dogri (of Jamml-Kashmir) 124,
165
Gulibgarh (Pingi) 115, 127, 153
Guler 113, 114, 117, 118, 120, 125, 154, 158,
159,160, 162
Gumli 177
Guniyiir (monastery in Swat) 64
Gupta (emperors, period and style) 6, 8, 10,
16, 20, 21, 23, 25, 28, 34, 35, 38, 40, 42, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 59, 60, 61,
65, 66, 68, 70, 71, 75, 78, 79, 80, 86, 91, 92,
95, 99, 130 ff ., 170, 181, 189, (see also Jivitagupta 11)

Glrjaras 7, 8, 10, 16, 20,21,24,41,51, 85, 89,
93, 107,144,171
Gurkhas (or Gorkhas) 121, 122f., 161, 163,
182, 189
Hadda 39
Hardwar 109
Harigion 182
Hariparbat Fort (S'irikiparvata, near Sdnagar) 92
HarivamBa 109
Harsha (king of Kashmir) 28, 55, 60, 74, 88,
103, 172
Harshavardhana (of Thlnesar, emperor) 6,
8, 25, 93, 131, 139, 183, 184, 188
Iiarsha-Vikramiditya (of Milwa) 40, 91
HZrvan (Kashmir) 6, 28, 37,39, 68
Hellenistic art etc. 32, 33, see also Gandhira
Hira Singh Dogri (Sikh prime minister) 125
H i r m l (Hidimba = Chirnundi, Durgi), for
temples see ManZli and Mehli
Hiuen Tsang (Chinese Buddhist pilgrim) 39,
92, 168, 172
HoySala (dynasty and style) 75, 144
Hsuan-tsung (Chinese emperor) 11, 12, 70
Huns (or Htina, Hephthalites) 10, 23, 39, 40,
49, 62, 65, 68, 77, 80, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,
131, 183, 184, 187
Jagatsukh (Kulu) 135
JageSwar (Kumion) 6, 7,167 ff.
Jain 18, 52, 58, 80
Jammu 113, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 122, 161
Jaswin State 102
Jats 7, 24, 115
Java 49, 136
Javili (Guler) 154
Jayapida (king of Kashmir) 21, 28, 46, 47,
68, 71, 97,98, 184
Jayasimha (king of Kashmir) 75
Jauliin (Taxila) 39
Jhiisi (near Allahibid) 174, 176
Jit-Singh (of Charnbl) 122, 123, 161
Jivitagupta I1 (emperor of Gauda, Magadha)
8, 13, 15, 17, 21, 26, 34, 43, 68, 71, 188
Jwalarnukhi (godess and temple) 105, 123
Jyeshtharudra (temple in Kashmir) 57, 62,
63,64
Kadvar (temple in Saurashtra) 52
Kalanaur (Beas Valley) 107, 113, 116
KZlar (Salt Range) 95, 97
Kalaia (king of Kashmir) 69, 74
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Kalhana 8 ff., 88 ff. (see als Rajatarangini)
Kanauj 9,12,14,15,16,21,22,24,34,60,69,70,
71, 72, 85, 87, 97, 98, 135, 168,169,171,182
KZngrZ 6, 71, 78, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108, 110,
113, 114, 115, 116, 119, 120, 121, 137, 141,
144, 145,146, 154,161, 176,179
KZngrZ style 5, 122, 155, 158ff., 160
Karka (Kayya) I1 (Rashtrakiita king of Lata)
12, 21, 22, 26, 43, 44
Karkota (dynasty of Kashmir) 25, 41, 64, 69,
72, 88, 89, 90, 93,94
Karnatakas 12, 15
Kartikeyapura-Baijnath 173
Kashtwar (State) 115, 120, 123, 124
KatZrmal (Kumaon) 79, 173
Katehir (U. Pr.) 174, 175, 176
Kathiawad 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 19, 22, 26, 66
KZtmindii 182
Katoch (Rajputs) 105, 107, 116, 118, 119, 121,
see also Sansar Chand I and I1
Katyiiri (rajas of KumZon) 168, 169, 170,172,
173, 175,178
Khanchandi palace (Chambi) 126, 156, 164
Khajiar (in Chamba, Khaji-Nag temple) 47,
108,144, 149, 155, 165
Kirtipur (Nepil, Ashoka, Ashoka stiipa) 182
IConlrZn 12, 13, 15, 68,70
I<osala 13, 14, 27, 44
Kota Devi (Queen of Kashmir) 69
Kother (Kapateivara temple) 74
Krishna 5, 80, 83, 84, 86, 148, 157, 161, 164
KuchZ (Eastern Turkistan) 11, 20, 27, 71, 74
Kulii 6, 71, 73, 78, 79, 81, 84, 94, 103, 106,
107, 109, 113, 115, 119, 122, 123, 129, 133,
135,140,141, 150,154,178
KumPon 78, 79, 103, 129, 144, 154, 167ff.,
171, 175, 178, see also Chand and Katjiiri
dynasties
Kumaon and Garhwal inscriptions 179-181
Kushana (tribe, dynasty, art etc.) 7, 56, 68,
75, 77, 78, 84, 86, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 99,
132,141, 187
Lachman Singh (raja of Chamba) 126
Ladakh 29, 73, 74, 75, 87, 107, 110, 115, 124,
183, 184
LZhul 7, 71, 74, 79, 104, 106, 107, 111, 115,
116, 137, 145
Lakha-Mandal 6, 79, 178
LakshanZ Devi 139
Lakshmi-NarZyan 107, 109, 114, 115, 126,
136, 138, 139, 140, 145, 146, 148, 149, 152,
153,159,162,164

Lalita-Pattana (Nepil) 182
Lalitiditya-MiiktZpida (Kiirkota emperor of
Kashmir) 8 ff., 44 ff., 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70,
71, 77, 79, 80, 81, 85, 88, 90, 95, 97, 99,
134, 139, 182, 184
Lalitavarman (raja of Charnbii) 103, 137
Lamaistic 74, 75, 145
Lata (S. E. Gujarat) 12,22,26
Lhalun (monastery Ladakh) 73
Lichhavis 183, 184, 185
lings 73, 96, 138, 158, 162, 164
local styles 5, 28, 35, 50, 54, 60, 65, 66, 133,
145
Lodi (dynasty) 106
Loduv temple 11, 38,40, 61, 64, 65
Lohara (state, town and dynasty near Kashmir) 69, 74, 134, 174
lotus 6, 43, 50, 54, 59, 72, 82, 84,86, 130,133,
141,158,170,187
Mahibharata 94,129, 145, 156, 157, 161
Mahmiid of Ghazna 24,78,137, 172
Maitralra (dynasty of Vallabhi, Saurishtra)
8, 10, 16, 19,21, 26, 41, 44
Malla (dynasty of West Nepal) 174, 182, 189
Malot (temple in the Panjab) 6, 16, 35, 47,
57, 62, 63, 64, 69,70, 71, 95, 99
Malwa 13, 14, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 44, 66
Mama1 (Kashmir, Mameivara temple) 75
ManZli (Kulii) 7, 79, 149 (see also Hirma
Devi)
Mandi (Beas Valley) 7, 106, 110, 113, 154,
156ff., 177
MZrtind 6, 11, 16, 23, 24, 28, 35, 37, 38, 43,
47, 50, 55, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 69,
70, 71, 74, 84, 99, 118, 119, 134, 189
Marul-Udaipur (Lahul, Markulii Devi temple)
6, 79, 107, 116, 127, 138, 153, 182, 184
MZrwiir (in Beas Valley) 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 26,
44, 107
Masriir (in Beas Valley, rodc-cut temple) 6 ,
71,79
MZtrigupta (Gupta official and poet) 40, 87,
89,91
Maukhari (dynasty) 93, 184
Maurya (emperors) 8, 10, 20, 26, 41, 58, 68,
94, 182, 1 5 3
Mehli (ChambP, H i r m i temple) 145, 149,
152,154, 159, 162
Meruvarman (raja of Brahmor) 139
Mewiir8,10, 11,15, 16,26, 179,184
miniatures 5, 118, 125, 153, 156, 159, 161,
164, 165
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Mirkuli, see Marul
Mirpur-Khiss (Sind) 54
Mongols 7, 12, 115
Mohri-Moridu (Taxila) 39
Mudgalas (Mughals, i. e. Muslims) 103
Mughals 102, 104, 106, 109, 110, 111, 112ff.,

capital) 6,29, 47, 54, 62, 63, 65, 70, 71, 73,
75,79, 90,99,189
Panjab 5, 10, 12, 21, 25, 39, 41, 65, 66, 69,
75, 90,95,97, 175
PPrasikas (people of Pllsi, Kanara) 13, 15,
17, 18, 43

116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 144, 145, 148,
151 ff., 156,162, 169
Mughal style 154ff.
Mughal-Hindu style 125

Paraspor, see Parihisapura
Parauli 61,64
Parihasapura (or Paraspor) 6, 11, 12, 14, 16,

MuktPpida, see Lalitaditya
MultPn 24, 25,41,42
Miimmuni (Silihara rebel) 12, 13, 15, 18;
(= Mu-li-yen?) 91
Muslim art etc. 29, 87, 102, 106, 150, 182
Muslims 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20, 22, 25, 41, 42,

46,56,73,77,95,99,144
N i d i r Shah (of Persia) 56, 117
NZga (snake deities) 5, 49, 82, 86, 94, 105,

129, 134, 171
Nagarkot, see K i n g r i
NZland2 187
NarastZn (temples in Kashrnir) 11, 36,47, 61,

64,69,71
Nathfi Barotii (wazir of Chamba) 121, 124,

125, 161
Navapura (in Gilgit) 48,73
Nestorian 34, 57, 70, 98
Nepil 77, 84, 87, 109, 122, 145, 147, 174,

182ff., 187
Nepalese kings and queens 182, 183, 184, 185,
187, 189, see also Malla dynasties of West
Nepal 103,185
Nrsimha 71, 73, 80, 82, 83, 134, 139, 140
Nurpur (= Dhameri, in Beas Valley) 102,

104, 107, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 117, 121,
122, 148, 151, 154, 156, 162, 176, 177, 178,
179

21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35, 44, 47, 50, 51, 53, 54,
55,57, 62,64,65,69,70, 81,99
Parthian 6,28, 56, 65
PaSupatinatha (NepPl) 185, 187, 188
Patan (Kashmir) 37, 72, 74, 84, 85 (see also
Lalita-Pattana, Nepal)
Pathyir 108
Pattan-Munara (temple, Panjab) 95,97
Paun Rajas (of Kurnaon) 78
Payar (Kashmir temple) 74
Pir HPji Muhammad (Ziyirat, Kashmir) 38,

164
Porthi (Plngi, Mulisan Devi temple) 149
Prahlada legend 89
Pratipsinghvarman (raja of Chambi) 105,

106, 107, 109, 111, 113, 114, 118, 136, 145,
146, 147, 177
Pratihira (dynasty and art) 6,8,9, 10, 18, 19,
22, 34, 35, 60, 72, 77, 81, 85, 86, 95, 96,
135, 136, 138, 139ff., 170
Pravarapura (present Srinagar) 12, 29,63,68,
91
Pravarasena 11. Gonandiya (king of Kashmir)
35, 40,63,64,65,68,78,90,91,92
PravareSvara temple srinagar 29, 30, 35, 64,
65
Prithvi Singh (of Chambi) 106, 1 1 1, 113, 114,
115, 138, 148, 149, 151, 152, 153, 155, 158
Rijauri 37
Rajnagar (palace) 118, 119, 127, 156
Rajput 5, 10, 19, 24, 102, 111, 112, 118, 144,

Padmapini 55,74,79,189
PadukP 158, 159
painting 159, 160, 162, 179
P i l a (dynasty) 8, 9, 21, 22, 25, 75, 77, 79,

Rijputs 102,115,127, 130,171,174,176
Raj Singh (of Charnbii) 119, 120, 121, 122,

108, 171, 172
P i l a style 75, 79, 80, 84, 182

Raiglon (pillar inscription) 175, 176, 177
Rima 5, 71, 80, 83, 114, 147, 151, 162, 164,

Pallava (dynasty of South India) 8, 10, 17,

149, 151 ff., 163, 179, 189
152,156,158,159f., 161,163,165
185

25,46, 80, 86
Pallava style 171
Palmyra 31

Rimiyana 145, 157, 163,185
Ramapati (Pandit, Chambi minister) 101,

PPmpur (Kashrnir, mosque) 53
PandrenthPn, Pandrethan (Kashmir, earliest

Ram L i l (painter) 163
Ramnagar 37

105 ff., 145
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Ranasvami temple (Srinagar) 29, 64, 65, 92
Ranbir Singh (maharija of Kashmir) 163
Rang-Mahal (Chambl) 110, 122, 125, 163,
164, 165
Ranjit Singh (Sikh m a h i r i j a of Lahore) 121,
122, 123,124,125,161,165
RaydhZ Devi (queen, founder of Vajreivari
temple, Chambi) 138
Rashtrakiita (dynasty) 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16,
17, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 43, 68, 72, 75, 78,
80, 86, 87, 97, 98, 135, 140, 170, 171, see
also BhavaganZ, Dantidurga and Karka
Ratbil (= Chandriipida?) 16, 68, 97
Ratfa (Rashtrakiita queen), see Bhavagana
Roman art etc. 6, 23, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36,
38, 47, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 65, 69, 70, 71,
90,99
Rumil embroidery 163, 164
Siihillavarman (raja of Brahmor) 107, 135,
139, 140,141, 155,162
Saif 'Ali Khan (last Mughal governor of
Kiingrii) 119,121
Saiva, Saivism 80, 90, 94, 95, 97, 99, 132,
164, 168, 172
Sakas 90,91
Siiliikarvarman (Salavahana raja of Chamba)
137
Samgriimavarman (of Chamba) 104, 105
Samkaravarman (king of Kashrnir) 28, 36, 55,
61, 68,69, 72, 73, 84, 86, 87, 97, 98
Sansar Chand (rija of Kangrii) 144, 146, 177,
179
Sansiir Chand 11. Katoch (raja of Kangrii)
120-123, 160, 161, 163
Siradz Devi (rani of Chambi) 123, 125, 161,
162, 163
Siirnath 49, 50, 51, 65
Sirikiparvata, see Hariparbat
Siisinian (dynasty, art etc.) 6, 12, 25, 34, 35,
39, 41, 46, 53, 56, 62, 69, 71, 72, 75, 77,
79, 84, 86, 89,90,93, 94, 132, 137, 150
Sati 86
Sayyid (sultans) 106
Sejakpur (Saurashtra, temple) 177
Shahi kings 3, 8, 11, 16, 25, 39, 41, 42, 68,
72, 77, 95 ff ., 140
Shah-Mir, Shams-ud-din (first sultan of
Kashrnir) 69
Sikandar Shah Sfir 106, 107,146
Sikander Biitshikin (sultin of Kashmir) 29,
55,73
Sikar (Rajasthan) 142

Sikhs 7,102, 118 ff., 125
Sikh style 53, 165 ff.
Silihira (dynasty of the Konkin) 12, 13, 15,
17, 18, 43
Sind 20,25, 27, 41,44,54
Sira (Kumion) 172
Sitali Devi (temple in Chambii) 126, 165
Siva 6, 71, 72, 74, 89, 92, 95, 98, 127, 131,
132,134,135,141,145,148,151,162,163,164
Siva SiilapZni 141
Solanki-Viighelii (style) 177
Somavarman (of Chambii) 137,140
Spiti 37, 73, 87
Sri Singh (raja of ChambZ) 125, 126, 152,
156, 165
Suchet Singh (of Jammii, r i j a of Basohli, Sikh
grandee) 124
Sugandhii (queen of Kashmir) 69, 73, 84-86
Suket (Sukhet, hill state) 102, 103, 110, 156
Sukral (temple of Siradz Devi) 122
Suriinanda Sarman, Pandit (Chamba, rijguru)
106 ff., 145
Siirya 6, 23, 71, 78, 80, 83,131,171
Suryamati (queen of Kashmir) 137
Sva~arnbhiiniitha(Nepal) 182, 186,187
Syiim (Sham) Singh (raja of Charnba) 126,
127, 155,159, 166
Syrian art etc. 31, 32, 46, 47, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 63, 64, 65,66, 70
Tabo (monastery) 73
Takht-i-Sulaimiin (Jyeshtatudra) 11, 38, 47,
57, 61, 62, 64, 69, 169, 172
Takka (-deia, Giirjara state in the Panjib) 11,
24, 41, 85, 89,95, 97,98
Talihat (Kumion, temple) 173
Tantric 35, 60, 71, 72, 83, 86, 105, 145, 189
Tiirii 183, 189
Tiriigarh (fortress, Reas Valley) 113, 126,
127, 148, 159
Tarain (battle of) 103
Tiriipida (king of Kashmir) 29, 68
Tarim Basin 20, 27, 39, 41, 45, 50, 57, 99
Teli-kii-Mandir (Gwalior Fort, Gupta temple)
171
Tibet 7, 10, 12, 15, 19, 20, 25, 27, 41, 44, 45,
52, 66, 69, 73, 74, 75, 80, 84, 87, 99, 107,
108,115, 127, 130, 135, 140,183,184
Tibetan kings 183, 184
Thiine4ar 15, 19,44,51
Thar Desert 20, 26
Trigarta (old name of Beas Valley area) 74,
103,104,105, 107,113, 134
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Trigarta style 137, 138
Triloknath (Mandi) 7, (Lihul) 79
Trimukh (temple, Chamba) 109, 127, 136,
144,146
Tsaparang (in Tibet) 75
Tughluq (sultans of Delhi) 103, 106, 176, 177
Turfin 11, 20,99
TurkistPn 7, 20, 29, 34, 39, 41, 57, 66, 70, 71,
73, 74, 75, 131, 134
Udai Singh (rija of Chambi) 116, 117, 138,
153, 154
Udaigiri (in Malwa) 185
Udaipur (near Chamba) 116, 153, see also
Marul
Ugar Singh (raja of Chambi) 117, 127, 153,
154
Ukhii-Charitra Album, Chamba (now National Mus., New Delhi) 125, 162
UmEd Singh (rija of Chamba) 114, 118, 119,
121, 127, 138, 151, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158,
164
Ushkur (Huvishkapura, town in Kashmir) 6,
29, 37, 39, 49,65,68,70, 86
Utpala (king of Kashmir) 28, 68, 72
Vairaiivarman (or Vairasimhavarman, r i j a of
Chambi) 103, 104,145,177
Vaishnava 80, 81, 85,87, 105, 132
Vajraviirahi temple (Pangi) 107, 145
Vajreivari temple (Chamba) 144, 146, 149,
153, 158,159,162
Vakiitaka (dynasty) 8
Valrpatiraja (author of Gaudavaho) 9, 14, 16
Vallabhi (Saurashtra) 8, 16, 17,22,41
Vallapura, see Balor
VamBavali 93, 101, 107, 111, 113, 168, 169,
173, 176, 183

VamSigopal temple (Chambii) 138, 147, 148,
149,159
Vangath (temples, Kashmir) 11,47,58,61,62,
64
Vantipor, see Avantipur
Varuna 5
Vasishtha (sage) 20
Verinig (Kashmir) 73
Vidagdhavarman (rija of Chambi) 140
Vijabror, see Vijayeivara
Vijayavarman (rija of Chambi) 103,137
Vijayeivara (or Vijabror-Bijbehara) 29, 73,
79,92
Vikramiditya-Harsha (of Ujjayini) 89
vimana 30,31, 35,59,74, 170, 173
Virabhanu (Chambi prince) 105, 106, 107,
109
Viradas 149
Visavida (Saurashtra, temple) 52
Vishnu 35, 60, 71, 72, 73, 79, 80, 81, 82, 85,
127, 132, 133, 141, 147, 151, 157, 158, 159,
185, 189
Wingath, see Vingath
White Huns, see Huns
Yakshi, Yaksha 5,49,77,129, 187
Yamuni 188, 189
Yaiodharman-Vishnuvardhana (emperor) 8,
25, 40,68,92, 130
Yaiovarman (emperor of Kanauj) 6, 8, 9, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 25, 26, 27, 42, 43, 44,
51,68,71, 130,135, 182, 184, 188
Yugakaravarman (rija of Chambi) 136, 139,
140, 141,142
Yiisufzai District 96
Zain-ul-Abidin (cemetary of sultan N , Srinagar) 38, 47, 57, 62,63,64,65,70
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"PZ?dava" statue in the Khaji Nag
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